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This prospectus relates to the common shares of the capital stock (“Shares”) of P r e m i e r e
G e o r e s o u r c e s a n d D e v e l o p m e n t I n c . ( P G D I ) f o r m e r l y Redstone Construction and Development
Corporation (“Premiere Georesources”, “PGDI” the “Registrant”, “Issuer” or “Company”), a corporation
organized under Philippine law and incorporated on 24 January 2011, in connection with (a) the
distribution by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”) of 268,000,000 Shares of the Company as
property dividends (“Dividend Distribution”) to all stockholders of record of PHA as of 15 May 2018, which
represent approximately 4.9% of the issued and outstanding Shares (“Dividend Distribution”), and (b) the
registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), and the listing by way of introduction
of the Company and its 5,454,000,000 Shares on the Main Board of The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.
(PSE) representing 100% of the issued and outstanding Shares of the Company (“Listing”).
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Issuer has an authorized capital stock of 6,500,000,000 Shares, each
with a par value of P0.10 per share, and its issued and outstanding share capital consists of 5,454,000,000
Shares.
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”), a Philippine corporation listed on the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE), is the parent company of the Issuer. PGDI is a 54.72% subsidiary of PHA post distribution
and upon listing. At the time of declaration and prior to the Dividend Distribution, PHA was the legal owner
of 80% of the Issuer’s outstanding Shares. On 20 March 2018, the Board of Directors of PHA approved the
dividend declaration, which resulted in the distribution to PHA shareholders of record as of 15 May 2018 of
1,346 PGDI Shares for every 10,000 shares in PHA provided that no fractional shares shall result and any
resulting dividend with fractional shares shall be rounded down to the nearest whole number, and cash
in the amount of P0.001482 per share to all stockholders of record of PHA as of 15 May 2018, subject to
the approval by the SEC and other regulatory agencies. A Registration Statement covering 5,454,000,000
Shares was filed by the Company on (•). The Shares subject of the Registration Statement are covered by (a)
the application for the approval of the Property Dividend, which was filed by PHA on November 12, 2018 and
approved by the SEC on (•), and (b) the application for listing by way of introduction, which was filed by PGDI
with the PSE on November 13, 2018, and approved by the PSE on (•).
In an Order dated (•), the SEC declared effective the Registration Statement of PGDI.
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. (the “Company”) has decided to apply for listing by way of
introduction in order to gain access to the capital markets in a cost-effective way. This is even without
PGDI’s immediate needs to raise funds, and this will enable PGDI to do fund raising activities in the future.
It would also allow Premiere Georesources to establish a price based on market valuation for its shares
and will give liquidity to current and future shareholders.
The Dividend Distribution will increase the number of PGDI’s stockholders from (•), including (•) individuals
holding only one Share each, to (•) stockholders (excluding PHA), (•) of whom will hold at least 1,000 Shares.
It will also enable PGDI to apply for Listing pursuant to Section 1(b), Part H, Article III of the Amended
Rules on Listing by Way of Introduction of the PSE which allow listing based on distribution of shares by way
of property dividend by a listed issuer to its shareholders.

Premiere Georesources and its stockholders will not be offering Shares to the public for subscription or
sale in connection with the Dividend Distribution or Listing. The Company believes that the price of the Shares
is of such amount, and the Shares would be so widely held, that their adequate marketability when listed can
be assumed. Consequently, there will be no change in the total number of issued and outstanding common
shares as a result of the Dividend Distribution and Listing. There will be no underwriter for, and no proceeds
from, the Dividend Distribution and Listing. Nonetheless, the indicative reference opening price (“Initial
Listing Price”) of the Shares upon Listing shall be Php0.20 per share. Such price is based on the Updated
Valuation Report and Fairness Opinion issued by Multinational Investment Bancorporation (MIB) on 28
August 2018, which is annexed to this Prospectus. (Please refer to Determination of Initial Listing Price on
page 27 of the Prospectus)
All of the Shares are unclassified and have identical rights and privileges. Each holder of the Shares will be
entitled to such dividends as may be declared by the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”), provided
that any stock dividend declaration requires the approval of shareholders holding at least two- thirds of the
Company’s total outstanding capital stock. Dividends may be declared only from the Company’s
unrestricted retained earnings. Currently, the Company does not have a dividend policy; however, the
Board may decide to declare cash dividends in the future. (Please refer to Dividends and Dividend Policy on
page 56 of the Prospectus.)
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc., having made all reasonable inquiries, confirms that (a)
this Prospectus contains all information with respect to the Company, which is material in the context of the
Dividend Distribution and Listing; (b) the statements contained in it relating to the Company are in every
material respect true and accurate and not misleading; (c) there are no other facts in relation to the Company
or the Shares which would make any statement in this Prospectus misleading in any material respect; and
(d) reasonable inquiries have been made by the Company to ascertain facts, information and statements in
this Prospectus. The Company accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in this
Prospectus.
Information relating to entities other than the Company’s subsidiaries and affiliates in this Prospectus was
obtained from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable but such information has not been
independently verified. PGDI does not make any representation as to the accuracy of such information
regarding such entities.
References to Premiere Georesources, the Company, the Registrant and the Issuer are references to
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. and its subsidiaries as the context requires.
Before making an investment decision, investors should carefully consider the risks associated with an
investment in the Common Shares. These risks include: (a) risks related to the Company’s business; (b) risks
related to the Philippines; (c) risks related to the Shares; (d) risks related to the presentation of information in
this Prospectus.
For a detailed discussion on the risk factors concerning these Shares, please refer to the section entitled “Risk
Factors” beginning on page 23 of this Prospectus, which, while not intended to be an exhaustive
enumeration of all risks, must be considered in connection with any investment or purchase of the Offer
Shares.

BASIS FOR CERTAIN MARKET DATA

This Prospectus includes statistics, data and other information relating to markets, market sizes, market
shares, market positions and other industry data regarding the production, distribution, marketing and sale of
cement. Such information is based on various sources, on the assumption that the Company made, based on
those data and other similar sources and on its own analysis and knowledge of the markets for the products of
the Company. These sources include reports and certain industry forecasts that were generated internally,
market data and industry forecasts from independent industry publications and the “IB - Philippines - Cement Market Report 2018 Edition” (the “Cement Market Report”), a study prepared by Index Box Marketing &
Consulting, Inc. (“IB”) which was purchased by the Company. Industry publications generally state that the
information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that the accuracy
and completeness of such information is not guaranteed. The Company has not independently verified this data
nor sought the consent of any organizations to refer to their reports in this Prospectus, and the Company does
not make any representation as to the accuracy of such information.
In addition, the market and industry data contained in this Prospectus that has been extracted or derived from
the market reports has not been independently verified by the Company and may not be accurate, complete,
up-to-date, balanced or consistent with other information compiled within or outside the Philippines. Neither
the Company nor any of its respective affiliates make any representation as to the accuracy of such information.
Investors should note that market data and statistics are inherently predictive and subject to uncertainty and
not necessarily reflective of actual market conditions.
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PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The consolidated financial statements of the Company are reported in Philippine Pesos and are prepared in
accordance with the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (“PFRS”) issued by the Financial Reporting
Standard Council and adopted by the Philippine SEC. This financial reporting framework includes PFRS,
Philippine Accounting Standards (“PAS”), and Philippine Interpretations from International Financial
Reporting Interpretations Committee (“ IFRIC”).
The consolidated financial statements were also prepared in compliance with SRC Rule 68, as amended, for
statutory filing and in relation to the application of the Company for listing its common shares with the PSE.
The consolidated financial information presented herein should be read in conjunction with the consolidated
financial statements as of and for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015. Figures in this
Prospectus have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, figures shown in the same item of
information may vary, and figures which are totals may not be an arithmetic aggregate of their components.
The fiscal year of the Company begins on January 1 and ends on December 31 of the year. SGV & Co., the
external auditor of the Company, has audited and rendered unmodified audit reports on the Financial
Statements of the Company as of and for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS AND USE OF ESTIMATES
This Prospectus includes forward-looking statements and information that involve risks and uncertainties.
These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the
Company’s actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results,
performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking
statements include, but are not limited to, statements about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Company’s ability to manage its growth and diversified businesses;
The performance of the cement market in the Philippines;
The global economic environment and industry outlook generally;
The availability of and changes to bank loans and other forms of financing;
Changes in political, economic, legal and social conditions in the Philippines;
Changes in competitive conditions and the Company’s ability to compete under these conditions;
The performance of the obligations and commitments of the Company’s joint venture partners under
existing service contracts, operating contracts and future agreements; and
Other factors beyond the Company’s control.

In some cases, one can identify forward-looking statements by terms such as “may,” “might,” “objective,”
“intend,” “should,” “could,” “can,” “would,” “expect,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” “plan,” or the
negative of these terms, and similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements.
These statements reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and are based on
assumptions and subject to risks and uncertainties. Given these uncertainties, one should not place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements. Many of these risks are discussed in greater detail in this
Prospectus under the heading “Risk Factors.” Also, these forward-looking statements represent estimates
and assumptions only as of the date of this Prospectus. Unless required under Philippine law, the Company
does not intend to update any of these forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances or events that
occur after the statement is made.
One should read this Prospectus and the documents referenced in this Prospectus and filed as exhibits to the
registration statement, of which this Prospectus is a part, completely and with the understanding that actual
future results may be materially different from what the Company expects. Forward-looking statements
contained herein are qualified by these cautionary statements.
This Prospectus includes estimates made by the Company and third parties of oil and gas reserves and
resources. Estimates of reserves and resources should be regarded only as estimates that may change as
additional technical and commercial information becomes available. Not only are such estimates based on
information which are currently available, but such estimates are also subject to the uncertainties inherent
in the application of judgmental factors in interpreting such information. The quantities that might actually
be recovered should they be discovered and developed may differ significantly from the estimates presented
herein.
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company has conducted an internal review of the Operators’
estimates and deemed them reasonable. Consistent with industry practice on the treatment of contingent
resources, the estimates provided were not subjected to independent verification by third parties. As
estimates of reserves and resources change over time, the Company may have to adjust its business plans
and strategies accordingly. Any significant downward revision in the estimates of reserves and resources
may adversely affect the Company’s financial condition, future prospects and market value.
The distribution of this Prospectus in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons who come into
possession of this Prospectus should inform themselves with and comply with any such restrictions.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

In this Prospectus, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall have the meanings set out
below.
Affiliate

A corporation that directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under the common control
of, another corporation.

Applicant

A person, whether natural or juridical, who seeks to subscribe for the
Offer Shares

Application

An application to subscribe for Offer Shares pursuant to the Offer

Beneficiary Securities

The shares of stock or other securities issued by the Issuer to which the
warrants may be attached and which may form the basis of the
entitlement in a warrant.

BIR

Bureau of Internal Revenue

Board

The board of directors of the Company

BOI

Board of Investments

BSP

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas

Book Value per Common
Share

The result of dividing the total equity account of the Company by
the total number of Common Shares issued and outstanding

CAGR

Compounded annual growth rate

The “Cement Market Report”

The Philippine Cement Market Report – Index Box

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CNC

Certificate of Non-Coverage

Company, the “Company”,
“PGDI”, “Premiere
Georesources”, the Issuer

Premiere Georesources and Development Inc., a corporation organized
under the laws of the Republic of the Philippines, and, where the context
otherwise requires, all of its consolidated subsidiaries

Corporation Code

Batas Pambansa Bilang 68 otherwise known as the Corporation Code of
the Philippines

DENR

Department of Environment and Natural Resources

Detachable Warrant

A Warrant that may be sold, transferred or assigned to any person by the
Warrantholder separate from, and independent of, the corresponding
Beneficiary Securities.

Directors

Directors of the Company

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, provisions for income tax, depreciation
and amortization
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ECC

Environmental Compliance Certificate

EGF

Environmental Guarantee Fund

EIS

Environmental Impact Study

Eligible Stockholders

All registered stockholders as of Record Date

EMB

Environmental Management Bureau of the DENR

ERC

Energy Regulatory Commission

Ex-Date

The Ex-Dividend Date is normally the business days (2 days minus 1)
before the Record Date

Exchange Ratio

The number of Underlying Shares which may be purchased upon the
exercise of the right granted in a Warrant which may be fixed upon issue
or adjusted based on a predetermined formula.

Exercise Period

The period of time during which the Warrantholder may exercise the
right in the Warrant as hereinafter indicated.

Exercise Price

The price per share at which the Issuer of a Warrant is required to sell or
issue the Underlying shares, upon the exercise of the rights granted in a
Warrant, which shall be at a price fixed at the time of application for
registration of the Warrant or computed using a stated formula.

Financial Institution

The Foreign Investments Act of 1991, Republic Act No. 7042, as
amended

Foreign Investment Act

The Foreign Investments Act of 1991, Republic Act No. 7042, as
amended

GDP

Gross domestic product, or the monetary value of all the finished
goods and services produced within the borders of a country,
calculated on an annual basis

Government

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines

HDMF

The Home Development Mutual Fund

ICCs/IPs

Indigenous Cultural Communities/Indigenous Peoples

IEE

Initial Environmental Examination

IFRIC

International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee

IPRA

Republic Act No. 8731, otherwise known as the Indigenous
People’s Rights Act

IPO

Intellectual Property Office

IRO

Investor Relations Officer

ITH

Income Tax Holiday

Listing Date

The date on which trading of the Shares on the PSE begins,
expected to be on or about (•).
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Listing By Way of
Introduction

An application for listing of securities that are already issued or
securities that will be issued upon listing, where no public offering will
be undertaken because the securities for which listing is sought
would be of such an amount and would be so widely held that their
adequate marketability when listed can be assumed, or when listing in
an exchange or public offering is mandated by law or by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or other government agencies, in the
exercise of their powers under the law in accordance with the
Amended Rules on Listing By Way of Introduction dated 9 March
2011 of The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.

LGU

Local Government Unit

Manual

The manual of corporate governance of the Company prepared to ensure
compliance with the leading practices on good corporate governance and
related Philippine SEC rules and regulations. The Manual was approved
and adopted by the Board on 28 August 2018 and made effective on the
same day.

MPSA

Mineral Production and Sharing Agreement

MIB

Multinational Investment Bancorporation

MT

Metric Tons

NCIP

The National Commission on Indigenous Peoples

NCIP-CP

Certification Pre-condition issued by the NCIP in accordance with
the IPRA

NHIP

National Health Insurance Program

OPC

Ordinary Portland Cement

Offer

The offer and sale of the Offer Shares on, and subject to, the
terms and conditions stated herein

PAS

Philippine Accounting Standards

PCD

PCD Nominee Corporation, a corporation wholly owned by the
PDTC

PHA

Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation

Philippine Peso, Peso or P

The lawful currency of the Philippines

Philippines

Republic of the Philippines

Philippine National

As defined under the Foreign Investments Act of 1991, means a citizen of
the Philippines, or a domestic partnership or association wholly owned
by citizens of the Philippines, or a corporation organized under the laws
of the Philippines of which at least 60% of the capital stock outstanding
and the entitlement to vote is owned and held by citizens of the
Philippines, or a corporation organized abroad and registered to do
business in the Philippines under the Philippine Corporation Code, of
which 100% of the capital stock outstanding and the entitlement to vote
is wholly owned by Filipinos or a trustee of funds for pension or other
employee retirement or separation benefits, where the trustee is a
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Philippine national and at least 60% of the fund will accrue to the benefit
of Philippine nationals.
Pursuant to Philippine SEC Memorandum Circular No. 8, Series of 2013,
which generally applies to all corporations engaged in identified areas of
activities or enterprises specifically reserved, wholly or partly, to
Philippine nationals by the Philippine Constitution, the Foreign
Investments Act of 1991 and other existing laws, amendments thereto,
and implementing rules and regulations of the said laws, for purposes of
determining compliance with the constitutional or statutory ownership
requirement, the required percentage of Filipino ownership shall be
applied to both: (i) the total number of outstanding shares of stock
entitled to vote in the election of directors; and (ii) the total number of
outstanding shares of stock, whether or not entitled to vote in the
election of directors.
PFRS

The Philippine Financial Reporting Standards

PSA

Philippine Standards on Auditing

PSE

The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.

PSE Listing Rules

PSE Consolidated Listing and Disclosure Rules, as amended.

PSE Main Board

One of the two boards of the PSE. Generally, to be listed on the PSE Main
Board,
• a company must have a minimum authorized capital stock of ₱500
Million, of which a minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) must be
subscribed and fully paid, and show, among others:
• a track record of profitable operations for three full fiscal years
prior to the filing of the listing application;
• positive shareholders’ equity in the fiscal year immediately
preceding the filing of the listing application;
• a market capitalization of at least ₱500 Million at listing; and
• operating history of at least three years prior to the filing of the
listing application.

R.A.

Republic Act

SEC

The Securities and Exchange Commission

Shares

The Common Shares and Preferred Shares

Stock Transfer Agent

Stock Transfer Service, Inc.

Trading Day

Any day on which trading is allowed in the PSE

Trading Participants

Duly licensed securities brokers who are trading participants of the
PSE

Trust Agreement

The written agreement between the Issuer and the Trustee

Trustee

A reputable commercial bank who shall hold the Underlying Shares of a
Derivative Covered Warrants issue for and in behalf of the
Warrantholders

Underlying Shares

The shares, unissued or issued as the case may be, of a corporation which
may be subscribed to or purchased by the Warrantholder upon the
exercise of the right granted under a Warrant.
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USD or US$

United States dollar

VWAP

Volume Weighted Average Price

Warrant

A type of security which entitles the holder the right to subscribe to the
unissued capital stock of a corporation or to purchase issued shares in the
future, evidenced by a Warrant Certificate, whether detachable or not,
which may be sold or offered for sale to the public but does not apply to a
right granted under an Option Plan duly approved by the Commission for
the benefit of employees, officers, and/or of the issuing corporation. A
warrant may either be:
a) “Subscription Warrant” – a warrant which entitles the holder
thereof the right to subscribe to a pre-determined number of
shares out of the unissued capital stock of the Issuer; or
b) “Derivative Warrant” – a warrant which entitles the holder
thereof the right to purchase from the Issuer at a pre-determined
Exercise Price a specified number of shares issued by a company
other than the Issuer or any of the Issuer’s subsidiaries or
affiliates or at the option of the holder to receive a cash payment
calculated by reference thereto during a predetermined Exercise
Period or on pre-determined date or dates.
Derivative Warrants are divided into two categories:
a) “Covered Warrants” are derivative warrants where the Issuer
owns all the Underlying Shares to which the Covered Warrants
relate and grants a charge over the Underlying Shares in favor of
an independent trustee which acts for the benefit of the holders
of the Covered Warrants.
b) “Non-Collateralized Warrants” are Derivative Warrants where
the obligation of the Issuer are provided for in a form other than
by way of a charge over the Underlying Shares. Noncollateralized Warrants must be guaranteed by a Guarantor.

Warrant Certificate

The certificate representing the right to a Warrant which may be
detachable or not, duly issued by the Issuer to the Warrantholder

Warrantholder

The registered owner of a Warrant as reflected in the Warrant Registry
Book maintained by the Issuer.

WMT

Wet Metric Tons
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following summary is qualified in its entirety by more detailed information, including the Company’s
consolidated financial statements and notes relating thereto, appearing elsewhere in this Prospectus. Capitalized
terms not defined in this Summary are defined in the Glossary of Terms. In case of any inconsistency between this
summary and the detailed information in this Prospectus, the more detailed portions, as the case may be, shall
prevail.
OVERVIEW OF THE COMPANY
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI) was established in 2011. It was registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on January 24, 2011. The Company is engaged in the business of
construction works and earthworks for mining, real estate development, environmental protection and
remediation, dam, dikes, flood control and reclamation including quarrying, hauling, earthmoving and
heavy equipment rentals. PGDI services the leading ore producers in the Philippines.
PGDI’s growth skyrocketed in 2015 when it signed three (3) three-year contracts with Marcventures
Mining and Development Corporation (MMDC, ticker=MARC), Nickel Asia Corporation (ticker=NIKL), and
Benguet Corp.’s (“BC”) BenguetCorp Nickel Mining, Inc. (BNMI). To service these, PGDI expanded its fleet
and acquired an additional Php300M worth of dump trucks and heavy equipment.
In 2017, PGDI completed 2.56M Wet Metric Tons (WMT) of contract mining services for its clients with
revenue of Php247M. On March 2017, PGDI obtained the accreditation from Nickel Asia Corp. (NIKL) as a
supplier of products and services. In the same year, PGDI started refocusing its business as an
Infrastructure Company in response to the government’s bullish outlook on infrastructure development.
PGDI expects to broaden its operations to include non-mining construction activities in the coming years.
PGDI currently has an equipment complement of 150 units composed of dump trucks, various heavy
equipment and auxiliary units, all efficiently working to service its clients’ different mining services needs.
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (PHA), is the parent company of PGDI. At the time of declaration
and prior to the Dividend Distribution, PHA was the legal owner of 80% of the Issuer’s outstanding Shares. On
20 March 2018, the Board of Directors of PHA approved a property dividend declaration, which resulted in
the distribution to PHA shareholders of record as of 15 May 2018 of 1,346 PGDI Shares for every 10,000 P H A
shares provided that no fractional shares shall result. In order to cover the corresponding tax requirement
for the property dividend, cash dividend in the amount of P0.001482 per share was declared to all
stockholders of record of PHA as of 15 May 2018, subject to the approval by the SEC and other regulatory
agencies. As of the date of this Prospectus, the Property Dividend Distribution is still pending approval by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Premiere Georesources has two existing subsidiaries. Premiere Georesources has a 98.88% ownership in
Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation. The Company also owns 98.55% of Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc. The two companies are holders of Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) in Southern
Palawan. The two MPSAs cover around 10,384 hectares of probable limestone deposits.
A Registration Statement covering 5,454,000,000 Shares was filed by Premiere Georesources on (•). The
Shares subject of the Registration Statement are covered by (a) the application for the approval of the
Property Dividend, which was filed by PHA on (•) and approved by the SEC on (•), and (b) the application for
listing by way of introduction, which was filed by PGDI with the PSE on November 13, 2018, and approved
by the PSE on (•). In an Order dated (•), the SEC declared effective the Registration Statement of PGDI.
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. (the “Company”) has decided to apply for listing by way of
introduction in order to gain access to the capital markets in a cost-effective way. This is even without
PGDI’s immediate needs to raise funds, and this will provide PGDI the opportunity to do the fund raising
activities in the future when market conditions are better for investors. It would also enable the company
to establish a market-based price for its shares, as well as provide liquidity and tax advantages for both
present and future shareholders.
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The Dividend Distribution will increase the number of PGDI’s stockholders from (•), including (•) individuals
holding only one Share each, to (•) stockholders (excluding PHA), (•) of whom will hold at least 1,000 Shares.
It will also enable PGDI to apply for Listing pursuant to Section 1(b), Part H, Article III of the Amended Rules
on Listing by Way of Introduction of the PSE which allow listing based on distribution of shares by way of
property dividend by a listed issuer to its shareholders.
Premiere Georesources and its stockholders will not be offering Shares to the public for subscription or
sale in connection with the Dividend Distribution or Listing. The Company believes that the price of the Shares
is of such amount, and the Shares would be so widely held, that their adequate marketability when listed can
be assumed. Consequently, there will be no change in the total number of issued and outstanding common
shares as a result of the Dividend Distribution and Listing. There will be no underwriter for, and no proceeds
from, the Dividend Distribution and Listing. Nonetheless, the indicative reference opening price (“Initial
Listing Price”) of the Shares upon Listing shall be Php0.20 per share. Such price is based on the Updated
Valuation Report and Fairness Opinion issued by Multinational Investment Bancorporation on 2 8 August
2018, which is annexed to this Prospectus. (Please refer to Determination of Initial Listing Price on page 27 of
the Prospectus for this discussion.)
All of the Shares are unclassified and have identical rights and privileges. Each holder of the Shares will be
entitled to such dividends as may be declared by the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”), provided
that any stock dividend declaration requires the approval of shareholders holding at least two- thirds of the
Company’s total outstanding capital stock. Dividends may be declared only from the Company’s
unrestricted retained earnings. Currently, the Company does not have a dividend policy; however, the
Board may decide to declare cash dividends in the future. (Please refer to Dividends and Dividend Policy on
page 56 of the Prospectus.)
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc., having made all reasonable inquiries, confirms that (a)
this Prospectus contains all information with respect to the Company, which is material in the context of the
Dividend Distribution and Listing; (b) the statements contained in it relating to the Company are in every
material respect true and accurate and not misleading; (c) there are no other facts in relation to the Company
or the Shares which would make any statement in this Prospectus misleading in any material respect; and
(d) reasonable inquiries have been made by the Company to ascertain facts, information and statements in
this Prospectus. The Company accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in this
Prospectus.
Information relating to entities other than the Company’s subsidiaries and affiliates in this Prospectus was
obtained from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable but such information has not been
independently verified. PGDI does not make any representation as to the accuracy of such information
regarding such entities.
References to Premiere Georesources, the Company, the Registrant and the Issuer are references to
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. and its subsidiaries as the context requires.
Before making an investment decision, investors should carefully consider the risks associated with an
investment in the Common Shares. These risks include: (a) risks related to the Company’s business; (b) risks
related to the Philippines; (c) risks related to the Shares; (d) risks related to the presentation of information in
this Prospectus.
For a detailed discussion on the risk factors concerning these Shares, please refer to the section entitled “Risk
Factors” beginning on page 23 of this Prospectus, which, while not intended to be an exhaustive
enumeration of all risks, must be considered in connection with any investment or purchase of the Offer
Shares.
A more detailed discussion of the various service contracts and operating contracts held by the Company
and its subsidiary is set out in the section “Description of Business” on page 38 of this Prospectus.
Premiere Georesources leverages its key strengths as it aims to become the top independent contract mining
services company in the Philippines and a leading countryside enabler in the infrastructure industry.
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Key Strengths
•

Expertise and Track Record in Mining Services
PGDI’s expertise and efficiency has earned it substantial contracts from the country’s biggest nickel ore
producers and they continue to trust the company to handle and effectively deliver required tonnage
and corresponding environmental rehabilitation since 2011.

•

Machine availability
PGDI’s efficiency and profitability is due to its consistent production and high equipment mechanical
availability. To date, all its equipment are still fully operational, even those original equipment bought
in 2011.

•

Nickel Asia Accreditation
PGDI is the sole contractor of Nickel Asia for its Cagdianao mine in the Dinagat Islands. Moreover, PGDI
has been accredited by Nickel Asia as a preferred supplier of products and services.

•

Quality of clients
PGDI’s clients are established and reputable mining outfits owned by PSE-listed companies.

•

Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) of around 10,384 hectares of probable
commercial-grade limestone deposits
PGDI is the owner of two MPSA companies who are holders of around 10,384 hectares of probable
commercial-grade limestone deposits in the mineralized area of Southern Palawan. PGDI can
potentially go into limestone quarrying as part of its business expansion.

Business Strategies
Premiere Georesources intends to continue to create, expand and pursue a number of business opportunities
apart from its contract mining services. With the presence of its MPSAs, PGDI can potentially go into limestone
quarrying and related businesses. These are all expected to lead to significant and sustained contribution to the
company’s revenue stream.
The Company has started to forge joint venture partnerships both with local and foreign partners who share
PGDI’s investment strategy. These are also partners who can provide Premiere Georesources with both
financial and technical expertise as it pursues different revenue streams.
Risks of Investing
Before making investment decisions, the investor should consider carefully all the risks associate with the
investment. These risks relate to the following:
•
•
•
•

Risks relating to the business
Risks relating to the Philippines, Economic Factors and Government Regulations
Risks relating to the Offer Shares
Risks relating to the Presentation of Information in this Prospectus

INVESTOR RELATIONS PROGRAM
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. will have an Investor Relations Program under its Corporate
Communications and Investor Relations Department. This program will handle the company’s internal and
external communications strategy. The focus is on transparency and timeliness of material information
communication to all its shareholders, stakeholders and the general public.
The Investor Relations office will be in charge of receiving and responding to any inquiries of shareholders,
investors and the general public. The office will make sure that everyone will have an easy and efficient access
to the designated official or spokesperson of the Company.
Ms. Ana Liza G. Aquino has been appointed by the Board of Directors of Premiere Georesources as the head of
the Investor Relations Office and will serve as the Investor Relations Officer (IRO) of the Company. Ms. Aquino
will ensure PGDI’s timely compliance on all disclosure requirements of the PSE and SEC. The IRO will ensure
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that equal and timely access to information about the Company is provided to its shareholders. The IRO will
also be overseeing all aspects of shareholders meetings, investor briefings and ensuring the updated
information and management of the Investor Relations page of the Company’s website.
The Investor Relations office of Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI) will be located in the
Company’s principal place of business with contact information as follows:
Telephone: (+632) 6327714
Email: investors@premieregeoresources.com
Website: http://www.premieregeoresources.com
INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SHARES
Authorized Capital Stock
Common Shares Outstanding before the LBI
Common Shares Outstanding after the LBI
Market Capitalization at the Listing Price of Php0.20 per share

Php 650,000,000.00
5,454,000,000
5,454,000,000
Php 1,090,800,000.00
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SUMMARY HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The summary of the consolidated financial information set forth in the following tables have been derived by
the Company from its unaudited interim consolidated financial statements as at 30 June 2018 and audited
consolidated financial statements for the three years ended 31 December 2017, 2016 and 2015.
The Company’s audited consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with the Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (“PFRS”) and were audited by SGV, in accordance with PSA. Unless otherwise
stated, the Company’s consolidated financial results should be read together with "Management's Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations" and the financial statements and related notes
included elsewhere in this Prospectus.
The information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of future operations and does not purport to
project the results of the Company’s operations or financial condition for any future period or date.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018
Revenues

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

106,272,987

247,142,428

297,833,328

289,714,919

Cost of Services

81,747,399

194,646,160

227,704,720

199,906,442

Gross Profit

24,525,588

52,496,268

70,128,608

89,808,477

General and administrative

15,061,360

38,917,717

37,940,630

51,979,983

Income from Operations

9,464,228

13,578,551

32,187,978

37,828,494

Other Charges, Net

(5,155,057)

(7,850,218)

(12,607,981)

(18,555,690)

Income Before Income Tax

4,309,171

5,728,333

19,579,997

19,272,804

Provision for Income Tax

1,287,888

2,230,885

6,170,648

6,759,223

Net Income

3,021,283

3,497,448

13,409,349

12,513,581

Other Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Total Comprehensive Income
Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

Basic/diluted earnings per share

-

440,435

(1,973,165)

831,054

3,021,283

3,937,883

11,436,184

13,344,635

3,021,283
3,021,283

3,937,883
3,937,883

11,436,184
11,436,184

13,344,635
13,344,635

0.05

0.05

0.20

0.19
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
UNAUDITED
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018

2017

AUDITED
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Inventories - at cost
Other current assets
Total Current Assets

16,920,580
56,207,776
14,885,595
13,328,200
101,342,151

21,010,295
40,659,964
13,004,016
13,133,245
87,807,520

33,093,926
17,047,895
12,197,951
9,436,024
71,775,796

21,305,620
25,994,314
14,742,456
8,595,333
70,637,723

Non-Current Asset
Property and equipment, net
Advances for Investments
Deferred input VAT
Total Non-Current Assets

266,707,715
390,000,000
656,707,715

266,662,809
266,662,809

320,386,437
320,386,437

409,714,422
5,349,040
415,063,462

TOTAL ASSETS

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

104,990,332
521,771,066
7,695,000

44,360,131
12,539,058
126,685,010

40,546,867
3,441,526
127,850,000

67,740,191
4,561,267
99,500,000

15,296,608
649,753,006

25,533,347
209,117,546

45,339,391
27,992,410
2,777,778
580,393
248,528,365

129,684,997
8,333,333
301,659
310,121,447

7,858,226

7,858,226

6,597,526

3,602,014

17,158,684
25,016,910

2,235,890
10,094,116

5,715,558
12,313,084

49,315,346
2,777,778
55,695,138

674,769,916

219,211,662

260,841,449

365,816,585

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Due to related parties
Short-term debt
Current portion of obligations under
finance lease
Installment payable
Long-term debt
Income tax payable
Total Current Liablities
Non-Current Liabilities
Pension liability
Non-current portion of obligations under
finance lease
Installment Payable
Long-term debt
Total Non-Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
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Continuation of Consolidated Balance Sheets

Unaudited
Ended
Ended June 30
2018
Equity
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

2017

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

66,200,000
13,485,334
3,594,616
83,279,950

66,200,000
13,485,334
55,573,333
135,258,667

66,200,000
13,485,334
51,635,450
131,320,784

66,200,000
13,485,334
40,199,266
119,884,600

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
July 30
2018
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

24,066,075
(27,903,577)
(252,213)

43,506,076
(1,553,591)
(54,036,116)

105,650,367
36,455
(93,898,516)

110,896,210
(336,337,542)
217,644,936

(4,089,715)

(12,083,631)

11,788,306

(7,796,396)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of
period

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620

29,102,016

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

16,920,580

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620
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OTHER CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

Operating margin before other expenses

8.91%

5.49%

10.81%

13.06%

EBITDA

37,322,900

68,855,770

116,279,591

96,036,837

Capital expenditure

27,903,577

1,553,591

388,545

334,528,145

Depreciation and amortization

27,858,672

55,277,219

84,091,613

58,208,343

EBITDA FOR THE PREVIOUS THREE YEARS PRIOR TO LISTING
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018
Net Income

3,021,283

Reconcilinig Items:
Income tax expense
Depreciation and amortization
Interest expense
Impairment loss
Interest income
Other income

1,287,888
27,858,672
5,180,267
(16,210)
(9,000)

EBITDA

37,322,900

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

3,497,448

13,409,349

12,513,581

2,230,885
55,277,219
7,912,758
(38,190)
(24,350)

6,170,648
84,091,613
12,842,458
(57,050)
(177,427)

6,759,223
58,208,343
18,601,377
29,250
(59,237)
(15,700)

68,855,770

116,279,591

96,036,837
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The following are the major financial indicators used by the Company.

Unaudited
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

0.23
0.05
8.10
9.10
0.01
0.03

Audited
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2017

0.42
0.27
1.62
2.62
0.03
0.03

2015

0.29
0.37
1.99
2.99
0.06
0.11

0.23
0.19
3.05
4.05
0.09
0.13

The Company calculates the above indicators as follows:
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

Current assets / Current liabilities
Net income before depreciation / Total liabilities
Total liabilities / Total equity
Total assets / Total equity
Net income before interest expense after tax / Average total assets
Net income / Average total equity

Current/liquidity ratio measures the Company’s ability to pay short-term debts.
Solvency ratio measures the Company’s ability to meet its long-term debt.
Debt-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of equity and debt used to finance the Company’s assets.
Asset-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of the Company’s assets that has been funded by shareholders.
Return on asset ratio measures the Company’s profitability relative to its total assets.
Return on equity ratio measures the Company’s ability to generate profits from its shareholders investments.
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RISK FACTORS AND OTHER INFORMATION

Investors should carefully consider the risks described below, in addition to other information contained in this
Prospectus (including the Company's consolidated financial statements and notes relating thereto which are
included herein), whenever making any investment decision relating to the Shares. This section does not purport to
disclose all the risks and other significant aspects of an investment in the Shares. The Company's past performance
is not an indication of its future performance. Investors deal in a range of investments, each of which may
carry a different level of risk. The occurrence of any of the events discussed below and any additional risks
and uncertainties not presently known to the Company or that are currently considered immaterial could have
a material adverse effect on the Company's business, results of operations, financial condition and prospects,
and cause the market price of the Shares to fall significantly and investors may lose all or part of their investment.
An investor should seek professional advice if he or she is uncertain of, or has not understood any aspect of the
securities to be invested in or the nature of risks involved in holding and trading of such securities, especially in
the trading of high-risk securities. Investors should undertake independent research regarding the Company and
the trading of securities before commencing any trading activity, and may request all publicly available
information regarding the Company and the Shares from the SEC. Each investor should consult his own counsel,
accountant and other advisors as to legal, tax, business, financial and related aspects of an investment in the
Shares.
The following risks are listed in the order of importance to the Issuer.
RISKS RELATING TO THE COMPANY'S BUSINESS
There are uncertainties inherent in the business of contract mining. It is vulnerable to contingencies such as:
v Regulatory changes with regards to mining laws
The Company’s main business is dependent on its mining contracts with the biggest nickel producing
companies. Changes in the mining laws and regulations will adversely affect the company’s hauling
operations. When mining operations were shut down because of the regulatory reviews brought on by a
new Environment Secretary, the Company saw a sharp decrease in its hauling services.
This risk can be mitigated by the Company’s policies, which makes sure that compliance with regu lation s
an d laws and best industry practices with regards to safety, health and environment protection are
assured.
v Risks of business operations losses
Contract mining is subject to different operating risks like flooding, spills, fires and other natural disasters
which may lead to loss of live, injuries, suspension of operations, as well as property damage and
environmental damages. These liabilities and losses resulting from these risks may materially affect the
Company’s operations. The Company addresses these operations related risks by making sure that it works
with companies with good business practice and that international safety standards are followed.
This risk is mitigated with adequate insurance coverage although the coverage may only address portion of
the losses.
v Price fluctuations and decline in nickel prices
In the past, prices of nickel in the market showed significant volatility. Historically, prices are influenced by
various factors, including regional and global supply and demand, market uncertainty, speculations,
governmental regulations, economic conditional in the region and the world, natural disasters and weather
conditions. It will be difficult to accurately forecast the future trends and price movements. Declines in nickel
prices will negatively affect the Company’s operations and prospects.
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The Company can mitigate risks in prices by thoroughly reviewing the economic sensitivity of its
business model with regards to product prices. The Company should take into account this consideration
in its investment decisions.
v Assumptions and estimates used may not be accurate
This Prospectus includes assumptions and estimates by third parties including competent persons and
consultants. Estimates of limestone reserves and inferred resources must be considered only as estimates
that can change when new and additional information is made available. These estimates were based on
data and information that were currently available. These estimates were also vulnerable to the
uncertainties that are inherent in judgments made in the interpretation of information.
To mitigate this risk, the Company will be updating the assumptions and estimates as soon as new
information becomes available in order to be able to provide the most accurate data possible. The
Company will also make sure that sources of information are made available to the public and potential
investors.

RISKS RELATING TO THE PHILIPPINES
v Any economic downturn in the Philippines may negatively affect the business, financial conditions
and results of operations of the Company.
Since the Company is purely domestic with no export business, it is highly dependent and linked to the
situation of the economy of the country. Historically, the Philippines has experienced different levels of
economic growth or downturn. There were issues of high inflation, peso currency depreciation including
exchange controls imposition. The Company’s growth prospects largely depends on the performance of
different key industries and sectors of the economy, such fluctuating growth rats will have an indirect
effect on the company’s business operations.
The growth prospects of the Company will also be dependent on whether the economy can register and
maintain consistent growth rates. There are also no assurance that an economic downturn in the
Philippines will not happen or that strong economic fundamentals can be sustained in the future.
Slowdown in the world economies such as the United States, other Asian countries and the European
Union have affected, and may negatively affect in the future, the Philippine economic growth.
v Political instability in the country may negatively affect the business, financial conditions and
results of operations of the Company.
Since the Company is purely domestic with no export business, it is highly dependent and linked to the
political stability in the country in order to continue doing business. The Philippines has experienced
prolonged political instability in the past. There has been political discord including protests from the
military and the public because of alleged corruption in the administration.
Although there is a slight decrease in the Philippine GDP level compared to estimates, the Philippines is
still one of the fastest growing nations with a 6% GDP growth. This is expected to be sustained in the
coming years.
v Acts of terrorism and activities from separatist groups in the Philippines could result in
destabilization, negatively affecting the business environment
The Philippines in the past has been subjected to certain terrorist attacks. There has been conflict with the
Abu Sayyaf, officially recognized as an international terrorist group with alleged ties with the Al-Qaeda
network. This group has been responsible for t e r r o r i s t a c t i v i t i e s i n c l u d i n g kidnapping. Any such
violent acts may lead to unrest and instability which can adversely affect the Company’s business and financial
condition.
Although there were acts of terrorisms, these are largely contained in the South where the Company does
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not do business. The Philippine Government have also been actively pursuing these separatist groups and
have been involved in peace talks through the Bangsamoro Organic Law.
v A downgrade in the sovereign credit rating of the Philippines may adversely affect the Company's
business by restricting access to capital
Prior to March 2013, the Philippines’ sovereign credit rating by international credit rating agencies has
been relatively low. The upgrade to an investment-grade rating of BBB- by Fitch and later revised to a
positive from a stable outlook in 2015, made borrowing cheaper for the country. Standard & Poor’s also
gave the Philippines an investment -grade rating of BBB Stable in May 2014 while Moody’s gave an
investment -grade rating of Baa2 Stable in December 2014.
But there is no assurance that Moody’s, Fitch and Standard & Poor’s or any other international credit
rating agency, will not downgrade the credit ratings of the Philippines. Any downgrade may have an
adverse effect on the liquidity in the Philippine financial markets. This will curtail the ability of the
Government and consequently the Company, to raise additional financing with favorable interest rates.
Despite the changes in some of the Company’s economic indicators, there has been no downgrades in
the country’s credit ratings. Fundamentals of the country are strong and are expected to remain so. The
Company’s borrowings are also all local with no foreign exchange exposure.
v Natural catastrophes which constantly happen in the country may disrupt the Company's
operations and adversely affect results of operations
The Philippines being part of the Ring of Fire has gone through major natural disasters in the past years,
including earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, typhoons, flooding, droughts, and other weather-related
catastrophes. These may disrupt business operations, which may lead to disruptions in electrical and
water supply in the affected areas. The Company will not be able to assure prospective investors of a
100% coverage from its insurance.
The Company can mitigate this risk by making sure that a proper and comprehensive Disaster and Risk
Management Plan is in place together with the necessary insurance coverages.
RISKS RELATED TO THE SHARES
v Fluctuations in the market price of securities. The volatility of the securities market of the
Philippines may limit investors’ ability to sell the shares at a time and price they want since the
shares have not been publicly traded.
The prices of securities in the market fluctuate, and it is difficult to predict the rise or fall of the share
price. Upward and downward changes in the prices of securities may happen. Losses being incurred are
an inherent risk in buying or selling shares. Trading prices of the Shares will be influenced by, among
other things:
Ø Changes in the operating results of the Company
Ø Failure or success of the management team in implementing and executing business strategies
Ø General political, economic and market conditions
Ø Changes in earnings estimates as well as financial analysts’ recommendations
Ø Loss or gain of important business partnerships
Ø Changes in market value of the Company’s assets
Ø Changes in government policies, regulations and legislations
Ø Departures or additions of key management figures
Ø Involvement in legal proceedings and litigations
Before the listing of the Shares at the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE), there has been no public market for
the Shares in the country. There can be no assurance that even after the Shares have been approved
for listing on the PSE, an active trading market for the Shares will develop or be sustained after the listing,
or that the Initial Listing Price will correspond to the price at which the Shares will trade in the Philippine
public market after the listing. No assurance c a n b e g i v e n that investors may sell the Shares at times
or prices they deemed appropriate.
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v Any sales of the Shares in the future may negatively affect the prevailing market price and
shareholders may experience holdings’ dilution.
To finance the Company’s operations, and future expansions, the Board may consider certain funding
options such as issuance of new Shares. This can result in the decline of the market price of the Shares.
This may adversely and materially affect the market price prevailing of the Company’s Shares. This may
also affect the Company’s ability to raise capital in the future.
Also, if funds are raised through new shares issuance, there may be dilution in the percentage ownership
of existing shareholders. Such securities may also have rights, preferences and privileges senior to those
of the Shares. The Company will make sure that proper and timely disclosures are done.
v The investment plans and structure of the Company may affect its dividend payment capability.
The Company may plan to set up a vertically integrated business that will go beyond contract mining. This will
require big capital investments which will tie up the Company’s cash and affect its ability to declare and distribute
cash dividends.
Since the Company acquired limestone assets through its two subsidiaries, part of the proposed business expansion
in the future may be putting up limestone quarrying and possibly cement production. Both business will require big
capital investments in terms of heavy equipment and plant. The Company might not be able to declare cash
dividends during the Investing Period. But the potential increase in business and revenue will result in bigger cash
flows for the Company which will eventually result in better financials and potentially bigger cash dividend
distribution.
The effect of future investment plans on the dividend payment capability will only be on the short term but will
potentially result in better dividend paying capacity in the long term.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. and its stockholders will not be offering Shares for
subscription or sale in connection with the Dividend Distribution or the Listing By Way of Introduction.
Consequently, there will be no proceeds from the Dividend Distribution or the Listing.
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DETERMINATION OF INITIAL LISTING PRICE
Upon Listing, the Initial Listing Price for the Shares of PGDI shall be Php0.20 per share.
The Initial Listing Price is supported by the Updated Fairness Opinion dated 28 August 2018 prepared by
Multinational Investment Bancorporation (MIB), a firm accredited by the PSE in accordance with the PSE
Guidelines for Fairness Opinions and Valuation Reports, as required under Article III, Part H, Section 3 of the
Amended Rules on Listing by Way of Introduction. A copy of the Updated Fairness Opinion is attached to this
Prospectus.
The initial listing price is within the valuation range per share (at 4,545,000 shares outstanding PGDI shares,
post-property dividend distribution), of P0.1375 and P0.2934 per share based on the Updated Valuation
Report in Support of the Updated Fairness Opinion prepared by Multinational Investment Bancorporation
(MIB).
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. chose to set the said initial listing price at the middle end of the
valuation range in order to encourage the general investing public’s investment and trading in the PGDI shares,
post listing and provide existing and post listing investors potential share price upsides.
Below is an excerpt of the Executive Summary of the Valuation and Fairness Opinion. A complete copy of which
is attached as Annex.
SUMMARY OF VALUATION REPORT AND FAIRNESS OPINION
By Multinational Investment Bancorporation
Background and Objective
This report was prepared by Multinational Investment Bancorporation (“MIB”) as an independent financial
advisor to Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”) in connection with its request for a fairness opinion
on the initial listing price of the shares of stock of its subsidiary, Premiere Georesources and Development Inc.
(PGDI), that plans to list by way of introduction in the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). The planned listing
price of PGDI is PHP 0.20 per share.
Assumptions and Limitations
In preparing our fairness opinion, we relied on the documents enumerated in Part III of this report which were
either provided by PHA or sourced from third parties.
For documents provided by PHA, MIB considered the data as reliable and accurate. We did not verify or
validate any information presented by PHA except where explicitly stated and discussed in the Results and
Findings section of this report. Our analysis and procedures did not include verification work or constitute an
audit in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing. Based on the submitted signed Certificate of
Reliance in Annex A, we assumed that no material facts have been deliberately withheld from MIB by PHA.
For information acquired from third party sources, we assumed that the information contained therein were
accurate.
Findings
We looked at four (4) alternative approaches in the valuation of PGDI shares, namely:
1.)
Discounted Cash Flow Approach
2.)
Actual Transaction Price / Market Value Approach
3.)
Net Asset Value Approach
4.)
Relative Valuation Approach
Discounted Cash Flow Approach
To value the shares of stock of PGDI using the DCF method, we used the financial projections submitted to us by
PHA covering the years 2018 to 2030. The free cash flows to equity per year were discounted to their net
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present value using a discount rate of 10.1114%, resulting in a valuation of Php 1,599,965,933, or Php 0.2934
per share.
PHP 1,599,965,933
5,454,000,000
PHP 0.2934/ share

Net Present Value of the Free Cash Flows
Number of Shares
NPV per share
Actual Transaction Price / Market Value approach

PGDI entered into a subscription contract with Treasure Island Investment Corp. wherein the latter agreed to
subscribe to 945,400,000 shares of PGDI valued at Php130,000,000, upon the completion of the increase in
capital stock of PGDI. The shares will represent 17.33% ownership in PGDI.
The transaction between PGDI and TIIC is between two unrelated parties and we assumed that proper
valuation and due diligence was exercised by TIIC in acquiring the shares from PGDI. On that basis, and on the
further assumption that there was no significant change in the business of PGDI between the time of TIIC’s
acquisition and the date of this fairness opinion, we applied TIIC’s acquisition price as part of our acceptable
range of values.
Since the Pph130,000,000 consideration represents 17.33% ownership in PGDI, we estimated the total value of
PGDI by dividing the consideration by 17.33%, as summarized below:
Value of 17.3% of PGDI
divided by:
Total Estimated Value of PGDI in Php
Total Number of Shares
Total Value per share

130,000,000
17.33%
749,968,267
5,454,000,000
0.1375

NAV and RV Methods
Aside from the DCF and Market Value methods, we also looked at the Net Asset Value and the Relative
Valuation methods.
In order to use the NAV method, the value of the MPSA assets would need to be reflected in the consolidated
balance sheet of PGDI. However, the acquisition of the company that owns the MPSAs was completed only this
July, and the latest interim FS of PGDI is as of June 30, 2018. For this reason, we did not apply the NAV method
to the Company.
In order to use the RV method, the financial statements of PGDI should already reflect the MPSA assets and
income from limestone quarrying operations. Since the said operations have not yet begun and income is not
reflected in PGDI’s financial statements, we deemed the RV method as inapplicable to PGDI.
Conclusion
Using the information submitted to and secured by MIB and our pertinent analyses thereof, our computed
values per share of PGDI are as follows:
Valuation Method
Market Value
Discounted Cash Flow

Amount in PHP (per share)
0.1375
0.2934

Since the planned listing price of PHP 0.20 per share is within the computed range of values, we are of the
opinion that said listing price is fair.
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DILUTION
Since there is no additional issuance of shares, except to the extent that 4.9% of PGDI’s Shares will be
distributed to PHA’s stockholders, there will be no dilution as a result of the Dividend Distribution and Listing.
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SELLING SECURITY HOLDERS
Since there is no issuance of shares, except to the extent that 4.9% of PGDI’s Shares will be distributed to
PHA’s stockholders, there will be no public offering that will be undertaken by the Company’s security holders.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”), a Philippine corporation listed on the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE), is the parent company of PGDI. At the time of declaration and prior to the Dividend
Distribution, PHA was the legal or beneficial owner of 80% of the Issuer’s outstanding Shares. As of the date of
this Prospectus and post Property Dividend Distribution PHA owns 54.72% of PGDI.
On 20 March 2018, the Board of Directors of Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”) has approved,
out of the unrestricted retained earnings as of December 31, 2017, a property dividend consisting of
268,000,000 shares of stock at the new par value of Php0.10 per share of Premiere Georesources and
Development Inc. (PGDI) and a cash dividend of Php0.001482 per share or a total of Php2,950,000 to be
applied to the payment of any applicable withholding taxes on the property and cash dividends so
declared. The property dividend ratio will be paid at 1,346 PGDI shares for every 10,000 shares of PHA. No
fractional shares shall be issued. In case a stockholder is entitled to a fractional PGDI share, the Company shall
pay for such fraction in cash based on par value.
Together with the property and cash dividends, the Board also approved the grant of 268,000,000 detachable
nil-paid warrants that will entitle the warrantholder to acquire one PGDI share from PHA for each warrant
held. The strike price of the warrants and the final terms shall be finalized and subsequently disclosed. The
warrants shall be applied for listing in the Philippine Stock Exchange. The property and cash dividends will
be given to all shareholders of PHA as of Record Date of 15 May 2018.
A Registration Statement covering 5,454,000,000 Shares was filed by the Company on November 12, 2018.
The Shares subject of the Registration Statement are covered by (a) the application for the approval of the
Property Dividend, which was filed by PHA on (•) and approved by the SEC on (•), and (b) the application for
listing by way of introduction, which was filed by PGDI with the PSE on November 13, 2018, and approved
by the PSE on (•). In an Order dated (•), the SEC declared effective the Registration Statement of PGDI.
Apart from the Dividend Distribution, Shares will not be distributed, and no offer of Shares will be
conducted.
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DESCRIPTION OF SECURITIES TO BE REGISTERED
The Company’s authorized capital consists of 6,500,000,000 Shares, which are all common shares. Two
hundred Sixty-Eight Million shares (268,000,000) will be covered by the Dividend Distribution, and
5,454,000,000 Shares will be covered by the Listing. The Shares will not be offered to the public, although
they are expected to be traded after the Listing. The Shares have the following features:
v Dividend Rights
The Company’s By-laws provide that dividends shall be declared and paid out of the unrestricted retained
earnings which shall be payable in cash, property or stock to all shareholders on the basis of outstanding
stock held by them, as often and at such times as the Board may determine and in accordance with law
and applicable rules and regulations. No fractional shares shall be issued from any declaration of stock
dividends.
v Voting Rights
At every meeting of the stockholders, each stockholder shall be entitled to vote in person or by proxy and,
unless otherwise provided by law, he shall have one vote for each share of stock entitled to vote and
recorded in his name in the books of the Corporation.
v Pre-Emptive Rights
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation provide that there shall be no pre-emptive rights with respect
to shares of stock to be issued, sold or otherwise disposed of by the Company for any corporate
purpose, including shares of stock to be issued pursuant to a duly approved stock option, stock
purchase, stock subscription or similar plans.
Change in Control
There is no provision in the Company’s Articles of Incorporation and By-laws which may delay, deter, or
prevent a change in control in the Company except the provision on Lock Up Requirements under Article
Seventh, as amended on (•), in accordance with the PSE’s Revised Listing Rules for the Main and SME
Boards. The Lock Up Requirements provide:
In the event of listing of the Corporation’s shares in the Main Board of the PSE:
1)

Existing stockholders of the Corporation who own an equivalent of at least 10% of the issued and
outstanding shares of stock of the Corporation shall not or are prohibited from selling, assigning or in any
manner disposing of their shares for a period of:
a) One hundred eighty (180) days after the listing of said shares if the Corporation meets the track
record requirements of the PSE; or
b) Three hundred sixty-five (365) days after listing of said shares if the Corporation is exempt from
the track record and operating history requirements of the PSE.

2)

In the event of an issuance or transfer of shares (i.e. private placements, asset for shares swap or a
similar transaction) or instruments which lead to issuance of shares (i.e., convertible bonds, warrants or a
similar instrument) done and fully paid for within One hundred eighty (180) days prior to the start of the
offering period, or, prior to listing date in case of companies listing by way of introduction, and the
transaction price is lower than that of the offer price in the Initial Public Offering, or listing price for a
listing by way of introduction, all shares availed of shall be subject to a lock-up period of at least Three
hundred sixty-five (365) days from full payment of the aforesaid shares.

In the event of listing of the Corporation’s shares in the Small, Medium and Emerging (SME) Board of the PSE:
1) All existing stockholders of the Corporation shall not or are prohibited from selling, assigning,
encumbering or in any manner disposing of their shares for a period of one (1) year after the listing of
such shares.
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2) In the event of an issuance or transfer of shares (i.e., private placement, asset for shares swap or a similar
transaction) or instruments which lead to issuance of shares (i.e., convertible bonds, warrants or a similar
instrument) done and fully paid for within six (6) months prior to the start of the offering period, or,
prior to listing date in case of companies listing by way of introduction, and the transaction price is lower
than that of the offer price in the Initial Public Offering, or listing price for listing by way of introduction,
all shares subscribed or acquired shall be subject to a lock-up period of at least one (1) year from listing
of the aforesaid shares.
3) The Corporation shall not and is prohibited from changing its primary purpose and/or secondary
purposes stated in this Articles of Incorporation for a period of seven (7) years following its listing.
In the event of amendment or repeal of any Rule of the PSE that affects the foregoing Lock-up
Requirements, the said amendment or repeal shall be considered part of the said Lock-up Requirements
which shall ipso facto be accordingly amended or repealed, as the case may be.”
Lock-up Restrictions under the PSE Listing Rules
Under Article III, Part D, Section 2 of the Listing Rules for the Main and SME Boards of the PSE (Listing Rules),
existing stockholders of a Company applying for listing with the PSE shall cause its existing stockholders
who own an equivalent of at least ten percent (10%) of the issued and outstanding shares of stock of the
company to refrain from selling, assigning or in any manner disposing of their shares for a period of (i) One
hundred eighty days (180) days after the listing of the said shares if the applicant company meets the
track record requirement under Article III, Part D, Section 1 of the Listing Rules; or (ii) Three hundred sixty five
(365) days after listing of said shares if the applicant company is exempt from the track record and operating
history requirements of the Listing Rules.
If there is any issuance or transfer of shares (i.e., private placements, assets for shares swap or a similar
transaction) or instruments which lead to issuance of shares (i.e., convertible bonds, warrants or a similar
instrument) done and fully paid for within One hundred eighty (180) days prior to the start of the offering
period, or, prior to listing date in case of companies listing by way of introduction, and the transaction
price is lower than that of the offer price in the Initial Public Offering, or listing price for a listing by way of
introduction, all shares availed of shall be subject to a lock-up period of at least Three hundred sixty-five (365)
days from full payment of the aforesaid shares.
Upon distribution of the Company’s shares by property dividend declared by Premiere Horizon, the following
stockholders, being holders of at least ten percent (10%) of the issued and outstanding shares of stock of the
Corporation, will be subject to the 180-day lock-up period:
Shareholder
PREMIERE HORIZON ALLIANCE CORPORATION
TREASURE ISLAND INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
TOTAL

No. of Shares Subject to
the 180-day Lock-up
Provision
2,984,379,950
945,360,000
3,929,739,950

Percentage of Outstanding
Shares
54.72%
17.33%
72.05%

With respect to shares subject to the lock-up requirement due to issuance or transfer of shares 180 days prior
to the listing date with a transaction price lower than that of the listing price for a listing by way of
introduction, the following stockholder whose share was issued within 180 days prior to the established
listing date will also be subject to the 365-day lock-up period:

Shareholder
ROLAND RODRIGUEZ
CARLOS C. CRUZ
RAFAEL YAPTINCHAY
TOTAL

No. of Shares Subject to
the 365-day Lock-up
Provision
272,700,000
242,399,998
218,160,000
733,259,998

Percentage of Outstanding
Shares
5.00%
4.44%
4.00%
13.44%
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To implement the lock-up restrictions of the PSE, the foregoing parties will enter into an escrow agreement
with the Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation (PDTC). A copy of the escrow agreement has been
submitted to the PSE as part of the Company’s application for Listing and will be updated when the actual
escrow agreement is executed.

Future stock grants or stock options
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company has not approved or implemented any stock option plan and no
stock option plan has been prepared or approved by the Company’s stockholders.
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DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION AND LISTING EXPENSES
Although there will be no proceeds to be derived from this Dividend Distribution and Listing, PGDI will incur
the following estimated expenses:
Estimated Expenses
SEC Filing and Listing Fees
PSE Fees (with VAT)
Listing Fees**
Processing Fees
Legal and Professional Fees***
Documentation and Other Expenses****
Total Estimated Expenses

In PHP
894,052.00
1,090,800.00
56,000.00
1,000,000.00
300,000.00
3,340,852.00

Notes:
** - Estimated fees based on the PSE table on number of shares/market capitalization
*** - Estimated legal and professional fees
**** - Estimated cost on documentation and other expenses
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INTERESTS OF NAMED EXPERTS AND INDEPENDENT COUNSELS
LEGAL MATTERS
Legal matters under Philippine laws related to the Dividend Distribution and Listing were handled by Benipayo
& Partners Law Firm, (BPL) an independent legal counsel for PGDI. BPL does not have any and will not be
receiving any direct or indirect interest in the Company or in any of the Company’s securities (including
options, warrants or rights thereto) pursuant to, or in connection with the Shares, and has not acted as
promoter, underwriter, voting trustee, or as the Company’s employee.
FINANCIAL / TRANSACTION ADVISER
AE Santos & Partners (AESP), a private consulting company provided advice in relation to the listing process
and the PSE and SEC registration.
COMPETENT PERSONS
Registered Geologists and Competent Person
Mr. Joel S. Diaz, Registered Geologist with PRC Licence No. 0497, Competent Person – PMRC/GSP CP Reg. No.
12-10-3 Exploration Results and Mineral Resource Estimation and Mr. Ferdinand T. Jumawan, Registered
Geologist, PRC License No. 1282, prepared a “Comprehensive Technical Report on the Exploration Results and
Mineral Resources of Panitian Limestone Project”, areas covered by MPSA No. 172-2001-IVB and MPSA No.
173-2001-IVB, held by PGDI’s subsidiaries.
Registered Mining Engineer and Competent Person
Mr. Jegie T. Pereda, Registered Professional Mining Engineer with PRC License No. 0001547, Competent
Person – PMRC Accreditation No. EM 01547-016/10 Surface Mining (Nickel), prepared an “Economic
Assessment and Ore Reserve Estimation Report of MPSA No. 172-2001-IV and MPSA No. 173-2001-IV located
in the municipalities of Quezon, Sofronio Española and Narra in the province of Palawan. Both MPSA’s are
held by PGDI’s subsidiaries.
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
Sycip Gorres Velayo & Company (SGV & Co.), is an audit and professional services firm in the country. SGV
has audited PGDI’s consolidated financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and
2015. These financial statements are included in the Prospectus. SGV does not have any and will not get
any direct or indirect ownership or interest in PGDI’s securities and they have not acted as underwriter,
promoter, voting trustee or as PGDI’s employees.
Audit and Audit-Related Fees
Since PGDI is a subsidiary of PHA and is included in PHA’s Consolidated Financial Statements, it is important
that PGDI will have the same external auditor as the parent company. In this case, the designated external
auditor of PHA is SGV & Co., the country’s leading audit firm.
SGV & Co. was also appointed as the independent auditor of PGDI for calendar year 2018. Audit is currently
ongoing as of the date of this prospectus. Audit fees agreed upon for this period is Php350,000.00
Upon recommendation of the Board of Directors of PGDI, the shareholders (majority of which is PHA), has
approved the appointment of SGV & Co. as the independent auditor of PGDI for calendar year 2017. Audit
fees for this period was Php300,000.00
Upon recommendation of the Board of Directors of PGDI, the shareholders (majority of which is PHA), has
approved the appointment of SGV & Co. as the independent auditor of PGDI for calendar year 2016. Audit
fees for this period was Php275,000.00
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Upon recommendation of the Board of Directors of PGDI, the shareholders (majority of which is PHA), has
approved the appointment of SGV & Co. as the independent auditor of PGDI for calendar year 2015. Audit
fees for this period was Php250,000.00
Tax Fees
There were no tax-related services rendered by the independent auditors.
All Other Fees
There were no other professional services rendered by the independent auditors.
Audit & Risk Management Committee's Approval Policies and Procedures
In compliance with Good Corporate Governance, the Company, through its Board of Directors, will be setting up
and Audit & Risk Committee.
This board level committee will handle the approval and procedures for the Company’s external audit
engagement, fees and services as mandated in the Corporate Governance Code.
Prior to the start of any audit work, the independent accountants engaged by the Board will present their audit
program to the Board of Directors through the Audit & Risk Committee, along with the schedule of the audit
work. Once the audit work is completed, the independent accountants will present their findings to the
Audit & Risk Committee.
The independent accountants will prepare comprehensive reports according to agreed upon policies and
procedures on the Company’s quarterly financial results. The reports will be presented to the Audit & Risk
Committee for their approval and endorsement to the PGDI Board of Directors.
The Company’s Audit & Risk Committee shall be composed of at least three (3) members of the Board of
Directors, preferably with accounting and finance backgrounds, one of whom is an Independent Director and
another with audit experience. The Chairperson of the Audit and Risk Committee shall be an Independent
Director
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INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO THE REGISTRANT
DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
OVERVIEW AND HISTORY
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI) formerly Redstone Construction and Development
Corporation (RCDC) was established in 2011. It was registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) on January 24, 2011. The Company is engaged in the business of construction works and
earthworks for mining, real estate development, environmental protection and remediation, dam, dikes,
flood control and reclamation including quarrying, hauling, earthmoving and heavy equipment rentals.
Marcventures Mining and Development Corporation (MMDC) was PGDI’s first contract mining works client
in 2011. Premiere Georesources serviced the mining works needs of MMDC for seven years with total
revenues of P490+ million.
The Company’s gradual growth was fueled by its engagements with the leading ore producers in the
Philippines. PGDI concentrated on mining projects for publicly listed clients like Marcventures Mining
Development Corp. (ticker symbol = “MARC”), and Nickel Asia’s (ticker symbol =“NIKL”) Rio Tuba Nickel
Mining Corp. and Cagdianao Mining Corp (CMC). PGDI gained recognition as one of the most dependable
independent firms dealing with contract mining works.
PGDI’s growth skyrocketed in 2015 when it signed three (3) three-year contracts with MARC, NIKL, and
Benguet Corp.’s (“BC”) BenguetCorp Nickel Mining, Inc. (BNMI). To service these, PGDI expanded its fleet
and acquired an additional Php333M worth of dump trucks and heavy equipment.
In 2017, PGDI completed 2.56M Wet Metric Tons (WMT) of contract mining services for its clients with
revenue of Php246M. On March 2017, PGDI obtained accreditation from Nickel Asia Corp. (NIKL) as a
supplier of products and services. In the same year, PGDI started refocusing its business as an
Infrastructure Company in response to the government’s bullish outlook on infrastructure development.
PGDI expects to broaden its operations to include non-mining construction activities in the coming years.

(Actual photos of PGDI truck loading limestone)

PGDI currently has an equipment complement of 150 units composed of dump trucks, various heavy
equipment and auxiliary units, all efficiently working to service its clients’ different mining services needs.
Detailed list of the equipment fleet can be seen on page 49 on the “Description of Properties” section in this
Prospectus.
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”), a Philippine corporation listed on the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE), is the parent company of PGDI. At the time of declaration and prior to the Dividend
Distribution, PHA was the legal or beneficial owner of 80% of the Issuer’s outstanding Shares. On 20 March
2018, the Board of Directors of PHA approved a property dividend declaration, which resulted in the
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distribution to PHA shareholders of record as of 15 May 2018 of 1,346 PGDI Shares for every 10,000 P H A
shares provided that no fractional shares shall result. In order to cover the corresponding tax requirement
for the property dividend, cash dividend in the amount of P0.001482 per share was declared to all
stockholders of record of PHA as of 15 May 2018, subject to the approval by the SEC and other regulatory
agencies. As of the date of this Prospectus, the Property Dividend Distribution is still pending approval by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Premiere Georesources has two existing subsidiaries. Premiere Georesources has a 98.88% ownership in
Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation. The Company also owns 98.55% of Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc. The two companies are holders of Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) in Southern
Palawan. The two MPSAs cover around 10,384 hectares of probable limestone deposits.
Below is the company’s conglomerate map showing PGDI’s subsidiaries and percentage of ownership.

Premiere Georesouces
and Development Inc.
(PGDI)

Pyramid Hill Mining &
Industrial Corporation
(PHMI)
[98.88%]*

Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc.
(PSMV)
[98.55%]+

Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation (PHMI)*
#

Name & Nationality

Percentage of Ownership

1

Higinio C. Mendoza

0.17%

2

Fernando B. Esguerra

0.27%

3

Henry E. Fernandez

0.17%

4

Luis J. Morales

0.17%

5

Roland F. Rodriguez

0.17%

6

Patrick T. Aquino

0.17%

7

Premiere Georesources & Development Inc.

98.88%

Total

100%

Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMV)+
#

Name & Nationality

Percentage of Ownership

1

Higinio C. Mendoza

0.22%

2

Fernando B. Esguerra

0.22%

3

Henry E. Fernandez

0.22%

4

Luis J. Morales

0.35%

5

Roland F. Rodriguez

0.22%

6

Patrick T. Aquino

0.22%

7

Premiere Georesources & Development Inc.

98.55%

Total

100%
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Company Timeline
Date
January 14, 2011

Milestone
Redstone Construction and Development Corporation (RCDC) (currently Premiere
Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI)) was registered at the Securities and
Exchange Commission on January 23, 2011. On the same year, PGDI entered into its
first mining services contract with Marcventures Mining and Development
Corporation (MMDC).

April 24, 2012

PHA acquired 66.9% ownership of Redstone Construction and Development
Corporation (RCDC) (currently Premiere Georesources and Development Inc.)

2015

Redstone Construction and Development Corporation (RCDC) (currently Premiere
Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI)) signed three three-year mining
contracts with MMDC, and Nickel Asia’s (“NIKL”) Rio Tuba Nickel Mining Corp.
and Cagdianao Mining Corp. and Benguet Corp.’s (“BC”) BenguetCorp Nickel
Mining, Inc. (BNMI).
PHA increased its ownership of PGDI to 80% by subscribing to an additional
P26,200,000 representing 26,200,000 shares at P1.00 par value.
PGDI expanded its fleet and acquired an additional Php300M+ worth of dump
trucks and heavy equipment.

March 20, 2018

Redstone Construction and Development Corporation (RCDC) (currently Premiere
Georesources and Development Inc. (PGDI)) through its Board of Directors and
stockholders approved the: 1) Declaration of a stock dividend of 55 million shares
at a par value of P1.00 per share and P12 million cash dividends to shareholders as
of the same date; 2) PGDI refocusing to an Infrastructure Company and the
Amendment of its Primary/Secondary Purpose; 3) Increase in Authorized Capital
Stock from P100 million divided into 100 million shares at P1.00 per share to P650
million divided into 6.5 billion shares at P0.10 per share. ; 4) Debt to equity
conversion of PHA’s P125 million advances to PGDI; 5) Increase in the number of
directors; 6) Majority investment in two domestic companies who are holders of
Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) ; 7)Listing by Way of
Introduction

March 20, 2018

Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation, PGDI’s parent company, declared a
property dividend of 268 million PGDI Shares at the new par value of P0.10 per
share for PHA shareholders as of the Record Date of May 15, 2018. PHA as a
majority shareholder of PGDI has also approved the following: 1) Declaration of a
stock dividend; 2) PGDI refocusing to an Infrastructure Company and the
Amendment of its Primary/Secondary Purpose; 3) Increase in Authorized Capital
Stock ; 4)Debt to equity conversion; 5) Increase in the number of directors ; 6)
Listing by Way of Introduction of PGDI
PGDI acquired 98.88% ownership of Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation
and 98.55% of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. Both companies are holders of
MPSAs over probable commercial-grade limestone deposits in Southern Palawan.

July 11, 2018

August 28, 2018
September 13, 2018

PGDI approved the debt to equity conversion of P390 million advances from PHA
and private investors.
The Securities and Exchange Commission approved the following:
• PGDI refocusing to an Infrastructure Company and the Amendment of its
Primary/Secondary Purpose
• Increase in Authorized Capital Stock from P100 million divided into 100
million shares at P1.00 per share to P650 million divided into 6.5 billion
shares at P0.10 per share.
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•

Increase in the number of directors

September 13, 2018

Redstone Construction and Development Corporation was officially renamed to
“Premiere Georesources and Development Inc.” to reflect its new Infra focus
business. The new name was approved by the SEC on September 13, 2018.

October 9, 2018

PGDI had its Annual Stockholders Meeting and Board Meeting. The stockholders
and board approved the listing and disclosure requirements as mandated by SEC
and PSE.

November 12,
2018 / November
13, 2018

PGDI submitted its application for Listing By Way of Introduction to the Securities
& Exchange Commission and the Philippine Stock Exchange

No Bankruptcy, Receivership or other Similar Proceedings
The Company and its subsidiary have never been subject to bankruptcy, receivership or other similar
proceedings.
CORPORATE ORGANIZATION
Set forth below is PGDI’s corporate organizational chart as of the date of this Prospectus.

Board of
Directors

President

Operations

Finance & Business
Development

Corporate
Communications &
Investor Relations

PRODUCT AND DISTRIBUTION
Currently, the Company’s primary business is contract mining services with the country’s biggest nickel ore
producers. Premiere Georesources has been doing contract mining services for Nickel Asia, Marcventures and
Benguetcorp Nickel Mining for the past seven years.
STATEMENT OF ACTIVE BUSINESS PURSUITS
CONTRACT MINING SERVICES
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As of the date of this Prospectus, Premiere Georesources has an ongoing Mining Services contract with
Cagdianao Mining Corporation (CMC), a subsidiary of Nickel Asia Corporation, one of the country’s leading
ore producers. The Cagdianao mine site is located in the municipality of Cagdianao, at the Northeastern
side of the province of Dinagat Islands. Its area of operations is within the Surigao Mineral Reservation.
CMC exports saprolite and limonite ore.
PGDI is performing mining services for CMC, mainly loading and hauling services, road maintenance and bench
maintenance, and barge loading services.
The loading and hauling services that PGDI perform include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preparation/construction and maintenance of access road/haul road and loading area at
designated/assigned mine development areas.
Stripping/excavation/extraction, loading and hauling of top soil and limonite to expose the saprolitic ore.
Segregation of rocks and boulders from limonitic materials.
Hauling of waste and ore materials from mine to designated locations
Unloading of ore materials to designated locations
Preparation and maintenance of stockpiles, including trimming, stacking and handling ore materials in the
designated stockpile and dump areas.
Maintenance of the Loading Areas, Access Roads and Unloading Areas

PGDI supplies and provides all works and activities including labor, supervision, administration, support
services, equipment, materials, supplies, tools, transportation, and all other work and materials necessary or
incidental to perform the Mining Services.
Nickel Ore Mining
To better show the services that PGDI perform in its Mining Services contracts, below is the visual
representation of the Nickel Ore Mining process.
Nickel Ore
Nickel ore is weathered rock (or essentially soil) that contains economical amounts of nickel, and other
minerals.
Nickel mining done includes limonite and saprolite. The two layers above the Bedrock and before the
Overburden.

(With actual photo of mine site)
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The mining process includes all activities related to the delivery of nickel ore to the buyer’s barges. The
flowchart below summarizes these activities.

(Nickel mining process flow)
PLANS AND PROSPECTS
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
In pursuit of PHA’s vision of invigorating the countryside, Premiere Georesources and Development Inc.
continues to expand its business by securing new mining services contracts with the biggest mining
companies in the Philippines.
Since refocusing into an Infrastructure Company in 2017, Premiere Georesources is looking into expanding
its services and engaging in more strategic projects and contracts including non-mining construction
activities such as road construction, earthmoving and site development for West Palawan Premiere, the
tourism subsidiary of PHA.
In addition, Premiere Georesources is looking into vertical integration businesses with the acquisition of its
two subsidiaries, Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation (PHMIC) and Palawan Star Mining Ventures,
Inc. (PSMVI). Premiere Georesources is looking into engaging in limestone quarrying as a potential
business given its present assets.
LIMESTONE QUARRYING
Premiere Georesources is the parent company of PHMIC and PMVI, holders of two (2) Mineral Production
Sharing Agreements (MPSA) covering 10,384 hectares of land rich in limestone resources in Palawan. Based on
the conducted Economic Assessment and Ore Reserve Estimation Report done on site for two (2) MPSAs, the
current estimate of the measured and indicated minelife is at least forty-four (44) years. The experts believe
that they can significantly increase the minelife estimates with more studies since the inferred limestone
amounts were much greater.
Since limestone is a primary raw material in the production of cement clinker, PGDI is looking into quarrying
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limestone on the island of Palawan in order to encourage local cement production.
Philippine Cement Industry
Due to the government’s push towards more infrastructure projects under the “Build, Build, Build” campaign,
Philippine demand for cement is expected to increase to 43.3 million MT of cement by 2022 according to the
2018 Cement Market Report of Index Box. Local producers are planning to significantly boost production
capacity to keep pace.
As per Sabin Aboitiz 1 ,
President of Aboitiz
InfraCapital
Inc,
“Republic
Cement
&
Building Materials Inc.
has approved a five-year
capital
expenditure
(capex) program that will
expand its clinker and
cement capacities to help
meet
the
country’s
growing
cement
requirements.
The
investment will bring
about a million tons a
year of capacity (14%
increase).”
Big
Boss
Cement Inc. is also
eyeing
to
expand
(Cement Demand Market Volume. Data from Index Box report. )
production. According to
2
their President, Gilbert Cruz , BBCI will put up two more cement manufacturing plants to increase the
company’s production capacity to 10 million bags of cement a month (560% increase). Another player who is
on a capacity buildup program is the Ang family-led Eagle Cement Corp3. Net proceeds from their recent IPO
will be used to partially finance the construction of a cement plant in Cebu, which will have a capacity of two
million metric tons (MT) yearly (40% increase).
According to the 2017 report of Index Box, cement imports accounted for 3.8 million MT for 2017, the majority
of which are currently coming from Vietnam. Due to the growth of infrastructure activities of China as part of
their “silk road” policy, China demand for cement will increase. According to Nguyen Quang Cung, Vice
Chairman of Vietnam Building Material Association, in a press conference in Vietbuild last 17 April 20184, “the
industry’s cement exports in the first quarter of 2018 rose 68 per cent over the same period last year (2017)... The
strong growth was due to the policy change of the Chinese government towards cement production, Cung said.
China must close a series of cement plants from November 15, 2017, to March 15, 2018, because of environmental
pollution and a shortage of electricity during the winter.”
Based on the planned capacity increases for existing local cement producers, it appears that existing industry
players are placing bets that local demand will outstrip supply. This supply gap opportunity in the Philippines
will be even more attractive if imports from Vietnam find more profitable markets in China.
Benefits of a Palawan Limestone Quarry for the Cement Industry
1
2
3
4

https://www.philstar.com/business/2017/05/15/1700238/aboitiz-spending-300-m-expand-cement-business
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/money/companies/640380/henry-sy-jr-s-big-boss-cement-eyes-p4-b-investment-for-expansion/story/
http://business.inquirer.net/226462/eagle-cement-embarking-aggressive-expansion

https://vietnamnews.vn/economy/426577/strong-domestic-cement-export-growth-chinas-productiondrops.html#ugfZ5cBiPhttps://vietnamnews.vn/economy/426577/strong-domestic-cement-export-growth-chinas-productiondrops.htmlUumxaiP.97#WCe4W0Fo6w4icuZq.97
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Cement is a commodity product, so the company believes the ability to have cement available at a specific place
and at a competitive price determines success. The advantages of a Palawan Limestone Quarry is that it can
drastically lower the cost of materials of cement for a regional player, especially if they want to address the
cement demand in Palawan and other nearby markets.

(Table indicating the different MPSAs in the Philippines based on data from MGB and cemnet.com)

Palawan is expected to be one of the country’s fastest growing markets in terms of regional business expansion
and tourism and is expected to reach 2.5 million tourists by 2025, according to the Tourism Development
Group of Puerto Princesa City. As an expected focal point for regional growth, Palawan is supported by the new
PhP 4.5 Billion Puerto Princesa International Airport terminal of the Department of Transportation and a
recently launched PhP 30 Billion road expansion project of the Department of Public Works and Highways.
Top real estate developers have launched or are launching major projects on the island. To date, this growth
has not been supported by an integrated cement plant in Palawan and existing players will soon recognize
regional opportunities for a cement plant on the island.
Outlook
PGDI supports nation building and shares in the vision of “Build, Build, Build” as it invests in much needed
infrastructure in the countryside. The company believes that commercial exploration of the two (2) MPSAs will
be a welcome source for limestone required by local cement producers.

COMPETITION
Nickel Mining Overview
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The information presented in this section has been extracted from publicly available documents that has not been
prepared nor independently verified by the Company, the Financial Adviser or any of their respective
affiliates or advisers in connection with the Listing.
The shifting politics in the Philippines greatly affected the nickel mining industry in the country. When the new
administration of President Rodrigo Duterte took office in June 2016, he appointed as the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) Secretary, Regina Lopez, a known environmental advocate. She
audited and ordered shut down 26 mining projects in the country and imposed a country-wide ban on
prospective open pit mining projects. The corresponding backlash from the mining industry led to a change in
DENR leadership. Former military general Roy Cimatu was appointed as DENR Secretary. Secretary Cimatu has
a more moderate outlook on the mining industry and a more balanced approach.
Despite the shifting politics in the country, the Philippines still remained the biggest producer of nickel in 2016
at 500,000 tonnes. Russia and Canada were the closest competitors. Russia produced 256,000 tonnes while
Canada produced 255,000 tonnes. (https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/base-metals-investing/nickelinvesting/nickel-in-the-philippines/)

Nickel Asia Corporation is the country’s top nickel producer. Its mining projects include Taganito, Rio Tuba,
Cagdianao and Hinatuan. Other ore producers are Platinum Group Metals, Benguet and Berong Nickel and
Eramen Nickel. With the exception of Nickel Asia, the above-mentioned companies all faced mine suspensions.
For 2018, Nickel Asia is optimistic about the level of ore shipments and sees a 13 percent increase from 2017.
This is despite the changing political landscape and mining laws. This takes into consideration the intention of
the government to limit the amount of land that can be developed by miners at any one time in order to ensure
speedy environmental rehabilitation. (https://www.reuters.com/article/philippines-mining-nickelasia/update-1philippines-top-nickel-miner-keeps-sales-guidance-despite-govt-curbs-idUSL3N1S1316)
PGDI continues to do mining services for Nickel Asia in its Cagdianao Mining project.
STRENGTHS AND STRATEGIES
Premiere Georesources aims to become the top independent contract mining services company in the
Philippines. The Company envisions itself as a leading countryside enabler in the infrastructure industry.
Strengths
•

Expertise and Track Record in Mining Services
PGDI’s expertise and efficiency has earned it substantial contracts from the country’s biggest nickel ore
producers and they continue to trust the company to handle and effectively deliver required tonnage
and corresponding environmental rehabilitation since 2011.

•

Machine availability
PGDI’s efficiency and profitability is due to its consistent production and high equipment mechanical
availability. To date, all its equipment are still fully operational, even those original equipment bought
in 2011.

•

Nickel Asia Accreditation
PGDI is the sole contractor of Nickel Asia for its Cagdianao mine in the Dinagat Islands. Moreover, PGDI
has been accredited by Nickel Asia as a preferred supplier of products and services.

•

Quality of clients
PGDI’s clients are established and reputable mining outfits owned by PSE-listed companies.

•

Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) of around 10,384 hectares of probable
commercial-grade limestone deposits
PGDI is the owner of two companies who are holders of two MPSAs with around 10,384 hectares of
probable commercial-grade limestone deposits in the mineralized area of Southern Palawan. PGDI can
potentially go into limestone quarrying as part of its business expansion.
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Strategies
Premiere Georesources intends to continue to create, expand and pursue a number of business opportunities
apart from its contract mining services. With the presence of its MPSAs, PGDI can potentially go into limestone
quarrying and related businesses. These are all expected to lead to significant and sustained contribution to the
company’s revenue stream.
The Company has started to forge joint venture partnerships both with local and foreign partners who share
PGDI’s investment strategy. These are also partners who can provide Premiere Georesources with both
financial and technical expertise as it pursues different revenue streams.

SUPPLIERS OF SERVICES
PGDI’s contract mining business is not dependent on any one supplier or on just a limited number of
suppliers. Most of its purchases are only for replacement parts for its heavy equipment.
CUSTOMERS
PGDI’s customers are the mining companies where it has it mining services contracts. Currently, the
Customer of PGDI is Nickel Asia Corporation and its subsidiary Cagdianao Mining Corporation.
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND LICENSES
The Company currently has no registered patents, copyrights, licenses and franchises.
GOVERNMENT APPROVALS
For its contract mining services, it is the mining company that gets the corresponding government approval to
operate a mining project. Premiere Georesources submits itself to accreditation to the mining company before
a contract is reached. Compliance with all regulatory agencies is being observed.

EXISTING AND PROBABLE GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS
EXISTING GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS
Different existing laws and regulations are considered in the Company’s operations. In the case of its contract
mining services, the Company follows the principal laws that affect its business operations as it relates to the
mining regulations set forth. Although it is the mining company that applies for the Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC), Premiere Georesources does its best to comply to all the rules and regulations mandated in
the ECC in its assigned area in the mining site.
Environmental Laws
The country’s environmental laws are implemented by the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR), the department responsible for carrying out the state’s constitutional mandate to control and
supervise the exploration, development, utilization and conservation of the country’s natural resources.
This includes compliance to the terms and conditions of the:
1. ECC issued by the DENR certifying that based on the proponent’s representations and the DENR’s
review, the proposed project or undertaking will not cause a significant negative environmental
impact and that the proponent has complied with all the requirements of the Environmental
Impact Statement System;
2.

Permit to discharge, which allows the discharge of regulated effluents (i.e., discharges from known
sources, such as manufacturing plants, industrial plants, including domestic, commercial and
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recreational facilities which traverse to the bodies of waters), pursuant to the Philippine Clean Water
Act of 2004 and the Revised Effluent Regulations of 1990;
3.

Guidelines imposed by the Marine Pollution Decree of 1976, which prohibits, among others, the
discharging or dumping oil, noxious gaseous and liquid substances, and other harmful substances from
or out of any ship, vessel, barge or any other floating craft, or other man-made structures at
sea, by any method, means or manner into or upon the territorial and inland navigable water of the
Philippines;

4.

Water Code of the Philippines, which allows the dumping of tailings from mining operations into rivers
and waterways upon prior approval by the National Water Resources Board;

5.

Philippine Clear Air Act of 1999, which seeks to prevent air pollution by controlling emission,
greenhouse gasses that could stimulate global warming, and, through the DENR, imposing emission fees
from industrial dischargers through its emission permitting system.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Premiere Georesources has spent minimal amounts for research and development activities during the last
three fiscal years, which amounted to an insignificant percentage of revenues.
COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
As far as the Company is aware, it has complied with all environmental regulations with regards to its
existing contracts.
EMPLOYEES
The Company is managed by its directors and executive officers with finance and legal support provided by
Premiere Horizon and specialist consultants. The day-to-day operations and administration of assets is
handled by its President and management team.

RISK FACTORS
Below is a discussion of the major risks faced by the company and its subsidiaries. Included also in the
discussion are ways to mitigate these risks.
There are uncertainties inherent in the business of contract mining services. It is vulnerable to contingencies
such as:
v Regulatory changes with regards to mining laws
The Company’s main business is dependent on its mining contracts with the biggest Nickel producing
companies. Changes in the mining laws and regulations will adversely affect the company’s hauling
operations. When mining operations were shut down because of the regulatory reviews brought on by a
new Environment Secretary, the Company saw a sharp decrease in its hauling services.
This risk can be mitigated by the Company’s policies, which makes sure that compliance with regu lation s
an d laws and best industry practices with regards to safety, health and environment protection are
assured.
v Price fluctuations and decline in nickel prices
In the past, prices of nickel in the market showed significant volatility. Historically, prices are influenced
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by various factors, including regional and global supply and demand, market uncertainty, speculations,
governmental regulations, economic conditional in the region and the world, natural disasters and
weather conditions. It will be difficult to accurately forecast the future trends and price movements.
Declines in nickel prices will negatively affect the Company’s operations and prospects.
The Company can mitigate risks in prices by thoroughly reviewing the economic sensitivity of its
business model with regards to product prices. The Company should take into account this consideration
in its investment decisions.
v Natural catastrophes which constantly happen in the country may disrupt the Company's
operations and adversely affect results of operations
The Philippines being part of the Ring of Fire has gone through major natural disasters in the past years,
including earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, typhoons, flooding, droughts, and other weather-related
catastrophes. These may disrupt business operations, which may lead to disruptions in electrical and
water supply in the affected areas.
The Company in particular is affected by weather disturbances especially non-stop rains and floodings
because it prevents the Company from doing its hauling services thus unable to meet the tonnage quota.
But insurance to cover majority of possible financial damage is a step in mitigating this risk. Although
the Company will not be able to assure prospective investors of a 100% coverage from its insurance.
NEWLY ACQUIRED SUBSIDIARIES
On July 11, 2018, Premiere Georesources acquired 98.88% ownership of Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial
Corporation and 98.55% of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. The two companies are holders of Mineral
Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) with the Republic of the Philippines covering around 10,384 hectares.
1. Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corp. is the holder of MPSA No. 173-2001-IV which covers 5,150 hectares
in the province of Palawan.
2. Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. is the holder of MPSA No. 172-2001-IV which covers a total area of 5,234
hectares also in the province of Palawan.
The MPSA areas contain probable commercial quality limestone deposits located in the mineralized area of
Southern Palawan. Although these companies have existing MPSAs, no mining activities have been done in the
area. These are treated mainly as assets of the company. The extent of the work done is just to ascertain the
presence and grade of the limestone deposits in the area through the conduct of the Competent Person Report
in Mining and Geology. Copies of these are attached to this Prospectus as ANNEX C and ANNEX D.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES
SERVICE CONTRACTS
Below is a summary of PGDI’s existing Mining Services Contract as of the date of this Prospectus:
1) Mining Services Contract with Cagdianao Mining Corporation (CMC)
CMC is a domestic corporation engaged in the mining and extraction of mineral ores, including the
stockpiling, transportation through trucking and/or barging and/or loading to ships, or unloading of said
mineral ores, and is the successor-in-interest of East Coast Mineral Resources Co., Inc. as holder of Mineral
Production Services Agreement No. 078-97-XII dated 19 November 1997 between the Republic of the
Philippines and CMC covering mineral deposits situated in Cagdianao, Province of Dinagat Islands.
PGDI is an independent contractor possessing the appropriate, necessary, skilled personnel and has
acquired the authorizations, technical expertise, and equipment to provide any, some or all of the
activities that CMC is engaged in.
PGDI shall perform Mining Services for CMC, mainly Loading and Hauling Services, Road Maintenance and
Bench Maintenance, and Barge Loading Services.
The Contract is for the period of April 1, 2018 to October 31, 2018 with a Target Tonnage of Two Million
Eight Hundred Sixty Two Thousand (2,862,000) Wet Metric Tons (WMT). Target Tonnage per day is
Twenty-Two Thousand (22,000 WMT). As compensation for the Mine Development and Hauling Services
according to the contract payment per WMT delivered to designated areas.
PGDI shall also supply and provide all works and activities including labor, supervision, administration,
support services, equipment, materials, supplies, tools, transportation, and all other work and materials
necessary or incidental to perform the Mining Services.
2) PGDI used to have Mining Services Contracts with Marcventures Mining and Development
Corporation (MMDC) and Benguetcorp Nickel Mines Inc. (BNMI).
Below is a table summary of the Company’s Service Contracts in the past three years.
Date
Apr 1 to
Oct 31,
2018

Jan 1,
2015 to
Dec 31,
2017

Type of
Contract
Mining
Services
Contract

Nickel Ore
Mining
Contract

Parties Involved

Particulars of the Contract

Cagdianao Mining
Corporation (CMC) and
Premiere Georesources
and Development, Inc.
(PGDI) (formerly
Redstone Construction
and Development
Corporation)

Mining services for CMC, mainly
loading and hauling services, road
maintenance
and
bench
maintenance, and barge loading
services.

Cagdianao Mining
Corporation (CMC) and
Premiere Georesources
and Development, Inc.
(PGDI) (formerly
Redstone Construction
and Development
Corporation)

Mining services for CMC, mainly
loading and hauling services, road
maintenance
and
bench
maintenance, and barge loading
services.

Details of the compensation per Wet
Metric Tons (WMT) is specified in
the Contract as attached.

Details of the compensation per Wet
Metric Tons (WMT) is specified in
the Contract as attached.
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Feb 12,
2015 to
Dec 31,
2017

Saprolite
and
Incidental
Limonite
Ore Mining
Contract

Marcventures Mining and
Development
Corporation (MMDC) and
Premiere Georesources
and Development, Inc.
(PGDI) (formerly
Redstone Construction
and Development
Corporation)

Excavation, sorting, loading and
hauling around 500,000 Wet Metric
Tons of ore per year from March to
November at the area specified and
designated by MMDC.

EQUIPMENT FLEET
PGDI has acquired various heavy equipment, transportation equipment and other various assets in order to
perform the different activities required from its Mining Services Contracts which includes mainly hauling,
loading and road maintenance. The Company has been performing Mining Services Contracts for the top nickel
ore producers in the Philippines since its inception in 2011.
Below is a list of the Company’s Heavy Equipment vital to its Hauling, Loading and Maintenance operations as
required by its Mining Services Contracts. These equipment have been deployed in the different mine sites as
needed.
PGDI Equipment Fleet
Heavy Equipment (Hydraulic Excavators, Dozers, Wheel
Loaders, Road Graders, Vibratory Rollers)
Dump Trucks
Auxiliary Units (Water Trucks, Fuel Trucks, Cargo
Trucks)
Totals

Units
44
89
8
141

MINERAL PRODUCTION SHARING AGREEMENT (MPSA)
On July 11, 2018, Premiere Georesources acquired 98.88% ownership of Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial
Corporation and 98.55% of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. The two companies are holders of Mineral
Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) with the Republic of the Philippines covering around 10,384 hectares.
The MPSA areas contain probable commercial quality limestone deposits located in the mineralized area of
Southern Palawan.
3. Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corp. is the holder of MPSA No. 173-2001-IV which covers 5,150 hectares
in the province of Palawan.
The primary purpose of the Mineral Production Sharing Agreement (MPSA) between Pyramid Hill and the
Republic of the Philippines is to provide for the sustainable development and commercial utilization of
certain limestone, shale and other associated mineral deposits existing within the Contract Area. Pyramid
Hill shall undertake and execute, for and on behalf of the Government, sustainable mining operations in
accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, as the exclusive entity to conduct mining operations in
the Contract Area.
The MPSA was granted in 2001 and has a term of twenty-five years from effective date and may be renewed
for another term not exceeding twenty-five years.
4. Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. is the holder of MPSA No. 172-2001-IV which covers a total area of 5,234
hectares also in the province of Palawan.
The primary purpose of the Mineral Production Sharing Agreement (MPSA) between Palawan Star and the
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Republic of the Philippines is to provide for the sustainable development and commercial utilization of
certain limestone, shale and other associated mineral deposits existing within the Contract Area. Pyramid
Hill shall undertake and execute, for and on behalf of the Government, sustainable mining operations in
accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, as the exclusive entity to conduct mining operations in
the Contract Area.
The MPSA was granted in 2001 and has a term of twenty-five years from effective date and may be renewed
for another term not exceeding twenty-five years.
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LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
The following are the legal proceedings with National Labor Relations Commission (NLRC) involving
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. at the time of the listing.
1) NLRC Case No. SUB-RAB-1-7-05-0591-18
Renante Caramat Et Al vs Redstone Construction & Dev. Corp.
Complaint dated 10 April 2018 where the complainants charged the respondent with illegal dismissal and
sought to be paid of their money claims. The complainants also pray that they be awarded moral and
exemplary damages as well as attorney’s fees. The respondent in the course of the instant proceeding will
establish in the position paper that the complainants for illegal dismissal with the attendant money claims is
without merit. The complainants were not dismissed. The truth of the matter is that they did not manifest any
intent or executed any definite act to voluntarily report back for work notwithstanding their knowledge or
awareness that the Mining season for the year 2018 has already began. Respondent could not also contact the
numbers they provided in order for them to be called upon in case they failed to proceed to the main office of
Redstone to report for work.
2) NLRC Case No. SUB-RAB-09-07-10046 to 48
Roland S. Monding et al vs Redstone Construction & Dev. Corp.
Complaint dated 16 April 2018 where the complainants charged the respondent with illegal dismissal and
sought to be paid of their money claims. The respondent in the course of the instant proceeding will establish
in the position paper that the complainants for illegal dismissal with the attendant money claims is without
merit. The complainants were not dismissed. The truth of the matter is that they did not manifest any intent or
executed any definite act to voluntarily report back for work notwithstanding their knowledge or awareness
that the Mining season for the years 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 has already began. Respondent could not also
contact the numbers they provided in order for them to be called upon in case they failed to proceed to the
mining site in Barangay Valencia, Dinagat Islands.
SUB-RAB-1-7-05-0591-18 and SUB-RAB-09-07-10046-18 to SUB-RAB-09-07-10049
As it is PGDI’s vision and mission to be compliant under all Labor statutes in dealing with employees and in
order to promote a structured and productive workplace, it made several transitions in the conduct of its
affairs in its mining site in Brgy. Valencia Province of Dinagat Islands by imposing and implementing labor
policies such as preparation of employment contracts and implementation of employee policies that
establish rules regarding performance, conduct and discipline.
As a result, about 25 employees who opposed adherence to this new management prerogative filed claims of
illegal dismissal with attendant money claims. Thirteen of these employees filed in DOLE-NLRC Dagupan
docketed as SUB-RAB-1-7-05-0591-18 while the other 12 employees filed before DOLE-NLRC Dipolog City
docketed as SUB-RAB-09-07-10046-18 to SUB-RAB-09-07-10049.
For cases filed before DOLE-NLRC Dagupan, Position papers of parties were already submitted. Premiere
Georesources is steadfast in its position that there was no illegal dismissal, the employees simply did not report
back for work. Premiere Georesources will be submitting its Reply to the complainants’ position paper and will
refute whatever asseverations will be included therein. For cases filed before DOLE-NLRC Dipolog City, parties
were called to attend conference on 16 August 2018. The Company is optimistic that any assertion on alleged
illegal dismissal can be refuted as there is really no dismissal to speak of.
To deter previous employees who voluntarily severed their employment relationship from filing cases, the
company’s strategy in both pending litigation proceedings is inclined in contesting the accusations instead of
settling the dispute and giving financial assistance to the complaining employees.
These legal proceedings before the NLRC have very trivial effect in the company’s financial position. These
proceedings would not affect the contract mining operations of Premiere Georesources in Dinagat Island for
Cagdianao Mining Corporation (CMC) which started in April and ended in October 2018.
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MARKET PRICE OF AND DIVIDENDS ON REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY
AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
MARKET INFORMATION

As of the date of this Prospectus, the Issuer has an authorized capital stock of Six Billion Five Hundred
Thousand (6,500,000,000) Shares, each with a par value of P0.10, and its issued share capital consists
of Five Billion Four Hundred Fifty Four Million (5,454,000,000) Shares. The Shares are not traded in
any market, nor are they subject to outstanding options or warrants to purchase, or securities
convertible into Shares of the Issuer.
LISTING; NO PUBLIC OFFER
Shortly after the approval of the Dividend Distribution, the Issuer will apply for Listing based on Section 1(b)
of the PSE’s Amended Rules on Listing by Way of Introduction, which provides that Listing may be
appropriate where the securities of an unlisted issuer are distributed by a way of property dividend by
a listed issuer to shareholders of that listed issuer. In such a case, a public offering does not need to be
undertaken because the securities for which listing is sought would be of such an amount and would be so
widely held that their adequate marketability when listed can be assumed.
HOLDERS
Below is the detailed information on the Shareholder Structure of Premiere Georesources and Development Inc.
as of the date of this Prospectus. The table below shows the breakdown after the Private Placements and Before
the Property Dividend Distribution. Although the Property Dividend was declared by PHA on March 20 for PHA
shareholders of record as of May 15, 2018, these have not been distributed yet pending approval by the
Securities and Exchange Commission. We will update this table once the Property Dividend Distribution is
completed.
Before Dividend Distribution
#

Name of Shareholder

Class of
Securities

Number of
Shares

% of
Outstanding
Shares

Number of
Shares

% of
Outstanding
Shares

1

CARLOS C. CRUZ

Common

2

PREMIERE HORIZON
ALLIANCE CORPORATION

Common

3

TREASURE ISLAND
INDUSTRIAL CORP.

Common

4

ROLAND F. RODRIGUEZ

Common

272,700,000

5.00%

272,700,000

5.00%

5

RAFAEL G. YAPTINCHAY

Common

218,160,000

4.00%

218,160,000

4.00%

6

ANDRES A. DEL ROSARIO

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

7

AUGUSTO C. SERAFICA, JR.

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

8

RAMON A. RECTO

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

9

242,399,990
3,252,379,950
945,360,000

4.44%

After Dividend Distribution*

59.63%
17.33%

242,399,990
2,984,379,950
945,360,000

4.44%
54.72%
17.33%

ARBEN SANTOS

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

10

DANIEL ONG

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

11

RAMON SANTOS
MICHAEL ANGELO S.
RODRIGUEZ

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

13*

LOLITA J. DELA CRUZ

Common

50,000,000

0.92%

50,000,000

0.92%

14*

12*

Common

50,000,000

0.92%

50,000,000

0.92%

SAMUEL JARDIN

Common

30,000,000

0.55%

30,000,000

0.55%

15*

ABIGAIL B. ARCILLA

Common

12,500,000

0.23%

12,500,000

0.23%

16*

GEORGE TAN

Common

12,000,000

0.22%

12,000,000

0.22%
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17*

ADRONICO E. SANTOS

Common

11,000,000

0.20%

11,000,000

0.20%

18*

SUSAN S. CORPUS

Common

104,540,000

1.92%

104,540,000

1.92%

19*

LUIS J. MORALES

Common

54,540,000

1.00%

54,540,000

1.00%

20*

CARLOS V. CO
PATRICIA MARGARTIA
YAPTINCHAY
PUBLIC (Pending SEC
Approval of Property
Dividend Distribution)

Common

72,720,000

1.33%

72,720,000

1.33%

21*
22**

Total Outstanding

Common

125,700,000

Common

2.30%

125,700,000

0.00%
5,454,000,000

2.30%
4.91%

268,000,000
100.00%

5,454,000,000

100.00%

Notes:
* Shareholders 12 to 21 are the Private Placement Subscriptions
** PUBLIC (22) is the 268 million property dividend declared by PHA. Distribution is still pending approval by the
SEC.
DIVIDENDS
The Company has declared a stock dividend of 55 million shares on March 20, 2018 with par value of P1.00 per
share and a cash dividend of P12 million. These are the only dividends declared by PGDI in the last three years.
Below are the details of the dividends declared in the last three fiscal years.
A) Stock Dividends
Stock Dividend
Number of issued and outstanding shares prior
to the dividend declaration;
Resulting number of issued and outstanding
shares after the dividend declaration;
Dividend rate;
Payment date;
Ex-date;
Record date;
Treatment of fractional shares;
Amount of retained earnings; and
Source of dividend payment.

AMOUNT
55,000,000.00

SHARES
55,000,000.00

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00

121,200,000.00
0.83
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
No fractional shares
to be issued
55,573,333.00
Retained Earnings

121,200,000.00

B) Cash Dividends
Cash Dividend
Number of issued and outstanding shares prior
to the dividend declaration;
Resulting number of issued and outstanding
shares after the dividend declaration;
Dividend rate;
Payment date;
Ex-date;
Record date;
Treatment of fractional shares;
Amount of retained earnings; and
Source of dividend payment.

AMOUNT
12,000,000.00

SHARES

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00
0.18
Sep 30, 2018
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
N/A
55,573,333.00
Retained Earnings

66,200,000.00
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Apart from legal restrictions governing the declaration of dividends, which are discussed in page 56 of this
Prospectus, there are no restrictions that limit the Company’s ability to pay dividends whether currently or in
the future.

RECENT SALES OF UNREGISTERED OR EXEMPT SECURITIES (INCLUDING RECENT ISSUANCE OF
SECURITIES CONSTITUTING AN EXEMPT TRANSACTION)
Subscription for shares of the capital stock of a corporation in pursuance of an increase in its authorized capital
stock, when no expense is incurred, no commission, compensation or remuneration is paid or given in
connection with the sale or disposition of such securities, and only when the purpose for soliciting, giving or
taking of such subscriptions is to comply with the required minimum 25% subscribed capital stock, is exempt
from registration under the SRC. No notice or confirmation of exemption is required to be filed for the issuance
of shares pursuant to an increase in authorized capital stock.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY
Common Stock
The Company’s authorized capital consists of 6,500,000,000 Shares, which are common shares. Two hundred
Sixty-Eight Million shares (268,000,000) will be covered by the Dividend Distribution, and 5,454,000,000
Shares will be covered by the Listing. The Shares will not be offered to the public, although they are
expected to be traded after the Listing. The Shares have the following features:
v Dividend Rights
The Company’s By-laws provide that dividends shall be declared and paid out of the unrestricted retained
earnings which shall be payable in cash, property or stock to all shareholders on the basis of outstanding
stock held by them, as often and at such times as the Board may determine and in accordance with law
and applicable rules and regulations. No fractional shares shall be issued from any declaration of stock
dividends.
v Voting Rights
At every meeting of the stockholders, each stockholder shall be entitled to vote in person or by proxy and,
unless otherwise provided by law, he shall have one vote for each share of stock entitled to vote and
recorded in his name in the books of the Corporation.
v Pre-Emptive Rights
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation provide that there shall be no pre-emptive rights with respect to
shares of stock to be issued, sold or otherwise disposed of by the Company for any corporate purpose,
including shares of stock to be issued pursuant to a duly approved stock option, stock purchase, stock
subscription or similar plans.
Change in Control
There is no provision in the Company’s Articles of Incorporation and By-laws which may delay, deter, or
prevent a change in control in the Company except the provision on Lock Up Requirements under Article
Seventh, as amended on September 13, 2018 in accordance with the PSE’s Revised Listing Rules for the
Main and SME Boards. The Lock Up Requirements provide:
“In the event of listing of the Corporation’s shares in the Main Board of the PSE:
3)

Existing stockholders of the Corporation who own an equivalent of at least 10% of the issued and
outstanding shares of stock of the Corporation shall not or are prohibited from selling, assigning or in any
manner disposing of their shares for a period of:
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a) One hundred eighty (180) days after the listing of said shares if the Corporation meets the track
record requirements of the PSE; or
b) Three hundred sixty-five (365) days after listing of said shares if the Corporation is exempt from
the track record and operating history requirements of the PSE.
4)

In the event of an issuance or transfer of shares (i.e. private placements, asset for shares swap or a
similar transaction) or instruments which lead to issuance of shares (i.e., convertible bonds, warrants or a
similar instrument) done and fully paid for within One hundred eighty (180) days prior to the start of the
offering period, or, prior to listing date in case of companies listing by way of introduction, and the
transaction price is lower than that of the offer price in the Initial Public Offering, or listing price for a
listing by way of introduction, all shares availed of shall be subject to a lock-up period of at least Three
hundred sixty-five (365) days from full payment of the aforesaid shares.

Lock-up Restrictions under the PSE Listing Rules
Under Article III, Part D, Section 2 of the Listing Rules for the Main and SME Boards of the PSE (Listing Rules),
existing stockholders of a Company applying for listing with the PSE shall cause its existing stockholders
who own an equivalent of at least ten percent (10%) of the issued and outstanding shares of stock of the
company to refrain from selling, assigning or in any manner disposing of their shares for a period of (i) One
hundred eighty days (180) days after the listing of the said shares if the applicant company meets the
track record requirement under Article III, Part D, Section 1 of the Listing Rules; or (ii) Three hundred sixty five
(365) days after listing of said shares if the applicant company is exempt from the track record and operating
history requirements of the Listing Rules.
If there is any issuance or transfer of shares (i.e., private placements, assets for shares swap or a similar
transaction) or instruments which lead to issuance of shares (i.e., convertible bonds, warrants or a similar
instrument) done and fully paid for within One hundred eighty (180) days prior to the start of the offering
period, or, prior to listing date in case of companies listing by way of introduction, and the transaction
price is lower than that of the offer price in the Initial Public Offering, or listing price for a listing by way of
introduction, all shares availed of shall be subject to a lock-up period of at least Three hundred sixty-five (365)
days from full payment of the aforesaid shares.
Upon distribution of the Company’s shares by property dividend declared by Premiere Horizon, the following
stockholders, being holders of at least ten percent (10%) of the issued and outstanding shares of stock of the
Corporation, will be subject to the 180-day lock-up period:
Shareholder
PREMIERE HORIZON ALLIANCE CORPORATION
TREASURE ISLAND INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
TOTAL

No. of Shares Subject to
the 180-day Lock-up
Provision
2,984,379,950
945,360,000
3,929,739,950

Percentage of Outstanding
Shares
54.72%
17.33%
72.05%

With respect to shares subject to the lock-up requirement due to issuance or transfer of shares 180 days prior
to the listing date with a transaction price lower than that of the listing price for a listing by way of
introduction, the following stockholder whose share was issued within 180 days prior to the established
listing date will also be subject to the 365-day lock-up period:

Shareholder
ROLAND RODRIGUEZ
CARLOS C. CRUZ
RAFAEL YAPTINCHAY
TOTAL

No. of Shares Subject to
the 365-day Lock-up
Provision
272,700,000
242,399,998
218,160,000
733,259,998

Percentage of Outstanding
Shares
5.00%
4.44%
4.00%
13.44%
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To implement the lock-up restrictions of the PSE, the foregoing parties will enter into an escrow agreement
with the Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation (PDTC). A copy of the escrow agreement has been
submitted to the PSE as part of the Company’s application for Listing and will be updated when the actual
escrow agreement is executed.

Future stock grants or stock options
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company has not approved, implemented or taken action on any stock
options for the Company’s directors or management team.
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DIVIDENDS AND DIVIDEND POLICY
DIVIDENDS AND DIVIDEND POLICY
Under Philippine law, dividends may be declared out of a corporation’s unrestricted retained earnings
which shall be payable in cash, in property, or in stock to all stockholders on the basis of outstanding stock
held by them. The amount of retained earnings available for declaration as dividends may be determined
pursuant to regulations issued by the SEC. The approval of the Board is generally sufficient to approve the
distribution of dividends, except in the case of stock dividends which requires the approval of stockholders
representing not less than two-thirds (2/3) of the outstanding capital stock at a regular or special meeting
duly called for the purpose.
RECORD DATE
The Company will follow the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Philippine Stock
Exchange regarding the setting of the Record Date by companies whose shares are registered and listed. In
declaring dividends, the set Record Date shall not be less than ten (10) trading days from disclosure to the
Philippine Stock Exchange of the declaration of the dividends
DIVIDEND POLICY
The Company’s By-laws provide that Cash and Stock dividends shall be declared only from the unrestricted
surplus profit and shall be payable at such time and in such manner and in such amounts as the Board and
stockholders respectively shall determine. No dividends shall be declared which would impair the capital of
the Corporation. Apart from the said restrictions provided by law and the SEC, there is no restriction on
payment of dividends.
The Company does not have a specific dividend policy apart from what is provided in its By-Laws.
The Company’s Board may declare cash dividends in the future after taking into account various factors that
affect the company’s operations including:
•

the level of the Company’s cash, gearing, return on equity and retained earnings;

•

the Company’s results for, and the Company’s financial condition at the end of the year, the year in
respect of which the dividend is to be paid and the Company’s expected financial performance;

•

the Company’s projected levels of capital expenditure and other investment plans;

•

restrictions of payment of dividends that may be imposed on the Company by any of its financing
arrangements and current and prospective debt service requirements; and

•

such other factors as the Board deems appropriate.

The Company cannot also assure the public that it will pay any dividends in the future.
DIVIDEND HISTORY
The Company has declared a stock dividend of 55 million shares on March 20, 2018 with par value of P1.00 per
share and a cash dividend of P12 million. These are the only dividends declared by PGDI in the last three years.
Below are the details of the dividends declared in the last three fiscal years.
A) Stock Dividends
Stock Dividend
Number of issued and outstanding shares prior
to the dividend declaration;

AMOUNT
55,000,000.00

SHARES
55,000,000.00

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00
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Resulting number of issued and outstanding
shares after the dividend declaration;
Dividend rate;
Payment date;
Ex-date;
Record date;
Treatment of fractional shares;
Amount of retained earnings; and
Source of dividend payment.

121,200,000.00
0.83
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
No fractional shares
to be issued
55,573,333.00
Retained Earnings

121,200,000.00

B) Cash Dividends
Cash Dividend
Number of issued and outstanding shares prior
to the dividend declaration;
Resulting number of issued and outstanding
shares after the dividend declaration;
Dividend rate;
Payment date;
Ex-date;
Record date;
Treatment of fractional shares;
Amount of retained earnings; and
Source of dividend payment.

AMOUNT
12,000,000.00

SHARES

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00

66,200,000.00
0.18
Sep 30, 2018
March 20, 2018
March 20, 2018
N/A
55,573,333.00
Retained Earnings

66,200,000.00

Apart from legal restrictions governing the declaration of dividends, which are discussed in page 56 of this
Prospectus, there are no restrictions that limit the Company’s ability to pay dividends whether currently or in
the future.
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SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
Investors should read the selected financial data with “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations” and the Company’s consolidated financial statements and related notes
included elsewhere in this Prospectus. The information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of
future operations and does not purport to project the results of the Company’s operations or financial condition
for any future period or date.
The selected financial information set forth in the following tables has been derived from the Company’s
unaudited interim consolidated financial statements comprising the interim consolidated balance sheet as at
30 June 2018 and interim consolidated statements of comprehensive income and statements of cash flows
for the six months ended 30 June 2018 and its consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017,
2016, and 2015 and interim consolidated statements of comprehensive income and statements of cash flows
for the years ended 31 December 2017, 2016 and 2015. The Company’s audited consolidated financial
statements were prepared in accordance with the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (“PFRS”) and were
audited by SGV, in accordance with PSA.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018
Revenues

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

106,272,987

247,142,428

297,833,328

289,714,919

Cost of Services

81,747,399

194,646,160

227,704,720

199,906,442

Gross Profit

24,525,588

52,496,268

70,128,608

89,808,477

General and administrative

15,061,360

38,917,717

37,940,630

51,979,983

Income from Operations

9,464,228

13,578,551

32,187,978

37,828,494

Other Charges, Net

(5,155,057)

(7,850,218)

(12,607,981)

(18,555,690)

Income Before Income Tax

4,309,171

5,728,333

19,579,997

19,272,804

Provision for Income Tax

1,287,888

2,230,885

6,170,648

6,759,223

Net Income

3,021,283

3,497,448

13,409,349

12,513,581

Other Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Total Comprehensive Income
Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

Basic/diluted earnings per share

-

440,435

(1,973,165)

831,054

3,021,283

3,937,883

11,436,184

13,344,635

3,021,283
3,021,283

3,937,883
3,937,883

11,436,184
11,436,184

13,344,635
13,344,635

0.05

0.05

0.20

0.19
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
UNAUDITED
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018

2017

AUDITED
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Inventories - at cost
Other current assets
Total Current Assets

16,920,580
56,207,776
14,885,595
13,328,200
101,342,151

21,010,295
40,659,964
13,004,016
13,133,245
87,807,520

33,093,926
17,047,895
12,197,951
9,436,024
71,775,796

21,305,620
25,994,314
14,742,456
8,595,333
70,637,723

Non-Current Asset
Property and equipment, net
Advances for Investments
Deferred input VAT
Total Non-Current Assets

266,707,715
390,000,000
656,707,715

266,662,809
266,662,809

320,386,437
320,386,437

409,714,422
5,349,040
415,063,462

TOTAL ASSETS

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

104,990,332
521,771,066
7,695,000

44,360,131
12,539,058
126,685,010

40,546,867
3,441,526
127,850,000

67,740,191
4,561,267
99,500,000

15,296,608
649,753,006

25,533,347
209,117,546

45,339,391
27,992,410
2,777,778
580,393
248,528,365

129,684,997
8,333,333
301,659
310,121,447

7,858,226

7,858,226

6,597,526

3,602,014

17,158,684
25,016,910

2,235,890
10,094,116

5,715,558
12,313,084

49,315,346
2,777,778
55,695,138

674,769,916

219,211,662

260,841,449

365,816,585

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Due to related parties
Short-term debt
Current portion of obligations under
finance lease
Installment payable
Long-term debt
Income tax payable
Total Current Liablities
Non-Current Liabilities
Pension liability
Non-current portion of obligations under
finance lease
Installment Payable
Long-term debt
Total Non-Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
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Continuation of Consolidated Balance Sheets

Unaudited
Ended
Ended June 30
2018
Equity
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

2017

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

66,200,000
13,485,334
3,594,616
83,279,950

66,200,000
13,485,334
55,573,333
135,258,667

66,200,000
13,485,334
51,635,450
131,320,784

66,200,000
13,485,334
40,199,266
119,884,600

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
July 30
2018
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

24,066,075
(27,903,577)
(252,213)

43,506,076
(1,553,591)
(54,036,116)

105,650,367
36,455
(93,898,516)

110,896,210
(336,337,542)
217,644,936

(4,089,715)

(12,083,631)

11,788,306

(7,796,396)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of
period

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620

29,102,016

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

16,920,580

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620
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OTHER CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

Operating margin before other expenses

8.91%

5.49%

10.81%

13.06%

EBITDA

37,322,900

68,855,770

116,279,591

96,036,837

Capital expenditure

27,903,577

1,553,591

388,545

334,528,145

Depreciation and amortization

27,858,672

55,277,219

84,091,613

58,208,343

EBITDA FOR THE PREVIOUS THREE YEARS PRIOR TO LISTING
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
June 30
2018
Net Income

3,021,283

Reconcilinig Items:
Income tax expense
Depreciation and amortization
Interest expense
Impairment loss
Interest income
Other income

1,287,888
27,858,672
5,180,267
(16,210)
(9,000)

EBITDA

37,322,900

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

3,497,448

13,409,349

12,513,581

2,230,885
55,277,219
7,912,758
(38,190)
(24,350)

6,170,648
84,091,613
12,842,458
(57,050)
(177,427)

6,759,223
58,208,343
18,601,377
29,250
(59,237)
(15,700)

68,855,770

116,279,591

96,036,837
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The following are the major financial indicators used by the Company.

Unaudited
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

0.23
0.05
8.10
9.10
0.01
0.03

Audited
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2017

0.42
0.27
1.62
2.62
0.03
0.03

2015

0.29
0.37
1.99
2.99
0.06
0.11

0.23
0.19
3.05
4.05
0.09
0.13

The Company calculates the above indicators as follows:
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

Current assets / Current liabilities
Net income before depreciation / Total liabilities
Total liabilities / Total equity
Total assets / Total equity
Net income before interest expense after tax / Average total assets
Net income / Average total equity

Current/liquidity ratio measures the Company’s ability to pay short-term debts.
Solvency ratio measures the Company’s ability to meet its long-term debt.
Debt-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of equity and debt used to finance the Company’s assets.
Asset-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of the Company’s assets that has been funded by shareholders.
Return on asset ratio measures the Company’s profitability relative to its total assets.
Return on equity ratio measures the Company’s ability to generate profits from its shareholders investments.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following discussion and analysis of the Company's financial position and results of operations should
be read together with "Selected Financial Data" and the Company's consolidated financial statements and related
notes which are annexed to this Prospectus. In addition to historical information, the discussion and analysis may
contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. The Company's actual
results may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward- looking statements as a result of certain
factors including those set forth under "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in this Prospectus.
PLAN OF OPERATION
Contract Mining Services
As of the date of this Prospectus, PGDI has an ongoing Mining Services contract with Cagdianao Mining
Corporation (CMC), a subsidiary of Nickel Asia Corporation, one of the country’s leading ore producers.
The Cagdianao mine site is located in the municipality of Cagdianao, at the Northeastern side of the
province of Dinagat Islands. Its area of operations is within the Surigao Mineral Reservation. CMC exports
saprolite and limonite ore.
PGDI is performing mining services for CMC, mainly loading and hauling services, road maintenance and bench
maintenance, and barge loading services.
The loading and hauling services that PGDI perform include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preparation/construction and maintenance of access road/haul road and loading area at
designated/assigned mine development areas.
Stripping/excavation/extraction, loading and hauling of top soil and limonite to expose the saprolitic ore.
Segregation of rocks and boulders from limonitic materials.
Hauling of waste and ore materials from mine to designated locations
Unloading of ore materials to designated locations
Preparation and maintenance of stockpiles, including trimming, stacking and handling ore materials in the
designated stockpile and dump areas.
Maintenance of the Loading Areas, Access Roads and Unloading Areas

PGDI supplies and provides all works and activities including labor, supervision, administration, support
services, equipment, materials, supplies, tools, transportation, and all other work and materials necessary or
incidental to perform the Mining Services.
In addition, Premiere Georesources has two existing subsidiaries. Premiere Georesources has a 98.88%
ownership in Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation. The Company also owns 98.55% of Palawan Star
Mining Ventures, Inc. The two companies are holders of Mineral Production Sharing Agreements (MPSAs) in
Southern Palawan. The two MPSAs cover around 10,384 hectares of probable limestone deposits.
PLANS AND PROSPECTS
The following are PGDI’s prospective plans:
a.) Construction Services
In pursuit of PHA’s vision of invigorating the countryside, Premiere Georesources and Development
Inc. continues to expand its business by securing new mining services contracts with the biggest
mining companies in the Philippines.
Since refocusing into an Infrastructure Company in 2017, Premiere Georesources is looking into
expanding its services and engaging in more strategic projects and contracts including non-mining
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construction activities such as road construction for West Palawan Premiere, the tourism subsidiary of
PHA.
In addition, Premiere Georesources is looking into vertical integration businesses with the acquisition
of its two subsidiaries, Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corporation (PHMIC) and Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI). Premiere Georesources is looking into engaging in limestone quarrying as a
potential business given its present assets.
b.) Limestone Quarrying
Premiere Georesources is the parent company of PHMIC and PMVI, holders of two (2) Mineral Production
Sharing Agreements (MPSA) covering 10,384 hectares of land rich in limestone resources in Palawan.
Based on the conducted Economic Assessment and Ore Reserve Estimation Report done on site for two (2)
MPSAs, the current estimate of the measured and indicated minelife is at least forty-four (44) years. The
experts believe that they can significantly increase the minelife estimates with more studies since the
inferred limestone amounts were much greater.
Since limestone is a primary raw material in the production of cement clinker, PGDI is looking into
quarrying limestone on the island of Palawan in order to encourage local cement production.
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The significant accounting policies of PGDI are set forth in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements
included elsewhere in this Prospectus.
Basis of Preparation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Company have been prepared on a historical cost
basis. The financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the Company’s functional and
presentation currency. All amounts are rounded off to the nearest peso unit unless otherwise indicated.
Statement of Compliance
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Company have been prepared in compliance with
Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (“PFRS”).
Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in compliance with PFRS requires management to
make judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts of assets, liabilities, income, and expenses
and disclosure on contingent assets and contingent liabilities. Future events may occur which will cause the
assumptions used in arriving at the estimates to change. The effects of any change in judgments and estimates
are reflected in the financial statements as they become reasonably determinable.
For further discussions and information on the Company’s accounting judgments and estimates, please see the
disclosures set forth and discussed in Note 3 of the audited consolidated financial statements of the Company.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
Presented below is a summary of the Company’s Consolidated Statements of Financial Position as of the Six
Months Ended June 30, 2018 and as of the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016, and 2015.

Unaudited
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018

2017

Audited
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

Current Assets
Non-Current Asset

101,342,151
656,707,715

87,807,520
266,662,809

71,775,796
320,386,437

70,637,723
415,063,462

Total Assets

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity

649,753,006
25,016,910
674,769,916
83,279,950

209,117,546
10,094,116
219,211,662
135,258,667

248,528,365
12,313,084
260,841,449
131,320,784

310,121,447
55,695,138
365,816,585
119,884,600

Total Liabilities and Equity

758,049,866

354,470,329

392,162,233

485,701,185

(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
Current Assets is composed of cash, receivables, inventories – at cost, and other current assets.
Non-Current Assets is composed of advances for investments, property and equipment, net, and deferred input
VAT.
Current Liabilities is composed of trade and other payables, due to related parties, short-term debt, current
portions of obligations under finance lease, installment payables, and long-term debt, and income tax payable
and deposit for future subscriptions.
Non-Current Liabilities is composed of pension liability and non-current portions of finance lease, installment
payable, and long-term debt.
Equity is composed of capital stock, additional paid-in capital, and retained earnings.
The following are brief periodic discussions on the consolidated balance sheet items.
As of the Six Months Ended June 30, 2018 and the Year Ended December 31, 2017
a.) Current Assets – The balance of this account as of June 30, 2018 and December 31, 2017 amounted to Php
101,342 Thousand and Php 87,808 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 13,535
Thousand or 15.41%. The increase primarily came from the increase in the Company’s receivables.
b.) Non-Current Assets – The balance of this account as of June 30, 2018 and December 31, 2017 amounted to
Php 656,708 Thousand and Php 266,663 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php
390,045 Thousand or 146.27%. As of six months ended June 30, 2018, the Company acquired property and
equipment amounting to Php 27,904 Thousand. The increase primarily came from the advances for
investments recorded during the said period. Please see the “Subsequent Events” section for further
information.
c.) Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of June 30, 2018 and December 31, 2017 amounted to
Php 649,753 Thousand and Php 209,118 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 440,635 Thousand or 210.72%. The increase primarily came from the additional due to related
parties. Please see the “Subsequent Events” section for further information.
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d.) Non-Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of June 30, 2018 and December 31, 2017 amounted
to Php 25,017 Thousand and Php 10,094 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 14,923
Thousand or 147.84%. The increase primarily came from the additional installment payables incurred and
deposit for future subscriptions during the period. Please see the “Subsequent Events” section for further
information.
e.) Equity – The balance of this account as of June 30, 2018 and December 31, 2017 amounted to Php 83,280
Thousand and 135,259 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 51,979 Thousand or
38.43%. The decrease primarily came from the declaration of stock dividends on March 20, 2018. Please
see the Subsequent Events section for further information.
As of the Years Ended December 31, 2017 and 2016
a.) Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 amounted to Php 87,808
Thousand and Php 71,776 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 16,032 Thousand or
22.34%. The increase primarily came from the increase in the Company’s receivables.
b.) Non-Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 amounted to
Php 266,663 Thousand and Php 320,386 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 53,724
Thousand or 16.77%. During the year 2017, the Company acquired property and equipment amounting to
Php 1,554 Thousand. The decrease primarily came from the depreciation charged to operations.
c.) Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 amounted to
Php 209,118 Thousand and Php 248,528 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 39,411
Thousand or 15.86%. The decrease primarily came from the payment of the said liabilities.
d.) Non-Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 amounted to
Php 10,094 Thousand and Php 12,313 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 2,219
Thousand or 18.02%. The decrease primarily came from the payment of said liabilities.
e.) Equity – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 amounted to Php 135,259
Thousand and 131,321 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 3,938 Thousand or 3.00%.
The increase primarily came from the income earned during 2017.
As of the Years Ended December 31, 2016 and 2015
a.) Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 amounted to Php 71,776
Thousand and Php 70,638 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 1,138 Thousand or
1.61%. The balance of this account did not significantly change during the said period.
b.) Non-Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 amounted to
Php 320,386 Thousand and Php 415,063 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 94,677
Thousand or 22.81%. During the year 2016, the Company acquired property and equipment amounting to
Php 389 Thousand. The decrease primarily came from the depreciation charged to operations.
c.) Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 amounted to
Php 248,528 Thousand and Php 310,121 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 61,593
Thousand or 19.86%. The decrease primarily came from the payment of the said liabilities.
d.) Non-Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 amounted to
Php 12,313 Thousand and Php 55,695 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 43,382
Thousand or 77.89%. The decrease primarily came from the payment of the said liabilities
e.) Equity – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 amounted to Php 131,321
Thousand and Pho 119,885 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 11,436 Thousand or
9.54%. The increase primarily came from the income earned during 2016.
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As of the Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014
a.) Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 amounted to Php 70,638
Thousand and Php 54,246 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 16,392 Thousand or
30.22%. The increase primarily came from the additional receivables and inventories – at cost.
b.) Non-Current Assets – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 amounted to
Php 415,063 Thousand and Php 136,934 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 278,129 Thousand or 203.11%. During the year 2015, the Company acquired property and equipment
amounting to Php 334,528 Thousand. The increase primarily came from the net effect of the aforesaid
acquisition and increase in depreciation charged to operations.
c.) Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 amounted to
Php 310,121 Thousand and Php 100,320 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php
209,801 Thousand or 209.13%. The increase primarily came from the unpaid trade and other payables and
the additional short-term debt and installment payables incurred by the company.
d.) Non-Current Liabilities – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 amounted to
Php 55,695 Thousand and Php 22,005 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 33,690
Thousand or 153.10%. The increase primarily came from the additional non-current portion of installment
payable.
e.) Equity – The balance of this account as of December 31, 2015 and 2014 amounted to Php 119,885
Thousand and Pho 68,855 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 51,030 Thousand or
74.11%. The increase primarily came from the collection of subscription receivables, additional shares
subscription, and additional paid-in capital during 2015.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF PROFIT OR LOSS
Presented below is a summary of the Company’s Consolidated Statements of Profit of Loss for the Six Months
Ended June 30, 2018 and for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016, and 2015.
Unaudited

Audited

For the SIx
Months Ended
June 30
2018
Revenues
Cost of Services

For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

106,272,987 100%

2016

247,142,428 100%

2015

297,833,328 100%

289,714,919 100%

81,747,399

77%

194,646,160

79%

227,704,720

76%

199,906,442

69%

24,525,588

23%

52,496,268

21%

70,128,608

24%

89,808,477

31%

General and administrative

15,061,360

14%

38,917,717

16%

37,940,630

13%

51,979,983

18%

Income from Operations

9,464,228

9%

13,578,551

5%

32,187,978

11%

37,828,494

13%

Other Charges, Net

(5,155,057) -5%

(7,850,218) -3%

(12,607,981) -4%

(18,555,690) -6%

Income Before Income Tax

4,309,171

4%

5,728,333

2%

19,579,997

7%

19,272,804

7%

1,287,888

1%

2,230,885

1%

6,170,648

2%

6,759,223

2%

3,021,283

3%

3,497,448

1%

13,409,349

5%

12,513,581

4%

Gross Profit

Provision for Income Tax
Net Income
(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)

Revenues is composed of revenues from service contracts and equipment rentals.
Cost of services is composed of personnel costs, depreciation and amortization, fuel and oil, repairs and
maintenance, transportation and travel, rental, and other direct expenses.
General and administrative expenses is composed of management and service fees, personnel costs, taxes and
licenses, freight, depreciation and amortization, insurance, transportation and travel, rental, professional fees,
fuel and oil, entertainment, amusement and recreation, repairs and maintenance, supplies, utilities,
telecommunications, and other general and administrative expenses.
Total other charges, net is composed of interest income from banks, interest expenses from short-term debt,
long-term debt, obligations under finance lease, and installment payable, gain on sale of equipment, and other
income.
Provision for income tax represents the current income tax. The Company does not recognize deferred income
taxes.
The following are brief periodic discussions on the consolidated statements of profit or loss.
For the Six Months Ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
a.) Revenues – For the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, revenues amounted to Php 106,273
Thousand and Php 96,969 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 9,304 Thousand or
9.59%. The increase primarily came from the higher volume of ore extracted and/or hauled. Moreover,
equipment rentals were also lower.
b.) Cost of Services – For the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, Cost of Services amounted to
Php 81,747 Thousand and Php 96,147 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 14,399
Thousand or 14.98%. The decrease primarily came from the aggregate of the lower depreciation and
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amortization, and other expenses and higher personnel costs and repairs and maintenance.
c.) Gross Profit – As a result of the foregoing, Gross Profit for the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
amounted to Php 24,526 Thousand and Php 823 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 23,703 Thousand or 2,881.33%.
d.) General and Administrative Expenses – For the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, General and
Administrative Expenses amounted to Php 15,061 Thousand and Php 14,095 Thousand, respectively,
which shows an increase of Php 966 Thousand or 6.86%. The increase primarily came from the higher
personnel costs, and entertainment, amusement, and recreation expense.
e.) Income from Operations – As a result of the foregoing, Income from Operations for the six months ended
June 30, 2018 and 2017 amounted to Php 9,464 Thousand and Php (13,272) Thousand, respectively, which
shows an increase of Php 22,736 Thousand or 171.31%.
f.) Other Charges, Net – For the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, Other Charges, net amounted to
Php 5,155 Thousand and Php 8,325 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 3,170
Thousand or 38.08%. The decrease primarily came from the lower interest expense.
g.) Income Before Income Tax – As a result of the foregoing, Income Before Income Tax for the six months
ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 amounted to Php 4,309 Thousand and Php (21,597) Thousand, respectively,
which shows an increase of Php 25,907 Thousand or 119.95%.
h.) Provision for Income Tax – For the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, Provision for Income Tax
amounted to Php 1,288 Thousand and Php (6,482) Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php
7,770 Thousand or 119.87%. The increase primarily came from the higher taxable net income.
i.) Net Income – As a result of the foregoing, Net Income for the six months ended June 30, 2018 and 2017
amounted to Php 3,021 Thousand and Php (15,115) Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 18,136 Thousand or 119.99%.
For the Years Ended December 31, 2017 and 2016
a.) Revenues – For the years 2017 and 2016, revenues amounted to Php 247,142 Thousand and Php 297,833
Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 50,691 Thousand or 17.02%. The decrease
primarily came from the lower volume of ore extracted and/or hauled. Moreover, equipment rentals were
also lower.
b.) Cost of Services – For the years 2017 and 2016, Cost of Services amounted to Php 194,646 Thousand and
Php 227,705 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 33,059 Thousand or 14.52%. The
decrease primarily came from the lower depreciation and amortization expense, and fuel and oil.
c.) Gross Profit – As a result of the foregoing, Gross Profit for the years 2017 and 2016 amounted to
Php 52,496 Thousand and Php 70,129 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 17,632
Thousand or 25.14%.
d.) General and Administrative Expenses – For the years 2017 and 2016, General and Administrative Expenses
amounted to Php 38,918 Thousand and Php 37,941 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 977 Thousand or 2.58%. Although there were significant changes in the freight, transportation and
travel, personnel costs, and other expenses of this account, the aggregate change did not have a material
effect in the total general and administrative expenses.
e.) Income from Operations – As a result of the foregoing, Income from Operations for the years 2017 and
2016 amounted to Php 13,579 Thousand and Php 32,188 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease
of Php 18,609 Thousand or 57.81%.
f.) Other Charges, Net – For the years 2017 and 2016, Other Charges, net amounted to Php 7,850 Thousand
and Php 12,608 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 4,758 Thousand or 37.74%. The
decrease primarily came from the lower interest expense.
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g.) Income Before Income Tax – As a result of the foregoing, Income Before Income Tax for the years 2017 and
2016 amounted to Php 5,728 Thousand and Php 19,580 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of
Php 13,852 Thousand or 70.74%.
h.) Provision for Income Tax – For the years 2017 and 2016, Provision for Income Tax amounted to
Php 2,231 Thousand and Php 6,171 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 3,940
Thousand or 63.85%. The decrease primarily came from the lower taxable net income.
i.) Net Income – As a result of the foregoing, Net Income for the years 2017 and 2016 amounted to
Php 3,497 Thousand and Php 13,409 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 9,912
Thousand or 73.92%.
For the Years Ended December 31, 2016 and 2015
a.) Revenues – For the years 2016 and 2015, revenues amounted to Php 297,833 Thousand and Php 289,715
Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 8,118 Thousand or 2.80%. Although revenue from
service contracts were higher and the equipment rentals were lower, the aggregate change did not have a
material effect in the total revenues.
b.) Cost of Services – For the years 2016 and 2015, Cost of Services amounted to Php 227,705 Thousand and
Php 199,906 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 27,798 Thousand or 13.91%. The
increase primarily came from the higher depreciation and amortization expense.
c.) Gross Profit – As a result of the foregoing, Gross Profit for the years 2016 and 2015 amounted to
Php 70,129 Thousand and Php 89,808 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 19,680
Thousand or 21.91%.
d.) General and Administrative Expenses – For the years 2016 and 2015, General and Administrative Expenses
amounted to Php 37,941 Thousand and Php 51,980 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php
14,039 Thousand or 27.01%. The decrease primarily came from the lower management and service fee.
e.) Income from Operations – As a result of the foregoing, Income from Operations for the years 2016 and
2015 amounted to Php 32,188 Thousand and Php 37,828 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease
of Php 5,641 Thousand or 14.91%.
f.) Other Charges, Net – For the years 2016 and 2015, Other Charges, net amounted to Php 12,608 Thousand
and Php 18,556 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 5,948 Thousand or 32.05%. The
decrease primarily came from the lower interest expense.
g.) Income Before Income Tax – As a result of the foregoing, Income Before Income Tax for the years 2016 and
2015 amounted to Php 19,580 Thousand and Php 19,273 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase
of Php 307 Thousand or 1.59%.
h.) Provision for Income Tax – For the years 2016 and 2015, Provision for Income Tax amounted to
Php 6,171 Thousand and Php 6,759 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 589 Thousand
or 8.71%. The decrease primarily came from the lower taxable net income.
i.) Net Income – As a result of the foregoing, Net Income for the years 2016 and 2015 amounted to
Php 13,409 Thousand and Php 12,514 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 896
Thousand or 7.16%.
For the Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014
a.) Revenues – For the years 2015 and 2014, revenues amounted to Php 289,715 Thousand and Php 146,981
Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 142,734 Thousand or 97.11%. The increase
primarily came from the higher volume of ore extracted and/or hauled. Moreover, equipment rentals were
also higher.
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b.) Cost of Services – For the years 2015 and 2014, Cost of Services amounted to Php 199,906 Thousand and
Php 99,167 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 100,740 Thousand or 101.59%. The
increase primarily came from the higher expense requirements of operations, particularly, the personnel
costs, and depreciation and amortization expense.
c.) Gross Profit – As a result of the foregoing, Gross Profit for the years 2015 and 2014 amounted to
Php 89,808 Thousand and Php 47,815 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 41,994
Thousand or 87.83%.
d.) General and Administrative Expenses – For the years 2015 and 2014, General and Administrative Expenses
amounted to Php 51,980 Thousand and Php 17,553 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of
Php 34,427 Thousand or 196.13%. The increase primarily came from the higher expense requirements of
operations, particularly, the personnel costs.
e.) Income from Operations – As a result of the foregoing, Income from Operations for the years 2015 and
2014 amounted to Php 37,828 Thousand and Php 30,261 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase
of Php 7,567 Thousand or 25.01%.
f.) Other Charges, Net – For the years 2015 and 2014, Other Charges, net amounted to Php 18,556 Thousand
and Php 9,767 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 8,789 Thousand or 89.99%. The
increase primarily came from the higher interest expense.
g.) Income Before Income Tax – As a result of the foregoing, Income Before Income Tax for the years 2015 and
2014 amounted to Php 19,273 Thousand and Php 20,495 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease
of Php 1,222 Thousand or 5.96%.
h.) Provision for Income Tax – For the years 2015 and 2014, Provision for Income Tax amounted to
Php 6,759 Thousand and Php 6,547 Thousand, respectively, which shows an increase of Php 212 Thousand
or 3.24%. The increase primarily came from the higher taxable net income.
i.) Net Income – As a result of the foregoing, Net Income for the years 2015 and 2014 amounted to
Php 12,514 Thousand and Php 13,948 Thousand, respectively, which shows a decrease of Php 1,434
Thousand or 10.28%.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Presented below is a summary of the Company’s Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the Six Months
Ended June 30, 2018 and for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016, and 2015.

Unaudited
For the Six
Months Ended
July 30
2018
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash

Audited
For the Years Ended
December 31
2017

2016

2015

24,066,075
(27,903,577)
(252,213)

43,506,076
(1,553,591)
(54,036,116)

105,650,367
36,455
(93,898,516)

110,896,210
(336,337,542)
217,644,936

(4,089,715)

(12,083,631)

11,788,306

(7,796,396)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of
period

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620

29,102,016

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

16,920,580

21,010,295

33,093,926

21,305,620

(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
Operating activities represent the cash transactions that the Company generates and uses from its ongoing,
regular business which does not include investments or capital.
Investing activities represent the transactions of the Company from its short-term and long-term investments
as well as those used in capital asset investments.
Financing activities represent the transactions of the Company from its creditors and investors used to fund
either operations or business expansions.
The following are brief periodic discussions on the consolidated statements of cash flows.
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
a.) Six-months ended June 30, 2018
Net Income before income taxes of Php 4,309 Thousand, which was adjusted for depreciation and
amortization of Php 27,859 Thousand, interest expense of Php 5,180 Thousand, and Interest Income of Php
16 Thousand, resulted in an operating income before working capital changes of Php 37,332 Thousand.
Thereafter, increase in receivables of Php 15,548 Thousand, increase in inventories of Php 1,882
Thousand, decrease in current assets of Php 704 Thousand, and increase in trade and other payables of
Php 5,630 Thousand, resulted in net cash generated from operations of Php 26,237 Thousand.
Thereafter, interest received of Php 16 Thousand, and payment of income taxes of Php 2,187 Thousand
resulted in the net cash flows provided by operating activities of Php 24,066 Thousand.
b.) Year 2017
Net Income before income taxes of Php 5,728 Thousand, which was adjusted for depreciation and
amortization of Php 55,277 Thousand, interest expense of Php 7,913 Thousand, pension expense of
Php 1,701 Thousand, and Interest Income of Php 38 Thousand, resulted in an operating income before
working capital changes of Php 70,581 Thousand.
Thereafter, increase in receivables of Php 23,612 Thousand, increase in inventories of Php 806 Thousand,
increase in current assets of Php 5,928 Thousand, and increase in trade and other payables of Php 3,813
Thousand, resulted in net cash generated from operations of Php 44,049 Thousand.
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Thereafter, interest received of Php 38 Thousand, and payment of income taxes of Php 581 Thousand
resulted in the net cash flows provided by operating activities of Php 43,056 Thousand.
c.) Year 2016
Net Income before income taxes of Php 19,580 Thousand, which was adjusted for depreciation and
amortization of Php 84,092 Thousand, interest expense of Php 12,842 Thousand, pension expense of
Php 1,022 Thousand, gain on sale of property and equipment of Php 127 Thousand, and Interest Income of
Php 57 Thousand, resulted in an operating income before working capital changes of Php 117,352
Thousand.
Thereafter, decrease in receivables of Php 8,946 Thousand, decrease in inventories of Php 2,544 Thousand,
decrease in current assets of Php 4,508 Thousand, and decrease in trade and other payables of Php 21,866
Thousand, resulted in net cash generated from operations of Php 111,485 Thousand.
Thereafter, interest received of Php 57 Thousand, and payment of income taxes of Php 5,891 Thousand
resulted in the net cash flows provided by operating activities of Php 105,650 Thousand.
d.) Year 2015
Net Income before income taxes of Php 19,273 Thousand, which was adjusted for depreciation and
amortization of Php 58,208 Thousand, interest expense of Php 18,601 Thousand, impairment loss of
Php 29 Thousand, and Interest Income of Php 59 Thousand, resulted in an operating income before
working capital changes of Php 96,052 Thousand.
Thereafter, increase in receivables of Php 20,725 Thousand, increase in inventories of Php 6,754
Thousand, decrease in current assets of Php 3,261 Thousand, increase in trade and other payables of
Php 48,108 Thousand, and increase in pension liability of Php 1,134 resulted in net cash generated from
operations of Php 121,078 Thousand.
Thereafter, interest received of Php 59 Thousand, and payment of income taxes of Php 10,240 Thousand
resulted in the net cash flows provided by operating activities of Php 110,896 Thousand.
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
a.) Six-months ended June 30, 2018
Acquisition of property and equipment of Php 27,904 Thousand resulted in the net cash used in investing
activities of Php 27,904 Thousand.
b.) Year 2017
Acquisition of property and equipment of Php 1,554 Thousand resulted in the net cash used in investing
activities of Php 1,554 Thousand.
c.) Year 2016
Acquisition of property and equipment of Php 389 Thousand, and proceeds from sale of property and
equipment of Php 425 Thousand resulted in the net cash provided by investing activities of Php 36
Thousand.
d.) Year 2015
Acquisition of property and equipment of Php 334,528 Thousand and increase in deferred input VAT of
Php 1,809 Thousand resulted in the net cash used in investing activities of Php 336,338 Thousand.
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
e.) Six-months ended June 30, 2018
Short-term debts payment of Php 855 Thousand, Obligations under finance lease payment of Php 12,472
Thousand, decrease in due to related parties of Php 3,100 Thousand, increase in installment payable of Php
17,159 Thousand, and interest payment of Php 983 Thousand, resulted in the net cash used in financing
activities of Php 252 Thousand.
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f.) Year 2017
Short-term debts payment of Php 1,165 Thousand, long-term debt payment of Php 2,778 Thousand,
increase in due to related parties of Php 9,098 Thousand, decrease in obligations under finance lease of
Php 23,286 Thousand, decrease in installment payable of Php 27,992 Thousand, and interest payment of
Php 7,913 Thousand, resulted in the net cash used in financing activities of Php 54,036 Thousand.
g.) Year 2016
Proceeds from short-term debt of Php 127,850 Thousand, proceeds from obligations under finance lease of
Php 70,595 Thousand, Short-term debts payment of Php 99,500 Thousand, obligations under finance lease
payments of Php 19,540 Thousand, long-term debt payment of Php 8,333 Thousand, decrease in due to
related parties of Php 1,120 Thousand, decrease in installment payable of Php 151,007 Thousand, and
interest payment of Php 12,842 Thousand, resulted in the net cash used in financing activities of
Php
93,899 Thousand.
h.) Year 2015
Proceeds from short-term debt of Php 99,500 Thousand, subscription of capital stock of Php 36,352
Thousand, payment of subscription receivable of Php 1,333 Thousand, Short-term debts payment of
Php 40,764 Thousand, long-term debt payment of Php 8,333 Thousand, increase in due to related parties
of Php 864 Thousand, increase in installment payable of Php 147,303 Thousand, and interest payment of
Php 18,610 Thousand, resulted in the net cash provided by financing activities of Php 217,645 Thousand.
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The following are the major financial indicators used by the Company.

Unaudited
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

0.23
0.05
8.10
9.10
0.01
0.03

Audited
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2017

0.42
0.27
1.62
2.62
0.03
0.03

2015

0.29
0.37
1.99
2.99
0.06
0.11

0.23
0.19
3.05
4.05
0.09
0.13

The Company calculates the above indicators as follows:
Current/liquidity ratio
Solvency ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Return on asset ratio
Return on equity ratio

Current assets / Current liabilities
Net income before depreciation / Total liabilities
Total liabilities / Total equity
Total assets / Total equity
Net income before interest expense after tax / Average total assets
Net income / Average total equity

Current/liquidity ratio measures the Company’s ability to pay short-term debts.
Solvency ratio measures the Company’s ability to meet its long-term debt.
Debt-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of equity and debt used to finance the Company’s assets.
Asset-to-equity ratio measures the proportion of the Company’s assets that has been funded by shareholders.
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Return on asset ratio measures the Company’s profitability relative to its total assets.
Return on equity ratio measures the Company’s ability to generate profits from its shareholders investments.
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Capital expenditures include expenditures for heavy equipment, office and other equipment, transportation
equipment, leasehold improvement, and furniture and fixtures, as follows:

Unaudited
Six Months
Ended June 30
2018

2017

Audited
Years Ended
December 31
2016

2015

Heavy Equipment
Office and other equipment
Transportation equipment
Furniture and fixtures

21,555,000
6,319,017
29,560

1,100,000
453,591
-

351,583
36,962

266,370,000
10,396,347
57,747,073
14,725

Total capital expenditures

27,903,577

1,553,591

388,545

334,528,145

(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
There were no capital expenditures for leasehold improvement during the presented period.
The Company invested Php 27,904 Thousand, Php 1,554 Thousand, Php 389 Thousand, and Php 334,528
Thousand in capital expenditures for the six months ended June 30, 2018, Years Ended December 31, 2018,
2017, and 2016, respectively. The acquisitions were primarily due to the expanding operational requirements
of the Company.
CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
There was no change in the Company’s independent accountants since the Company’s incorporation in 2011.
There were no disagreements with any accountant on any matter of accounting principles or practices,
financial statement disclosure, or auditing scope or procedure, nor was there any resignation or dismissal of
any accountant who was previously engaged as the principal accountant to audit the Company’s financial
statements, or an independent accountant who was previously engaged to audit a significant subsidiary and
on whom the principal accountant expressed reliance in its report.
DISCLOSURES OF KNOWN UNCERTAINTIES
The Company has no known trends or any known demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that will
result in or that are reasonably likely to result in the Company’s liquidity increasing or decreasing in any
material way.
SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
The following are certain material events that occurred after June 30, 2018 up to the date of this prospectus:
Investment in Subsidiary – Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc.
On July 11, 2018 the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved the increase of capital stock of
Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. from Php 10 Million divided into 10 Million shares with PAR value of Php
1.00 per share to Php 250 Million divided into 250 Million shares with PAR value of Php 1.00 per share. PGDI’s
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capital subscription in the aforesaid company amounted to Php 220 Million which gives PGDI 98.88%
ownership.
Investment in Subsidiary – Pyramid Hill Mining & Industrial Corp.
On July 11, 2018 the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved the increase of capital stock of
Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. from Php 10 Million divided into 10 Million shares with PAR value of Php
1.00 per share to Php 200 Million divided into 200 Million shares with PAR value of Php 1.00 per share. PGDI’s
capital subscription in the aforesaid company amounted to Php 170 Million which gives PGDI 98.55%
ownership.
Increase in Authorized Capital Stock and Other Amendments
On September 13, 2018, the Securities and Exchange Commission approved the following:
a.) Renaming of “Redstone Construction and Development Corporation” to “Premiere Georesources and
Development, Inc.”;
b.) Certain amendments of the primary and secondary purpose for the refocusing to an infrastructure
company;
c.) Increase in Authorized Capital Stock from Php 100 million divided into 100 million shares at Php 1.00
per share to Php 650 million divided into 6.5 billion shares at Php 0.10 per share; and
d.) Increase in the number of directors.
In the special meeting of the Board of Directors held on August 28, 2018 at its principal office, a resolution was
adopted to convert debt to equity of advances from Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation and other
investors amounting to Php432,500,000.00. The property dividend distribution of PGDI shares to PHA
stockholders was also completed.
Presented below is a pro forma of the equity section of the Statement of Financial Position as of
June 30, 2018 which reflects the aforesaid subscriptions.
Before
Increase of
ACS from
100M to
650M
Par Value
P 1.00/sh
Capital stock
Additional paid-in
capital
Retained earnings

Total Equity

Additional
Subscription
Out of the
Increase
Par Value
P 0.10/sh

66,200,000
13,485,334
3,594,616

83,279,950

Debt-toEquity
Conversion

After Increase
of ACS from
100M to 650M
Par Value
P 0.10/sh and
Subscriptions

2015

137,500,000

341,700,000

545,400,000

70,637,723

-

90,800,000
-

104,285,334
3,594,616

415,063,462

137,500,000

432,500,000

653,279,950

485,701,185

(Amounts in Philippine Pesos)
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CHANGES AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
In the past three years that Premiere Georesources had engaged the auditing services of SGV & Company,
there has been no changes and disagreements with regards to accounting rules and financial disclosures.
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MANAGEMENT AND CERTAIN SECURITY HOLDERS
DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS, PROMOTERS AND CONTROL PERSONS
PGDI’s strategic direction and overall management will be the responsibility of the Board of Directors. The
regular directors were elected during the stockholders’ meeting held on August 28, 2018. The last meeting of
the Board of Directors and Stockholders was held on August 28, 2018. There are currently seven members in
the Board but the company’s by-laws provide for as many as nine (9).
As of the date of this Prospectus, below is the composition of PGDI’s Board of Directors.
#
1
2
3

Name
Ramon R. Recto
Augusto Antonio C.
Serafica, Jr.
Carlos C. Cruz

Age

Citizenship

Position

Term of Office

84

Filipino

Chairman of the Board

2018

56

Filipino

Executive Vice Chairman

2012-2018

55

Filipino

Director/ President

2011-2018

4

Andres A. Del Rosario

54

Filipino

Director/ Treasurer

2017-2018

5

Daniel O. Ong

57

Filipino

Director

2018

6

Arsenio Benjamin E. Santos

70

Filipino

Independent Director

2018

7

Ramon G. Santos

68

Filipino

Independent Director

2018

8

Stephen Cascolan

42

Filipino

Corporate Secretary

2014-2018

Ramon A. Recto
(Chairman of the Board)
Mr. Recto (age 85) became a Director of Premiere Georesources in 2018 and the current Chairman of the
Board. Mr. Recto is a Regular Director of Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation since 2012. He was the
President of Marcventures Holdings, Inc., Chairman & President of C.M.E. Technology Philippines, Inc., and
Director of Crown Equities, Inc. Mr. Recto is a graduate of Master of Industrial Management and a holder of
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering degree from the University of the
Philippines.
Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.
(Executive Vice Chairman)
Mr. Serafica (age 56) is the Chairman of the Board of Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation and has been a
Regular Director of Premiere Georesources since 2012. He was the Chairman of the Board from 2012 to March
2018 and is currently the Executive Vice Chairman & CEO of PGDI. Mr. Serafica is the President & CEO of
Premiere Horizon and was again elected as Chairman on February 6, 2018. Mr. Serafica is also the current
Managing Director of Asian Alliance Investment Corporation and Asian Alliance Holdings & Development
Corporation. He is also a Regular Director of Marcventures Holdings Inc. and Bright Kindle Resources Inc. Mr.
Serafica is a veteran investment banker with expertise in mergers and acquisitions, fundraising and placement
and business development. Industries that he is quite versed with are mining, real estate, and technology. Mr.
Serafica is also the past Chairman of the AIM Alumni Association and is the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the Brotherhood of Christian Businessmen & Professionals. A CPA, Mr. Serafica earned his BA in Accountancy
from San Beda College and acquired his MA in Business Management from the Asian Institute of Management.
Carlos C. Cruz
(Director / President)
Eng. Carlos Cruz (age 55 ) has been a Regular Director and President of Premiere Georesources since 2011. He
has over 30 years experience in the field of construction and engineering. Mr. Cruz has expertise in open pit
mining and dam construction, and is knowledgeable on the current trends in site development, excavation, and
general earthmoving. He has managed contract mining activities for more than 25 years. Companies serviced
include Nickel Asia Corporation, Marcventures Mining and Development Corp., Benguet Corporation and Philex
Mining Corp. Mr. Cruz also engaged in various real estate projects for clients like Filinvest Development
Corporation, Sta. Lucia Realty & Development Corp., Fil-Estate Development Corporation, Asian Pacific Estates
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Development Corp., Palmera Homes, JAKA Realty Corporation including the AFP Northern Luzon Command
Subdivision Project. General engineering and earthworks were likewise undertaken for companies like
Kawasaki Steel Corporation, Hopewell Power Corporation, D.M. Consunji Inc., China Harbor Engineering
Company and TOYO-Agno River Flood Control System. Mr. Cruz has a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil
Engineering and holds a civil engineer professional license.
Andres A. Del Rosario
(Director)
Mr. Andres A. del Rosario (age 54) was elected as a Regular Director of PGDI in 2017. Mr. Del Rosario has
extensive experience in corporate finance, investment banking, treasury, and business development. The
exposure to different projects throughout his investment banking career as well as banking proper, has given
him ample experience to a range of financial products and services, corporate restructuring and due diligence
reviews. In looking at new projects or investments, all of these experiences come in to play to ensure that these
are beneficial to the company. Mr. Del Rosario is also the SVP and Treasurer of Premiere Horizon Alliance
Corporation, a publicly listed company. He is also the Treasurer of Goshen Land Capital, Inc. and West Palawan
Premiere Development Corporation. He used to be Treasurer of Marventures Holdings, Inc., and a Director of
Asian Alliance Investment Corporation. He is a graduate of AB Economics at the Ateneo de Manila University.
Daniel O. Ong
(Director)
Mr. Daniel Ong (57) was elected as a Regular Director of Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. in 2018.
Mr. Ong is the President & CEO of Treasure Island Industrial Corporation (TIIC), a family corporation mainly
engaged in manufacturing of thinners, lacquers, adhesive, architectural, industrial and marine paints. Mr. Ong
worked his way up the organization from warehousing, delivery, production, sales and finance before
eventually becoming the President & CEO in 2012. Mr. Ong is also a Director in their Joint Venture with a
Taiwanese Investor, Styropack Industrial Corporation, a company engaged in manufacturing of styrofoam
sheets, ice chest and other Styrofoam products. He is also a Director of Chevrolet Dealership Cebu and a
member of the Board of Trustees of Cebu Christian School. Mr. Ong has a Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering degree from the University of San Carlos. He is also a Licensed Associate Electrical Engineer.
Arsenio Benjamin E. Santos
(Independent Director)
Mr. Arsenio Benjamin E. Santos (age 70) was elected as Independent Director on March 20, 2018. He is
currently an Independent Director of Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation. He is currently the President and
CEO of Southwest Maritime Group of Companies. Mr. Santos is also the President of Chiba Marine Repair, Inc..
He is the Director of Link Edge, Inc., Islas Tankers Group, Islas Tankers Holdings and Shuwa Kaiun Kaisha, Ltd.
He is also the Chairman of Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (NK). Mr. Santos is also a member of American Bureau of
Shipping and a Philippine Technical Committee member of the Bureau Veritas. Mr. Santos was a Director of
Batangay Bay Carriers, Inc., National Marine Corporation and Filipino Shipowners Association. He used to be
the Managing Director in Westwind Shipping Corporation and Baliwag Navigation Inc.
Ramon G. Santos
(Independent Director)
Mr. Ramon G. Santos (age 68) was elected as Independent Director on August 28, 2018. Mr. Santos is also
currently an Independent Director of Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation. Mr. Santos served in the
Philippine Army for 33 years and retired with a rank of Brigadier General in 2005. He was appointed as
Undersecretary in October 2005 with the Office of Presidential Adviser for the Peace Process, subsequently
assigned at the DENR then with Department of Energy until 2010. Mr. Santos was designated Director of OCD
BASULTA, Office of Civil Defense, NDRRMC and later appointed as the Executive Director of the Autonomous
Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) Office of Civil Defense from 2010 to October 2014. Mr. Santos is a
Professorial Lecturer in Institute of Graduate Studies at the Philippine State College of Aeronautics. He is
currently working as Senior Technical Consultant, OPAPP (Office of Presidential Adviser for Peace Process). Mr.
Santos is also the President of Green Power Panay Inc., CEO of Tirad Pass Consulting, Director of the Education
and Training Committee of One Eye Security Consultancy and Senior Vice President of the Professional
Training Institute of Kali, Inc. Mr. Santos has a PhD and Masters in Development Administration from the
Philippine Christian University. He also finished his Masters in Strategic Studies at the US Army War College in
the USA.
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As of the date of this Prospectus, below is the composition of PGDI’s Officers:
Name
1. Carlos C. Cruz
2. Andres A. Del Rosario
3. Raul Ma. F. Anonas
4. Joseph Jeeben R. Segui
5. Stephen E. Cascolan
6. Ana Liza G. Aquino

Position
President
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Chief Financial Officer
Corporate Secretary
Investor Relations Officer / Corporate Information Officer /
Compliance Officer

SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYEES
All employees of Premiere Georesources are expected to contribute significantly to the operations and growth
of the Company. There is no single particular employee who is expected to make a single significant
contribution or influence in major strategic decisions and planning in the organization.
FAMILY RELATIONSHIP
There are no family relationships up to the fourth degree either by consanguinity or affinity among directors,
executive directors, or persons nominated or chosen by the registrant to become directors or executive
directors.
INVOLVEMENT IN CERTAIN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
There are no adverse events or legal proceedings during the past five years up to the latest date that are
material to the evaluation of the ability or integrity of its directors or executive officers, any nominee for
election as director, executive officer, underwriter or control person of the registrant.
The only legal proceedings the Company is involved in are the labor cases SUB-RAB-1-7-05-0591-18 and
SUB-RAB-09-07-10046-18 to SUB-RAB-09-07-10049 as defined in the Chapter “Legal Proceedings” found on
page 53 which have no material effect to the Company’s business or on its directors or officers.
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DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Compensation of Directors
(a) Standard Arrangements
Except for reasonable per diems, directors, as such, shall be entitled to receive only such compensation as
may be granted to them by the vote of the stockholders representing at least a majority of the
outstanding capital stock at a regular or special meeting of the stockholder. In no case shall the total
yearly compensation of directors, as such, exceed 10% of the net income before income tax of the
Corporation during the preceding year.
In 2018, a Php20,000.00 per diem per board meeting was given to the Board of Directors. Prior to 2018, no per
diem was granted.
(b) Other Arrangements
There are no other arrangements, including consulting contracts, pursuant to which any director of the
registrant was compensated, or is to be compensated, directly or indirectly, during the registrant’s last
completed fiscal year, and the ensuing year, for any service provided as a director.
Employment Contracts and Termination of Employment and Change-in-Control Arrangements
There are no compensatory plan or arrangement, including payments to be received from the registrant, with
respect to a named executive officer, if such plan or arrangement results or will result from the resignation,
retirement or any other termination of such executive officer's employment with the registrant and its
subsidiaries or from a change-in-control of the registrant or a change in the named executive officer's
responsibilities following a change-in-control and the amount involved, including all periodic payments or
installments, which exceeds P2,500,000.
The Company’s By-Laws further provide that the Board shall fix the salaries and bonuses of all officers
enumerated in this Article VI. The compensation of all other officers shall be left to the discretion of the
President. The fact that any officer is a director shall not preclude him from receiving a salary or bonus or from
voting upon the resolution fixing the same.
For the past two calendar years, below are the management fees. No per diem was given to the directors
during the same period. But effective 2018, all non-executive directors are entitled to a per diem of P20,000
for every board meeting attended.
Below is the Summary Compensation Table.

1

Name/Principal
Position
Carlos C. Cruz
President

2

Carl Adison T. Cruz
General Manager

3

Directors

Year

Salary

Bonus

2015
2016
2017
2018
2016
2017
2018

2,823,529.44
4,941,176.52
4,941,176.52
4,941,176.52
840,700.00
954,000.00
None

235,294.12
411,764.71
411,764.71
411,764.71
70,058.33
79,500.00
None

Other Annual
Compensation
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

2016

None

None

None

2017

None

None

None

2018

420,000.00

None

None

Warrants and Options Held by Executive Officers and Directors
As of the date of this Prospectus, none of the Company’s directors and executive officers holds any
warrants or options in the Company.
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Other Arrangements
Except as described above, there are no other arrangements pursuant to which any of the Company’s
directors and officers was compensated, or is to be compensated, directly or indirectly.
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SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN RECORD AND BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND
MANAGEMENT
Security Ownership of Certain Record and Beneficial Owners
Below are the owners and beneficial owners of 5% or more of PGDI’s voting securities prior to the Dividend
Distribution.

Title of
Class

Common

Common

Name and Address of
Record Owner and
Relationship with
Issuer
Premiere Horizon
Alliance Corporation
[1705 East Tower
Philippine Stock
Exchange Center,
Exchange Road,
Ortigas Center, Pasig
City]
Treasure Island
Industrial
Corporation [Cebu
City]

Name of
Beneficial
Owner and
Relationship
with Record
Owner

Citizenship

Number of Shares Held
(includes shares held by
nominees before Dividend
Declaration)

% of
Outstanding
Shares

Premiere
Horizon
Alliance
Corporation

Filipino

3,252,379,950

59.63%

Treasure
Island
Industrial
Corporation

Filipino

945,360,000

17.33%

After the Dividend Distribution, the list of record and/or beneficial owners of 5% or more of the
Company’s voting securities shall be as follows:

Title of
Class

Common

Common

Common

Name and Address of
Record Owner and
Relationship with
Issuer
Premiere Horizon
Alliance Corporation
[1705 East Tower
Philippine Stock
Exchange Center,
Exchange Road,
Ortigas Center, Pasig
City]
Treasure Island
Industrial
Corporation [Cebu
City]
Roland Rodriguez
[Palawan]

Name of
Beneficial
Owner and
Relationship
with Record
Owner

Citizenship

Number of Shares Held
(includes shares held by
nominees before Dividend
Declaration)

% of
Outstanding
Shares

Premiere
Horizon
Alliance
Corporation

Filipino

2,984,379,950

54.72%

Treasure
Island
Industrial
Corporation

Filipino

945,360,000

17.33%

Roland
Rodriguez

Filipino

272,700,000

5.00%
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Security Ownership of Management

With regards to the security ownership of the management team, the table below shows the beneficial
ownership of the directors and officers of the Company prior to the Dividend Distribution:
Title of
Class

Name of Beneficial
Owner

Common

Carlos C. Cruz

Common

Amount and Nature of Beneficial
Ownership

Citizenship

% of
Class

242,399,990

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

4.44%

Augusto Antonio C.
Serafica, Jr.

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Andres A. Del Rosario

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Ramon R. Recto

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Arsenio Benjamin E.
Santos

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Ramon G. Santos

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Daniel O. Ong

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Security Ownership of the PGDI Directors and Management Team after the Dividend
Distribution
Title of
Class

Name of Beneficial
Owner

Amount and Nature of Beneficial
Ownership

Citizenship

% of
Class

Common

Carlos C. Cruz

242,399,990

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

4.44%

Common

Augusto Antonio C.
Serafica, Jr.

9,422,010**

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.17%**

Common

Andres A. Del Rosario

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Ramon R. Recto

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Arsenio Benjamin E.
Santos

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Ramon G. Santos

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

Common

Daniel O. Ong

10

(Direct and Indirect)

Filipino

0.00%

**This is an estimated number of PGDI shares that will be added to the ownership of Mr. Augusto
Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.. Mr. Serafica is a shareholder of PHA and is entitled in the declared property
dividend. The increase from 10 to 9,422,010 is the estimated number as a result of the property
dividend. As of the date of this prospectus, the Property Dividend Distribution is still pending approval
of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
VOTING TRUST
None of the stockholders are under a voting trust or similar agreement.
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CHANGE IN CONTROL
The Company is not aware of any arrangements that may result in a change in control of the Company.
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CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
The Company was not involved in transactions or series of similar transactions in the last two years with a
corporation or its subsidiary in which any of the Company’s directors, executive officers or stockholders owned
10% or more of the total outstanding shares, and members of their immediate family had or is to have a direct or
indirect material interest.
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PRINCIPAL SHAREHOLDERS
PRINCIPAL SHAREHOLDERS
As of the date of this Prospectus, the following are the shareholders of record of Premiere Georesources and
Development Inc. after the Private Placement and before the property dividend distribution. The Property Dividend
Distribution is still pending approval of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Before Dividend Distribution
Class of
Securities

After Dividend Distribution*

#

Name of Shareholder

1

CARLOS C. CRUZ
PREMIERE HORIZON
ALLIANCE
CORPORATION

Common

TREASURE ISLAND
INDUSTRIAL CORP.
ROLAND F.
RODRIGUEZ
RAFAEL G.
YAPTINCHAY
ANDRES A. DEL
ROSARIO
AUGUSTO C.
SERAFICA, JR.

Common

8

RAMON A. RECTO

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

9

ARBEN SANTOS

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

10

DANIEL ONG

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

11

RAMON SANTOS
MICHAEL ANGELO S.
RODRIGUEZ

Common

10

0.00%

10

0.00%

2
3
4
5
6
7

12
*
13
*
14
*
15
*
16
*
17
*
18
*
19
*
20
*
21
*
22
**

LOLITA J. DELA CRUZ
SAMUEL JARDIN
ABIGAIL B. ARCILLA
GEORGE TAN
ADRONICO E. SANTOS
SUSAN S. CORPUS
LUIS J. MORALES
CARLOS V. CO
PATRICIA
MARGARTIA
YAPTINCHAY
PUBLIC (Pending SEC
Approval of Property
Dividend Distribution)
Total Outstanding

% of
Outstanding
Shares

Number of
Shares
242,399,990

Common

4.44%

Common
Common
Common

Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

242,399,990

59.63%
3,252,379,950

Common

Number of
Shares

945,360,000
272,700,000
218,160,000
10
10

50,000,000
50,000,000
30,000,000
12,500,000
12,000,000
11,000,000
104,540,000
54,540,000
72,720,000

Common

54.72%

17.33%
5.00%
4.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.92%
0.92%
0.55%
0.23%
0.22%
0.20%
1.92%
1.00%
1.33%

945,360,000
272,700,000
218,160,000
10
10

50,000,000
50,000,000
30,000,000
12,500,000
12,000,000
11,000,000
104,540,000
54,540,000
72,720,000

2.30%

17.33%
5.00%
4.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.92%
0.92%
0.55%
0.23%
0.22%
0.20%
1.92%
1.00%
1.33%
2.30%

125,700,000
0.00%

5,454,000,000

4.44%

2,984,379,950

125,700,000
Common

% of
Outstanding
Shares

4.91%
268,000,000

100.00%

5,454,000,000

100.00%
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Notes:
* Shareholders as a result of the Private Placement
** Public represents the 268 million shares declared by PHA as a property dividend. This is awaiting approval from
SEC prior to distribution
Foreign and Local Investors Ownership
After the Dividend Distribution, the percentage ownership of the Company’s shares of stock by Filipino
citizens and non-Filipino shareholders are 99.69% and 0.31%, respectively.
Minimum Public Ownership
As a result of the property dividend to Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (PHA), Premiere Georesources and
Development Inc. (PGDI) will have a total of (•) stockholders (excluding PHA), (•) of whom own at least one board
lot each.
BACKGROUND OF TOP 20 STOCKHOLDERS
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation is the Company’s single largest shareholder, and as of the date
indicated directly owns approximately (•) of the Company’s Issued Share Capital. After the distribution of the
Company’s shares as property dividends to PHA’s stockholders, PHA will hold approximately (•) of the
Company’s issued share capital.
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (formerly Premiere Entertainment Philippines, Inc.) (“PHA” or the
“Company”) was incorporated on 13 January 1988 and was then known as Premiere Films International, Inc.
On 20 June 1996 the Corporation’s name was amended to Premiere Entertainment Productions Inc.
On 5 May 1997, PHA was listed at the Philippine Stock Exchange (“PSE”) and thus, became the first public
company engaged in the production of motion pictures. The Company envisioned a two-pronged thrust: a
major presence in the local and international entertainment industry and an initial venture into gaming to
round up its total entertainment offer.
The Top 20 stockholders of PHA as of Record Date 15 May 2018 are as follows:
#

Name of Shareholder

1

PCD NOMINEE CORPORATION,

2
3

Number of Shares

% of Outstanding
Shares

1,604,503,290

80.6088%

LAO SISO M.

71,666,666

3.6005%

AUGUSTO C. SERAFICA, JR.,

70,000,001

3.5167%

4

TEOFILO HENSON,

50,000,000

2.5120%

5

TLC MANNA CONSULTING INC.

40,000,000

2.0096%

6

S CAPITAL CORP.,

36,000,000

1.8086%

7

ASIAN ALLIANCE INVESTMENT CORPORATION

34,722,223

1.7444%

8

MYKA ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES, INC.

27,500,000

1.3816%

9

ANONAS RAUL MA. F.

21,250,000

1.0676%

10

LOZANO, JR. ALFREDO

16,666,666

0.8373%

11

YAPTINCHAY RAFAEL

8,333,334

0.4187%

12

KENNETH KEE YAO SEE

1,750,000

0.0879%

13

ANTONIO ONG,

1,500,000

0.0754%

14

RENATO Y. CHUA,

1,050,000

0.0528%

15

LIM ERNESTO B

1,000,000

0.0502%

16

RAUL A. ALON,

500,000

0.0251%

17

LILY ROSE DE LEON,

475,000

0.0239%

18

SHIRLEY Y. SEE,

300,000

0.0151%

19

PHILIP Z. DABAO,

200,000

0.0100%

20

LEONCIO TAN TIU,

200,000

0.0100%
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As of the date of this Prospectus, Premiere Horizon’s board of directors and executive officers are as follows:
PHA Board of Directors
# Name
1 Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.
2 Siso M. Lao
3 Raul Ma. F. Anonas
4 Victor Y. Lim
5 Ramon A. Recto
6 George Y. Sycip
7 Winston A. Chan
8 Arsenio Benjamin E. Santos
9 Ramon G. Santos
10 Roberto V. San Jose
11 Ana. Maria A. Katigbak
12 Stephen E. Cascolan

Position
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Independent Director
Independent Director
Corporate Secretary
Assistant Corporate Secretary
Assistant Corporate Secretary

PHA Management
# Name
1 Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.
2 Raul Ma. F. Anonas
3 Andres A. Del Rosario
4 Manolo B. Tuason
5 Ricardo S. Consunji III
6 Stephen E. Cascolan
7 Ana Liza G. Aquino
8 Joseph Jeeben R. Segui

Position
President & CEO
EVP/COO
SVP/Treasurer
SVP/CFO
SVP Operations
VP Legal
VP/Investor Relations
AVP/Corp Finance Head

PCD Nominee Corporation
Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Philippine Central Depository,
Inc. which acts as trustee-nominee for all shares lodged in the PCD system. It was formerly known as PCD
Nominee Corporation. The beneficial owners of such shares are PCD’s participants who hold the shares on their
behalf or in behalf of their clients.
PCD is a private institution established in March 1995 to improve operations in securities transactions. PCD
seeks to provide a fast, safe and highly efficient system for securities settlement. The PCD was organized to
implement an automated book-entry system of handling securities transaction in the Philippines.
Treasure Island Industrial Corporation (TIIC)
Treasure Island Industrial Corporation is a paint manufacturing company based in Cebu City. TIIC is a licensee
of Transocean Marine Paint from Netherlands and offers a complete marine paint line that specialize in below
water anti-fouling paint.
TLC Manna Consulting Inc.
TLC Manna Consulting Inc. was incorporated and registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) on July 13, 2010 with the primary purpose to engage in the business of rendering financial, management,
trade, business development and allied advisory and consultancy services. The Company’s registered office
address is at 22nd Floor, Equitable Bank Tower, 8751 Paseo de Roxas, Makati City, Philippines.
Asian Alliance Investment Corporation
Asian Alliance Investment Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Asian Alliance Holdings and
Development Corporation. The company was registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
November 09, 1995 and was organized primarily to engage in and conduct the business of a full-service
investment house. Asian Alliance Investment Corp. has built its business through a commitment to serve its
clients’ strategic goals that extend beyond their financial needs. Managed by officers who have accumulated
extensive experience in business, financial advisory, and commercial and investment banking, they provide
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expert advice in developing innovative solutions to its clients’ business requirements. The company is an
independent investment bank that has built a solid track record of successful transactions. The company’s
principal office is at 22nd Floor BDO Equitable Tower, 8751 Paseo de Roxas, Bel-air, Makati City.
Myka Advisory and Consultancy Services, Inc.
Myka Advisory and Consultancy Services, Inc. (the “Company”) was incorporated and registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on May 14, 2010 with the primary purpose to engage in the
business of rendering financial, management, trade, business development and allied advisory and consultancy
services. The Company’s registered office address is at 22nd Floor Equitable bank tower 8751 Paseo de Roxas,
Makati City, Philippines.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Please refer to Annex A for the Unaudited Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of the Company as at 30
June 2018 and for the six months ended 30 June 2018 and the Audited Consolidated Financial Statements as
at and for the years ended 31 December 2017, 2016 and 2015.
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OTHER EXPENSES OF ISSUANCE AND DISTRIBUTION
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. is listing by way of introduction and there will be no offering of
shares. No other expenses of issuance and distribution are incurred.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Premiere Georesources and Development Inc. recognizes the need to ensure that the Company is managed with
accountability, impartiality and transparency.
The Board of Directors and the Management of PGDI adheres to the principles of good corporate governance in
the performance of its obligations to the Company’s stakeholders. The Company strengthens its commitment to
best practices in corporate governance by accomplishing corporate goals with the objective of increasing
shareholder value.
The original Manual of Corporate Governance of PGDI was adopted on August 28, 2018 reflecting the same
Manual on Corporate Governance of parent Company Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation which adopted on
May 30, 2017. The Corporate Governance Manual is in compliance with SEC Memorandum No. 16, Series of
2016. The manual also complies with the ASEAN Corporate Governance Code.
The Board of Directors and Key Management officers of the Corporation endeavors to attend Corporate
Governance seminars and training on a regular basis.
Responsibilities of the Board
The members of the Board of Directors of PGDI are recognized leaders in their industries such as investment
banking, finance and real estate. The Company established an evaluation system to measure and determine the
level of compliance of the Board of Directors and its top level management with its Revised Manual of
Corporate Governance (“Manual”) that include the monitoring of the Board members’ attendance in its board
meetings and committee meetings. The Certification on the Attendance of the individual members of the Board
of Directors is submitted annually to the SEC and the PSE. Moreover, the attendance and participation of the
members of the Board of Directors and the senior management officers of the Company in seminars and
trainings on Corporate Governance are also monitored and submitted to the SEC and PSE.
The machinery for corporate governance of PGDI is principally contained in the Corporation’s Articles of
Incorporation and By-Laws and their amendments. These constitutive documents lay down, among others, the
basic structure of governance, minimum qualifications of directors, and the principal duties of the Board of
Directors and officers of the Corporation. The function of this Manual of Corporate Governance is to
supplement and complement the Corporation’s Articles and By-Laws by setting forth principles of good and
transparent governance. These are also articulated in PGDI’s Company Manual and Code of Conduct and
Business Ethics.
Rights of Shareholders
PGDI adopts the principle of “One Share, One Vote.”
The Company ensures that all shareholders are treated equally with respect to voting rights, subscription
rights, and transfer rights. PGDI instituted an effective, secure, and efficient voting system which is done during
the annul stockholders’ meeting. As part of the process, PHA ensures that all relevant questions during the
Annual General Meeting are addressed. All shareholders and stakeholders of the company have access to
relevant information about the Company as presented and published in the company’s website and social
media accounts.
The Company has a dedicated Investor Relations page in its website with information about the company and
the designated Investor Relations Officer with the corresponding contact information.
Disclosure and Transparency
PGDI has adopted the ASEAN Corporate Governance Manual along with the PSE and SEC disclosure rules and
always abides by these policies and regulations. The Company assures that timely disclosures are done on all
material transactions and changes. All necessary information are disclosed in a timely manner and available in
the company website, social media accounts and in the yearly Annual Reports.
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The Board of Directors and Management, employees and shareholders, believe that corporate governance is a
necessary component of sound strategic business management and will therefore undertake every effort
necessary to create awareness for and continued good corporate governance practices within the organization.
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PHILIPPINE TAXATION
The statements made regarding taxation in the Philippines are based on the laws in force at the date
hereof and are subject to any changes in law occurring after such date. The following summary does not
purport to be a comprehensive description of all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to a
decision to invest in the Shares and does not purport to deal with the tax consequences applicable to all
categories of investors, some of which (such as dealers in securities) may be subject to special rates.
Prospective purchasers of the Shares are advised to consult their own tax advisers concerning the tax
consequences of their investment in the Shares.
A. Taxation of Dividends
1. Dividends on the Shares received by corporations organized and existing under Philippine laws or
domestic corporations, as well as those received by resident foreign corporations shall not be subject to tax.
Dividends received by nonresident foreign corporations, however, are generally subject to a 30% final
withholding tax, subject to preferential tax rates pursuant to applicable income tax treaties between the
Philippines and the country of domicile of such nonresident foreign corporation. A reduced tax on
dividends received by a nonresident foreign corporation may also apply depending on the treatment by the
country of the nonresident foreign corporation of foreign-sourced dividends.
A foreign corporation or a corporation organized, authorized and existing under the laws of any foreign
country shall be deemed a resident foreign corporation if it is engaged in trade or business in the Philippines.
In a revenue memorandum order issued in 2010, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (“BIR”) requires that all
availment of tax treaty benefit or preference should be preceded by an application for tax treaty relief
application, filed with the International Tax Affairs of the BIR. The applications for tax treaty relief must be
filed before the transaction, which is defined as the first taxable event, failure of which shall have the effect
of disqualifying the application. However, in a decision dated 19 August 2013 in the case entitled Deutsche
Bank AG Manila Branch v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (G.R. No. 188550), the Supreme Court has
ruled that the BIR cannot by administrative issuance divest a taxpayer’s entitlement to relief under applicable
income tax treaties for failure to apply for tax treaty relief applications within the periods prescribed. To our
knowledge, the BIR has filed a motion for reconsideration before the Supreme Court to question the decision;
thus, the decision is not yet final.
2. Dividends received by individual Philippine citizens and resident aliens are subject to a 10% final
withholding tax. Dividends received by non-resident alien individuals engaged in trade or business in the
Philippines are subject to a final withholding tax of 20%, while those received by nonresident alien
individuals are subject to a final withholding tax of 25%, subject to preferential tax rates and applicable
income tax treaties between the Philippines and the country of domicile of such nonresident alien individuals.
B. Taxation of Sales, Exchanges, Barters or Transfers of Shares of Stock
1. Capital gains tax of 5% on the net capital gains not in excess of Php100,000, and 10% on the net capital
gains realized during the year in excess of Php100,000 shall be imposed on the sale, exchange or other
disposition of shares of stock in a domestic corporation except shares sold through the facilities of the PSE.
2. Sale, exchanges or other dispositions of the Shares which are effected through the facilities of the PSE shall
be subject to a stock transaction tax of 0.5% of the gross selling price or gross value in money of the Shares.
The stock transaction tax is a percentage tax and is in lieu of the capital gains tax imposed on sale of shares
outside the facilities of the PSE. Notwithstanding its classification as a percentage tax, the BIR in previous
opinions have confirmed that the capital gains tax exemption under applicable income tax treaties will also
apply to the stock transaction tax. However, in a ruling issued in 2007 on a tax treaty relief application
involving the income tax treaty between the Philippines and Singapore, the BIR maintained that the stock
transaction tax, being a percentage tax, is not identical or substantially similar to the capital gains tax on the
sale of shares in a domestic corporation, and hence, not covered by the exemption provided in the said treaty.
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In Revenue Regulations No. 16-2012, dated December 7, 2012, the BIR ruled that in order to be subject to
the 0.5% stock transaction tax, the issuer should meet the minimum public ownership requirement
prescribed by the PSE. To our knowledge, this interpretation has been challenged by the PSE which
maintains that the National Internal Revenue Code imposes the 0.5% stock transaction tax on sales,
barters or exchanges of shares of stock listed through the facilities of the PSE without qualification.
3. A value-added tax of 12.0% may generally be imposed on the gross income earned by dealers in
securities on the sale of shares and on the commission earned by the PSE- registered broker which is
generally passed on to the client.
4. Documentary stamp tax at the rate of P0.75 on each P200.00, or fractional part thereof, of the par value
of the shares shall be due on sales, or agreements to sell, or memoranda of sales, or deliveries, or
transfers of shares in any domestic corporation. The documentary stamp tax is imposed on the person
making, signing, issuing, accepting or transferring the document. No documentary stamp tax, however, is
due on sales, barters or exchanges of shares listed and traded through the facilities of the PSE.
5. Upon the death of a registered individual holder, whether such an individual was a citizen of the
Philippines or an alien, regardless of residence, the Shares shall be transferred to the heirs of the
registered holder by way of succession and shall form part of the net estate of the decedent which will be
subject to estate tax at progressive rates ranging from 5% to 20%, based on the value of the net estate of
the decedent in excess of P200,000.00.
6. Individual registered holders, whether or not citizens or residents of the Philippines, who transfers
shares by way of gift or donation shall be liable for donor’s tax on such transfers at progressive rates ranging
from 2% to 15% of the total net gifts made during the calendar year in excess of P100,000. If the transfer by
way of gift or donation is made to a stranger, the donor’s tax shall be 30% of the net gifts. A stranger is
one who is not a brother, sister (whether by whole or half-blood), spouse, ancestor or lineal
descendant, or relative by consanguinity in the collateral line within the fourth degree of relationship.
Estate and gift taxes will not be collected in respect of intangible personal property, such as shares of stock,
(a) if the deceased at the time of death, or donor at the time of donation, was a citizen and resident of a
foreign country which at the time of his death or donation did not impose a transfer tax of any character in
respect of intangible personal property of citizens of the Philippines not residing in that foreign country, or
(b) if the laws of the foreign country of which the deceased or the donor was a citizen and resident at
the time of his death or donation allow a similar exemption from transfer or death taxes of every
character or description in respect of intangible personal property owned by citizens of the Philippines not
resident in that foreign country.
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PHILIPPINE STOCK MARKET
The information presented in this section has been extracted from publicly available documents which have
not been prepared or independently verified by the Company or its affiliates and advisors in connection
with the Dividend Distribution and Listing.
Brief History
The Philippines initially had two stock exchanges, the Manila Stock Exchange, which was organized in
1927, and the Makati Stock Exchange, which began operations in 1963. Each exchange was selfregulating, governed by its respective Board of Governors elected annually by its members.
Several steps initiated by the Government have resulted in the unification of the two bourses into the
PSE. The PSE was incorporated in 1992 by officers of both the Makati and the Manila Stock Exchanges. In
March 1994, the licences of the two exchanges were revoked. While the PSE maintains two trading floors,
one in Makati City and the other in Pasig City, these floors are linked by an automated trading system
which integrates all bid and ask quotations from the bourses.
In June 1998, the SEC granted the PSE Self-Regulatory Organisation (“SRO”) status, allowing it to
impose rules as well as implement penalties on erring trading participants and listed companies. On 8
August 2001, the PSE completed its demutualization, converting from a non-stock member-governed
institution into a stock corporation in compliance with the requirements of the SRC. The PSE has an
authorized capital stock of 36.8 million, of which 15.3 million is subscribed and fully paid-up. Each of the
184 member-brokers was granted 50,000 shares of the new PSE at a par value of P1.00 per share. In
addition, a trading right evidenced by a “Trading Participant Certificate” was immediately conferred on
each member-broker allowing the use of the PSE’s trading facilities. As a result of the demutualization, the
composition of the PSE Board of Governors was changed, requiring the inclusion of seven brokers and
eight non-brokers, one of whom is the President. On 15 December 2003, the PSE listed its shares by way of
introduction at its own bourse as part of a series of reforms aimed at strengthening the Philippine securities
industry.
Classified into financial, industrial, holding firms, property, services, and mining and oil sectors, companies
are listed either on the PSE Main Board or the Small, Medium and Emerging Board of the PSE. Recently, the
PSE issued Rules on Exchange Traded Funds (“ETF”) which provides for the listing of ETFs on an ETF Board
separate from the existing boards of the PSE. Previously, PSE allowed listing on the First Board, Second Board
or the Small and Medium Enterprises Board. With the issuance by the PSE of Memorandum No. CN-No. 20130023 dated June 6, 2013, revisions to the PSE Listing Rules were made, among which changes are the removal
of the Second Board listing and the requirement that lock-up rules be embodied in the articles of
incorporation of the issuer. Each index represents the numerical average of the prices of component stocks.
The PSE has an index, referred to as the PHISIX, which as at the date thereof reflects the price movements of
selected stocks listed on the PSE, based on traded prices of stocks from the various sectors. The PSE shifted
from full market capitalization to free float market capitalization effective April 3, 2006 simultaneous with
the migration to the free float index and the renaming of the PHISIX to PSEi. The PSEi includes 30 selected
stocks listed on the PSE. In July 2010, the new trading system of the PSE, now known as PSE Trade, was
launched.
With the increasing calls for good corporate governance, PSE has adopted an online daily disclosure system to
improve the transparency of listed companies and to protect the investing public. The PSE launched its
Corporate Governance Guidebook in November 2010 as another initiative of the PSE to promote good
governance among listed companies. It is composed of the ten (10) guidelines embodying principles of good
business practice and based on internationally recognized corporate governance codes and best practices.
The table below sets forth movements in the composite index from 2005 to June 2018 and shows the
number of listed companies, market capitalization, and value of shares traded for the same period:
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Selected Stock Exchange Data

Year

Composite
Index at
Closing

Number of
Listed
Companies

Aggregate
Market
Capitalization
(in Php billions)

Combined Value
of Turnover
(in Php billions)

2005

2,096.0

237

5,948.4

383.5

2006

2,982.5

239

7,173.2

572.6

2007

3,621.6

244

7,977.6

1,338.3

2008

1,872.9

246

4,069.2

763.9

2009

3,052.7

248

6,029.1

994.2

2010

4,201.1

253

8,866.1

1,207.4

2011

4,372.0

245

8,697.0

1,422.6

2012

5,812.7

254

10,952.7

1,771.7

2013

5,889.8

257

11,931.3

2,546.2

2014

7,230.6

263

14,251.7

2,130.1

2015

6,952.1

265

13,465.2

2,151.4

2016

7,796.2

268

14,438.8

1,929.5

2017

8,558.4

324

17,583.1

1,958.4

Source: Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.
Initial Listing
A company applying for listing in the Main Board of the PSE is generally required to comply with
requirements which include, but may not be limited to, the following:
1. A track record of profitable operations for the three full fiscal years immediately preceding the
application for listing;
2.

Have been engaged in materially the same businesses and must have a proven track record of
management through the last three years prior to the filing of the application;

3.

Positive stockholders’ equity;

4.

Market capitalization at listing of at least P500 million;

5.

An operating history of at least three years prior to its application for listing;

6.

A minimum authorized capital stock of P500 million, of which a minimum of twenty-five percent
must be subscribed and fully paid;

7.

A minimum offering to the public based on a schedule in which the required public offer varies
with the expected market capitalization upon listing;

8.

Upon listing, at least one thousand stockholders, each owning stocks equivalent to at least one
board lot;

9.

When required by the PSE, to have an independent appraiser duly accredited by the PSE and the
SEC determine the value of the company’s assets;

10. Subscribed shares of the same type and class applied for listing shall be paid in full; and
11. Have an investor relation program to ensure that information affecting the company are
communicated effectively to investors. Such program shall include, at the minimum, a corporate
website that contains company information, news, financial reports, disclosures, investor FAQs,
investor contacts and stock information.
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Trading
The PSE is a double auction market. Buyers and sellers are each represented by stockbrokers. To trade, bids
or ask prices are posted on the PSE’s electronic trading system. A buy (or sell) order that matches the
lowest asked (or highest bid) price is automatically executed. Buy and sell orders received by one broker
at the same price are crossed at the PSE at the indicated price. Payment for purchases of listed securities
must be made by the buyer on or before the third trading day after the trade.
Beginning 2 January 2012, trading on the PSE starts at 9:30 a.m. until 12:00 p.m. After a one-and-a half hour
lunch break, trading resumes at 1:30 p.m. and ends at 3:30 p.m. with a ten-minute extension during which
transactions may be conducted, provided that they are executed at the last traded price and are only for
the purpose of completing unfinished orders. Trading days are Monday to Friday, except legal holidays
when the BSP clearing house is closed.
Minimum trading lots range from 5 to 1,000,000 shares depending on the price range and nature of the
security traded. Odd-sized lots are traded by brokers on a board specifically designed for odd-lot trading.
To maintain stability in the stock market, daily price swings are monitored and regulated. Under current
PSE regulations, when the price of a listed security moves up by 50.0 %, or down by 50.0%, in one day
(based on the last traded price or adjusted closing price, as the case may be), or the maximum
allowable price difference between an update in the Last Traded Price (“LTP”) of a given Security and its
preceding LTP that is equal to a percentage set by the PSE based on its trade frequency is breached, the price
of that security is automatically frozen by the PSE, unless there is an official statement from the relevant
company or a Government agency justifying such price fluctuation, in which case the affected security can
still be traded but only at the frozen price. If the issuer fails to submit such explanation, a trading halt is
imposed by the PSE on the listed security the following day. Resumption of trading shall be allowed only
when the disclosure of the issuer is disseminated, subject again to the trading band.
The maximum allowable price difference between an update in the LTP of a given security and its
preceding LTP percentages are as follows: Stocks that traded 20 times or less in the past six months
have a threshold of 20%; stocks that traded 500 times or less but greater than 20 times in the past six
months have a threshold of 15%; stocks that traded more than 500 times in the past six months have a
threshold of 10%.
Settlement
The Securities Clearing Corporation of the Philippines (“SCCP”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the PSE, and
was organized primarily as a clearance and settlement agency for SCCP-eligible trades executed through
the facilities of the PSE. It is responsible for (a) synchronising the settlement of funds and the transfer of
securities through Delivery versus Payment clearing and settlement of transactions of Clearing Members,
who are also PSE Brokers; (b) guaranteeing the settlement of trades in the event of a Trading Participant’s
default through the implementation of its Fails Management System and administration of the Clearing
and Trade Guaranty Fund, and (c) performance of Risk Management and Monitoring to ensure final and
irrevocable settlement.
SCCP settles PSE trades on a three-day rolling settlement environment, which means that settlement of
trades takes place three days after the transaction date (T+3). The deadline for settlement of trades is
12:00 noon of T+3. Securities sold should be in scripless form and lodged under the Philippine Depository
& Trust Corp.’s (PDTC) book-entry system. Each PSE Broker maintains a Cash Settlement Account with one
of the two existing settlement banks of SCCP, which are Banco de Oro Unibank, Inc. and Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation. Payment for securities bought should be in good, cleared funds and
should be final and irrevocable. Settlement is presently on a broker level.
SCCP implemented its new clearing and settlement system called Central Clearing and Central Settlement
(“CCCS”) on 29 May 2006. CCCS employs multilateral netting whereby the system automatically offsets
“buy” and “sell” transactions on a per issue and a per flag basis to arrive at a net receipt or a net delivery
security position for each Clearing Member. All cash debits and credits are also netted into a single net
cash position for each Clearing Member. Novation of the original PSE trade contracts occurs, and SCCP

stands between the original trading parties and becomes the Central Counterparty to each PSE-eligible
trade cleared through it.
SCCP implemented its new clearing and settlement system called Central Clearing and Central Settlement
(“CCCS”) on 29 May 2006. CCCS employs multilateral netting whereby the system automatically offsets
“buy” and “sell” transactions on a per issue and a per flag basis to arrive at a net receipt or a net delivery
security position for each Clearing Member. All cash debits and credits are also netted into a single net
cash position for each Clearing Member. Novation of the original PSE trade contracts occurs, and SCCP
stands between the original trading parties and becomes the Central Counterparty to each PSE-eligible
trade cleared through it.
Scripless Trading
In 1995, the Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation (formerly the Philippine Central Depository, Inc.)
was organized to establish a central depository in the Philippines and introduce scripless or book-entry
trading in the Philippines. On 16 December 1996, the PDTC was granted a provisional licence by the SEC
to act as a central securities depository.
All listed securities at the PSE have been converted into book-entry settlement in the PDTC. The
depository service of the PDTC provides the infrastructure for lodgement (deposit) and upliftment
(withdrawal) of securities, pledge of securities, securities lending and borrowing and corporate actions
including shareholders’ meetings, dividend declarations and rights offerings. The PDTC also provides
depository and settlement services for non-PSE trades of listed equity securities. For transactions on the PSE,
the security element of the trade will be settled through the book-entry system, while the cash element
will be settled through the current settlement banks, Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation and Banco de
Oro Unibank, Inc.
In order to benefit from the book-entry system, securities must be immobilized in the PDTC system
through a process called lodgement. Lodgement is the process by which shareholders transfer legal title (but
not beneficial title) over their shares of stock in favour of PCD Nominee Corporation (“PCD Nominee”), a
corporation wholly owned by the PDTC, whose sole purpose is to act as nominee and legal title holder of all
shares of stock lodged in the PDTC. “Immobilization” is the process by which the warrant or share certificates
of lodging holders are cancelled by the transfer agent and the corresponding transfer of beneficial ownership
of the immobilized shares in the account of PCNC through the PDTC participant will be recorded in the
Company’s registry. This trust arrangement between the participants and PDTC through the PCD Nominee
is established by and explained in the PDTC Rules and Operating Procedures approved by the SEC. No
consideration is paid for the transfer of legal title to PCD Nominee. Once lodged, transfers of beneficial
title of the securities are accomplished via book-entry settlement.
Under the current PDTC system, only participants (e.g. brokers and custodians) will be recognized by the
PDTC as the beneficial owners of the lodged equity securities. Thus, each beneficial owner of shares
through his participant will be the beneficial owner to the extent of the number of shares held by such
participant in the records of the PCD Nominee. All lodgements, trades and uplifts on these shares will
have to be coursed through a participant. Ownership and transfers of beneficial interests in the shares will be
reflected, with respect to the participant’s aggregate holdings, in the PDTC system and, with respect to each
beneficial owner’s holdings, in the records of the participants. Beneficial owners are thus advised that in
order to exercise their rights as beneficial owners of the lodged shares, they must rely on their
participant-brokers or participant-custodians.
Any beneficial owner of shares who wishes to trade his interests in the shares must course the trade
through a participant. The participant can execute PSE trades and non-PSE trades of lodged equity
securities through the PDTC system. All matched transactions in the PSE trading system will be fed
through the SCCP, and into the PDTC system. Once it is determined on the settlement date (trading date plus
three trading days) that there are adequate securities in the securities settlement account of the
participant-seller and adequate clear funds in the settlement bank account of the participant-buyer, the
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PSE trades are automatically settled in the SCCP CCCS system, in accordance with the PDTC Rules and
Operating Procedures. Once settled, the beneficial ownership of the securities is transferred from the
participant-seller to the participant-buyer without the physical transfer of stock certificates covering the
traded securities.
If a stockholder wishes to withdraw his stockholdings from the PDTC system, the PDTC has a procedure of
upliftment under which the PCD Nominee will transfer back to the stockholder the legal title to the
shares lodged. The uplifting shareholder shall follow the Rules and Operating Procedures of the PDTC for the
upliftment of shares lodged under the name of PCD Nominee. The transfer agent shall prepare and send a
Registry Confirmation Advice to the PDTC covering the new number of shares lodged under PCD Nominee.
The expenses for upliftment are for the account of the uplifting shareholder.
The difference between the depository and the registry would be on the recording of ownership of the
shares in the issuing corporation’s books. In the depository set-up, shares are simply immobilized,
wherein customers’ certificates are cancelled confirmation advices is issued in the name of PCD Nominee Corp.
to confirm new balances of the shares lodged with the PDTC. Transfers among/between broker or custodian
accounts, as the case may be, will only be made within the book-entry system of PDTC. However, as far
as the issuing corporation is concerned, the underlying certificates are in the nominees’ name. In the
registry set-up, settlement and recording of ownership of traded securities will already be directly made
in the corresponding issuing company’s transfer agent’s books or system. Likewise, recording will already
be at the beneficiary level (whether it be a client or a registered custodian holding securities for its clients),
thereby removing the broker from its current “de facto” custodianship role.
Amended Rule on Lodgement of Securities
On 24 June 2009, the PSE apprised all listed companies and market participants through Memorandum No.
2009-0320 that commencing on 1 July 2009, as a condition for the listing and trading of the securities of an
applicant company, the applicant company shall electronically lodge its registered securities with the PDTC or
any other entity duly authorized by the SEC, without any jumbo or mother certificate in compliance
with the requirements of Section 43 of the SRC. In compliance with the foregoing requirements, actual
listing and trading of securities on the scheduled listing date shall take effect only after submission by the
applicant company of the documentary requirements stated in Article III Part A of the Revised Listing Rules.
Further, the PSE apprised all listed companies and market participants on 21 May 2010 through
Memorandum No. 2010-0246 that the Amended Rule on Lodgment of Securities under Section 16 of
Article III, Part A of the Revised Listing Rules of the Exchange shall apply to all securities that are lodged with
the PDTC or any other entity duly authorized by the SEC.
For listing applications, the amended rule on lodgement of securities is applicable to:
a.

The Rights Shares/securities of the applicant company in the case of an initial public offering;

b.

The shares/securities that are lodged with the PDTC, or any other entity duly authorized by the SEC
in the case of a listing by way of introduction;

c.

New securities to be offered and applied for listing by an existing listed company; and

d.

Additional listing of securities of an existing listed company.

Pursuant to the said amendment, the PDTC issued an implementing procedure in support thereof to wit:
“For new companies to be listed at the PSE as of 1 July 2009 the usual procedure will be observed but the
transfer agent of the companies shall no longer issue a certificate to the PCD Nominee Corporation (“PCNC”)
but shall issue a Registry Confirmation Advice, which shall be the basis for the PDTC to credit the holdings of
the depository participants on listing date.”

“For existing listed companies, the PDTC shall wait for the advice of the transfer agent that it is ready to
accept surrender of PCNC Jumbo Certificates and upon such advice the PDTC shall surrender all PCNC Jumbo
Certificates to the transfer agent for cancellation. The transfer agents shall issue a Registry Confirmation
Advice to PCNC evidencing the total number of shares registered in the name of PCNC in the issuer’s registry
as of the confirmation date.”
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATED SHARES
On or after the listing of the shares on the PSE, any beneficial owner of the shares may apply to PDTC
through his broker or custodian-participant for a withdrawal from the book-entry system and return to the
conventional paper-based settlement. If a stockholder wishes to withdraw his stockholdings from the
PDTC System, the PDTC has a procedure of upliftment under which PCD Nominee will transfer back to the
stockholder the legal title to the shares lodged. The uplifting shareholder shall follow the Rules and
Operating Procedures of the PDTC for the upliftment of shares lodged under the name of PCD Nominee. The
transfer agent shall prepare and send a Registry Confirmation Advice to the PDTC covering the new number of
shares lodged under PCD Nominee. The expenses for upliftment are on the account of the uplifting
shareholder.
Upon the issuance of certificated shares in the name of the person applying for upliftment, such shares shall
be deemed to be withdrawn from the PDTC book-entry settlement system, and trading on such shares will
follow the normal process for settlement of certificated securities. The expenses for upliftment of beneficial
ownership in the shares to certificated securities will be charged to the person applying for upliftment.
Pending completion of the upliftment process, the beneficial interest in the shares covered by the application
for upliftment is frozen and no trading and book-entry settlement will be permitted until certificated shares
shall have been issued by the relevant company’s transfer agent.
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ANNEX A AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

ANNEX B: FAIRNESS OPINION REPORT
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August 28, 2018

This Financial Advisory report (the “Report”) was prepared by:

MULTINATIONAL INVESTMENT BANCORPORATION (“MIB”)

Due to the nature of the study and the materiality of the information contained herein, the
Report and its contents are strictly confidential. This report and its contents should not be
reproduced, circulated or quoted from without the Financial Advisor’s prior consent. In no event
or circumstance shall the Financial Advisor assume any responsibility to any third party to whom
this Report or its contents are disclosed or made available. MIB, or any of its officers or
employees, shall not be liable for any and all direct or consequential losses or damages arising
from any use of this publication or its contents.
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I. Executive Summary
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE
This report was prepared by Multinational Investment Bancorporation (“MIB”) as an independent
financial advisor to Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”) in connection with its request for a
fairness opinion on the initial listing price of the shares of stock of its subsidiary, Redstone Construction
and Development Corporation (RCDC), that plans to list by way of introduction in the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE). The planned listing price range of RCDC is PHP 0.20 to PHP 0.25 per share.
ASSUMPTIONS and LIMITATIONS
In preparing our fairness opinion, we relied on the documents enumerated in Part III of this report which
were either provided by PHA or sourced from third parties.
For documents provided by PHA, MIB considered the data as reliable and accurate. We did not verify or
validate any information presented by PHA except where explicitly stated and discussed in the Results
and Findings section of this report. Our analysis and procedures did not include verification work or
constitute an audit in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing. Based on the submitted signed
Certificate of Reliance in Annex A, we assumed that no material facts have been deliberately withheld
from MIB by PHA.
For information acquired from third party sources, we assumed that the information contained therein
were accurate.
FINDINGS
We looked at four (4) alternative approaches in the valuation of RCDC shares, namely:
1.) Discounted Cash Flow Approach
2.) Actual Transaction Price / Market Value Approach
3.) Net Asset Value Approach
4.) Relative Valuation Approach
Discounted Cash Flow Approach
To value the shares of stock of RCDC using the DCF method, we used the financial projections submitted
to us by PHA covering the years 2018 to 2030. The free cash flows to equity per year were discounted to
their net present value using a discount rate of 10.1114%, resulting in a valuation of PHP 1,599,965,933,
or PHP 0.2934 per share
Net Present Value of the Free Cash Flows
Number of Shares
NPV per share

PHP 1,599,965,933
5,454,000,000
PHP 0.2934/ share

Redstone Construction & Development Corporation - Fairness Opinion Report
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Actual Transaction Price / Market Value approach
RCDC entered into a subscription contract with Treasure Island Investment Corp. wherein the latter
agreed to subscribe to 945,400,000 shares of RCDC valued at PHP130,000,000, upon the completion of
the increase in capital stock of RCDC. The shares will represent 17.33% ownership in RCDC.
The transaction between RCDC and TIIC is between two unrelated parties and we assumed that proper
valuation and due diligence was exercised by TIIC in acquiring the shares from RCDC. On that basis, and
on the further assumption that there was no significant change in the business of RCDC between the time
of TIIC’s acquisition and the date of this fairness opinion, we applied TIIC’s acquisition price as part of our
acceptable range of values.
Since the PHP130,000,000 consideration represents 17.33% ownership in RCDC, we estimated the total
value of RCDC by dividing the consideration by 17.33%, as summarized below:
Value of 17.3% of RCDC
divided by:
Total Estimated Value of RCDC in Php
Total Number of Shares
Total Value per share

130,000,000
17.33%
749,968,267
5,454,000,000
0.1375

NAV and RV Methods
Aside from the DCF and Market Value methods, we also looked at the Net Asset Value and the Relative
Valuation methods.
In order to use the NAV method, the value of the MPSA assets would need to be reflected in the
consolidated balance sheet of RCDC. However, the acquisition of the company that owns the MPSAs was
completed only this July, and the latest interim FS of RCDC is as of June 30, 2018. For this reason, we did
not apply the NAV method to the Company.
In order to use the RV method, the financial statements of RCDC should already reflect the MPSA assets
and income from limestone quarrying operations. Since the said operations have not yet begun and
income is not reflected in RCDC’s financial statements, we deemed the RV method as inapplicable to
RCDC.
CONCLUSION
Using the information submitted to and secured by MIB and our pertinent analyses thereof, our computed
values per share of RCDC are as follows:
Valuation Method
Market Value
Discounted Cash Flow

Amount in PHP (per share)
0.1375
0.2934

Since the planned listing price range of PHP 0.20 to PHP 0.25 per share is within the computed range of
values, we are of the opinion that said listing price range is fair.
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II. Objective and Transaction Background
This report was prepared by Multinational Investment Bancorporation (“MIB”) as an independent
financial advisor to Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (“PHA”) in connection with its request for a
fairness opinion on the initial listing price of the shares of stock of its subsidiary, Redstone Construction
and Development Corporation (RCDC), that plans to list by way of introduction in the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE). The planned listing price range of RCDC is PHP 0.20 to PHP 0.25 per share.
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III. Sources of Information
Information and materials provided by PHA:
Audited financial statements of RCDC ending December 31, 2017
Consolidated Financial Projections of RCDC from 2018 to 2030
RCDC’s 2017 General Information Sheet
Scanned signed copy of the subscription contract between RCDC and Treasure Island Investment
Corp. (“TIIC”)
Economic Assessment and Ore Reserve Estimation Report of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. and
Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. prepared and certified by Jegie T. Pereda, signed July 2018
(“Technical Report by Pereda”)

Information and materials obtained from third party sources:
We relied on Bloomberg for the following data:
Financial data, beta, company description and other relevant information relating to RCDC’s
comparable companies
5-year PDST-R2 for the month of July 2018 (Phil Index) used in this report as Benchmark Interest
Rate
In addition, we referred to various third party sources for some of the inputs used in this report:
For the Equity Risk Premium for the Philippines, we referred to a paper authored by Aswath
Damodaran entitled Country Risk: Determinants, Measures and Implications – The 2018 Edition (July
23, 2018) (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3217944)
For the current market price of limestone, we referred to the website of Alibaba
(https://www.alibaba.com)
For the company disclosures of PHA, we referred to the PSE Edge website
(http://edge.pse.com.ph/)
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IV. Assumptions and Limitations of the Study
In preparing our fairness opinion, we relied on the documents enumerated above which were either
provided by PHA or sourced from third parties.
For documents provided by PHA, MIB considered the data as reliable and accurate. We did not verify or
validate any information presented by PHA except where explicitly stated and discussed in the Results
and Findings section of this report. Our analysis and procedures did not include verification work or
constitute an audit in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing. Based on the submitted signed
Certificate of Reliance in Annex A, we assumed that no material facts have been deliberately withheld
from MIB by PHA.
For information acquired from third party sources, we assumed that the information contained therein
were accurate.
In computing the value per share, we used a total number of shares of 5,454,000,000 and assumed that
RCDC will be able to secure the necessary corporate and regulatory approvals pertaining to the increase
in its authorized capital stock, prior to the listing of its shares with the PSE.
This report includes assumptions and opinions based on economic and market conditions prevailing at
the time of preparation of the report. If circumstances change significantly subsequent to the issuance of
the report, MIB’s valuation may be impacted.
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V. Company Background
A. Corporate Information
Redstone Construction & Development Corporation was incorporated and registered with the Philippine
Securities and Exchange Commission on January 14, 2011 primarily to engage in, conduct, manage,
operate and carry on business of construction works for mining, real estate development, environmental
protection and remediation, dam, dikes, flood control and reclamation and to engage in quarrying,
hauling, earthmoving and heavy equipment rentals and all other earthmoving works.
RCDC is currently engaged in contract mining operations with several mining companies. In contract
mining, RCDC conducts hauling and extraction activities for its mining clients.
Recently, RCDC acquired two companies, namely Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. and Pyramid Hill
Mining and Industrial Corp, holding Mineral Production Sharing Agreement (MPSA) 17202-2001-IV and
173-2001-IV covering approximately 10,384 hectares with probable limestone deposits in the
municipalities of Sofronio Espanola, Quezon and Narra in South Central Palawan. Due to these
acquisitions, the company expects to engage in limestone quarrying operation by 2021, on top of its
existing contract mining engagements.
In 2018, RCDC entered into a subscription contract with a third party investor, Treasure Island Industrial
Corporation (“TIIC”). In the contract, TIIC agreed to subscribe to 945,400,000 shares of RCDC valued at
PHP130,000,000, upon the completion of the increase in authorized capital stock of RCDC. These shares
will represent 17.33% ownership in RCDC.
RCDC is a majority-owned subsidiary of PHA, a domestic corporation whose shares are listed in the PSE.
B. Board of Directors and Senior Management
Presented in the table below are RCDC’s directors and officers as of August 28, 2018:
Name
1. Ramon A. Recto
2. Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.
3. Carlos C. Cruz
4. Siso M. Lao
5. Daniel Ong
6. Arsenio Benjamin E. Santos
7. Ramon G. Santos

Position
Chairman of the Board
Executive Vice Chairman and CEO
President / Director
Director
Director
Independent Director
Independent Director

Name
1. Stephen E. Cascolan
2. Andres A. Del Rosario
3. Raul Ma. F. Anonas
4. Joseph Jeeben R. Segui
5. Ana Liza G. Aquino

Position
Corporate Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Chief Financial Officer
Investor Relations Officer / Corporate Information
Officer / Compliance Officer
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VI. VALUATION APPROACHES
We looked at four (4) alternative approaches in the valuation of RCDC shares:

1. Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Approach
The DCF approach is used to estimate the value of an investment by using future free cash flow projections
and discounting them to arrive at a present value. The discount rate is equivalent to the rate of return
that equity investors require to finance a project. This is normally based on the risk-free rate plus a risk
premium multiplied by the beta coefficient of the company. The higher the perceived risk of an investment
is, the higher the risk premium should be.
The total present value of these future earnings, including the terminal value, represents the theoretical
price of the shares.

2. Actual Transaction Price / Market Value approach
Under this approach, we value an asset based on the actual transaction price between two (2) unrelated
parties.
3. Net Adjusted Value or Net Asset Value (NAV) Approach
The Net Asset Value approach derives the value of a company from the adjustment of the assets and
liabilities to reflect their current market value or net realizable values. This method is deemed to provide
a more meaningful valuation of asset-intensive businesses such as natural resource companies and
property firms. This approach is also used to value companies that are projected to incur losses for a
period of time.
4. Relative Valuation Approach
One approach to stock valuation is the Relative Valuation Method which measures the value of the
company relative to that of another company or a group of companies. It typically uses price multiples of
comparable companies. Comparable firms are defined as those in the same line of business and with
similar growth and risk profile. The rationale behind price multiples is the need to evaluate a stock’s price
in relation to what it buys in terms of assets, earnings or some other measure of value.
There are a number of multiples which can be used to calculate the price of a stock of a company being
valued, among which are Price-to-Book (P/B) and Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA (EV/EBITDA) multiples.
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VII. Results and Findings
1. Discounted Cash Flow Method
Our DCF valuation used the financial projections of RCDC covering the years 2018 to 2030 which were
submitted to us by PHA.
In the financial projections, RCDC, on top of its existing contract mining operations, considered the
revenues from its future limestone quarrying operations. The projected income from its limestone
quarrying operations is based on an annual volume of 1,813,200 wmt and a selling price of PHP 275per
wmt. We sought to validate both the assumed volume and price using supporting documents and third
party information.
Validation of Volume
To validate the assumed annual volume, we referred to the Technical Report by Pereda. In the Technical
Report, the measured and indicated limestone resources in the 100-hectare drilled quarry area is
estimated to be around 75,693,600 metric tons at 49.62% CaO, while the inferred resource is at
62,671,300 at 50.39% CaO. In addition, the Company’s geologist also estimated that 2,500 out of the total
10,384 hectares covered by the MPSAs has limestone.
Since the projected ten-year volume to be generated by RCDC of 18,132,000 wmt is lower than the
measured and indicated limestone resource in the 100-hectare drilled quarry area, and that the Company
expects to obtain more limestone from the rest of the coverage of its MPSAs, we found sufficient basis to
accept said projected volume and add a terminal value in our DCF valuation.
Validation of Selling Price
To validate the assumed selling price of PHP 275 per wmt, we checked selected third party references for
relevant market prices and found price quotations for limestone supply in the website of Alibaba. The
prices we found posted in Alibaba’s website ranged from $30 to $150 per metric ton. However, these
were quotations for high-grade limestone with Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3) content not less than 98% or
Calcium Oxide (CaO) greater than 54% and for relatively limited supply (where higher prices corresponded
to lower volumes).
Based on the information provided to us, RCDC expects to supply limestone with only around 50% CaO or
89% CaCO3. Furthermore, the projected volume supply of RCDC is significantly higher than the level posted
for the indicated prices in the Alibaba website. We also noted that the price quotations in the Alibaba
website were inclusive of transportation cost from the quarry site to the pier of the seller. In comparison,
RCDC’s prices do not impute the said transportation cost.
In view of the foregoing, we are of the opinion that the projected price of RCDC would have to be lower
than the prices quoted in the Alibaba website which were for higher quality and significantly lower volume
supply of limestone.
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Valuation using DCF
Using RCDC’s assumed selling price of its limestone at PHP 275 per ton, or the equivalent of around $5.19
per ton, and assumed annual volume of 1,813,200 wmt, we deemed the projected revenues to be
conservative and acceptable.
Using the revenue assumptions, we computed for the annual free cash flows to equity and discounted the
figures to their net present value using a discount rate of 10.1114%. The discount rate was computed
using the capital asset pricing model.
Presented below is a summary of the valuation using the DCF approach.

Discounted Cash Flow Method
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
PV of the FCFE

12/31/2018
47,992

12/31/2019
63,811

12/31/2020
69,415

12/31/2021
99,710

0.9604
46,093

0.8722
55,658

0.7921
54,986

0.7194
71,731

Discounted Cash Flow Method
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
PV of the FCFE

12/31/2022
176,206

12/31/2023
208,419

12/31/2024
203,352

12/31/2025
199,151

0.6533
115,122

0.5933
123,663

0.5389
109,577

0.4894
97,459

DCF Method
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
PV of the FCFE

12/31/2026
220,791

12/31/2027
220,920

12/31/2028
214,511

12/31/2029
214,511

0.4444
98,127

0.4036
89,168

0.3666
78,631

0.3329
71,410

12/31/2030
214,511
1,731,532
0.3023
588,342

The resulting valuation for the shares of RCDC is PHP 1,599,965,933, or PHP 0.2934 per share.
Net Present Value of the Free Cash Flows
Number of Shares
NPV per share

PHP 1,599,965,933
5,454,000,000
PHP 0.2934/ share

A more detailed computation of the Cost of Capital and the DCF method can be found in Annexes B and
C, respectively.
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2. Actual Transaction Price / Market Value approach
In the Subscription Contract between RCDC and TIIC, the latter agreed to subscribe to 945,400,000 shares
of RCDC valued at PHP130,000,000, upon the completion of the increase in capital stock of RCDC. The
shares will represent 17.33% ownership in RCDC.
The transaction between RCDC and TIIC is between two unrelated parties and we assumed that proper
valuation and due diligence was exercised by TIIC in acquiring the shares from RCDC. On that basis, and
on the further assumption that there was no significant change in the business of RCDC between the
time of TIIC’s acquisition and the date of this fairness opinion, we applied TIIC’s acquisition price as part
of our acceptable range of values.
Since the PHP130,000,000 consideration represents 17.33% ownership in RCDC, we estimated the total
value of RCDC by dividing the consideration by 17.33%, as summarized below:

Value of 17.3% of RCDC
divided by:
Total Estimated Value of RCDC in Php
Total Number of Shares
Total Value per share

3.

130,000,000
17.33%
749,968,267
5,454,000,000
0.1375

NAV and RV Methods

Aside from the DCF and Market Value methods, we also looked at the Net Asset Value and the Relative
Valuation methods.
In order to use the NAV method, the value of the MPSA assets would need to be reflected in the
consolidated balance sheet of RCDC. However, the acquisition of the company that owns the MPSAs was
completed only this July, and the latest interim FS of RCDC is as of June 30, 2018. For this reason, we did
not apply the NAV method to the Company.
In order to use the RV method, the financial statements of RCDC should already reflect the MPSA assets
and income from limestone quarrying operations. Since the said operations have not yet begun and
income is not reflected in RCDC’s financial statements, we deemed the RV method as inapplicable to
RCDC.
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ANNEX A – Certificate of Reliance
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ANNEX B – Capital Asset Pricing Model
Inputs

Description

Values

Beta

Average re-levered beta of comparable companies
listed in Annex D

0.5264

Risk-Free Rate

Based on the average 5-year PDST-R2 for the month
of July 2018. This can be accessed through Bloomberg
ticker “PDSS5YR Index”

5.8687%

Market Risk Premium

Based on the Equity Risk Premium computed by Mr.
Aswath Damodaran for the Philippines

8.0600%

Cost of Equity

Capital Asset Pricing Model

10.1114%

a) The beta used was based on the average re-levered beta of comparable companies listed in
Annex D.
b) The benchmark risk-free rate applied was the 5-year benchmark rate PDST-R2 computed as the
average rate for the month of July 2018. This can be accessed through Bloomberg ticker
“PDSS5YR Index”.
c) The Market Risk Premium is based on the Equity Risk Premium computed by Mr. Aswath
Damodaran for the Philippines
d) We then applied the Capital Asset Pricing Model (“CAPM”) to compute for the cost of equity:
Cost of Equity = Rf+ (β x (Market Risk premium)
Where:
Rf

The risk-free rate

β

Average re-levered beta of comparable
companies

Market Risk-premium

Equity Risk Premium for the Philippines
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ANNEX C – Discounted Cash Flow Method
Presented below is the summary of the DCF computation from year 2018 to 2030:
DCF METHOD - Figures are in PHP thousands
7/31/2018
Income before Tax
Income Taxes Paid
Investing Cash Flows
Change in Net Working Capital
Depreciation Expense
Financing Costs
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
Present Value of the Future Cash Flows

12/31/2018 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021
0.42
1.42
2.42
3.42
19,017
22,219
26,838
103,842
(5,692)
(6,652)
(8,038)
(27,904)
(200,000)
10,728
(124,658)
57,613
58,209
53,607
69,563
(11,462)
(10,925)
(4,378)
259,000
47,992
63,811
69,415
99,710

DCF METHOD - Figures are in PHP thousands
7/31/2018
Income before Tax
Income Taxes Paid
Investing Cash Flows
Change in Net Working Capital
Depreciation Expense
Financing Costs
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
Present Value of the Future Cash Flows

12/31/2022 12/31/2023 12/31/2024 12/31/2025
4.42
5.42
6.42
7.42
211,932
236,288
257,758
261,690
(31,139)
(63,566)
(70,873)
(77,314)
83,413
63,697
44,467
42,775
(88,000)
(28,000)
(28,000)
(28,000)
176,206
208,419
203,352
199,151

DCF METHOD - Figures are in PHP thousands
7/31/2018
Income before Tax
Income Taxes Paid
Investing Cash Flows
Change in Net Working Capital
Depreciation Expense
Financing Costs
Free Cash Flow to Equity
Terminal Value
PV Factor
Present Value of the Future Cash Flows

0.9604
46,093

0.6533
115,122

0.8722
55,658

0.5933
123,663

0.7921
54,986

0.5389
109,577

0.7194
71,731

0.4894
97,459

12/31/2026 12/31/2027 12/31/2028 12/31/2029 12/31/2030
8.42
9.42
10.42
11.42
12.42
285,062
306,425
306,425
306,425
306,425
(78,494)
(85,505)
(91,914)
(91,914)
(91,914)
21,223
(7,000)
220,791
220,920
214,511
214,511
214,511
1,731,532
0.4444
0.4036
0.3666
0.3329
0.3023
98,127
89,168
78,631
71,410
588,342

The free cash flows to equity per year were discounted to their net present value using a discount rate
of 10.1114%, resulting in a valuation of PHP 1,599,965,933 or PHP 0.2934 per share.
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ANNEX D- Comparable Companies
The beta we used in the Capital Asset Pricing Model represents the average re-levered beta of the
comparable companies below:
COMPANY NAME
PHILEX MINING CORP

GLOBAL FERRONICKEL
HOLDINGS

DESCRIPTION
Philex Mining Corporation produces copper concentrates, containing
copper, gold, and silver. The Company was incorporated in 1955.
Global Ferronickel Holdings, Inc. operates as a nickel producer. The
company's line of business includes exploration, extraction, production
and marketing of laterite nickel ore from the Philippines to customers in
the Asia Pacific region. The company owns two laterite nickel mines
located in Surigao and Palawan.

NICKEL ASIA CORP

Nickel Asia Corporation explores for and produces nickel in the
Philippines.

MARCVENTURES
HOLDINGS INC

Marcventures Holdings Inc. is a holding company. The Company, through
its subsidiary, is involved in nickel mining operations in the southern
Philippines.

STATUTORY
TAX RATE

Beta

Debt to Equity
Ratio

UNLEVERED
BETA (ADJ)

PHILEX MINING CORP
GLOBAL FERRONICKEL
HOLDINGS

0.3

0.643

0.39

0.5063

0.3

0.371

0.13

0.3403

NICKEL ASIA CORP

0.3

0.566

0.09

0.5334

MARCVENTURES HOLDINGS INC

0.3

0.600

0.08

0.5673

COMPANY NAME

Average

0.4868

COMPANY NAME

Ave.
Unlevered
Beta of peers

RCDC 2018 D/E
Ratio

Tax Rate

Relevered
Beta

RCDC

0.4868

0.12

0.30

0.5264
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ANNEX C: COMPETENT PERSON REPORT - GEOLOGIST

A COMPREHENSIVE TECHNICAL REPORT ON THE
EXPLORATION RESULTS AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF
PANITIAN LIMESTONE PROJECT
Barangays Panitian, Quezon and
Panitian and Isumbo, Española,
Palawan, Philippines
Covered by
MPSA No. 172‐2001‐IVB, and
MPSA No.173‐2001‐IVB

Joel S. Diaz
B.Sc. Geology 1977
Registered Geologist, PRC Lic. No. 0497
Competent Person ‐ PMRC/GSP CP Reg. No. 12‐10‐3
Exploration Results and Mineral Resource Estimation
And
Ferdinand T. Jumawan
B.Sc. Geology 1991
M. Sc. 2003
Registered Geologist, PRC Lic. No. 1282

8 May 2018

EXECUTIVE SUMMAR
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (PHAC) is evaluating the potential of limestone
possibly contained in MPSA 172‐2001‐IV, awarded to Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc,
and MPSA 173‐2001‐IV awarded to Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp, both located
in the municipalities of Quezon and Española in South Central Palawan. PHAC, as arranged
by its President and CEO, Mr. Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr. commissioned this report.
Following a visit to the property in June 2017, and a review of available meager reports and
exploration results by previous workers in 1994 and 1995, an exploration work program
was designed by the CP. The program was designed to collect geological data which will be
relevant in the estimation of limestone resources within the study area.
The approved MPSA of Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp. designated as MPSA 172‐
2001‐IVB is located at Barangay Isugod and Pinaglabanan, Municipality of Quezon, Palawan.
The approved MPSA of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. designated as MPSA 173‐
2001‐IVB is located at Barangay Malanut ‐ Mt. Buod, Municipalities of Española and
Narra, Province of Palawan.
Evidences gathered from the initial field visit, and a review of previous work results had
immediately suggested that the depositional environment of the limestone in the Panitian
area is shallow marine, which should be within the transition zone as evidenced by
sandstone/siltstone materials incorporated in the calcareous material. The limestone in the
Panitian area can be characterized as reefal limestone composed of skeletal grains (corals,
pelecypod, gastropods) as allochems, variably crystalline sparite as cement and medium to
dark‐gray, fine‐grained micrite as matrix. This interpretation drastically differs from earlier
interpretations that assume the limestone is massive and indurated.
The work program conducted consisted of a systematic grid sampling and core drilling
campaign over a 1 km2 area in the southeastern portion of the tenement. The purpose of
the grid sampling is to characterize and quantify the limestone deposit present in that
portion of the Malanut range. The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval
grid. A total of 441 sampling points were staked. Immediately following the grid sampling
program is the implementation of a 10‐hole diamond drill core program. A regular interval is
envisioned to provide less bias than an irregular‐spaced sampling program.
While limestone has a wide variety of uses, the exploration plan was designed with the end‐
task of estimating mineral resources that could be suitable for the Cement and Iron
Industries, the industries that rank 1st and 2nd in the uses for limestone.
Based on the grade requirements of the Cement and Iron Industries, a classification of the
limestone resources according to the general grade intervals in both industries had been
designed in order to quantify the volumes of limestone blocks that would satisfy the
requirements of each possible end‐user (Cement and Iron Industries). The grade ranges are:
CaO Lime
Al O Alumina

54.00%
1.99%

53.99% to 50.00%
2.00% to 2.99%

49.99% to 42.00%
3.00% to 3.99%

41.99%
4.00%

Fe O Iron
MgO Magnesia
Na O Al aline
SiO Silica
SO Sulfur Trio ide

0.49%

0.50% to 0.99%

1.00% to 1.99%

2.00%

0.24%
25.00%
0.99%

0.25% to 0.49%
17.00% to 24.99%
1.00% to 1.49%

0.5% to 0.99%
12.00 to 16.99%
1.50% to 1.99%

1.00%
11.99%
2.00%

A computation of the limestone resources was done using parameters and assumptions
given below:
1. The estimation of tonnages and grades are confined within the 1.0‐km² area.
2. A mapping of the grid and some areas beyond (towards the Malanut Range) was
done following and basing on the Folk s classification system.
3. Logging of the ten (10) drill holes were done, and summarized in worksheets.
4. From the drill worksheets, several sections along EW and NS lines were prepared,
and manual interpolation of the lithologies and cut off grades were done.
5. Cut off grades were based mainly on CaO content, and set at intervals enumerated
above, primarily to identify tonnages amenable to the Cement and Iron Industries
The minimum % CaO requirement for the Iron Industry is 54.00%, while the
minimum acceptable %CaO for the Cement Industry is 42.00%.
6. Contouring of lithology and grades are subjective. However, the very nature of the
limestone deposit itself (reefal and having been deposited in an oxidizing near‐shore
environment with introduction of terrestrial materials) suggest that the distribution
of the higher grade CaCO would be uneven, and would even contain numerous
impurities.
7. Intervals or blocks were grouped based on the grade intervals set for the Cement
and Iron Industries.
8. A specific gravity of 2.5 was inputted to arrive at the tonnages. Tonnage estimates
were weigh‐averaged with the % core recovery. In theory, the % core recovery
factor represents the dissolution features in the limestone body, and should
introduce some factor of recoverability of the volume.
After the inputs based on the above, the Measured Limestone Resources found to be
contained in the 1.0‐km² grid is 19,536,649 metric tons with a grade of 49.67 % CaO, and the
Indicated Limestone Resources also contained in the same grid is 56,157,052 metric tons
with a grade of 49.60 % CaO. Table below shows the grade groups contained in the
resource categories.
The total limestone resources estimated from the recently concluded evaluation exercise
over the areas covered by MPSAs 172‐2001‐IVB and 173‐2001‐IVB are summarized in Tables
18 and 19.

Averages/
Totals

Averages/
Totals

54.00
CaO %
MT

Measured Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

41.99
CaO %
MT

54.49

51.95

40.88

1,706,712

7,563,238

47.38

9,955,062

311,638

54.00
CaO %
MT

49.67 19,536,649
Indicated Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

41.99
CaO %
MT

54.49

52.03

40.86

5,120,138

20,231,013

47.39

29,861,489

49.60

56,157,052

944,413

Table 18. Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources at Panitian Limestone Project

CaO %
Averages/
Totals

‐

54.00
MT
‐

Inferred Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

CaO %

51.19

38,775,380

40.72

50.39

62,671,221

49.29

23,344,091

Table 19. Inferred Resources at Panitian Limestone Project

41.99
MT
551,750
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A COMPREHENSIVE TECHNICAL REPORT ON THE
EXPLORATION RESULTS AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF
PANITIAN LIMESTONE PROJECT
Barangays Panitian of Quezon and Española
P a l a w a n , Philippines

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Who Commissioned the Report Preparation
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation, a Philippine Company listed in the Philippines Stock
Exchange (PSE), commissioned this report as arranged by its President and CEO, Mr.
Augusto Antonio C. Serafica, Jr.
1.2 Purpose of the Report
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation would like to assess the limestone mineral potential
contained in two MPSA areas for consideration of its planned investment on two MPSA
areas in Palawan. For this purpose, the undersigned was commissioned primarily to design
an exploration program, and implement the same, and subsequently submit an independent
CP report based on the results of the work.
1.3 Scope of Work or Terms of Reference
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation is evaluating the potential of limestone possibly
contained in MPSA 172‐2001‐IV, awarded to Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc, and MPSA
173‐2001‐IV awarded to Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp (Refer to Figure 1 below),
both located in the municipalities of Quezon and Española in South Central Palawan.
1.4 Duration of the Preparation, Including Field Visits and Verification
An exploration work program was designed by the CP following a visit to the property in
June 2017. The program was designed to collect geological data which will be relevant in the
estimation of limestone resources within the study area. A review of available meager
reports and exploration results by the O. Vizcayno – R. erda Group over the group of
claims of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corporation and group of claims of Palawan Star
Mining Ventures Inc. conducted from April to September 1995 became basis for the
program design. In their work, three out of four holes drilled intersected more than 100
meters of raw, calcareous materials. Results of other works were also reviewed, including
work by Casanola, 1956; Reyes, 1971; Martin, 1972; Belandres, 1976; BMG, 1981; Cepek,
Gramann, Kemper and Wolfart, 1984; Maac and Agadier, 1986; RP‐Japan Project, 1987; and
A.C. Cruz, et. Al., 1989. The more recent works reviewed include those by Crisologo, Cruz
and Miranda, 1990; Cruz and Miranda, 1990 and 1992; and Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares
1994.
As for the authors of this report Mr. Joel S. Diaz periodically made visits to the project site
for a total duration of one (1) month for the period from June 2017 to March 2018 to gather
more data and verify the data collected by the Technical Staff, headed by Mr. Nelson
Degracia. Mr. Ferdinand T. Jumawan visited the project site on numerous occasions for a
total of three (3) months from June 2017 to April 2018. Mr. Nelson Degracia spearheaded
the surface geological mapping and sampling program over a 1.0km by 1.0km grid,
reconnaissance geological investigation of areas northwest of the 1km by 1km grid, plus the
implementation of a drilling program, consisting of 10 diamond drill holes. An additional 7
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drill holes is being considered to increase initial resources estimated resulting from the
recently concluded work.
1.5 Members of the Technical Report Preparation Team
Names in ol ed in
Resource Estimation

Profession

Affilliation

Joel S. Diaz
CP; Geologist
GSP
Ferdinand T. Jumawan
Geologist
GSP
Nelson Degracia
Geologist
Host Company Representative
Glenn D. Ababao
Information Technologist
List of Team members involved in the Panitian Limestone Project Resource Estimation
1.6 Host Company Representative
The Host Company representative is Mr. Nelson Degracia, Geologist for Exploration.
1.7 Compliance of Report with PMRC
The report follows the format outlined in the PSE Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR)
for the 2007 Philippine Mineral Reporting Code (PMRC). It also adopted the mineral
resource classification as outlined in PMRC.
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Figure 1. Location Map of MPSA Areas
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.0 RELIANCE ON OTHER EXPERTS OR CPs
For the preparation of this report, the CP relied mainly on the geological data gathered by
the exploration team formed by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp. The exploration work,
including a 10‐hole diamond drilling campaign, was conducted from June 2017 to April 2018.
A review of the previous works conducted by other workers was also done.
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3.0 TENEMENT AND MINERAL RIGHTS
3.1 Description of Mineral Rights
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation is conducting due diligence on two mineral
properties located in the municipalities of Sofronio Española, Quezon and Narra in South
Central Palawan for its planned investment on the mineral properties. The mineral
properties include grounds encompassed by MPSA 172‐2001‐IV, awarded to Palawan Star
Mining Ventures Inc., and MPSA 173‐2001‐IV awarded to Pyramid Hill Mining and
Industrial Corp (Refer to Figure 1).
Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp. had an MPSA application docketed as APSA No IV
(1) ‐ (1)‐16. The total applied area covers approximately 5,234.2079 hectares. The
application was approved on 16 January 2001, and will expire on 16 January 2026. Pyramid
Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. had an MPSA application docketed as APSA No IV (1)‐126.
The total applied area covers approximately 5,149.9000 hectares. The application was
approved on 16 January 2001, and will expire on 16 January 2026.
3.1.1 Location of Area (Barangay, Municipality, Province)
The approved MPSA of Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp. designated as MPSA 172‐
2001‐IVB is located at Barangay Isugod and Pinaglabanan, Municipality of Quezon, Palawan.
The approved MPSA of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. designated as MPSA 173‐
2001‐IVB is located at Barangay Malanut ‐ Mt. Buod, Municipalities of Española and Narra,
Province of Palawan.
3.1.2 Coordinate Locations as per MGB
MPSA 172‐01‐IVB of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. is specifically bounded by the
following geographical coordinates:
GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES
CORNERS
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
1
9° 11' 30"
117° 58' 00"
2
9° 13' 30"
117° 58' 00''
3
9° 13' 30"
117° 58' 30"
4
9° 14' 00"
117° 58' 30"
5
9° 13' 30"
117° 59' 00"
6
9° 13' 30"
117° 59' 00"
7
9° 13' 30"
117° 58' 30"
8
9° 12' 30"
117° 58' 30"
9
9° 12' 30"
117° 59' 00"
10
9° 12' 00"
117° 59' 00"
11
9° 12' 00"
118° 02' 02"
12
9° 12' 30"
118° 02' 00"
13
9° 12' 30"
118° 03' 00"
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14
9° 13' 00"
118° 03' 30"
15
9° 13' 00"
118° 04' 30"
16
9° 16' 00"
118° 04' 30"
17
9° 16' 00"
118° 05' 30"
18
9° 11' 00"
118° 05' 30"
19
9° 11' 00"
118° 02' 30"
20
9° 11' 30"
118° 02' 30"
21
9° 11' 30"
118° 01' 30"
22
9° 10' 00"
118° 01' 30"
23
9° 10' 00"
118° 00' 30"
24
9° 10' 30"
118° 00' 00"
25
9° 10' 30"
117° 59' 30"
26
9° 11' 00"
117° 59' 30"
27
9° 11' 00"
117° 59' 00"
28
9° 11' 30"
117° 59' 00"
Table 1. Geographic Coordinates for MPSA 172‐01‐IVB
The total area covers approximately 5,234.2079 hectares.
MPSA 173‐01‐IVB of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. is specifically located and
bounded within the following geographical coordinates:
CORNERS
1
2
3
4
5
6 42
7 41
8
9 39
10
11 37
12
13
14
15
16 32
17 31
18
19
20
21

LATITUDE
9° 13' 00"
9° 14' 00"
9° 14' 00"
9° 13' 30"
9° 13' 30"
9° 12' 00"
9° 11' 00"
9° 11' 00"
9° 10' 30"
9° 10' 30"
9° 10' 00"
9° 10' 00"
9° 11' 30"
9° 11' 30"
9° 11' 00"
9° 11' 00"
9° 12' 00"
9° 13' 00"
9° 13' 00"
9° 14' 30"
9° 14' 30"

LONGITUDE
117° 57' 00"
117° 57' 00"
117° 58' 30"
117° 58' 30"
117° 58' 00"
117° 58' 00"
117° 59' 00"
117° 59' 30"
117° 59' 30"
118° 00' 00"
118° 00' 00"
110° 01' 30"
118° 01' 30"
118° 02' 00"
118° 02' 00"
118° 04 '30"
118° 06' 00"
118° 06' 00"
118° 06' 30"
118° 06' 30"
118° 07' 00"
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22
9° 16' 30"
118° 07' 00"
23
9° 16' 30"
118° 08' 00"
24
9° 15' 30"
118° 08' 00"
25
9° 15' 30"
118° 09' 00"
26
9° 14' 30"
118° 09' 00"
27
9° 14' 30"
118° 07' 30"
28
9° 13' 00"
118° 07' 30"
29
9°13 '00"
118° 07' 00"
30
9° 12' 00"
118° 07' 00"
31 17
9° 12' 00"
118° 06' 00"
32 16
9° 11' 00"
118° 04' 30"
33
9° 09' 00"
118° 04' 30"
34
9° 09' 00"
118° 01' 00"
35
9° 09' 30"
118° 01' 00"
36
9° 09' 30"
118° 00' 00"
37 11
9° 10' 00"
118° 00' 00"
38
9° 10' 00"
117° 59' 30"
39 9
9° 10' 30"
117° 59' 30"
40
9° 10' 30"
117° 59' 00"
41 7
9° 11' 00"
117° 59' 00"
42 6
9° 12' 00"
117° 58' 00"
43
9° 12' 00"
117° 57' 30"
44
9° 13' 00"
117° 57' 30"
Table 2. Geographic Coordinates for MPSA 173‐01‐IVB
The total applied area covers approximately 5,149.9000 hectares.
3.1.3 Type of Permit or Agreement with Government
Copies of the Mineral Production Sharing Agreements, specifically MPSA 172‐2001‐IVB and
MPSA 173‐2001‐IVB are shown in APPENDI A. These were all signed on 16 January 2001.
Each agreement has a term of twenty five (25) years from Effective Date , and may be
renewed thereafter for another term not exceeding twenty five (25) years.
3.2 History of Mineral Rights
Applications for mineral agreements were filed by Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp.,
and Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. with the Mines and Geosciences Bureau Region
IV in Manila. The applications were docketed as APSA No IV (1) ‐ (1)‐16, and APSA No IV (1)‐
126, respectively. The applications cover limestone areas located at Barangays Isugod and
Pinaglabanan, Municipality of Quezon, Palawan, and at Barangay Malanut ‐ Mt. Buod,
Municipalities of Española and Narra, Province of Palawan.
The applications for mineral agreement application were approved on 16 January 2001, and
were designated as MPSA 172‐01‐IVB for Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp., and
MPSA 173‐01‐IVB of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp.
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Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp. was represented by Fernando B. Esguerra,
President; and Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp was represented by Higinio C.
Mendoza, Jr., President, all with former address at 5885 obel Roxas St., Makati City. At this
time, Roland F. Rodriguez is attorney‐in‐fact and authorized representative of all existing
shareholders of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. and Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc., collectively known as the Palawan Cement MPSA Companies.
3.3 Current Owners of Mineral Rights
MPSA 172‐2001‐IV is held by Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc., while MPSA 173‐2001‐IV
is held by Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. Roland F. Rodriguez is current attorney‐
in‐fact and authorized representative of all existing shareholders of Pyramid Hill Mining
and Industrial Corp. and Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc., collectively known as the
Palawan Cement MPSA Companies. The Individual MPSAs were signed by the original
MPSA holders with the Philippine Government. The mining leases are issued as agreements
between the Philippines government and the Companies.
Surface rights are usually held by the government or private owners. A detailed survey of
the various owners of lands within the study area will be conducted in due time.
3.4 Validity of Current Mineral Rights
The Mineral Production Sharing Agreements are each valid for a 25‐year term and
renewable for another 25 years. The agreement i s issued under the Mining Act of 1995
(Republic Act No. 7942). MPSAs 172‐2001‐IVB and 173‐2001‐IVB are all dated 16 January
2001, and shall all be in effect until 16 January 2016.
On 2 June 2016, the Director of the Mines and Geosciences Bureau, Engr. Leo L. Jasareno,
granted the renewal application of the Exploration Period of the Mineral Production Sharing
Agreement (MPSA) No. 172‐2001‐IV granted to Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. on
January 16, 2001 covering the 5,234.2079‐hectare contract area situated in Barangays
Isugod and Pinaglabanan, Municipality of Quezon, Palawan, and the renewal application of
the Exploration Period of Mineral Production Sharing Agreement (MPSA) No. 173‐2001‐IV
granted to Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. on January 16, 2001 covering the
5,149.9000‐hectare contract area situated in Barangay Malanut ‐ Mt. Buod, Municipalities
of Española and Narra, Province of Palawan.
The first renewal of the two‐year Exploration Period of MPSA Nos. 172‐2001‐IV and 173‐
2001‐IVB were granted after pertinent requirements were found to have been complied
with, pursuant to the pertinent provisions of Department of Environment and Natural
Resources Administrative Order (DAO) No. 2010‐21, the Implementing Rules and
Regulations of Republic Act (RA) No. 7942, otherwise known as the "Philippine Mining Act of
1995,". The renewal shall take effect starting on the date of the approval (2 June 2016),
subject to the following conditions:
1. Such renewal of the Exploration Period shall represent the 3rd and 4th years of the
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Exploration Period of the MPSA as provided for under Section 5.1 thereof and that it
shall not constitute an extension of the 25‐year term of MPSA Nos. 172‐2001‐IVB,
and 173‐2001‐IVB;
2. A negative variance of at least twenty percent (20%) in the implementation of the
Exploration Work Program (ExWP) and the corresponding expenditures shall be
subject to the prior approval of the Director;
3. This grant requires the full implementation of the approved Exploration Work
Program (ExWP) and Environmental Work Program (EnWP), as well as compliance
with the terms and conditions of the MPSA, pursuant to Section 5.6 thereof and the
applicable provisions of DAO No. 2010‐21. It is understood that failure to comply
with these requirements shall constitute a breach of the MPSA;
4. The grantees shall submit the following documents within 30 days from receipt
hereof:
a. Revised ExWP, to include additional information contained in the attached
copy of the Memorandum dated July 20, 2010 of the Mine Safety, Environment
and Social Development Division of this Office;
b. Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) Regional Office No. IVB (MIMAROPA)‐
approved Community Development Program;
c. Proof(s) of payment of Occupation Fee covering the period of C 2016;
d. Proof of payment of fines in the amount of PhP15,000.00 for the late/non‐
submission of the Quarterly and Annual Reports for C s 2001‐2003;
e. MGB‐registered original or certified true copy of the company's Board Resolution
and C 2016 General Information Sheet bearing proof of receipt by the Securities
and Exchange Commission;
f. Formal notice of current business/mailing address, as the last three
communications mailed to the grantees were returned by the post office marked
"RTS‐Unknown at given address".
Failure to submit the above documents within the above deadline shall constrain this Office
to withdraw the grant of this renewal of the Exploration Period of MPSA Nos. 172‐2001‐IVB
and 173‐2001‐IVB.
3.5 Agreements With Respect to Mineral Rights.
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation is conducting an evaluation of the mineral
potentials on MPSA 172‐2001‐IV, awarded to Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc., and
MPSA 173‐2001‐IV awarded to Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp.
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4.0 GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES
4.1 Location and Accessibility
Palawan is an archipelagic province of the Philippines that is located in the region
of MIMAROPA. It is the largest province in the country in terms of total area of jurisdiction.
Its capital is the city of Puerto Princesa, but the city is governed independently from the
province as a highly urbanized city.
The islands of Palawan stretch between Mindoro in the northeast and Borneo in the
southwest. It lies between the West Philippine Sea and the Sulu Sea. The province is named
after its largest island, Palawan Island, which measures 450 kilometers long, and 50
kilometers wide Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Map of MIMAROPA Region
Map Source: Regional Development Plan, National Economic Development Authority.
pp. 22, retrieved on April 27, 2018.
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The province of Palawan is composed of the long and narrow island, and a number of other
smaller islands surrounding it, totaling roughly 1,780 islands and islets.
The Calamianes Group of Islands occurs to the northeast, and consists
of Busuanga, Coron, Culion, and Linapacan islands. Balabac Island is located off the southern
tip, separated from Borneo by the Balabac Strait. In addition, Palawan covers the Cuyo
Islands in the Sulu Sea. The disputed Spratly Islands, located a few hundred kilometres to
the west, are considered part of Palawan by the Philippines, and is locally called the
"Kalayaan Group of Islands".
Palawan is served by numerous airports, landing airstrips and military airfields such as the
following:
International
i. Puerto Princesa International Airport, Puerto Princesa
National Airport
i. Francisco B. Reyes Airport, Coron, Busuanga Island
ii. El Nido Airport, El Nido
iii. San Vicente Airport, San Vicente
Community Airports
i. Cuyo Airport, Magsaysay
ii. Taytay Airport, Taytay
iii. Del Pilar Airport, Roxas
iv. Bugsuk (Bonbon) Airport, Balabac (Bugsuk Island)
v. Tagbita Airport, Rizal
vi. Balabac Airport, Balabac
vii. Rio Tuba Airport, Bataraza
Airstrips and Airfields
i. Coron Airstrip, Coron
ii. Culion Airstrip, Culion
iii. Brooke's Point Airstrip, Brooke's Point
iv. Candaraman Airstrip, Balabac (Candaraman Island)
v. Inandeng Airstrip, San Vicente (under construction)
vi. Pamalican (Amanpulo) Airstrip, Cuyo (Pamalican Island)
vii. Old Busuanga Airstrip, Busuanga
viii. Rancudo Airfield, Kalayaan (military)
ix. Tarumpitao Point Airfield, Rizal
From Puerto Princesa, the tenements may be reached via the Puerto Princesa South Road
either going to Barangay Panitian in Española or turning northwestward from the Abo‐abo
junction towards Quezon, depending on which part of the tenement is the destination.
From Puerto Princesa, the distance to Panitian, Española is approximately 160 kilometers
while the distance to Quezon (via Abo‐abo) is roughly 170 kilometers.
Travel time usually takes between 3 to 4 hours depending on road and traffic conditions as
there are several on‐going road and bridge rehabilitations and/or constructions at the time.
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Accessibility to the interior of parts of the tenements is facilitated by the numerous foot
paths or foot trails used by the communities that live in the area.
4.2 Topography, Physiography, Drainage and Vegetation
Palawan's almost 2,000 kilometers of irregular coastline is lined with rocky coves and sugar‐
white sandy beaches. It also harbors a vast stretch of virgin forests that carpet its chain of
mountain ranges. The mountain heights average 1,100 m in altitude, with the highest peak
rising to 2,086 m at Mount Mantalingahan. The vast mountain areas are the source of
valuable timber. The terrain is a mix of coastal plain, craggy foothills, valley deltas, and
heavy forest interspersed with riverine arteries that serve as irrigation.
Palawan has a total land area of 17,030.75 square kilometers. In terms of archipelagic
internal waters, Palawan has the biggest marine resources that cover almost half of the Sulu
Sea and a big chunk of the South China Sea that is within the municipal waters of Kalayaan
Municipality which was official annexed to the Philippine jurisdiction by virtue
of Presidential Decree 1596 dated June 11, 1978.
Total forest cover is about 56 percent of the total land area of the province while mangrove
forest accounts for 3.35 percent based on the 1998 Landsat imagery. Grasslands dwindled
from 19 percent in 1992 to 12.40 percent in 1998. This is an indication of improving soil
condition as deteriorating soil is normally invaded by grass species. Brushlands increased to
25 percent of the total land area. Sprawled beneath the seas are nearly 11,000 square
kilometers of coral reefs, representing more than 35% of the country's coral reefs.
4.3 Climate, Population
4.3.1 Climate
Palawan has two types of climate. The first type (Type I), which occurs in the northern and
southern extremities and the entire western coast, has two distinct seasons – six months dry
from November to April and six months wet for the rest of the year. The other type (Type
III), which prevails in the eastern coast, has a short dry season of one to three months and
no pronounced rainy period during the rest of the year. Rain under this climate type is
mostly produced by the Southwest Monsoon.
The southern part of the province is virtually free from tropical depressions but northern
Palawan experiences torrential rains during the months of July and August. Summer months
serve as peak season for Palawan. Sea voyages are most favorable from March to early June
when the seas are calm. The average maximum temperature is 31°C with little variation all
year.
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Figure 3. Climate Map of Palawan
Map Source: Regional Development Plan, National Economic Development Authority.
pp. 25, retrieved on April 27, 2018.
4.3.2 Population
The total population of Palawan in the 2015 census was 1,104,585 people, with a density of
65 inhabitants per square kilometer. This is presumably the highest population within
MIMAROPA.
In the last three censal periods: 2000, 2010 and 2015, population growth rate in the region
is lower than the recorded national growth. The growth rate in Palawan and Puerto Princesa
City per se is shown in Table 3 below.
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Population
Population Growth Rate
Region/
Province
2000
2010
2015
2000
2010
2015
Palawan
593,500
771,667
849,469
2.66
1.84
2.38
(exc. PPC)
Puerto
Princesa
161,912
222,673
255,116
3.24
2.62
3.02
City
Table 3. Population and Population Growth Rate in Palawan Province, 2000, 2010, 2015
(Source: CY 2014 ENR Information and Statistics, DENR MIMAROPA)
The province is a melting pot of 87 different cultural groups and races. Basically, its culture
bears a strong influence from China, India and the Middle East. Influx of migrants from other
parts of the Philippines, particularly from Muslim Mindanao, accounts for the high
population growth rate of approximately 3.98% annually. The native‐born Palaweños still
rank the top in populace. Eighteen percent is composed of cultural minority groups such as
the Tagbanwa, Palawano, Batak, and Molbog.
4.4 Land Use
Within the MIMAROPA region, Palawan has the largest area devoted to agricultural
production with a total of 323,452.40 hectare. Other areas are utilized as mineral
reservations, military reservations and civil reservations. Table 4 below shows the existing
land use in the province of Palawan.
Land Use
Hectares
Agricultural
323,452.40
Residential
5,536.20
Industrial
550.12
Commercial
377.03
Others
158,735.25
Table 4. Existing Land Use of Palawan Province (Source: CY 2014 ENR Information and
Statistics, DENR MIMAROPA)
4.5 Socio Economic Environment
There are 52 languages and dialects in Palawan, with Tagalog being spoken by more than 50
% of the people. Languages native to the islands are Cuyonon (27 %), and Palawano (4.0
%). Hiligaynon is also present at 19 %. Before mass immigration to Palawan by various
groups of people from Southern Tagalog, Illocandia, and Central Luzon, Cuyonon was an
established as the colloquial speech among many of the native peoples, i.e. the Agutaynen,
Cagayanen, Tagbanua, Palawan, and others. The usage of Cuyonon significantly dropped
during the approach of the new millenium being replaced by the now majority Tagalog.
Palawan is comprised of 433 barangays in 23 municipalities, and the capital City of Puerto
Princesa. As an archipelago, Palawan has 13 mainland municipalities and 10 island towns.
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There are three congressional districts, namely: the first district comprising five northern
mainland municipalities and nine island towns; the second district composed of six southern
mainland towns and the island municipality of Balabac; and the third district covering the
capital City of Puerto Princesa and the town of Aborlan.
Thirteen municipalities are considered as mainland municipalities, namely: a) Aborlan;
b) Narra; c) Quezon; d) Sofronio; e) Española; f) Brooke's Point; g) Rizal; and h) Bataraza; i)
San Vicente; j) Roxas; k) Dumaran; l) El Nido; and m) Taytay. The Calamianes group of islands
include: a) Busuanga; b) Coron; c) Linapacan; and d) Culion. The Cuyo group of
islands include: a) Cuyo; b) Agutaya; and c) Magsaysay. The Spratly Islands include:
a) Araceli; b) Cagayancillo; c) Balabac; and d) Kalayaan. The capital, Puerto Princesa is
a highly urbanized city that governs itself independently from the province. Data of Puerta
Princesa City is grouped here with the province for statistical and geographic purposes.

Municipality

Location

District

Populatio
n

Aborlan
Agutaya
Araceli
Balabac
Bataraza
Brooke's Point
Busuanga
Cagayancillo
Coron
Culion
Cuyo
Dumaran
El Nido
Kalayaan
Linapacan
Magsaysay
Narra
Puerto Princesa
Quezon
Rizal
Roxas
San Vicente
Sofronio
Española
Taytay

Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Mainland
Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Mainland
Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland

3rd
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st

35,091
12,545
14,909
40,142
75,468
66,374
22,046
6,285
51,803
20,139
22,360
23,734
41,606
184
15,668
12,196
73,212
255,116
60,980
50,096
65,358
31,232

Land
Area
in Km²
807.33
37.31
204.3
581.6
726.2
1,303.40
392.9
26.39
689.1
499.59
84.95
435
923.26
290
195.44
49.48
831.73
2,381.02
943.19
1,256.47
1,177.56
1,462.94

Mainland

2nd

32,876

473.91

Mainland

1st

75,165

Populatio
Total
n Density Barangay
/Km²
s
43
19
340
10
73
13
69
20
100
22
51
18
56
14
240
12
75
23
40
14
260
17
55
16
45
18
0.63
1
80
10
250
11
88
23
110
66
65
14
40
11
56
31
21
10
69

1,257.68
60
14,649.7
849,469
58
3
Table 5. Administrative Divisions of Palawan
(Source: CY 2014 ENR Information and Statistics, DENR MIMAROPA)
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Palawan's
economy
is
basically
agricultural.
The
three
major
crops
are palay, corn and coconut.
Mineral
resources
include nickel, copper, manganese,
and chromite. Logging is also a major industry. Palawan has one of the richest fishing
grounds in the country. About 45% of Manila's supply of fish comes from Palawan. Having
natural gas reserves of approximately 30,000 trillion cubic feet, the province is the only oil‐
producing province in the country. In addition, tourism is also a thriving sector.
Pearl diving used to be a significant economic activity for Palawan until the advent
of plastics. The world's largest pearl, the 240 millimeters (9.4 in) diameter Pearl of Lao Tzu,
was found off Palawan in 1934.
The economic and agricultural business growth of province is at 20% per annum. Coconut,
sugar, rice, lumber, and livestock are produced here.
4.6 Environmental Features
Unlike most of the Philippines, Palawan is biogeographically part of Sundaland, with a fauna
and flora related to that found in Borneo.
Among the many endemic species are the Palawan peacock‐pheasant, Philippine mouse‐
deer, Philippine pangolin, Palawan bearded pig, and Palawan birdwing. In the forests and
grasslands, the air resonates with the songs of more than 200 kinds of birds. Over 600
species of butterflies flutter around the mountains and fields of Palawan, attracted to some
1500 host plants found here. Endangered sea turtles nest on white sand
beaches. Dugong numbers have fallen seriously, although Palawan still has a larger
population than any other part of the country and organizations such as Community
Centered Conservation are working to end the unsustainable use of marine resources in
Palawan and in Philippines.
Numerous tourist and environmental attractions abound in Palawan. A few of these are:
Calauit Game Preserve and Wildlife Sanctuary
This is a game reserve and wildlife sanctuary of exotic African animals and
endangered endemic animals of Palawan. The reserve was established on August 31,
1976 by virtue of the Presidential Decree No.1578, this was initiated in response to
the appeal of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature to help save
African wildlife when former President Ferdinand Marcos attended the 3rd World
Conference in Kenya.
Coron Reefs, Coron Bay, Busuanga
Seven lakes surrounded by craggy limestone cliffs attract hundreds of nature lovers
to Coron Reefs in Northern Palawan, near the town of Coron. The principal dive sites
are 12 World War II Japanese shipwrecks sunk on September 24, 1944 by US Navy
action.
El Nido Marine Reserve Park
El Nido's sister hotel resorts El Nido Lagen Island and El Nido Miniloc Island in Miniloc
and Lagen Islands have been classified as "conservation‐minded places on a mission
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to protect the local environment". The resorts are active in both reef and island
conservation."
Malampaya Sound Land and Seascape Protected Area
Located in the Municipality of Taytay, this important ecological and economic zone is
a watershed and fishing ground, and the habitat of Bottle‐nosed and Irrawaddy
dolphins.
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
o Puerto‐Princesa Subterranean River National Park (1999)
This park features a large limestone karst landscape with an underground river.
One of the river's distinguishing features is that it emerges directly into the sea,
and its lower portion is subject to tidal influences. The area also represents a
significant habitat for biodiversity conservation. The site contains a full
'mountain‐to‐sea' ecosystem and has some of the most important forests in Asia.
o Tubbataha Reef Marine Park (1993)
The Tubbataha Reef Marine Park covers 332 km², including the North and South
Reefs. It is a unique example of an atoll reef with a very high density of marine
species; the North Islet serving as a nesting site for birds and marine turtles. The
site is an excellent example of a pristine coral reef with a spectacular 100 m
perpendicular wall, extensive lagoons and two coral islands.
o Ursula Island
This game refuge and bird sanctuary is situated near the Municipality
of Bataraza in southern Palawan. The islet is a migratory and wintering ground
for shorebirds and seabirds.
o Rasa Island Wildlife Sanctuary
This 1,983‐hectare protected area located in the municipality of Narra is a
nesting ground of the endemic Philippine cockatoo or katala. It also harbors
other rare bird species and marine turtles.
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5.0 PREVIOUS

ORK

5.1 History of Previous Work
Geological knowledge within the mineral claims held by Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial
Corp. and Palawan Star Mining and Industrial Corp. is based mainly on numerous works by
various explorers beginning from Casanola in 1956; Reyes in 1971; Martin in 1972;
Belandres in 1976; a team of BMG geologists in 1981; Cepek, Gramann, Kemper and Wolfart
in 1984; Maac and Agadier in 1986; and the RP‐Japan Project in 1987.
Within the general vicinity, a semi‐detailed stratigraphic mapping was conducted by A.C.
Cruz, et.al. in 1989, then a geological investigation for cement was undertaken within the
mineral claims of Western Cement Dev t Corp. in 1990 by Crisologo, Cruz and Miranda.
A similar geological investigation for cement was undertaken within the mineral claims of
Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc. in 1990 and 1992 by Cruz and Miranda, followed in 1994
by Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares.
Another geological investigation with diamond drilling work within the claim boundaries of
Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. and Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc. was
conducted by O. Vizcayno and R. erda in 1995.
5.2 Brief Description of the Essential Works Done by Previous Workers
Based on the stratigraphic mapping of A.C. Cruz, et.al. in 1989, and other additional
information gathered from previous geological works, the stratigraphy of the general area is
presented in Table 6 below:
FORMATION

AGE

Alluvium
Quaternary
Alfonso III
Late Miocene
Isugod
Middle Miocene
Ransang
Early Miocene
Panas
Early to Late Eocene
Palawan Ophiolite Complex
Cretaceous
Espina Formation
Mt. Heaufort Ultramafics
Table 6. Proposed Stratigraphy of South Central Palawan by A.C. Cruz, et.al. in 1989
5.2.1 Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994
The geological evaluation of the cement raw materials in Quezon, Palawan done by
Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994 aimed to ascertain the quality and quantity of the raw
materials present within the mineral property of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp.
The evaluation activities included semi‐detailed mapping and sampling. A total of 33
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limestone samples and 4 siltstone/mudstone and sandstone samples were collected for
chemical analysis. Rock samples for petrographic analysis were also collected.
The methods employed to ascertain the quality and quantity of the cement raw materials in
the area surveyed are:
a) semi‐detailed mapping, which included delineation of lithologic boundaries and
geological occurrences and relations;
b) megascopic descriptions of the cement raw materials and correlation with the
results of the chemical analysis of the rock samples; and
c) sampling at pre‐selected sites for at least one sample per claim employing channel
sampling across the bedding and chip sampling on limestone outcrops of boulder
floats.
Results of this geological work suggested that there are two sources of calcareous cement
raw materials, particularly from the Ransang Limestone and the Alfonso III Formation.
Based on the results of chemical analysis, samples from the Ransang Formation have
relatively higher lime and lower silica contents compared to the samples from Alfonso III.
Samples from the Ransang Formation have lime contents ranging from 46.33% to 53.97%,
and silica contents ranging from 0.29% to 6.92%. Samples from the Alfonso III Formation
have lime contents ranging from 40.68% to 47.26% and silica contents ranging from 5.90%
to 12.18%. All the samples collected reported MgO contents below the allowable 5%
maximum for finished Portland‐type cement.
The siltstone‐mudstone and the sandstone units are considered not suitable for two‐
component cement raw mix. This is due to high silica contents with corresponding low
alumina and iron content of siltstone‐mudstone. The sandstone, although suitable for
mixture with the lower lime calcareous material (Alfonso III Formation), it is not suitable
for higher lime material (from Ransang Limestone) and its quantity also considered
insufficient.
5.2.2 O. Vizcayno ‐ R. erda Group in 1995
The objectives of the O.Vizcayno ‐ R. erda Group work in 1995 were:
1. conduct geological mapping of the various rock types particularly the calcareous raw
material deposit;
2. conduct a location survey of proposed drill holes; and
3. supervise the geological aspects of drilling, core logging, and sample preparation.
The diamond drilling program was contracted by Geoline Service Inc., and completed only 4
holes, with an aggregate meterage of 504.05 meters, out of the contracted 6 holes. Drilling
lasted from May to September 1995, and was beset by numerous operational problems,
which forced Geoline to back off from the contract. Three of the 4 holes intercepted more
than 100 meters thick of calcareous raw material.
5.3 Results and Conclusions of Each of the Previous Workers
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5.3.1 Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994
For the geological evaluation of the cement raw materials in Quezon, Palawan done by
Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994, the following are the findings and recommendations:
1. Sufficient reserves of limestone suitable for cement manufacture are available in
most of the claims of Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. The total geologic
reserves of the limestone deposit from the Ransang Limestone and Alfonso III
Formation is 925,402,320 MT. The expected mineable reserves is computed at of
the geologic reserves which is 462,701,150 MT.
2. On the limestone samples taken, it was noted that the two rock formations
considered as sources of calcareous raw materials have distinct characteristics. The
Ransang Formation is somewhat coarser, harder and has relatively higher lime and
lower silica. The Alfonso III Formation is finer‐grained, soft and has lower lime and
higher silica.
3. The argillaceous material from the Panas Formation is considered not much suitable
for two‐component cement raw mix as proven from the trial mixes done.
4. The recommended source of argillaceous materials with the proven suitability for
the two‐component mix is the shale‐sandstone from the Isugod Formation which is
located south of barangay Foundation.
5.3.2 O. Vizcayno ‐ R. erda Group in 1995
The comparison of the stratigraphic section as mapped by the Bureau of Mines
Geoscience (BMG) and as interpreted by the erda Group is presented below in Table 7. The
BMG data outside the project area was adopted by the erda Group in the interpretation of
some geological features and/or structures affecting the project drilling area.
BMG Mapping
Formation
Age
Don Alfonso III
Late Miocene
Isugod
Middle Miocene
Ransang
Early Miocene
Panas
Early to Late Eocene
Espina
Cretaceous
erda Mapping
Don Alfonso/Ransang/Isugod Sediments
Interphase from Middle to Upper Miocene
Unconformity
Panas
Early to Late Eocene
Espina
Cretaceous
Table 7. Comparison of 1994 and 1995 Fieldworks
Previous workers, including the recent works of Cruz, et.al., mapped the Don Alfonso and
Ransang Limestone as separate rock formations. Field evidences gathered in erda s work,
particularly based on the results of drilling in the project area, showed the interphase
relationship of the two limestones formations and the lsugod sedimentary formation.
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Although there are some differences in the field occurrence and character of Don Alfonso
and Ransang limestone, these differences may have been brought about by weathering on
the texture and composition of the two limestones as well as their basinal position.
The principal structures affecting the project area are two north trending faults that may
have caused the graben faulting in the project area. The sites of DDH‐2 and DDH‐5 are
believed to be part of the down‐faulted block. Disruption on the surface along and adjacent
to these two faults is manifested in the northern extension of the faults along a 50‐100
meters stretch of the national road from the junction of Tumarbong going to Quezon. Here,
intense fracturing, brecciation of the Panas and Espina formations and steepening of the
lsugod beds have been observed.
The regional bedding structure of the Don Alfonso/Ransang limestone east northeast of the
drill area generally strikes east to northeast and dips 10 to 25 degrees to the north and
northwest, respectively. Observations by previous workers on the bedding of Don
Alfonso/Ransang Formations outside the mapped area towards the northwest of drill area
showed the limestone beds striking northwest and dip gently to the northeast.
A probable reserve of 450 million tons of calcareous raw materials and 60 million tons of
shale‐sandstone, have been estimated within the drilled area. These calculated reserves are
based on information derived from the geologic maps and sections and, the results of
drilling. The drilling information however, is based only on four completed drill holes out of
the proposed six holes. Figure 4 below is an estimation of reserves by the erda Group.
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Figure 4. Ore Reserve By erda Group
The following Table 8 shows a summary of the parameters and computations for the reserve
estimates:
AREA
Specific Gravity
DEPTH
Tonnage
LOCATON
INFLUENCE
(Limestone 2.5)
(meters)
(MT)
(sq. m.)
(Shale 2.2)
Area 1 (DDH‐1)
271,300
100
2.5
67,825,000
Area 2 (DDH‐2)
284,250
150
2.5
106,593,750
234,850
30
2.5
17,613,750
Area 3 (DDH‐4)
56,950
150
2.5
21,356,250
234,850
50
2.2
25,833,500
Area 4 (DDH‐5)
286,650
120
2.5
85,995,000
Area 5 (DDH‐3)
304,800
100
2.5
76,200,000
323,700
100
2.5
80,925,000
Area 6 (DDH‐6)
323,700
50
2.2
35,607,000
Total Probable Reserve of Limestone
456,508,750
Total Probable Reserve of Shale‐Sandstone
61,440,500
Table 8. Probable Ore Reserve Computation within the claim boundaries of Pyramid Hill
Mining and Industrial Corp. and Palawan Star Mining Ventures Inc.
The erda Group further concluded and recommended the following:
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1. The geological mapping and drilling of Palawan Cement Project area, indicate the
presence of an economically viable deposit of cement raw materials.
2. A probable reserve of about 450 million tons of limestone deposit and 60 million
tons of shale‐sandstone additives are available in the present drilling area.
3. The grade of the limestone deposit ranges from 44.57% to 48.59% CaO. As of this
date, the results of analyses of drill core samples are limited only to the 2‐section
whole core samples per hole submitted to Ostrea Laboratory.
4. The Don Alfonso, Ransang Limestone, and lsugod sedimentary rocks based on the
present but limited drilling results seem to interphase with each other. The extent of
each lithologic interphase cannot be determined in the present available drilling
data.
5. It is therefore necessary in the overall assessment of limestone and shale‐sandstone
resources that the following program of work be carried out:
a) Verification of the extension of the shale‐sandstone unit intercepted at DDH‐
4 by at least two drill holes in the northern and western part of DDH‐4 site.
b) b) A topographic survey to further enhance the accuracy of the actual
location, elevation, and control station for future drilling/ore reserve
calculation, and other geological work.
c) A grid drilling program of the proposed quarry sites to evaluate the overall
limestone and shale‐sandstone raw material resources of Palawan Cement
Project.
d) Previous surface sampling showed Ransang
limestone yielding
._
....,
...., higher CaO as
compared to Don Alfonso. Future drilling should consider confirmation of
such indications. This is further strengthened by the surface sampling made
during this recent investigation. Results are very encouraging ranging from
47.32% to 48.59% CaO.
e) Drilling program that will yield positive mineable reserves and better
engineering data for open pit design and geological considerations.
.,;;/
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6.0 HISTOR OF PRODUCTION
6.1 Production History at the Panitian Limestone Area
There has not been any Limestone quarrying operation at the Panitian Area. Only surface
exploration work involving grab sampling, geological mapping, and very limited trenching for
channel sampling have been done.
Prior to the work done by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp, very limited diamond core drilling
using NQ‐ to BQ‐size tubes had been done.
6.2 Areas Mined Within the Tenement Area
Previous exploration work for limestone assessment had been confined within the
southeastern portion of the Pyramid Hill group of claims, an area bounded specifically by East
Longitudes 118 02 00 and 118 04 00 and North Latitudes 9 09 00 and 9 11 00 . The
evaluation for shale raw materials was confined to the southern portion of the group of
claims of Palawan Star Mining Venture Inc., an area bounded specifically by East Longitudes
118 03 00 and 118 04 00 and North Latitudes 9 11 00 and 9 12 30 .
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7.0 REGIONAL GEOLOG
7.1 Regional Geological Setting
Palawan is considered a continental fragment derived from the Asian mainland during the
opening of the South China Sea in early Oligocene to Miocene. The rocks in Palawan, particularly
in the northeastern part is markedly different from the arc‐related rocks to the east, including
those found in northwest Mindoro, western part of Panay, Negros and Cebu islands. Southwest
Mindoro, Romblon, Tablas Islands and the extreme western fringe of Panay island may include
rifted continental fragments (e.g. Rangin et al., 1985; Rangin and Pubellier, 1990; Gabo et al.,
2009; umul et al., 2009).
7.2 Regional Stratigraphy
The general stratigraphic framework of Palawan is divided into North and South, recognizing
the fact that the geologic setting in the north is different from those in the south (MGB, 2010).
The stratigraphy of South Palawan is outlined below and brief descriptions of the units are
presented.
Tagburos Opalite
Iwahig Formation
Alfonso III Formation
Isugod Formation
Ransang Limestone
Balabac Formation
Sagasa Melange
Pandian Formation
Panas Formation
Sumbiling Limestone
Palawan Ophiolite

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Early to Late Pleistocene
Pliocene
Late Miocene
Middle Miocene
Early Miocene
Late Oligocene to Miocene
Oligocene
Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene
Eocene
Eocene
Cretaceous

Pala an Op iolite
The basement complex in southern Palawan is the different formational units that form the
ophiolite. The Palawan Ophiolite is composed of the Beaufort Ultramafic Complex, Stavely
Gabbro, Espina Formation and Dalrymple Amphibolite. The Palawan Ophiolite is considered
Cretaceous in age but the emplacement of the ophiolite occurred during the Eocene.
Panas ormation
The Panas Formation is composed of a sequence of indurated, turbiditic, medium‐ to thinly‐
bedded alternations of quartz‐rich, feldspathic, calcareous to clayey sandstones, siltstones and
shales. Carbonates and clayey matrix are noted. Based on the identified foraminifera from the
shale and sandstone sequence, a Paleocene to Eocene age is established although later studies
placed its age as Eocene. The Panas Formation unconformably overlies the Espina Formation
amd intertongues with the Sumbiling Limestone.
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Sum iling imestone
The Sumbiling Limestone is described as a massive, partly crystalline dark gray limestone. The
type locality is in the southern part of Palawan in Bataraza. The age of the unit is Eocene.
Pandian ormation
The Pandian Formation is composed of massive, coarse‐grained arkosic sandstone with
mudstone and silty shale interbeds downsection. Thick conglomerate beds are found at the
base. It is 1500m to 2000m thick and confined mostly in southern Palawan. The age of the
Pandian Formation is Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene.
Sagasa Melange
The Sagasa M lange refers to a chaotic mixture of turbidite, pillow basalt, chert and quartzite.
This unit occurs in the scattered islets in Ulugan Bay. It is probably of Oligocene age.
ala ac ormation
The Balabac Formation is a Late Oligocene – Miocene limestone, sandstone, shale and
conglomerate unit and estimated to be 1100m to 2300m. This formation is mostly found in the
southern tip of Palawan.
Ransang imestone
The Ransang Limestone is described as massive to bedded limestone, calcarenites and
calcisiltites of early Miocene age. The environment of deposition is shallow marine from the
main reef to lagoonal area. The Ransang Limestones are exposed in Labog, Barangay
Underground, Devil s Peak, Malanut Range, Pagoda Hills and along the Ipilan – Kalatagbak
route. The type locality is in Barrio Ransang, Quezon.
Isugod ormation
The Isugod Formation is a Middle Miocene rhythmic sequence of interbedded shale and
quartzofeldspathic sandstone with minor limestone and conglomerate. It is 900m thick. It is
unconformably overlying the ophiolite.
Alfonso III ormation
The Late Miocene Alfonso III Formation is composed of a sequence of limestone, sandstone,
claystone, marl and impure calcareous claystone. It is exposed in the western part of Quezon
municipality and estimated to be 1000m thick. This formation unconformably overlies the
Isugod and Pandian or Panas Formations depending on locality.
I a ig ormation
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The Iwahig Formation, which is Pliocene in age, is composed of two members: Pusok
Conglomerate and Panoyan Limestone. The Pusok Conglomerate consists of conglomerate with
interbeds of fine‐ to medium‐grained light greenish gray sandstone and light gray siltstone. The
conglomerate is composed of pebbles, cobbles and boulders of ultramafic rocks, gabbro, schists
and occasional megafossils in a clayey sandstone matrix in Central Palawan. In the south, the
pebblesw are made up of chert, limestone and indurated sediments in a sandy to limy
groundmass.
The Panoyan Limestone is cream to buff with shades of pink, massive, coralline and cliff‐
forming. It mostly occurs in southern Palawan in Bataraza, Iwahig River, Dalingding Hill and
Mount Gangob. It is Pliocene to Pleistocene in age.
ag uros Opalite
The Tagburos Opalite refers to siliceous rocks around Puerto Princesa City. It is Pleistocene in
age. It is composed of chalcedony and variegated opaline silica.
The lithologic units recognized in the PHAC tenement areas within Quezon and Española may
belong to the Panas, Isugod and Alfonso III Formations while the limestone may be part of the
Ransang Limestone and the carbonate member of the Alfonso III Formation.
7.3 Regional Structures
Palawan is surrounded by several major tectonic features reflecting complex boundaries
related to subduction, collision, on ramping of ophiolite slivers and thrusting.
To the northwest is the southern edge of the Manila Trench where it continues onland and
expressed as major thrust fault structures in southwest Mindoro and western part of Panay in
Antique. Further to the southeast and south are the Negros and Sulu Trenches.
The Palawan continental block that collided into the Philippine Mobile Belt includes Palawan,
southwest Mindoro, Buruanga Peninsula in Panay and extended further towards Tablas and
Romblon islands.
The Palawan Trough in offshore Palawan is interpreted as an extinct trench of the Cagayan arc
system. The Palawan ophiolite, which occurs between the trough and the Cagayan arc is
considered an obducted oceanic fragment from the subduction at the Palawan trough.
In central Palawan, the Ulugan Bay Fault divides the island (MGB, 2010). However, this fault
does not mark the boundary between the two tectonostratigraphic terranes. Instead, the
ophiolite is thrust upon the Palawan continental terrane (Encarnaci n et al., 1995 and
references therein) further north of the Ulugan fault, as the arc materials extend past it.
Several thrust faults are present which define terrane boundaries between the obducted
ophiolitic slab and the Palawan continental platform. Further to the south, numerous faults and
linear features within the ophiolitic units are indicated that may represent adjustments and
deformations associated with the emplacement of oceanic crust on land.
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8.0 MINERAL PROPERT GEOLOG
8.1 Geological Work Undertaken by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp. in the Property
PHA conducted a systematic grid sampling and core drilling campaign over a 1 km2 area in
the southeastern portion of its tenement located in the municipalities of Española and
Quezon, Palawan. The purpose of the grid sampling is to characterize and quantify the
limestone deposit present in that portion of the Malanut range.
The grid sampling and mapping program was designed following an ocular inspection of the
study area by the authors. The center of the study area was determined from results of the
O. Vizcayno – R. erda Group done in 1995.
The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval grid. A total of 441 sampling
points were staked but only 435 sites were sampled. Six (6) sites were not sampled as these
points correspond to areas where no outcrops were present. Figure 5‐a shows the original
design of the surface sampling and drilling program over the study area. The plan was
designed with the end‐task of estimating mineral resource in mind. A regular interval is
envisioned to provide less bias than an irregular‐spaced sampling program.

Figure 5‐a. The original design of the surface sampling and drilling program
Immediately following the grid sampling program is the implementation of a diamond drill
core program. Over these same areas, a core drilling program was simultaneously
implemented.
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Figure 5‐b below is the plan view of the actual grid sampling area of the project site.
Tabulated in Appendix A are the location, description and assay results of the surface
samples. Appendix B presents the sampling intervals and assay results of the drill cores.

Figure 5‐b. Plan view of the actual grid sampling area and completed
drillholes of the project site.
8.2 Rock Types and Their Geological Relationships
The focus of the geologic works done by PHAC is within the Malanut Range. Detailed surface
sampling and drilling activities are confined within a 1 km2 area in the southern part of
MPSA‐173‐2001‐IV. However, reconnaissance level field mapping and sampling of the
limestone extended further westward of the Malanut Range.
The limestones encountered in the Malanut range are composed of massive to laminated,
buff to cream sparite, biosparite, micrite and sparse biomicrite. They are observed to have
either alternating or intertonguing relationships of the various types of limestones. Some
occasional calcite veins with well‐developed crystal faces are noted.
Dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves are noted
especially further to the western part of the Malanut Range where steep vertical limestone
faces are prominent (Refer to Figure 1 below).
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The contact of the limestone with the sedimentary units lies outside of the tenement
property in the south. However, the contact between them is observed in some of the
drillholes. In some instances, the calcareous sediments form intervening sequences within
the limestone units (Refer to Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 6. Prominent limestone cliffs form on the southern part of the Malanut Range.

Figure 7. Occurrence of intervening calcareous sediments within the limestone intercepted
at EDH‐003. The contact is sharp and in some cases transitional.
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Figure 8. EDH‐001 was terminated at 81.30m in calcareous shale‐sandstone sequences.
It is observed that the limestone form massive bodies in most instances. Laminations and
bedding are also noted in some localities where the attitude of the beds are generally flat‐
lying to slightly dipping ( 20°) towards the north and northwest (Please Refer to Figure 4
below).

Figure 9. Outcrops of blocky, bedded micrite to sparite in the northwestern part of the
range.
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Figure 10. Close up photo of the limestone walls as seen from Figure 6.
The limestones are mainly cream to buff sparite to micrite units.
The clastic units are composed of calcareous siltstones, sandstones and turbiditic sequence
of alternating shale‐sandstone units. Further to the east of the tenement towards Barangays
Isugod, Iwahig and Berong are alternating shale‐sandstone sequences.

Figure 11. Photo of calcareous sediments mainly mudstones to siltstones
that are found in the northern part of the tenement.
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8.3 Description of Various Geological Structures
There are no faulting and other structures that were observed and mapped during the
geological evaluation of the 1km² grid. Other workers interpret the steep‐sided walls as
manifestations of faulting. These workers believe that the steep‐sided walls are remnants of
dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves. In some
sections of the drill holes where gouge were logged, it is believed that these are muddy
deposits of water that seasonally circulate or pass through the cavernous limestone deposit,
and are not necessarily gouge resulting from the grinding along movements at
surfaces/faces of faults.
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9.0 MINERALI ATION IN THE PROPERT
9.1 Overview of the Mineralization
9.1.1 Composition and Environments of Formation
Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed primarily of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in the
form of the mineral calcite. It is generally an organic sedimentary rock that forms from the
accumulation of shell, coral, algal, and fecal debris that commonly forms in clear, warm,
shallow marine waters. It can also be a chemical sedimentary rock formed by the
precipitation of calcium carbonate from lake or ocean water.
In a marine environment, limestones form in shallow, calm, warm marine waters. It is in this
type of environment where organisms capable of forming calcium carbonate shells and
skeletons can easily extract the needed ingredients from ocean water. When these animals
die, their shell and skeletal debris accumulate as sediment that might be lithified into
limestone. Their waste products can also contribute to the sediment mass. Limestones
formed from this type of sediment are biological sedimentary rocks. Their biological origin is
often revealed in the rock by the presence of fossils. Many limestone‐forming environments
are found in shallow water areas between 30 degrees north latitude and 30 degrees south
latitude.
Some other limestones can form by direct precipitation of calcium carbonate from marine
or freshwater. Limestones formed this way are chemical sedimentary rocks. They are
thought to be less abundant than the biological limestones.
Limestone can also form through evaporation. Stalactites, stalagmites, and other cave
formations (often called "speleothems") are examples of limestone that formed through
evaporation. In a cave, droplets of water seeping down from above enter the cave through
fractures or other pore spaces in the cave ceiling. There they might evaporate before falling
to the cave floor. When the water evaporates, any calcium carbonate that was dissolved in
the water will be deposited on the cave ceiling. Over time, this evaporative process can
result in an accumulation of icicle‐shaped calcium carbonate on the cave ceiling. These
deposits are known as stalactites. If the droplet falls to the floor and evaporates there, a
stalagmite could grow upwards from the cave floor.
The limestone that makes up these cave formations is known as "travertine" and is a
chemical sedimentary rock. A rock known as "tufa" is a limestone formed by evaporation at
a hot spring, lake shore, or other area.
9.1.2 Uses of Limestone
Limestone has an enormous diversity of uses. Some limestones are cut and used as
decorative or dimension stones while some are crushed and used as construction materials.
Calcination of the mineral calcite (CaC0 ), which is what mainly comprises limestone, yields
lime (CaO) for commercial use. Lime is consumed in a variety of industries. The Cement and
the Iron and Steel Industries are the major consumers of limestone.
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9.1.2.1 Limestone Use in the Cement Industry
Cement, as a binding material, is a very important building material. Almost every
construction work requires cement. The composition of cement, therefore, is a matter of
interest for engineers. For understanding the cement composition, one must be familiar
with the functions of the cement ingredients. By altering the amount of an ingredient during
cement production, one can achieve a desired cement quality.
In general, limestone containing about 45% CaO and above is usually preferred for the
manufacture of cement. Magnesia content in the stone should ideally be less than 3%,
although as high as 5% MgO is used by the industry. The proportion of Al O Fe O : SiO
should be 1:2:5. Magnesia, sulphur and phosphorus are regarded as most undesirable
impurities. The presence of phosphorus and P O more than 1% slows down the setting time
of Portland cement.
There are eight (8) major ingredients of cement. These are:
Lime,
Silica,
Alumina,
Magnesia,
Iron Oxide,
Calcium Sulfate,
Sulfur Trioxide, and
Alkaline.
Lime is Calcium Oxide (CaO ) or Calcium Hydroxide. The proportion of lime is to be carefully
maintained. Lime in excess makes the cement unsound and causes the cement to expand
and disintegrate. On the other hand, if lime is deficient, the strength of the cement
decreases and it causes cement to set quickly.
Silica is Silicon Dioxide (SiO ). Silica gives or imparts strength to the cement due to the
formation of dicalcium and tricalcium silicates. If silica is present in excess quantity, the
strength of the cement increases but at the same time, its setting time is prolonged.
Alumina is Aluminum Oxide (Al O ). This ingredient imparts quick setting property to the
cement. It acts as a flux and it lowers the clinkering temperature. However the high
temperature is essential for the formation of a suitable type of cement and hence the
alumina should not be present in excess amount as it weakens the cement.
Magnesia is Magnesium Oxide (MgO). This ingredient, if present in small amount, imparts
hardness and color to the cement. A high content of magnesia makes the cement unsound.
Iron Oxide is Fe O . This ingredient imparts color, hardness and strength to the cement.
Calcium Sulfate is CaSO . This ingredient is in the form of gypsum and its function is to slow
down or retard the setting action of cement.
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Sulfur Trioxide is SO . A very small amount of Sulphur is useful in making sound cement. The
SO content should not be more than 2%. Otherwise, excess Sulfur Trioxide causes cement
to be unsound.
Alkali or alkaline is any of the soluble hydroxides of the alkali metals, such as lithium,
sodium, potassium, rubidium, and cesium. Alkalis are strong bases that turn litmus paper
from red to blue, they react with acids to yield neutral salts, and they are caustic and in
concentrated form are corrosive to organic tissues. Alkaline should not be present in excess
of 1%. Excess Alkaline matter causes efflorescence (loss of water).
Some common examples of alkali salts are:
a) soda ash (Na2CO3) or sodium carbonate
b) caustic soda (NaOH) or sodium hydroxide
c) potassium hydroxide (KOH) generic name of lye
d) slaked lime (Ca(OH)2 or calcium hydroxide
e) Mg(OH)2 or magnesium hydroxide
9.1.2.2 Limestone Use in the Iron and Steel Industry
When limestone contains a certain portion of magnesium, it is termed dolomite or dolomitic
limestone (CaCO MgCO . Dolomite theoretically contains 54.35 % of CaCO and 45.65 % of
MgCO (30.4% CaO; 21.9% MgO; and 47.7% CO ). However, in nature, dolomite is not
available in this exact proportion. Hence generally the rock containing 40‐45 % MgCO is
usually called dolomite. When MgCO is less than 40% but more than 20%, then the
limestone is called dolomitic limestone. The chemical composition of limestone and
dolomite varies greatly from region to region as well as between different deposits in the
same region. Therefore, the end product from each natural deposit is different. Typically
limestone and dolomite are composed of calcium carbonate (CaCO ), magnesium carbonate
(MgCO ), silica (SiO ), alumina (Al O ), iron (Fe), sulphur (S) and other trace elements.
Both limestone and dolomite are extensively used in an iron and steel plant in various
processes. Specification of limestone and dolomite for iron making is less rigid. But for steel
making, limestone should have very low silica (SiO ) and alumina (Al O ) since these
elements will need additional flux to neutralize them which will increase slag volumes.
Further additional heat will be required for keeping fluid this amount of additional slag. Also
important is the consistency of chemical composition and size fraction. Further limestone
used for calcination should have good decrepitation index.
In the Iron and Steel Industry, limestone is basically used as a slag former. Dolomite is used
as a slag former, slag modifier and as a refractory material. The process of iron making is the
reduction of iron ore to produce iron. Iron ore normally contain gangue materials such as
silica (SiO ), Alumina (Al O ) along with sulphur (S) and Phosphorus (P). Removal of these
impurities is done by combining the gangue materials with CaO and/or MgO to form slag
which consists of low melting point complex compounds such as calcium silicate, calcium
aluminate etc. CaO and MgO is charged along with other raw materials in the form of lime
stone and dolomite or it is charged through sinter where again fines of limestone and
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dolomite is used. This limestone or dolomite is first decomposed into CaO or CaO MgO
which then combine with gangue to form slag. Further lime from limestone reacts with
sulfur present in the raw materials to form CaS which goes into slag.
During pretreatment of hot metal in desulphurization plant lime is an essential component
of the desulphurizing compound. During steel making high basicity of the steel making slag
is being maintained with the help of lime. Lime is also used in secondary steel making. In
steel melting shop, fettling of the lining as well as patching is done with dolomite based
compounds. Calcined dolomite is also used in converters to maintained MgO levels in the
steel making slags. It also acts as a slag modifier in case of slag splashing. Burnt dolomite is
also used for making refractory bricks for the purpose of lining in steel melting shop.
As a general guide, the following limits of chemical composition are set for limestone that
are amenable to the Cement and Iron and Steel Industries,:
Compound

Common
Name

Ideal
Limits

Best

% CaO

Lime

42% min

54.00%

% Al O

Alumina

2% to 4%
min

1.99%

% Cr O

Chromium
Oxide

%Fe O

(For Cement)
(For Steel)

%K O

Potassium
Oxide

% MgO

Magnesia

% MnO

Manganese
Oxide

% Na O

Alkaline

% P O5

Phosphate

% SiO

Silica

% SO
% TiO
% CaSO

Sulfur
Trioxide
Titanium
Oxide
Calcium
Sulfate

1% to 2%
max
0.5% to
6% min

4% max

0% to 1%
max
1% max
12% to
25% min
1% to 3%
min

0.1 % to
0.5% min

Grade Ranges
Better
Good
53.99% to 49.99% to
50.00%
42.00%
2.00% to
3.00% to
2.99%
3.99%

Fail
41.99%
4.00%

0.50% to
0.99%
5.99% to
3.00%

1.00% to
1.99%
2.99% to
0.50%

0.99%

1.00% to
1.99%

2.00% to
2.99%

3.00%

0.24%

0.25% to
0.49%

0.5% to
0.99%

1.00%

17.00% to
24.99%
1.00% to
1.99%

12.00 to
16.99%
2.00% to
2.99%

0.11 to
0.30%

0.31% to
0.49%

0.49%
6.00%

25.00%
0.99%

0.10%

2.00%
0.49%

11.99%
3.00%

0.50%

Loss On
Ignition
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Bulk Density
Sp. Gr. I
Sp. Gr. II
Table 9. Limestone Composition for Cement and Steel and Iron Industries
Other uses of limestone include a) as fluxing material in ferro‐alloys, pelletization plants,
and foundries; b) for the production of sponge for iron, c) as refining materials in the
production of sugar, d) as an additive in the glass industry, e) as a coating material in the
fertilizer industry, and f) in the cooking of range and grass in the paper industry.
9.2 Type of Mineralization as Mapped
From the study of the drill logs of R. erda and the recently concluded PHAC drilling
program, it is discerned that the Ransang Limestone in the area was formed in near‐shallow
marine environment, thus it has sections with siliclastic‐dominated components (mud, silt
and sand) deposited in a reducing environment, and juxtaposed with organic, reefal
limestone. This depositional environment, in general, is also known as Marginal‐Marine or
Transition Area , extending from beach/tidal flat to neritic (continental shelf and organic
reef). Limestone deposited in the Transition Area is typically cavernous. The cavity
intersected in Drill Hole No. 1 from 37.80 to 45.30 meters of the erda drilling (a 7.50‐meter
wide void) below the collar is an example of the cavern that could likely be present in other
localities within the limestone formation.
The Figure 12 below is a schematic representation of the environment of deposition of the
Ransang limestone.

Figure 12. Schematic Representation of the Environment of Deposition
of the Ransang limestone
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The Folk classification system places primary emphasis on the detailed composition of grains
and interstitial material in carbonate rocks. Based on composition, there are three main
components: allochems (grains), matrix (mostly micrite), and cement (sparite). The Folk
system uses two‐part names; the first refers to the grains and the second is the root. It is
helpful to have a petrographic microscope when using the Folk scheme, because it is easier
to determine the components present in each sample.
The Dunham scheme focuses on depositional textures. Each name is based upon the texture
of the grains that make up the limestone. The classification system focuses on the
depositional fabric of carbonate rocks. Dunham divides the rocks into four main groups
based on relative proportions of coarser clastic particles. Unlike the Folk scheme, Dunham
deals with the original porosity of the rock. The Dunham scheme is more useful for hand
samples because it is based on texture, not the grains in the sample.
In general, the chemical composition of the samples i.e., CaCO , CaO, SiO , Fe O , Al O , is
influenced by the relative contents of particles in the siliclastic rock. Hence, the use of any of
these classification schemes would provide an indication of the chemical composition of a
particular sample.
9.3 Geological Structures
There are no faulting and other structures that were observed and mapped during the
geological evaluation of the 1km² grid. Other workers interpret the steep‐sided walls as
manifestations of faulting. These workers believe that the steep‐sided walls are remnants of
dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves. In some
sections of the drill holes where gouge were logged, it is believed that these are muddy
deposits of water that seasonally circulate or pass through the cavernous limestone deposit,
and are not necessarily gouge resulting from the grinding along movements at
surfaces/faces of faults.
9.4 Localization of the Deposit
The focus of the geologic works enabled by PHAC is within the Malanut Range. Detailed
surface sampling and drilling activities are confined within a 1 km2 area in the southern part
of MPSA‐173‐2001‐IV. However, reconnaissance level field mapping and sampling of the
limestone extended further westward of the Malanut Range.
The limestones encountered in the Malanut range are composed of massive to laminated,
buff to cream sparite, biosparite, micrite and sparse biomicrite. They are observed to have
either alternating or intertonguing relationships of the various types of limestones. Some
occasional calcite veins with well‐developed crystal faces are noted.
Dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves are noted
especially further to the western part of the Malanut Range where steep vertical limestone
faces are prominent.
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The contact of the limestone with the sedimentary units lies outside of the tenement
property in the south. However, the contact between them is observed in some of the
drillholes. In some instances, the calcareous sediments form intervening sequences within
the limestone units.
It is observed that the limestone form massive bodies in most instances. Laminations and
bedding are also noted in some localities where the attitude of the beds are generally flat‐
lying to slightly dipping ( 20°) towards the north and northwest
The clastic units are composed of calcareous siltstones, sandstones and turbiditic sequence
of alternating shale‐sandstone units. Further to the east of the tenement towards Barangays
Isugod, Iwahig and Berong are alternating shale‐sandstone sequences.
Another important depositional feature that has been mapped is the presence of voids on
the surface. The accurate marking of these caves and voids will definitely influence the
estimation of the resource.
Figure 13 below is a plan of the interpreted dispersion of the sparite, biosparite, micrite and
biomicrite within the 1km² grid study area.

Figure 13. Interpreted Dispersion of Sparite, Micrite
and Their Respective Bio‐Containing Counterparts
From the figure, it may be discerned that the sparite‐type is the more dominant variety of
limestone. The biosparite‐type limestone is sporadic but generally follows a somewhat
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northeasterly dispersion. The micrite‐type limestone is also sporadic and is disposed
towards the east of the grid. These patterns are believed to be indicative of paleo drainage
patterns that suggest a general draining towards the east of the area. In general, the
outcrop patterns could be considered continuous over a couple of hundred meters.
9.5 Length, Width, Depth of Mineralization, and Continuity
The lateral extent of the naturally‐occurring limestone outside the 1‐km² grid study area has
not been adequately tested. Reconnaissance work towards the western to northwestern
portions of the Malanut Range, however, confirms the continuity of the Ransang Limestone
in these grounds. Figure 2 below shows persistence of limestone occurrences toward the
northwest.
Drilling Worksheets summarized by the undersigned ae presented in Appendix C. From the
intercepts of the 10‐hole drilling program, limestone has been intercepted from all collars,
and has persisted to depths ranging from 35.00 to 120.00 meters from collar. The thickest
limestone intercept is 120.00 meters at EDH‐009. Intertonguing of the sparite, micrite and
the calcareous clastic sediments have been observed in almost all holes drilled. The
individual thicknesses of the various limestone sections range from 4.0 to 5.0 to 6.0 meters
thick in sections of EDH‐004, EDH 005 and EDH‐007, from 35.0 to 59.0, to 76.0, to 83.0, to
92.00 to 95.0 to 97.0, and to 115.0 and 120.0 meters in sections of EDH‐001, EDH‐002, EDH‐
003, EDH‐004, EDH‐006, EDH‐007, EDH‐008, EDH‐009 and EDH‐010.

Figure 14. Reconnaissance Geological Work at Malanut Range
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Drill Hole
EDH‐001
EDH‐002
EDH‐003
EDH‐004
EDH‐005
EDH‐006
EDH‐007
EDH‐008
EDH‐009
EDH‐010

Collar (msl)
Bottom (msl)
Bottom of
Top of shale/
(meters)
(meters)
limestone
sandstone
337.00
255.70
277.70
277.70
339.00
261.40
272.80
272.80
360.00
250.00
In Limestone
263.70 – 257.20
347.00
249.00
263.80
263.80
300.00
182.70
189.45
188.70
341.00
220.90
225.80
225.80
317.00
210.70
222.30
222.30
274.00
172.00
181.90
181.90
297.00
177.00
In Limestone
321.00
240.00
249.85
249.85
Table 10. Tops and Bottoms of Limestones as Intercepted
In the Drill Holes

9.6 Element Grade Levels and Patterns
The results of analysis of geochemical bedrock samples collected from the grid are
presented below from Figures 15,16,17,18,19,20 and 21 for CaO, Al O , Fe O , MgO, Na O ,
SiO , and SO , respectively.

Figure 15. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for CaO
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Figure 16. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for Al O

Figure 17. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for Fe O
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Figure 18. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for MgO

Figure 19. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for Na O
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Figure 20. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for SiO

Figure 21. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for SO
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Interpretations of some of the results of analysis of geochemical bedrock samples collected
from the grid are presented below from Figures 22,23,24 and 25 particularly for CaO, Al O ,
Fe O , and SiO , respectively.

Figure 22. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for CaO
The analysis results for CaO ranging from 50.00% to 53.99% generally cover most parts of
the 1‐km² grid study area. The analysis results for CaO that are 54.00% are sporadic and
occur mostly in the western portion of the grid. This CaO range is that which is amenable to
the Iron Industry. The volume of the occurrence of this range could be considered spotty
and not at all abundant. The analysis results for CaO that range from 42.00 to 49.99%
correspond to the outline of the micrite body.
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Figure 23. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for Al O

Figure 24. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for Fe O
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The general dispersion patterns of the results of favorable Al O ( 0.90%) and Fe O
( 0.49%) are roughly coincident with one another. These dispersion patterns also
correspond to the biosparite body that abounds from the southwest to the northwest
corners of the 1‐km² grid.

Figure 25. Geochemical Bedrock Sampling Results for SiO
The higher silica range ( 5.00%) generally corresponds to the outline of the micrite, while
the spotty, lower silica range ( 5.00%) roughly corresponds to the sparite outlines.
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10.0 EXPLORATION
10.1 Geological Work
10.1.1 Geological Data Generated from Mapping and Surface Sampling
All geological data generated from the surface mapping and geochemical bedrock sampling
within and around the immediate vicinity of the 1.0‐km² grid study area are stored in the
Exploration Dataset (Appendix D). The sampling and mapping exercises were done by the
geological team composed of Messrs. Nelson E. Degracia, Ferdinand T. Jumawan, Alexer C.
Mapa and and Danilo Q. Barquio. The core logging for lithology, geotechnical data gathering,
core cutting and sampling were conducted by the same team following the 2017 Exploration
Manual for PHAC Limestone Project (Appendix F).
The geological mapping and core logging were done using the nomenclature specified in
Folk s (1962) classification of limestones. In this classification, the type of limestone is based
on the proportion of the components, if any, of lime mud matrix, sparite cement and
organic constituents.
In general, the limestones intercepted by the drill holes include biomicrite, biosparite and a
transition between the two and calcareous sandstone/siltstone/shale. Calcite crystals are
also noted occurring within the cavities or as recrystallized portions of massive limestones.
10.1.2 Geological Maps and Sections
Plan maps showing lithology, results of sampling, road networks, etc were prepared on
various scales to show project‐ and district‐wide features. The topographic information over
this portion of Palawan was derived from downloaded NASA Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) version 3 with a 1‐arc second ( 30m) resolution data accessed via the USGS
Global Data Explorer (GDex) website.
Graphical correlations of limestone with grade assays are shown in the Drilling Worksheets
prepared by the undersigned (Appendix C). These became basis for the calculation of the
mineral resources.
10.1.3 Sample Location Map
The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval grid. A total of 441 sampling
points were staked but only 435 sites were sampled. Six (6) sites were not sampled as these
points correspond to areas where no outcrops were present. The original design of the
surface sampling and drilling program over the study area was previously shown in Figure 5‐
a. The plan was designed with the end‐task of estimating mineral resource in mind. A
regular interval is envisioned to provide less bias than an irregular‐spaced sampling
program.
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10.2 Surface Sampling
10.2.1 Outcrop Sampling
Surface sampling involves composite grab, chip or rock channel sampling. Prior to actual
sampling of rock, the surface are cleaned by chipping away oxidized, weathered or altered
surfaces. Fresh and newly cut surfaces are included as part of the samples to be collected.
Flagging tapes are used to mark sampling points in the field and labelled with the Field
ID/Sample No. and the date.
2 to 3 kg samples are taken from each sampling point and submitted to Intertek for
laboratory analysis. Samples are logged on site and relogged at the core house taking note
of their physical attributes and identifying the limestone type.
The classification scheme employed is based on component and matrix or cement
compositions as proposed by Folk (1962) and Dunham (1977). Figure 26 presents the
limestone classifications referred to in the field.

Figure 26. Limestone classification scheme utilised in describing the limestone deposits in
Panitian (Folk, 1977; Tucker, 2003). PHA primarily utilised the classification scheme from
Folk (1977) where most of the Panitian limestones fall into micrite, sparite, biomicrite and
biosparite in terms of their dominant cement compositions.
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10.2.2 Trench Sampling, Test Pit Sampling
There were no trenching nor test pitting programs considered in the PHAC exploration
program.
10.3 Drilling and Sampling
10.3.1 Description of Drilling Program
A total of ten holes were initially drilled in the Panitian Limestone Project between
December, 2017 and March, 2018. An additional drilling of seven (7) holes will be done after
the assessment of the results of the initial drilling program. In the follow‐up program, five
(5) holes will be for limestone in‐fill drilling, and two (2) holes will be drilled for possible
silica sources. Summarized in Table 1 below are some details of the Initial Drilling Program
at Panitian.
HOLE ID

GS84 mE

GS84 mN Ele

EDH‐001
EDH‐002
EDH‐003
EDH‐004
EDH‐005
EDH‐006
EDH‐007
EDH‐008
EDH‐009
EDH‐010

614307
613908
614105
613895
614312
614105
613691
613911
613898
613718

1012002
1011997
1012180
1012224
1012428
1012589
1012200
1012422
1012593
1012573

337
339
360
347
300
341
317
325
274
297

Bearing Dip
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Actual
Depth
81.30
77.60
110.00
98.00
117.30
120.1
106.30
102.00
120.00
81.00

Date Start
1‐Dec‐17
22‐Dec‐17
19‐Dec‐17
6‐Jan‐18
13‐Jan‐18
2‐Feb‐18
3‐Feb‐18
19‐Feb‐18
1‐Mar‐18
6‐Mar‐18

Date
Completed
8‐Dec‐17
25‐Jan‐18
29‐Dec‐17
10‐Jan‐18
19‐Jan‐18
8‐Feb‐18
8‐Feb‐18
25‐Feb‐18
7‐Mar‐18
11‐Mar‐18

Table 11. Details of Initial Drilling Program
After a quick log for lithology, all drill cores/trays were secured properly, and brought to the
company site office at Isumbo for detailed core logging and geotechnical examination. Core
splitting was also done in this office, and split core properly stored at the office site. The
core logging was done by Nelson Degracia, while geotechnical logging was done by Danilo
Baquio and Alexer Mapa under close supervision of Nelson Degracia. The logging of the drill
cores classified the limestones according to Folk s (1962) nomenclature where the type of
limestone is based on the proportion of the components, if any, of lime mud matrix, sparite
cement and organic constituents.
10.3.2 Drill Site Spacing, Depth of Drilling
The original drilling program was designed for a total of 21 holes in 3 phases of work to be
drilled within the 1.0‐km² grid. After conducting geological mapping and surface sampling,
the number of holes to be drilled was reduced, basically because it was deemed from the
mapping exercise that the continuity of the different calcareous bodies would not vary so
drastically over short distances. Figure 5‐a is the original design of the evaluation program.
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The total actual meters drilled during the initial drilling phase is 1,013.60 meters against the
projected 1,110.00 meters. While the meterage was almost achieved in the initial drilling
phase, the redirection of some of the priorities resulted in the western and northern
borders of the grid not being drilled. Figure 5‐b shows the actual completed drill holes.
Depths of holes drilled ranged from 81.00 to 123.00 meters and were spudded from
elevations ranging from 274.00 to 360.00 masl. The relative influence of each of the drill
holes should cover 200.00 square meters.
10.3.3 Description of Core Logging, (Lithological, Core Recovery, Specific Gravity,
Geotechnical)
Prior to sampling the core, pertinent geotechnical and geological information are recorded
in their appropriate logsheets. The core is then transported from the site to the core shed in
Isumbo. Core recoveries, runs and RQDs are recorded at the drill site. Core markings,
cleaning, photography, geological logging and sample interval markings are done at the core
shed.
All rock and drill core information gathered are encoded into worksheets to facilitate data
storage, retrieval and processing. Paper logs are kept at the field office for future reference.
Captured images from field surveys and core drilling and logging are saved in a suitable
storage media and copies are transmitted to PHAC for back up.
10.3.4 Drill Sample Method and Interval
Sampling of the core is facilitated with the use of a core saw. The core is cut in the middle
along its axis with half of the core placed in sample bags and the other half left on the core
box for future reference.
Sampling interval is ideally 2m although the sample length varies depending on core log
data such as lithology and/or presence of cavities/core loss intervals. Each sample averages
4 kg in weight.
10.3.5 Drill Core Photographs
Photos of all the drill cores were taken, and are presented in Appendix E.
10.4 Exploration Geochemistry
10.4.1 Description of Rock Geochemical Survey
A systematic grid sampling and core drilling campaign was recently concluded over a 1 km2
grid in the southeastern portion covered by MPSA 173‐2001‐IVB. The purpose is to
characterize and quantify the limestone deposit present in that portion of the Malanut
range.
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The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval grid. A total of 441 sampling
points were staked but only 435 sites were sampled. 6 sites were not sampled as these
points correspond to areas where no outcrops were present.
Tabulated in Appendix A are the location, description and assay results of the surface
samples. Table 11 is a summary of the completed drill holes and Appendix B presents the
sampling intervals and assay results of the drill cores.
10.4.2 Description of Sampling and Analytical Methods Employed
Sample preparation in the field consists chiefly of breaking down rocks to smaller pieces and
replacing sample plastic bags that have been torn during transport from the site to the core
shed in Abo‐abo. They are then properly labelled and placed in rice sacks. Samples are
transported initially via air freight and later on by sea to Manila.
Similarly, core samples for a particular sampling interval are placed in sample bags that are
properly marked with Hole ID and sample number series. The half‐core samples are broken
down into smaller sizes for easy handling. Sampling of the core is exclusively done at the
core shed in Isumbo. Similarly, samples are placed in properly labelled rice sacks for
transport.
10.4.3 Definition of Background, Threshold and Anomaly Levels
10.4.4 Relation of Geochemical Findings to Geology and Mineralization
Interpretations of some of the results of analysis of geochemical bedrock samples collected
from the grid are presented in Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25 particularly for CaO, Al O , Fe O ,
and SiO , respectively. (These were already discussed in Section Mineralization in the
Property)
The analysis results for CaO ranging from 50.00% to 53.99% generally cover most parts of
the 1‐km² grid study area. The analysis results for CaO that are 54.00% are sporadic and
occur mostly in the western portion of the grid. This CaO range is that which is amenable to
the Iron Industry. The volume of the occurrence of this range could be considered spotty
and not at all abundant. The analysis results for CaO that range from 42.00 to 49.99%
correspond to the outline of the micrite body.
The general dispersion patterns of the results of favorable Al O ( 0.90%) and Fe O
( 0.49%) are roughly coincident with one another. These dispersion patterns also
correspond to the biosparite body that abounds from the southwest to the northwest
corners of the 1‐km² grid.
The higher silica range ( 5.00%) generally corresponds to the outline of the micrite, while
the spotty, lower silica range ( 5.00%) roughly corresponds to the sparite outlines.
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10.5 Applied Geophysics (by issuer or previous work)
There is no geophysical survey work that was conducted on the general area by either the
company or the authors of this report.
10.6 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security
10.6.1 Dispatch Method
Similarly, core samples for a particular sampling interval are placed in sample bags that are
properly marked with Hole ID and sample number series. The half‐core samples are broken
down into smaller sizes for easy handling. Sampling of the core is exclusively done at the
core shed in Isumbo. Similarly, samples are placed in properly labelled rice sacks for
transport.
10.6.2 Sample Preparation and Assay Facility
Samples are submitted to and analyzed by Intertek. Sample preparation at Intertek includes
sorting and drying at 105°C all submitted rock samples. The rocks are then crushed with 95%
passing through 10mm, riffle split and pulverized with 95% passing through 75 m up to
1.5kg of the sample weight. Additional fees are charged in excess of 1.5kg. Sample splits and
pulps stored by Intertek are retrieved by PHAC after completion of the analyses.
10.6.3 Analytical Method Used
The published methodology employed for the analysis of major and trace element
compounds in limestone or carbonate materials is Lithium Borate Fusion followed by an RF
finish. This lithium borate fusion in platinum crucible digests all major rock‐forming
minerals, including many that resist acid digestion (Intertek, 2016). The components
analyzed and reported lower Detection Limits (DL) are as follows: 0.01% for CaO, Al2O3,
Fe2O3, TiO2, MnO, MgO, SiO2, Cr2O3, K2O and 0.002% for P2O5 and SO3. The Overlimit
Detection value for the above components is 100%. Loss on Ignition (LOI) was also
determined. LOI measures the amount of moisture or impurities/volatiles when samples are
exposed to 1000°C.
The analytical method described above was applied for both rock and drill core samples.
10.6.4 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
Premiere Horizon did not implement its own Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
protocol such as the insertion of its own Certified Reference Materials (CRM) to include
Standards and Blanks. Field Duplicates are normally included in the sample stream as part of
the QA/QC. We report here the internal checks conducted by Intertek in the course of their
analyses.
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Intertek conducts its own QAQC of its analyses by assaying laboratory standards, second
splits of the samples and doing repeat analyses as a measure of instrument precision and
accuracy for each sample batch submitted and analyzed.
The accuracy of the analyses is gauged from analyzing reference materials or standards of
known values. The precision on the other hand is the measure of the reproducibility of the
results i.e., how repeated measurements can produce the same results.
The same sets of CRMs were used for both surface and drill core samples.
The expected values of the standards used by Intertek are tabulated in Table 12.
Component in
wt
CaO
Al2O3
Cr2O3
Fe2O3
K2O
MgO
MnO
Na2O
P2O5
SiO2
SO3
TiO2
Material
Description

BCS CRM513

ECRM 75 1

SRM 1881

NIST1889a

55.59
0.11
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.18
0.01
0.04
0.005
0.23
0.024
0.01

55.4
0.12
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.15
0.01
0.02
0.005
0.7
0.018
0.01

49.27
8.81
0.01
3.37
0.72
2.74
0.11
0.79
0.051
29.05
2.72
0.3

Limestone

Limestone

Portland
Cement

65.34
3.89
0.01
1.94
0.61
0.81
0.23
0.2
0.11
20.66
2.69
0.23
Portland
Cement
blended with
limestone

Table 12. Preferred values of Certified Reference Materials (CRM) utilised by Intertek as part
of its internal laboratory QA/QC.
The accuracy of the analyses is within acceptable limits deviating below the reference values
in the order of magnitude of the instrument s detection limits. Illustrated in Figure 27 are
the plots of the analysed standards against its recommended values (horizontal line) which
show the results approach or equal to the reference line. Values reported as less than the
instrument s detection limits are replaced by of the detection limit values.
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Figure 27. Analysis of CRMs by Intertek. Same standards were used for both rock and core
samples submitted. Filled blue circles are analysed standards for surface sample and filled
red circles are rock sample batches.
SiO2 and to a certain extent CaO are generally lower compared to the expected standard
values particularly for BCS‐CRM513 and ECRM 752‐1. Most of the other elements are equal
to or near the preferred values.
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The expected MnO composition of the standard BCS‐CRM513 is lower than the instrument
detection limit. Results of the analysis of the standard are reported as equal to the
instrument detection, higher than the assumed expected value.
There is some notable scatter for SO3 across all the CRMs and underestimates the expected
value on average by 10%.
Repeat analyses of the same sample provide a measure of reproducibility of the results. A
binary plot of the original against its repeat analysis is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Binary plots of original vs repeat analyses. Unity line indicating one‐to‐one
correspondence plotted for reference. Coefficients of correlation are 0.90.
The correlation coefficients are positive and close to unity. However, there is some notable
scatter from the unity line for Na2O, TiO2, MnO, Cr2O3 and to a certain extent SO3.
Analyses of the second splits similarly display positive correlations with coefficient of
correlation approaching unity for most of the element compounds (Figure 29). There is
some slight departure for SO3 and TiO2 from the unity line. Na2O and MnO show some
notable deviation with Cr2O3 having the largest movement away from 1. The second splits
may represent sample heterogeneity as these are the same subsample of the material used
in the original analytical run. It may measure not only of repeatability of results but also
sample homogeneity.
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Figure 29. Binary plots of original vs splits analyses. Coefficients of correlation are generally
0.90 except for Cr2O3 that relatively scattered.
Analyses of the second splits are positively correlated and are close to one. Cr2O3 however
displays the largest deviation. The Cr2O3 contents of the samples are very low and may not
be a critical component for whatever purpose the limestone may be used.
10.6.5 Statement of the CP on the Quality of Sample Security, Preparation and Analysis
Overall, the quality of sample handling, security and preparation show high standards of
performance. The performance of the analytical instrument used for the determination of
the bulk composition of the rocks all precision and accuracy within acceptable limits. Both
sample repeats and second splits have correlation coefficients close to 1 (r 0.90). This
indicates high correspondence and plots closely to the unity line. Some compounds show
some deviation but are within acceptable range.
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11.0 MINERAL RESOURCES ESTIMATE
11.1 Mineral Resource Database used in the estimation of resources
All data utilized in this study have been collected by the geological team formed precisely
for the exercise of evaluating the limestone resource potentials with the grounds covered by
MPSAs 172‐2001‐IVB and 173‐2001‐IVB. These include surface mapping and sampling data
assay results and all other pertinent, available drill data. The database is attached as
Appendix A, B, D.
11.2 Integrity of Exploration and Mineral Resources Database
Data gathered and collected could be considered sufficient to conduct a thorough study of
the potentials at Panitian. Assay data available for the study consisted of 435 surface
samples and 415 drill core samples. There is also adequate geotechnical data in the drill logs
which aided in the interpretation of the intrinsic character of the different limestone units.
Bigger‐diameter cores (HQ‐ and NQ‐sizes) were utilized in the drilling program thus
providing more surficial data available for core logging. QAQC information on the sampling
at the project site is inadequate, but the internal QAQC procedures at the analytical
laboratory could be deemed acceptable.
An Exploration Manual for this Limestone Evaluation Project has been specifically prepared
to guide the exploration team in the conduct of mapping, sampling and drilling procedures.
Constant audit of the team and their results was done by a senior, supervising geologist to
ensure that the work is being conducted according to the specified procedures.
11.3 Data Verification and Validation (limitations)
The sampling and mapping exercises were done by the geological team composed of
Messrs. Nelson E. Degracia, Ferdinand T. Jumawan, Alexer C. Mapa and Danilo Q. Barquio.
The core logging for lithology, geotechnical data gathering, core cutting and sampling were
conducted by Messrs. Nelson E. Degracia, Alexer C. Mapa and Danilo Q. Barquio following
the 2017 Exploration Manual for PHAC Limestone Project (Appendix F). Mr. Ferdie T.
Jumawan occasionally checked the core logs as compared with the actual core stored in the
field office to validate accuracy and adequacy of data gathered, and ensure adherence of
the field crew to the established geological procedures.
11.4 Top Cuts and Cut‐off grades used in the estimations
There was no attempt to cut off assays included in the database that was prepared by the
geological team.
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11.5 Mineral Resource estimation method used
Figure 30 below shows the basis for the estimation of the tonnages to arrive at the Mineral
Resource Estimation. Limestone blocks of 100 meters x 100 meters or 200 meters 200
meters were inputted with specific gravity factor of 2.5, and a recovery factor (derived from
drill log information in order to factor in the dissolution features contained in the lithology).
Grades were weigh‐averaged from available drill hole sampling results. Intervals or blocks
were based on the grade intervals set for the Cement and Iron Industries.

Figure 30. shows the basis for the estimation of the tonnages to arrive at the Mineral
Resource Estimation.
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11.6 Mineral Resource Categories Used
Measured – With drill hole data (particularly from the recently concluded 10‐hole initial
drilling program within the 1.0‐km grid). Blocks of 100 meters 100 meters immediately
around the drill hole are incorporated in the category.
Indicated – Volumes of limestone blocks intersected in the drill holes beyond the 100
meters 100 meters immediately around the drill hole, but not to exceed 200 meters from
the center of the drilled hole. There is enough geological support and understanding that
there is a reasonable degree of expectation that these blocks contain the grades within the
ranges specified.
Inferred – Volumes of limestone exposures within a 200 meters
200 meter grid
contained in the 1.0‐km² grid that have not been drilled. Assigned grades are based on the
surface sample results from the geochemical bedrock sampling. Table 13 below is a
tabulation of the grades assigned for the different blocks.

Table 13 Tabulation of the grades assigned for the different blocks.

11.7 Mineral Resources Estimates
Based on the grade requirements of the Cement and Iron Industries, a classification of the
limestone resources according to the general grade intervals in both industries had been
designed in order to quantify the volumes of limestone blocks that would satisfy the
requirements of each possible end‐user (Cement and Iron Industries). The grade ranges are:
CaO Lime
Al O Alumina
Fe O Iron
MgO Magnesia

54.00%
1.99%
0.49%

53.99% to 50.00%
2.00% to 2.99%
0.50% to 0.99%

49.99% to 42.00%
3.00% to 3.99%
1.00% to 1.99%
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Na O Al aline
0.24%
SiO Silica
25.00%
SO Sulfur Trio ide 0.99%

0.25% to 0.49%
17.00% to 24.99%
1.00% to 1.49%

0.5% to 0.99%
12.00 to 16.99%
1.50% to 1.99%

1.00%
11.99%
2.00%

A computation of the limestone resources was done using parameters and assumptions
given below:
1. The estimation of tonnages and grades are confined within the 1.0‐km² area.
2. A mapping of the grid and some areas beyond (towards the Malanut Range) was
done following and basing on the Folk s classification system.
3. Logging of the ten (10) drill holes were done, and summarized in worksheets.
4. From the drill worksheets, several sections along EW and NS lines were prepared,
and manual interpolation of the lithologies and cut off grades were done.
5. Cut off grades were based mainly on CaO content, and set at intervals enumerated
above, primarily to identify tonnages amenable to the Cement and Iron Industries
The minimum % CaO requirement for the Iron Industry is 54.00%, while the
minimum acceptable %CaO for the Cement Industry is 42.00%.
6. Contouring of lithology and grades are subjective. However, the very nature of the
limestone deposit itself (reefal and having been deposited in an oxidizing near‐shore
environment with introduction of terrestrial materials) suggest that the distribution
of the higher grade CaCO would be uneven, and would even contain numerous
impurities.
7. Intervals or blocks were grouped based on the grade intervals set for the Cement
and Iron Industries.
8. A specific gravity of 2.5 was inputted to arrive at the tonnages. Tonnage estimates
were weigh‐averaged with the % core recovery. In theory, the % core recovery
factor represents the dissolution features in the limestone body, and should
introduce some factor of recoverability of the volume.
After the inputs based on the above, the Measured Limestone Resources found to be
contained in the 1.0‐km² grid is 19,536,649 metric tons with a grade of 49.67 % CaO, and the
Indicated Limestone Resources also contained in the same grid is 56,157,052 metric tons
with a grade of 49.60 % CaO. Table 14 below shows the grade groups contained in the
resource categories.

Table 14 Shows the grade groups contained in the resource categories.
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Detailed tabulations of the tonnages and grades for the measured, indicated and inferred
resource categories are shown respectively in Tables 15, 16 and 17 below.

Table 15 Detailed tabulations of the tonnages and grades for measured.

Table 16 Detailed tabulations of the tonnages and grades for indicated.
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Table 17 Detailed tabulations of the tonnages and grades for inferred.
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1 .0 INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
12.1 Synthesis of data
The completed geological work done on the Panitian Limestone Project is deemed adequate
for the purpose of arriving at PMRC‐compliant mineral resource estimation. The recognition
of the depositional environment became obviously relevant early in the evaluation such that
all subsequent data collected from the ground further confirmed the initial interpretation.
The classification of the resources into grade intervals had been necessary in order to
quantify and qualify the volumes of limestone blocks that would satisfy the requirements of
the Cement and Iron Industries. In this manner, the evaluation team is able to provide
information to Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp. about the resources that PHAC could
consider in their intended investment in the MPSA.
The total limestone resources estimated from the recently concluded evaluation exercise
over the areas covered by MPSAs 172‐2001‐IVB and 173‐2001‐IVB are summarized in Tables
18 and 19.

Averages/
Totals

54.00
CaO %
MT

Measured Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

CaO %

MT

54.49

51.95

9,955,062

40.88

311,638

49.67
19,536,649
Indicated Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

CaO %

MT

52.03

40.86

944,413

CaO %
Averages/
Totals

54.49

1,706,712

54.00
MT
5,120,138

7,563,238

20,231,013

47.38

47.39

29,861,489

49.60

56,157,052

41.99

41.99

Table 18. Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources at Panitian Limestone Project

54.00
CaO %
MT
Averages/
Totals

‐

‐

Inferred Resources
50.00 to 53.99
42.00 to 49.00
CaO %
MT
CaO %
MT

41.99
CaO %
MT

51.19

38,775,380

40.72

50.39

62,671,221

49.29

23,344,091

551,750

Table 19. Inferred Resources at Panitian Limestone Project
12.2 Adequacy of Data, Overall Data Integrity and Areas of Uncertainty
Data gathered and collected could be considered sufficient to conduct a thorough study of
the potentials at Panitian. Assay data available for the study consisted of 435 surface
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samples and 415 drill core samples. There is also adequate geotechnical data in the drill logs
which aided in the interpretation of the intrinsic character of the different limestone units.
Bigger‐diameter cores (HQ‐ and NQ‐sizes) were utilized in the drilling program thus
providing more surficial data available for core logging. QAQC information on the sampling
at the project site is inadequate, but the internal QAQC procedures at the analytical
laboratory could be deemed acceptable.
12.3 Overall Conclusions by the CP
Considering that all geochemical bedrock samples collected within the 1‐km² grid area, as
well as the drill cores have been analyzed at the analytical laboratory of Intertek, there
would supposedly be a fairly equal bias for systematic error in all the assay results of
samples from all sources. The precision errors are largely attributable to natural geologic
variations, followed by sampling and preparation stages, and least by laboratory analysis.
The resource estimation arrived at by the undersigned is 19,536,649 metric tons with a
grade of 49.67 % CaO for Measured Limestone Resources, and 56,157,052 metric tons with
a grade of 49.60 % CaO for Indicated Limestone Resources. In addition, there is an estimated
Inferred Limestone Resources of 62,671,221 with an attendant grade of 50.39% CaO that
could be upgraded in category with further drilling.
The undersigned considers the resources given above as being more realistic and accurately
arrived at as compared with the mineable reserves (computed at
of the geologic
reserves ) which is 462,701,150 MT done by Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994, or the
probable reserve of about 450 million tons of limestone deposit and 60 million tons of
shale‐sandstone additives that was estimated by the O. Vizcayno ‐ R. erda Group in 1995.
The current mineral resources stated for the Panitian Limestone Project also conforms with
the mineral resource classification as outlined in PMRC.
The current mineral resource estimation brought mainly into consideration the presence of
dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves that manifested
themselves in the drill holes. The intrinsic chemical composition and physical characters of
the different calcareous bodies, i.e. sparite, bio‐sparite, micrite, bio‐micrite and the
calcareous sediments were also considered, and brought into consideration during the
computation for the mineral resource.
12.4 Discussion on Whether the Completed Project Met the Objectives Set Forth.
It is deemed by the undersigned CP that the overall objective to provide a resource estimate
for the current Panitian Limestone Project has been attained. This work has also provided
the basis to adopt appropriate procedures utilized to establish an appropriate block size,
and permit the use of suitable cutoffs.
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13.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Drilling
Larger diameter holes (HQ and NQ) are ideal when drilling as these produce larger core sizes
for more precise and accurate observations. Attention should be in improving information
while drilling through dissolution features. Dry drilling expertise is desirable.
It is ideal that all drill holes should have down‐the‐hole surveys for positional accuracy.
Sampling Procedures
To further strengthen the QA/QC implementation, it is recommended that PHAC acquire its
own Certified Reference Materials (CRM) and blanks instead of relying solely on the internal
standard, repeat and split analyses undertaken by the commercial laboratory. The CRMs
should at least approximate the range of composition and grade of the target ore deposit.
Blanks are materials containing no detectable trace of the key components identified within
the resource. Blanks are generally sourced in‐house from barren drill cores or local rock
outcrops. They may require rigorous geochemical testing to establish their composition.
However, like CRMs they can also be sourced commercially. Field duplicate samples should
also be collected. Field duplicates are simply splitting the original sample into equal portions
and submitting both to the laboratory. These QA/QC samples should be assigned the usual
sample designation of the regular exploration samples and noted in the company database.
The right proportion of QA/QC samples should be inserted in every batch of samples
submitted to the laboratory. Ideally, 5% of the samples submitted should be QA/QC, i.e., at
least 1 in 20 that may either be inserted in regular or random intervals of the submitted
sample batch.
Geology
In the ensuing resource estimation, an adequate amount of time should be devoted for the
following:
Geological models should be updated to reflect detailed widths and to extend only within
proximity of drilling intersections and face sampling.
More specific gravity measurements should be obtained for various lithologies. This will
result in a more reliable tonnage estimate.
Inferred Resources need to be upgraded to Indicated Resource category and consequently
to Measured Resource Category through progressive infill drilling and sampling.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Commission and Report Objectives
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (PHAC) commissioned the undersigned Mining
CP to prepare an Economic Assessment and Ore Reserve Estimation Report on the
mineral assets of Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI) covered by MPSA 1722001-IV and Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. (PHMIC) covered by MPSA 1732001-IV to determine the technical an economic viability of the proposed limestone
mining operation as well as the construction of a cement plant which will be the enduser of the limestone product.
Mineral Property Ownership
PHAC holds two (2) tenements in Palawan under Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc.
(PSMVI) and Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. (PHMIC). PSMVI owns MPSA
172-2001-IV which is located at Barangay Isugod and Pinaglabanan, Municipality of
Quezon, Province of Palawan. PHMIC owns MPSA 173-2001-IV which is located at
Barangay Malanut – Mt. Buod, Municipalities of Espanola and Narra, Province of
Palawan. MPSA 172 covers 5,234.7089 hectares while MPSA 173 covers 5,149.9001
hectares.
The MPSAs which were approved on June 2, 2001 are valid for 25 years and will
expire on June 2, 2026. Both are renewable for another 25 years.
Geology and Mineralization
Limestone in the proposed quarry area is discerned to be that of the Ransang
Limestone which was formed in a near-shallow marine environment or the “Transition
Area”. Limestone deposited in the transition area is typically cavernous. The
limestones encountered are composed of massive to laminated, buff to cream sparite,
biosparite, micrite and sparse biomicrite observed to have either alternating or
intertonguing relationships of the various types of limestones.
The 1-km2 proposed quarry area was drilled and mapped to determine the limestone
resource within the area. From the intercepts of the 10-hole drilling program, limestone
has been intercepted from all collars, and has persisted to depths ranging from 35 to
120 meters from collar.
Project Study Level/Mineral Resource/Ore Reserve
The project is at Concept level. The Limestone mineral resources was estimated by
CP Geologist Joel Diaz while the potential shale resource was estimated by the
undersigned. Using the resources estimated by the CP Geologist, the undersigned
computed the equivalent Ore Reserves with consideration on the expected grades of
the end-user cement plant.
All data utilized in this study have been collected by the geological team formed
precisely for the exercise of evaluating the limestone resource within the MPSAs and
specifically within the 1-km2 proposed quarry area. Assay data available for the study
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consisted of 435 surface samples and 415 drill core samples. There is also adequate
geotechnical data in the drill logs which aided in the interpretation of the intrinsic
character of the different limestone units. Computation of the limestone resources was
done using parameters and assumptions on the area coverage, cut-off grades and
specific gravity.
After the inputs based on the above, the Measured and Indicated Limestone
Resources estimated to be contained in the 1-km2 proposed quarry area is about 79.69
Million metric tonnes at 49.62% CaO. Inferred Resource is estimated to be at 62.67
Million metric tonnes at 50.39% CaO.
% CaO
Cut-off grade
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
TOTAL/AVERAGE
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average

Resource Classification
Measured
Premium

Indicated

Measured and
Indicated

Inferred

Metric Tonnes
1,706,700
7,563,200
9,955,100
311,600
19,536,600
5,120,100
20,231,000
29,861,500
944,400
56,157,000
6,826,800
27,794,200
39,816,600
1,256,000
75,693,600
38,775,400
23,344,100
551,800
62,671,300

% CaO
54.49
51.95
47.38
40.88
49.67
54.49
52.03
47.39
40.86
49.60
54.49
52.01
47.39
40.86
49.62
51.19
49.29
40.72
50.39

Potential shale resource was also computed using the delineated proposed quarry
area of about 2,368,000 sq. m. and assuming a thickness of 25 m and specific gravity
of 2.5. A total of 148 Million metric tonnes of potential shale resource is estimated.
Proposed shale quarry
Assumed thickness
Assumed specific gravity
Estimated tonnage

2,368,000 sq. m.
25 m
2.5
148,000,000 metric tonnes
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The Ore Reserve was calculated from the Mineral Resource derived by applying the
appropriate cut-off grades (COG) on the Mineral Resource tabulation of tonnage and
grades. This methodology considering the following assumptions:
1. Elevated grade and reduced tonnage of ore reserve was due to the raised cutoff grade to meet plant feed requirement of 50% CaO for maximum clinker
production efficiency.
2. There is not much dilution because of the rock type nature of the deposit (unlike
the soil type lateritic nickel ore) and core sampling was done every two (2)
meters.
3. Computation of resource tonnage considered occupancy factor based on core
recovery in each segment which means void spaces were excluded.
These assumptions were based on the quarrying experience of the undersigned of
similar type of deposit in Bataraza, Palawan.
This resulted to an Ore Reserve for PHAC of 67.67 Million metric tonnes at 50% CaO
(Table 18-1). This approach has converted 89% of the original mineral resource
tonnage to ore reserve and raised the %CaO to meet the plant feed requirement.
% CaO Cut-off
grade
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
TOTAL/AVERAGE

Resource Classification
Proved
Premium

Probable

Proved and
Probable

Metric Tonnes
1,706,700
7,563,200
8,561,386
17,831,286
5,120,100
20,231,000
24,486,430
49,837,530
6,826,800
27,794,200
33,047,816
67,668,816

% CaO
54.49
51.95
47.38
50.00
54.49
52.03
47.39
50.00
54.49
52.01
47.39
50.00

Market and Pricing
The limestone product will be primarily used for clinker production of the cement plant
that will be put up in the proximity of the quarry area. The cement product in turn will
be distributed within Palawan and to neighboring markets specifically Region IV-B
(MIMAROPA), Region VI (Western Visayas), Region VIII (Eastern Visayas) and
Region IX (Zamboanga Peninsula).
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The initial average selling price in the first year of operations is assumed at PHP 180,
excluding VAT.
Sales volume is projected to be 1,500,000 tons of cement which is equivalent to
37,500,000 bags (40 kg each) annually.
Development and Operation
Considering the initial 1-km2 proposed limestone quarry area, the project has a mine
life of at least 44 years. Ore will be mined using open pit mining method. The planned
mining and processing operation include six (6) stages: 1) Raw material extraction, 2)
Raw material preparation, 3) Pre-heating and calcining, 4) Cooling, 5) Cement grinding
and 6) Cement packing.
Financials
Project capital expenditure is PhP 8.5 B (US$ 170M at 50PhP=1USD ForEx rate). The
ten-year NPV at 12.0% discount rate is PhP 3.44 B (net of project investment) and the
payback period discounted at 12.0% is 5.89 years.
Results of the Study and Conclusions
Project information was found to be of quality, based on industry standards and along
the guidelines of the PMRC code. Some uncertainties identified during the study can
be easily resolved upon completion of the exploration being conducted on the shale
deposit as well as a more in-depth evaluation during the PFS and the DFS level study.
Production, Economic and Financial Highlights
Quarry
Mine
Limestone
Shale

Mineral Resource
Ore Reserve
75.69 Million MT
67.67 Million MT
148 Million MT (potential resource only)

CAPEX
IRR
NPV @ 6% (net of CAPEX)
Total Production Cost
10-year Mine Life Revenue
Average all-in cost/bag of cement
Average selling price/bag of cement

Rate
(TPY)
1,536,000
277,200

PhP
8.5 Billion
22.29%
7.17 Billion
297 Billion
166 Billion
127
180

Mine Life
(Years)
44
-

US$
170 Million
22.29%
143.4 Million
5.94 Million
3.32 Million
2.54
3.60

Recommendations
To strengthen the current study and bring it to Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) and
Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) level, and eventually develop the mine and start
production, the following are hereby recommended:
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1. Topographic survey of the proposed limestone and shale quarry for more
accurate re-estimation of the Resource and Reserve on PFS and DFS level as
well as for design of in-pit infrastructures
2. Geotechnical study of the property which is required for pit design and other civil
works
3. Additional drilling to block additional limestone resource
4. Exploration drilling to estimate shale mineral resource
5. Full metallurgical testing of the limestone ore for detailed cement plant design
In addition, the blocked premium grade limestone ore reserve with >54% CaO should
be selectively mined and stockpiled for direct shipment, after proper size reduction, to
steel plants to generate additional revenue.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION
5.1 Who commissioned the report preparation and to whom should it be
submitted?
The undersigned CP was commissioned by Premiere Horizon Alliance
Corp. (PHAC) to prepare an Economic Assessment and Ore Reserve
Estimation Report on the mineral assets of Palawan Star Mining Ventures,
Inc. (PSMVI) covered by MPSA 172-2001-IV and Pyramid Hill Mining and
Industrial Corp. (PHMIC) covered by MPSA 173-2001-IV located in the
Municipalities of Quezon, Sofronio Española and Narra, Province of
Palawan.
The technical report is intended for submission to the Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE) and the Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB).
5.2 Purpose for which the report was prepared
This technical report was prepared to determine the technical and economic
viability of the proposed limestone mining operation within the tenement
areas of PSMVI and PHMIC as well as the construction of a cement plant
which will be the end-user of the limestone product.
5.3 Scope of Work or Terms of Reference
This technical report covers technical (ore reserves, development, mine
operations), logistics, climate, environmental, economic, social, security,
permitting and other modifying factors which may impact the project. The
report also covers marketing and financial studies on the construction of a
cement plant proximal to the quarry area which will process the limestone
that will be produced by the Project.
5.4 Duration of the preparation, including field visits and verification
The report preparation took two (2) months including field visit and
verification of information that were provided by PHAC and the CP
Geologist.
5.5 Host company representative
The host company is represented by its President and CEO, Augusto C.
Serafica, Jr.
5.6 Compliance of report with PMRC
This report is compliant to the PMRC Code and follows the format outlined
in the PSE Implementing Rules and Regulations for the Philippine Mineral
Reporting Code (PMRC), TR-Form-2 Report for an Economic Assessment
and Ore Reserve Estimation.
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6.0 RELIANCE ON OTHER EXPERTS OR CPs
The undersigned CP has relied on other experts and resource persons and
gained valuable information from reports, studies and other insights during
meetings and discussions with PHAC Management.
Sections 7 to 16 of this report were basically lifted from the technical report “A
Comprehensive Technical Report on the Exploration Results and Mineral
Resources of Panitian Limestone Project, Barangays Panitian, Quezon and
Isumbo, Espanola, Palawan, Philippines” prepared by Geologists Joel S. Diaz
and Ferdinand T. Jumawan. Geologist Joel S. Diaz is a Philippine Mineral
Reporting Code (PMRC) Competent Person (CP) for Exploration Results and
Mineral Resource Estimation who certified the technical report to have been
prepared in accordance with the Code.
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7.0 TENEMENT AND MINERAL RIGHTS
7.1 Description of mineral rights
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation (PHAC) holds two (2) tenements in
Palawan under Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI) and Pyramid
Hill Mining and Industrial Corp. (PHMIC). Both are covered by Mineral
Production Sharing Agreement or MPSA.
PSMVI owns MPSA-172-2001-IV which is located at Barangay Isugod and
Pinaglabanan, in the Municipality of Quezon, Province of Palawan. The
MPSA covers 5,234.7089 hectares and was granted to PSMVI on January
16, 2001. The technical description of its boundaries are tabulated in Table
7-1.
Table 7-1. Technical description of MPSA 172-2001-IV owned by
Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc.

Corner
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Latitude
9°11'30"
9°13'30"
9°13'30"
9°14'00"
9°14'00"
9°13'30"
9°13'30"
9°12'30"
9°12'30"
9°12'00"
9°12'00"
9°12'30"
9°12'30"
9°13'00"

MPSA 172-2001-IV
5,234.7089 hectares
Longitude
Corner
117°58'00"
15
117°58'00"
16
117°58'30"
17
117°58'30"
18
117°59'00"
19
117°59'00"
20
117°58'30"
21
117°58'30"
22
117°59'00"
23
117°59'00"
24
118°02'00"
25
118°02'00"
26
118°03'00"
27
118°03'00"
28

Latitude
9°13'00"
9°16'00"
9°16'00"
9°11'00"
9°11'00"
9°11'30"
9°11'30"
9°10'00"
9°10'00"
9°10'30"
9°10'30"
9°11'00"
9°11'00"
9°11'30"

Longitude
118°04'30"
118°04'30"
118°05'30"
118°05'30"
118°02'30"
118°02'30"
118°01'30"
118°01'30"
118°00'00"
118°00'00"
117°59'30"
117°59'30"
117°59'00"
117°59'00"

PHMIC holds MPSA 173-2001-IV which was also granted to PHMIC on
January 16, 2001. The contract area covers 5,149.9001 hectares and is
located at Barangay Malanut – Mt. Buod, Municipalities of Espanola and
Narra, province of Palawan. Technical description of the contract area is
tabulated in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2. Technical description of MPSA 173-2001-IV owned by Pyramid
Hill Mining and Industrial Corp.

Corner
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Latitude
9°13'00"
9°14'00"
9°14'00"
9°13'30"
9°13'30"
9°12'00"
9°11'00"
9°11'00"
9°10'30"
9°10'30"
9°09'00"
9°09'00"
9°11'30"
9°11'30"
9°11'00"
9°11'00"
9°12'00"
9°13'00"
9°13'00"
9°14'30"
9°14'30"
9°16'30"

MPSA 173-2001-IV
5,149.9001 hectares
Longitude
Corner
117°57'00"
23
117°57'00"
24
117°57'00"
25
117°57'00"
26
117°57'00"
27
117°57'00"
28
117°57'00"
29
117°57'00"
30
117°57'00"
31
117°57'00"
32
117°57'00"
33
117°57'00"
34
117°57'00"
35
117°57'00"
36
117°57'00"
37
117°57'00"
38
117°57'00"
39
117°57'00"
40
117°57'00"
41
117°57'00"
42
117°57'00"
43
117°57'00"
44

Latitude
9°16'30"
9°15'30"
9°15'30"
9°14'30"
9°14'30"
9°13'00"
9°13'00"
9°12'00"
9°12'00"
9°11'00"
9°09'00"
9°09'00"
9°09'30"
9°09'30"
9°09'00"
9°09'00"
9°10'30"
9°10'30"
9°11'00"
9°12'00"
9°12'00"
9°13'00"

Longitude
118°08'00"
118°08'00"
118°09'00"
118°09'00"
118°07'30"
118°07'30"
118°07'00"
118°07'00"
118°06'00"
118°04'30"
118°04'30"
118°00'00"
118°00'00"
118°00'00"
118°00'00"
117°59'30"
117°59'30"
117°59'00"
117°59'00"
117°58'00"
117°57'30"
117°57'30"
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Figure 7-1. Map showing location of MPSA 172-2001-IV and MPSA 173-2001-IV.
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7.2 History of mineral rights
Applications for Mineral Production Sharing Agreement were filed by
Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI) and Pyramid Hill Mining and
Industrial, Corp. (PHMIC) with the Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB)
Region IV. The applications were docketed as APSA No. IV (1)-(1)-16 and
APSA No. IV (1)-126, respectively. The applications cover limestone areas
located at Barangays Isugod and Pinaglabanan, Municipality of Quezon,
and at Barangay Malanut – Mt. Buod, Municipalities of Espanola and Narra,
all in the Province of Palawan.
The permits were approved on 16 January 2001, and were designated as
MPSA 172-01-IVB for PSMVI and MPSA 173-01-IVB of PHMIC.
PSMVI was represented by its president, Fernando B. Esguerra, while
PHMIC was represented by its president, Higinio C. Mendoza, Jr., all with
former address at 5885 Zobel Roxas St., Makati City.
At the time of report writing, Roland F. Rodriguez is attorney-in-fact and
authorized representative of all existing shareholders of PSMVI and
PHMIC, collectively known as the “Palawan Cement MPSA Companies”.
7.3 Current owners of mineral rights
MPSA 172-2001-IV is held by Palawan Star Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI)
while MPSA 173-2001-IV is held by Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial,
Corp. (PHMIC). Roland F. Rodriguez is current attorney-in-fact and
authorized representative of all existing shareholders of PSMVI and
PHMIC, collectively known as the “Palawan Cement MPSA Companies”.
The individual MPSAs were signed by the original MPSA holders with the
Philippine Government.
Surface rights are usually held by the government or private owners. A
detailed survey various surface owners of the lands within the study area
needs to be conducted during the mine development stage.
7.4 Validity of current mineral rights
The Mineral Production Sharing Agreements are each valid for a 25-year
term and renewable for another 25 years. The agreements are issued under
the Mining Act of 1995 (Republic Act No. 7942). MPSAs 172-2001-IVB and
173-2001-IVB are all dated 16 January 2001, and shall all be in effect until
16 January 2026.
On 2 June 2016, the Director of the Mines and Geosciences Bureau, Engr.
Leo L. Jasareno, granted the application for renewal of the Exploration
Period of MPSA 172-2001-IV and MPSA 173-2001-IV.
The first renewal of the two-year Exploration Period of MPSA Nos. 1722001-IV and 173-2001-IV were granted after pertinent requirements were
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found to have been complied with, pursuant to the provisions of Department
of Environment and Natural Resources Administrative Order (DAO) No.
2010-21, the Implementing Rules and Regulations of Republic Act (RA) No.
7942, otherwise known as the “Philippine Mining Act of 1995”.
7.5 Agreements with respect to mineral rights
Premiere Horizon Alliance Corporation is conducting an evaluation of the
mineral potentials on MPSA 172-2001-IV, awarded to Palawan Star Mining
Ventures, Inc. and MPSA 173-2001-IV, awarded to Pyramid Hill Mining and
Industrial Corp.
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8.0 GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES
8.1 Location and accessibility
Palawan is an archipelagic province of the Philippines that is located in the
region of MIMAROPA. It is the largest province in the country in terms of
total area of jurisdiction. Its capital city is the city of Puerto Princesa, but the
city is governed independently from the province as a highly urbanized city.
The islands of Palawan stretch between Mindoro in the northeast and
Borneo in the southwest. It lies between the West Philippine Sea and the
Sulu Sea. The province is named after its largest island, Palawan Island,
which measures 450 kilometers long, and 50 kilometers wide (Figure 8-1).

Figure 8-1. Map of MIMAROPA Region (source: Regional Development
Plan, National Economic Development Authority).
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The province of Palawan is composed of a long and narrow island, and a
number of smaller islands surrounding it, totaling to roughly 1,780 islands
and islets.
The Calamianes Group of Islands is located northeast, and consists of
Busuanga, Coron, Culion and Linapacan Islands. Balabac Island is located
off the southern tip, separated from Borneo by the Balabac Strait. In
addition, Palawan covers the Cuyo Islands in the Sulu Sea. The disputed
Spratly Islands, located a few hundred kilometers to the west, are
considered part of Palawan by the Philippines, and is locally called the
“Kalayaan Group of Islands”.
Palawan is served by numerous airports, landing airstrips and military
airfields listed in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1. List of airports, airstrips and military airfields in Palawan.
Airport Name
International Airports
Puerto Princesa International Airport
National Airports
Francisco B. Reyes Airport
El Nido Airport
San Vicente Airport
Community Airports
Cuyo Airport
Taytay Airport
Del Pilar Airport
Bugsuk (Bonbon) Airport
Tagbita Airport
Balabac Airport
Rio Tuba Airport
Airstrips and airfields
Coron Airstrip
Culion Airstrip
Brooke's Point Airstrip
Candaraman Airstrip
Inandeng Airstrip
Pamalican (Amanpulo) Airstrip
Old Busuanga Airstrip
Rancudo Airfield
Tarumpitao Point Airfield

Location
Puerto Princesa
Coron, Busuanga Island
El Nido
San Vicente
Magsaysay
Taytay
Roxas
Balabac (Bugsuk Isalnd)
Rizal
Balabac
Bataraza
Coron, Busuanga Island
Culion
Brooke's Point
Balabac (Candaraman Island)
San Vicente (under construction)
Cuyo (Pamalican Island)
Busuanga
Kalayaan (Military)
Rizal

From Puerto Princesa, the tenements may be reached via the Puerto
Princesa South Road either going to Barangay Panitian in Espanola or
turning northwestward from the Abo-abo junction towards Quezon,
depending on which part of the tenement is the destination.
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From Puerto Princesa, the distance to Panitian, Epanola is approximately
160 kilometers while the distance to Quezon (via Abo-abo) is roughly 170
kilometers.
Travel time usually takes between 3 to 4 hours depending on road and
traffic conditions as there are several on-going road and bridge
rehabilitations and/or constructions at the time.
Accessibility to the interior parts of the tenements is facilitated by the
numerous foot paths or foot trails used by the communities that live in the
area.
8.2 Topography, physiography, drainage and vegetation
Palawan’s almost 2,000 kilometers of irregular coastline is lined with rocky
coves and sugar-white sandy beaches. It also harbors a vast stretch of
virgin forest that carpet its chain of mountain ranges. The mountain heights
average 1,100 meters in altitude, with the highest peak rising to 2,086
meters at Mount Mantalingahan. The vast mountain areas are the source
of valuable timber. The terrain is a mix of coastal plain, craggy foothills,
valley deltas, and heavy forest interspersed with riverine arteries that serve
as irrigation.
Palawan has a total land area of 17,030.75 square kilometers. In terms of
archipelagic internal waters, Palawan has the biggest marine resources
that cover almost half of the Sulu Sea and a big chunk of the South China
Sea that is within the municipal waters of Kalayaan Municipality which was
officially annexed to the Philippine jurisdiction by virtue of Presidential
Decree 1596 dated 11 June 1978.
Total forest cover is about 56 percent of the total land area of the province
while mangrove forest accounts for 3.35 percent based on the 1998
Landsat imagery. Grasslands dwindled from 19 percent in 1992 to 12.40
percent in 1998. This is an indication of improving soil condition as
deteriorating soil is normally invaded by grass species. Bushlands
increased to 25 percent of the total land area. Sprawled beneath the seas
are nearly 11,000 square kilometers of coral reefs, representing more than
35% of the country’s coral reefs.
8.3 Climate, population
8.3.1

Climate
Palawan has two types of climate. The first type or Type I, occurs
in the northern and southern extremities and the entire western
coast of Palawan. Type I climate has two distinct seasons – six
months dry from November to April and six months wet for the rest
of the year. The other type or Type III prevails in the eastern coast.
It has a short dry season of one to three months and no pronounced
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rainy period during the rest of the year. Rain under this climate type
is mostly produced by the Southwest Monsoon.
The southern part of the province is virtually free from tropical
depressions but northern Palawan experiences torrential rains
during the months of July and August. Summer months serve as
peak season for Palawan. Sea voyages are most favorable from
March to early June when the seas are calm. The average
maximum temperature is 31°C with little variation all year.

Figure 8-2. Climate map of Palawan (source: Regional Development
Plan, National Economic Development Authority).
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8.3.2

Population
The total population of Palawan in the 2015 census was 1,104,585
people, with a density of 65 inhabitants per square kilometre. This
is presumably the highest population within MIMAROPA.
In the last three censual period: 2000, 2010 and 2015, population
growth rate in the region is lower than the recorded national growth.
The growth rate in Palawan and Puerto Princesa City per se is
shown in Table 8-2 below.

Table 8-2. Population and Population Growth Rate in Palawan Province, 2000,
2010, 2015 (source: CY 2014 ENR Information and Statistics, DENR MIMAROPA)
Region/Province
Palawan (exc. PPC)
Puerto Princesa City

2000
593,500
161,912

Population
2010
771,667
222,673

2015
849,469
255,116

Population Growth Rate
2000
2010
2015
2.66
1.84
2.38
3.24
2.62
3.02

The province is a melting pot of 87 different cultural groups and
races. Basically, its culture bears a strong influence from China,
India and the Middle East. Influx of migrants from other parts of the
Philippines, particularly from Muslim Mindanao, accounts for the
high population growth rate of approximately 3.98% annually. The
native-born Palawenos still rank the top in populace. Eighteen
percent is composed of cultural minority groups such as the
Tagbanwa, Palawano, Batak and Molbog.
8.4 Land use
Within the MIMAROPA region, Palawan has the largest area devoted to
agricultural production with a total of 323,452.40 hectares. Other areas are
utilized as mineral reservations, military reservations and civil reservations.
Table 8-3 below shows the existing land use in the province of Palawan.
Table 8-3. Existing land use of Palawan Province.
Land use
Agricultural
Residential
Industrial
Commercial
Others

Hectares
323,452.40
5,536.20
550.12
377.03
158,735.25

8.5 Socio Economic Environment
There are 52 languages and dialects in Palawan, with Tagalog being
spoken by more than 50% of the people. Languages native to the islands
are Cuyonon (27%), and Palawano (4.0%). Hiligaynon is also present at
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19%. Before mass immigration to Palawan by various groups of people
from Southern Tagalog, Ilocandia, and Central Luzon, Cuyonon was an
established as the colloquial speech among many of the native peoples,
i.e. the Agutaynen, Cagayanen, Tagbanua, Palawan, and others. The
usage of Cuyonon significantly dropped during the approach of the new
millennium being replaced by the now majority Tagalog.
Palawan is comprised of 433 barangays in 23 municipalities, and the capital
City of Puerto Princesa. As an archipelago, Palawan has 13 mainland
municipalities and 10 island towns. There are three congressional districts,
namely: the first district comprising five northern mainland municipalities
and nine island towns; the second district composed of six southern
mainland towns and the island municipality of Balabac; and the third district
covering the capital city of Puerto Princesa and the town of Aborlan.
Thirteen municipalities are considered as mainland municipalities: Aborlan,
Narra, Quezon, Sofronio, Espanola, Brooke’s Point, Rizal, Bataraza, San
Vicente, Roxas, Dumaran, El Nido, and Taytay. The Calamianes group of
islands include: Busuanga, Coron, Linapacan, and Culion. The Cuyo group
of islands include: Cuyo, Agutaya, and Magsaysay. The Spratly Islands
include: Araceli, Cagayancillo, Balabac, and Kalayaan. The capital, Puerto
Princesa is a highly urbanized city that governs itself independently from
the province. Data of Puerto Princesa City is grouped with the province in
Table 8-4 for statistical and geographic purposes.
Table 8-4. Administrative divisions of Palawan (source: CY 2014 ENR
Information and Statistics, DENR MIMAROPA).
Municipality
Aborlan
Agutaya
Araceli
Balabac
Bataraza
Brooke's Point
Busuanga
Cagayancillo
Coron
Culion
Cuyo
Dumaran
El Nido
Kalayaan
Linapacan
Magsaysay
Narra

Location

District

Population

Land Area
in km2

Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Mainland
Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Island
Island
Mainland
Mainland
Island
Island
Island
Mainland

3rd
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd

35,091
12,545
14,909
40,142
75,468
66,374
22,046
6,285
51,803
20,139
22,360
23,734
41,606
184
15,668
12,196
73,212

807.33
37.31
204.3
581.6
726.2
1,303.40
392.9
26.39
689.1
499.59
84.95
435
923.26
290
195.44
49.48
831.73

Population
Density/
km2

Total
Barangays

43
340
73
69
100
51
56
240
75
40
260
55
45
0.63
80
250
88

19
10
13
20
22
18
14
12
23
14
17
16
18
1
10
11
23
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Puerto Princesa
Quezon
Rizal
Roxas
San Vicente
Sofronio Espanola
Taytay

Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland
Mainland

3rd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st

255,116
60,980
50,096
65,358
31,232
32,876
75,165

2,381.02
943.19
1,256.47
1,177.56
1,462.94
473.91
1,257.68

110
65
40
56
21
69
60

66
14
11
31
10
9
31

Palawan’s economy is basically agricultural. The three major crops are
palay, corn and coconut. Mineral resources include nickel, copper,
manganese, and chromite. Logging was also a major industry. Palawan has
one of the richest fishing grounds in the country. About 45% of Manila’s
supply of fish comes from Palawan. Having natural gas reserves of
approximately 30,000 trillion cubic feet, the province is the only oilproducing province in the country. In addition, tourism is also a thriving
sector.
Pearl diving used to be a significant economic activity for Palawan until the
advent of plastics. The world’s largest pearl, the 240 millimeters (9.4 in)
diameter Pearl of Lao Tzu, was found off Palawan in 1934.
The economic and agricultural business growth of province is at 20% per
annum. Coconut, sugar, rice, lumber and livestock are produced here.
8.6 Environmental features
Unlike most of the Philippines, Palawan is biogeographically part of
Sunderland, with a fauna and flora related to that found in Borneo.
Among the many endemic species are the Palawan peacock-pheasant,
Philippine mouse-deer, Philippine pangolin, Palawan bearded pig, and
Palawan birdwing. In the forests and grasslands, the air resonates with the
songs of more than 200 kinds of birds. Over 600 species of butterfly’s flutter
around the mountains and fields of Palawan, attracted to some 1500 host
plants found here. Endangered sea turtles nest on white sand beaches.
Dugong numbers have fallen seriously, although Palawan still has the
larger population than any other part of the country and organizations such
as Community Centered Conservation are working to end the
unsustainable use of marine resources in Palawan and in the Philippines.
Numerous tourist and environmental attractions abound in Palawan. A few
of these are:
1. Calauit Game Preserve and Wildlife Sanctuary
This is a game reserve and wildlife sanctuary of exotic African
animals and endangered endemic animals of Palawan. The reserve
was established on August 31, 1976 by virtue of the Presidential
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Decree No. 1578, this was initiated in response to the appeal of the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature to help save
African wildlife when former President Ferdinand Marcos attended
the 3rd World Conference in Kenya.
2. Coron Reefs, Coron bay, Busuanga
Seven lakes surrounded by craggy limestone cliffs attract hundreds
of nature lovers to Coron Reefs in Northern Palawan, near the town
of Coron. The principal dive site are 12 World War II Japanese
shipwrecks sunk on September 24, 1944 by US Navy action.
3. El Nido Marine Reserve Park
El Nido’s sister hotel resorts El Nido Lagen Island and El Nido
Miniloc Island in Miniloc and Lagen Islands have been classified as
“conservation-minded places on a mission to protect the local
environment”. The resorts are active in both reef and island
conservation.
4. Malampaya Sound Land and Seascape Protected Area
Located in the Municipality of Taytay, this important ecological and
economic zone is a watershed and fishing ground, and the habitat of
Bottle-nosed and Irrawaddy dolphins.
5. UNESCO World Heritage Sites
Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park (1999)
This park features a large limestone karst landscape with an
underground river. One of the river’s distinguishing features is
that it emerges directly into the sea, and its lower portion is
subject to tidal influences. The site contains a fill ‘mountain-tosea’ ecosystem and has some of the most important forests in
Asia.
Tubbataha Reef Marine Park (1993)
The Tubbataha Reef Marine Park covers 332 km2, including the
North and South Reefs. It is a unique example of an atoll reef
with a very high density of marine species; the North Islet serving
as a nesting site for birds and marine turtles. The site is an
excellent example of a pristine coral reef with a spectacular 100meter perpendicular wall, extensive lagoons and two coral
islands.
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Ursula Island
This game refuge and bird sanctuary is situated near the
Municipality of Bataraza in southern Palawan. The islet is a
migratory and wintering ground for shorebirds and seabirds.
Rasa Island Wildlife Sanctuary
This 1,983-hectare protected area located in the Municipality of
Narra is a nesting ground of the endemic Philippine cockatoo or
Katala. It also harbors other rare bird species and marine turtles.
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9.0 PREVIOUS WORK
Several works related to the evaluation of the limestone and clastic rocks as
cement raw materials have been conducted on the area including geologic
mapping and drilling. Crisostomo et al. (1994) conducted a geologic assessment
of cement raw materials within the Pyramid Hill tenement. Their study included
geologic mapping, geochemical analysis of limestones and clastic sediments and
petrographic studies of select samples. Their geologic evaluation identified
~925M tons of limestone
9.1 History of previous work
Geological knowledge within the mineral claims held by Palawan Star
Mining Mining Ventures, Inc. (PSMVI) and Pyramid Hill Mining and
Industrial, Corp. (PHMIC) is based mainly on numerous works by various
explorers beginning from Casanola in 1956; Reyes in 1971; martin in 1972;
Belandres n 1976; a team of BMG geologists in 1981; Cepek, Gramann,
Kemper and Wolfart in 1984; Maac and Agadier in 1986; and the RP-Japan
Project in 1987.
Within the general vicinity, a semi-detailed stratigraphic mapping was
conducted by A.C. Cruz, et.al in 1989, then a geological investigation for
cement was undertaken within the mineral claims of Western Cement Dev’t
Corp. in 1990 by Crisologo, Cruz and Miranda.
A similar geological investigation for cement was undertaken within the
mineral claims of PSMVI in 1190 and 1992 by Cruz and Miranda, followed
in 1994 by Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares.
Another geological investigation with diamond drilling work within the claim
boundaries of PSMVI and PHMIC was conducted by O. Vizcayno and R.
Zerda in 1995.
9.2 Briefly describe essential work done by previous workers
Based on the stratigraphic mapping of A.C. Cruz, et.al in 1989, and other
additional information gathered from previous geological works, the
stratigraphy of the general area is as shown in Table 9-1.
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Table. 9-1. Proposed stratigraphy of South Central Palawan by A.C. Cruz,
et.al in 1989.
Formation
Alluvium
Alfonso XIII
Isugod
Ransang
Panas
Palawan Ophiolite
Espina Formation
Mt. Beaufort Ultramafics

9.2.1

Age
Quaternary
Late Miocene
Middle Miocene
Early Miocene
Early to Late Eocence
Cretaceous

Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994
The geological evaluation of the cement raw materials in Quezon,
Palawan done by Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994 aimed to
ascertain the quality and quantity of the raw materials present
within the mineral property of PHMIC.
The evaluation activities included semi-detailed mapping and
sampling. A total of 33 limestone samples and 4 siltstone/mudstone
and sandstone samples were collected for chemical analysis. Rock
samples for petrographic analysis were also collected.
The methods employed to ascertain the quality and quantity of the
cement raw materials in the area surveyed are:
a) Semi-detailed mapping, which included delineation of
lithologic boundaries and geological occurrences and
relations;
b) Megascopic description of the cement raw material and
correlation with the results of chemical analysis of the rock
samples; and
c) Sampling at pre-selected sites for at least one sample per
claim employing channel sampling across the bedding and
chip sampling on limestone outcrops of boulder floats.
Results of this geological work suggested that there are two
sources of calcareous cement raw materials, particularly from the
Ransang Limestone and the Alfonso XIII Formation.
Based on the results of chemical analyses, samples from the
Ransang Formation have relatively higher lime and lower silica
content compared to the samples from Alfonso XIII. Samples from
the Ransang Formation have lime content ranging from 46.33% to
53.97%, and silica content ranging from 0.49% to 6.92%. Samples
from the Alfonso XIII Formation have lime content ranging from
40.68% to 47.26% and silica content ranging from 5.90% to
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12.18%. All the samples collected reported MgO contents below
the allowable 5% maximum for finished Portland-type cement.
The siltstone-mudstone and the sandstone units are considered not
suitable for two-component cement raw mix. This is due to the high
silica content with corresponding low alumina and iron content of
siltstone-mudstone. The sandstone, although suitable for mixture
with the lower lime calcareous material (Alfonso XIII Formation), it
is not suitable for higher lime material (from Ransang Limestone)
and its quantity also considered insufficient.
9.2.2

O. Vizcayno – R. Zerda Group in 1995
The objectives of the O. Vizcayno – R. Zerda Group work in 1995
were:
a) Conduct geological mapping of the various rock types
particularly the calcareous raw material deposit;
b) Conduct a location survey of proposed drill holes; and
c) Supervise the geological aspects of drilling, core logging and
sample preparation.
The diamond drilling program was contracted by Geoline Service,
Inc. and completed only 4 holes, with an aggregate meterage of
504.50 meters, out of the contracted 6 holes. Drilling lasted from
May to September 1995, and was beset by numerous operational
problems, which forced Geoline to back off from the contract. Three
of the 4 holes intercepted more than 100 meters thick of calcareous
cement raw material.

9.3 Results and Conclusions of Each of the Previous Works
9.3.1

Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994
For the geological evaluation of the cement raw materials in
Quezon, Palawan done by Crisologo, Cruz and Mojares in 1994,
the following are the findings and recommendations:
1. Sufficient reserves of limestone suitable for cement
manufacture are available in most of the claims of PHMIC. The
total “geologic reserves” of the limestone deposit from the
Ransang Limestone and Alfonso XIII Formation is about 925
Million MT. The expected “mineable reserves are computed at
50% of the “geologic reserves” which is 462 Million MT.
2. On the limestone samples taken, it was noted that the two rock
formations considered as sources of calcareous raw materials
have distinct characteristics. The Ransang Formation is
somewhat coarser, harder and has relatively higher lime and
lower silica. The Alfonso XIII Formation is finer-grained, soft and
has lower lime and higher silica.
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3. The argillaceous material from the Panas Formation is
considered not much suitable for two-component cement raw
mix as proven from the trial mixes done.
4. The recommended source of argillaceous materials with the
proven suitability for the two-component mix is the shalesandstone from the Isugod Formation which is located south of
the barangay Foundation.
9.3.2

O. Vizcayno – R. Zerda Group in 1995
The comparison of the stratigraphic section as mapped by the
Bureau of Mines and Geosciences (BMG) and as interpreted by the
Zerda Group is presented in Table 9-2.
Table 9-2. Comparison of 1994 and 1995 fieldwork.

BMG Mapping
Don Alfonso XIII
Late Miocene
Isugod
Middle Miocene
Ransang
Early Miocene
Panas
Earl to Late Eocene
Espina
Cretaceous
Zerda mapping
Don Alfonso/Ransang/Isugod sediments Interphase from Middle to Upper Miocene
Unconformity ?
Panas
Early to Late Eocene ?
Espina
Cretaceous

Previous workers, including the recent works of Cruz, et.al mapped
the Don Alfonso and Ransang Limestone as separate rock
formations. Field evidences gathered in Zerda’s work, particularly
based on the results of drilling in the project area, showed the
interphase relationship of the two limestone formations and the
Isugod sedimentary formation.
Although there are some differences in the field occurrence and
character of Don Alfonso and Ransang limestone, these
differences may have been brought about by weathering on the
texture and composition of the two limestones as well as their
basinal position.
The principal structures affecting the project area are two north
trending faults that may have caused the graben faulting in the
project area. The sites of DDH-2 and DDH-5 are believed to be part
of the down-faulted block. Disruption on the surface along and
adjacent to these two faults is manifested in the northern extension
of the faults along a 50-100 meters stretch of the national road from
the junction of Tumarbong going to Quezon. Here, intense
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fracturing, brecciation of the Panas and Espina formations and
steepening of the Isugod beds have been observed.
The regional bedding structure of the Don Alfonso/Ransang
limestone east northeast of the drill area generally strikes east to
northeast and dips 10° to 25° to the north and northwest,
respectively. Observations by previous workers on the bedding of
Don Alfonso/Ransang Formations outside the mapped area
towards the northwest of drill area showed the limestone beds
striking northwest and dip gently to the northeast.
A probable reserve of 450 million tons of calcareous raw materials
and 60 million tons of shale-sandstone, have been estimated within
the drilled area. These calculated reserves are based on
information derived from the geologic maps and sections and, the
results of drilling. The drilling information however, is based only on
four completed drill holes out of the proposed six holes. Figure 9-1
shows the ore reserve blocks by the Zerda group. Table 9-4 shows
a summary of the parameters and computations for the reserve
estimates.

Figure 9-1. Ore reserve blocks by the Zerda Group.
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Table 9-4. Probable ore reserve computation within the claim boundaries of Palawan
Star Mining Ventures, Inc. and Pyramid Hill Mining and Industrial Corp.
Area
Location

Depth
(meters)

Influence
(sq.m.)
Area 1 (DDH-1)
271,300
Area 2 (DDH-2)
284,250
Area 3 (DDH-4)
234,850
56,950
234,850
Area 4 (DDH-5)
286,650
Area 5 (DDH-3)
304,800
Area 6 (DDH-6)
323,700
323,700
Total probable reserve of limestone
Total probable reserve of shale-sandstone

100
150
30
150
50
120
100
100
50

Specific Gravity
(Limestone =
2.5)
(Shale = 2.2)
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.2

Tonnage
(MT)

67,825,000
106,593,750
17,613,750
21,356,250
25,833,500
85,995,000
76,200,000
80,925,000
35,607,000
456,508,750
61,440,500

The Zerda Group further concluded and recommended the
following:
1. The geological mapping and drilling of Palawan Cement Project
area indicate the presence of an economically viable deposit of
cement raw material.
2. A probable reserve of about 405 million tons of limestone
deposit and 60 million tons of shale-sandstone additives are
available in the present drilling area.
3. The grade of the limestone deposit ranges from 44.57% to
48.59% CaO. As of this date, the results of analyses of drill core
samples are limited only to the 2-section whole core samples
per hole submitted to Ostrea Laboratory.
4. The Don Alfonso, Ransang Limestone, and Isugod sedimentary
rocks based on the present but limited drilling results seem to
interphase with each other. The extent of each lithologic
interphase cannot be determined in the present available drilling
data.
5. It is therefore necessary in the overall assessment of limestone
and shale-sandstone resources that the following program of
work be carried out:
a. Verification of the extension of the shale-sandstone unit
intercepted at DDH-4 by at least two drill holes in the
northern and western part of DDH-4 site.
b. A topographic survey to further enhance the accuracy of
the actual location, elevation, and control station for
future drilling/ore reserve calculation, and other
geological work.
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c. A grid drilling program of the proposed quarry sites to
evaluate the overall limestone and shale-sandstone raw
material resources of Palawan Cement Project.
d. Previous surface sampling showed the Ransang
limestone yielding higher CaO as compared to Don
Alfonso. Future drilling should consider confirmation of
such indications. This is further strengthened by the
surface sampling made during this recent investigation.
Results are very encouraging ranging from 47.32% to
48.59% CaO.
e. Drilling program that will yield positive mineable reserves
and better engineering data for open pit design and
geological considerations.
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10.0 HISTORY OF PRODUCTION
10.1 Production History at the Panitian Limestone Area
There has not been any limestone quarrying operation at the Panitian Area.
Only surface exploration work involving grab sampling, geological mapping,
and very limited trenching for channel sampling have been done.
Prior to the work done by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp., very limited
diamond core drilling using NQ- to BQ-size tubes had been done.
Previous exploration work for limestone assessment had been confined
within the southeastern portion of the PHMIC, an area bounded specifically
by East Longitudes 118°02’00” and 118°04’00” and North Latitudes
9°09’00” and 9°11’00”. The evaluation for shale raw materials was confined
to the southern portion of the group of claims of PSMVI, an area bounded
specifically by East Longitudes 118°03’00” and 118°04’00” and North
Latitudes 9°11’00” and 9°12’30”.
10.2 Areas Mined within the Tenement Area
There were no mined areas within the tenement areas prior to the
exploration work done by PHAC.
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11.0 GEOLOGIC SETTING
11.1 Regional Geology and Tectonics
Palawan is a continental fragment rifted from the Asian mainland during the
opening of the South China Sea in early Oligocene to Miocene. The rocks
in Palawan, particularly in the northeastern part is markedly different from
the arc-related rocks to the east, including those found in northwest
Mindoro, western part of Panay, Negros and Cebu islands. Southwest
Mindoro, Romblon, Tablas island and the extreme western fringe of Panay
island may include rifted continental fragments (e.g. Rangin et al., 1985;
Rangin and Pubellier, 1990; Gabo et al., 2009; Yumul et al., 2009).
Palawan is surrounded by several major tectonic features reflecting
complex boundaries related to subduction, collision, on ramping of ophiolite
slivers and thrusting.
To the northwest is the southern edge of the Manila Trench where it
continues inland and expressed as major thrust fault structures in
southwest Mindoro and western part of Panay island in Antique. Further to
the southeast and south are the Negros and Sulu Trenches.
The Palawan continental block that collided into the Philippine Mobile Belt
includes Palawan, southwest Mindoro, Busuanga Peninsula in Panay and
extended further towards Tablas and Romblon islands.
The Palawan Trough in offshore Palawan is interpreted as an extinct trench
of the Cagayan arc system. The Palawan ophiolite, which occurs between
the trough and the Cagayan arc is considered an abducted oceanic
fragment from the subduction at the Palawan trough.
In central Palawan, the Ulugan Bay Fault divides the island (MGB, 2010).
However, this fault does not mark the boundary between the two
tectonostratigraphic terranes. Instead, the ophiolite is thrust upon the
Palawan continental terrane (Encarnacion et al., 1995 and references
therein) further north of the Ulugan fault, as the arc materials extend past
it.
Several faults are present which define terrane boundaries between the
abducted ophiolitic slab and the Palawan continental platform. Further to
the south, numerous faults and linear features within the ophiolitic units are
indicated that may represent adjustments and deformations associated with
the emplacement of oceanic crust on land.
11.2 Regional Stratigraphy
The general stratigraphic framework of Palawan is divided into North and
South, recognizing the fact that the geologic setting in the north is different
from those in the south (MGB, 2010).
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The stratigraphy of South Palawan is tabulated in Table 11-1. Brief
descriptions of the units are presented in the following sections.
Table 11-1. Stratigraphy of South Palawan.
Formation
Tagburos Opalite
Iwahig Formation
Alfonso XIII Formation
Isugod Formation
Ransang Limestone
Balabac Formation
Sagasa Melange
Pandian Formation
Panas Formation
Sumbiling Limestone
Palawan Ophiolite

Age
Early to Late Pleistocene
Pliocene
Late Miocene
Middle Miocene
Early Miocene
Late Oligocene to Miocene
Oligocene
Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene
Eocene
Eocene
Cretaceous

11.2.1 Palawan Ophiolite
The basement complex in southern Palawan is the different
formational units that form the ophiolite. The Palawan Ophiolite is
composed of the Beaufort Ultramafic Complex, Stavely Gabbro,
Espina Formation and Dalrymple Amphibolite. The Palawan
Ophiolite is considered Cretaceous in age but the emplacement of
the ophiolite occurred during the Eocene.
11.2.2 Panas Formation
The Panas Formation is composed of a sequence of indurated,
turbiditic medium- to thinly-bedded alternating quartz-rich,
feldspathic, calcareous to clayey sandstones, siltstones and
shales. Carbonates and clayey matrix are noted. Based on the
identified foraminifera from the shale and sandstone sequence, a
Paleocene to Eocene age is established although later studies
placed its age as Eocene (56.0-33.9 Ma). The Panas Formation
unconformably overlies the Espina Formation and intertongues
with Sumbiling Limestone.
11.2.3 Sumbiling Limestone
The Sumbiling Limestone is described as a massive, partly
crystalline dark gray limestone. The type locality is in the southern
part of Palawan in Bataraza. The age of the unit is Eocene (56.033.9 Ma).
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11.2.4 Pandian Formation
The Pandian Formation is composed of massive, coarse-grained
arkosic sandstone with mudstone and silty shale interbeds
downsection. Thick conglomerate beds are found at the base. It is
1500m to 2000m thick and confined mostly in southern Palawan.
The age of the Pandian Formation is Middle Eocene to Early
Oligocene (47.8-28.1 Ma).
11.2.5 Sagasa Melange
The Sagasa Melange refers to a chaotic mixture of turbidite, pillow
basalt, chert and quartzite. This unit occurs in the scattered islets
in Ulugan Bay. It is probably of Oligocene (33.9-23.0 Ma) age.
11.2.6 Balabac Formation
The Balabac Formation is a Late Oligocene-Miocene (at most ~28
Ma) limestone, sandstone, shale and conglomerate unit and
estimated to be 1100m to 2300m. This formation is mostly found in
the southern tip of Palawan.
11.2.7 Ransang Limestone
The Ransang Limestone is described as massive to bedded
limestone, calcarenites and calcisiltites of early Miocene (23.0-16.0
Ma) age. The environment of deposition is shallow marine from the
main reef to lagoonal area. The Ransang LImestones are exposed
in Labog, Barangay Underground, Devil’s Peak, Malanut Range,
Pagoda Hills and along the Ipilan-Kalatagbak route. The type
locality is in Barrio Ransang, Quezon.
11.2.8 Isugod Formation
The Isugod Formation is a Middle Miocene (16.0-11.6 Ma) rhythmic
sequence of interbedded shale and quartzofeldspathic sandstone
with minor limestone and conglomerate. It is 900m thick. It is
unconformably overlying the ophiolite.
11.2.9 Alfonso XIII Formation
The Late Miocene (11.6-5.3 Ma) Alfonso XIII Formation is
composed of a sequence limestone, sandstone, claystone, marl
and impure calcareous claystone. It is exposed in the western part
of Quezon municipality and estimated to be 1000m thick. This
formation unconformably overlies lies Isugod and Pandian or
Panas Formations depending on locality.
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11.2.10 Iwahig Formation
The Iwahig Formation, which is Pliocene (5.3-2.6 Ma) in age, is
composed of two members: Pusok Conglomerate and Panoyan
Limestone. The Pusok Conglomerate consists of conglomerate
with interbeds of fine- to medium-grained light greenish gray
sandstone and light gray siltstone. The conglomerate is composed
of pebbles, cobbles and boulders of ultramafic rocks, gabbro,
schists and occasional megafossils in clayey sandstone matrix in
Central Palawan. In the south, the pebbles are made up of chert,
limestone and indurated sediments in a sandy to limy groundmass.
The Panoyan Limestone is cream to buff with shades of pink,
massive, coralline and cliff-forming. It mostly occurs in southern
Palawan in Bataraza, Iwahig River, Dalingding Hill and Mount
Gangob. It is Pliocene to Pleistocene in age.
11.2.11 Tagburos Opalite
The Tagburos Opalite refers to siliceous rocks around Puerto
Princesa City. It is Pleistocene (2.6-0.10 Ma) in age. It is composed
of chalcedony and variegated opaline silica.
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12.0 MINERAL PROPERTY GEOLOGY
12.1 Geological Work Undertaken by Premiere Horizon Alliance Corp.
(PHAC)
PHAC conducted a systematic grid sampling and core drilling campaign
over a 1-km2 area in the southeastern portion of its tenement located in the
municipalities of Espanola and Quezon, Palawan. The purpose of the grid
sampling is to characterize and quantify the limestone deposit present in
that portion of the Malanut Range.
The grid sampling and mapping program was designed following an ocular
inspection of the study area by the authors. The center of the study area
was determined from results of the O. Vizcayno – R. Zerda Group done in
1995.
The surface sampling done is designed at a 50m interval grid. A total of 441
sampling points were staked but only 435 sites were sampled. Six (6) sites
were not sampled as these points correspond to areas where no outcrops
were present. Figure 12-1 shows that original design of the surface
sampling and drilling program over the study area. The plan was designed
with the end-task of estimating mineral resource in mind. A regular interval
was envisioned to provide less bias than an irregular-spaced sampling
program.

Figure 12-1. The original design of the surface sampling and drilling program.
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Immediately following the grid sampling program is the implementation of a
diamond drill core program. Over the same areas, a core drilling program
was simultaneously implemented. Figure 12-2 is the plan view of the actual
grid sampling of the project site. Location, description and assay results of
the surface samples are tabulated in Appendix A while sampling interval
and assay results of the drill cores are presented in Appendix B.

Figure 12-2. Plan view of the actual grid sampling area and completed drill holes of
the project site.
12.2 Rock Types and Their Geological Relationships
The focus of the geologic works done by PHAC is within the Malanut
Range. Detailed surface sampling and drilling activities are confined within
a 1-km2 area in the southern part of MPSA 173-2001-IV. However,
reconnaissance level field mapping and sampling of the limestone
extended further westward of the Malanut Range.
The limestones encountered in the Malanut Range are composed of
massive to laminated, buff to cream sparite, biosparite, micrite and sparse
biomicrite. They are observed to have either alternating or intertonguing
relationships of the various types of limestones. Some occasional calcite
veins with well-developed crystal faces are noted.
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Dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and
caves are noted especially further to the western part of the Malanut Range
where steep vertical limestone faces are prominent (Figure 12-3).

Figure 12-3. Prominent limestone cliffs form on the southern part of the Malanut
Range.
The contact of the limestone with the sedimentary units lies outside of the
tenement property in the south. However, the contact between them is
observed in some of the drill holes. In some instances, the calcareous
sediments form intervening sequences within the limestone units (Figure
12-4 and 12-5).
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Figure 12-4. Occurrence of intervening calcareous sediments within the limestone
intercepted at EDH-003. The contact is sharp and in some cases transitional.

Figure 12-5. EDH-001 was terminated at 81.30m in calcareous shale-sandstone
sequences.
It is observed that the limestone form massive bodies in most instances.
Laminations and bedding are also noted in some localities where the
attitude of the beds are generally flat-lying to slightly dipping (<20°) towards
the north and northwest (Figure 12-6).
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Figure 12-6. Outcrops of blocky, bedded micrite to sparite in the northwestern part of
the range.
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Figure 12-7. Close up photo of the limestone walls as seen from Figure 12-3. The
limestones are mainly cream to buff sparite to micrite units.
The clastic units are composed of calcareous siltstones, sandstones and
turbiditic sequence of alternating shale-sandstone units. Further to the east
of the tenement towards Barangays Isugod, Iwahig and Berong are
alternating shale-sandstone sequences.
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Figure 12-8. Photo of calcareous sediments mainly mudstones to siltstones that are
found in the northern part of the tenement.
12.3 Description of Various Geological Structures
There are no faulting and other structures that were observed and mapped
during the geological evaluation of the 1-km2 grid. Other workers interpret
the steep-sided walls as manifestations of faulting. These workers believe
that the steep-sided walls are remnants of dissolution features such as
cavities, solution channels, sinkhole and caves. In some sections of the drill
holes where gouge was logged, it is believed that these are muddy deposits
of water that seasonally circulate or pass through the cavernous limestone
deposit, and are not necessarily gouge resulting from the grinding along
movements at surfaces/faces of faults.
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13.0 MINERALIZATION
13.1 Overview of the Mineralization
13.1.1 Composition and Environments of Formation
Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed primarily of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) in the form of the mineral calcite. It is generally
an organic sedimentary rock that forms from the accumulation of
shell, coral, algal, and fecal debris that commonly forms in clear,
warm, shallow marine waters. It can also be a chemical
sedimentary rock formed by the precipitation of calcium carbonate
from lake or ocean water.
In a marine environment, limestones form in shallow, calm, warm
marine waters. It is in this type of environment where organisms
capable of forming calcium carbonate shells and skeletons can
easily extract the needed ingredients from ocean water. When
these animals die, their shell and skeletal debris accumulate as
sediment that might be lithified into limestone. Their waste products
can also contribute to the sediment mass. Limestones formed from
this type of sediment are biological sedimentary rocks. Their
biological origin is often revealed in the rock by the presence of
fossils. Many limestone-forming environments are found in shallow
water areas between 30° north latitude and 30° south latitude.
Some other limestones can form by direct precipitation of calcium
carbonate from marine or freshwater. Limestones formed this way
are chemical sedimentary rocks. They are thought to be less
abundant than the biological limestones.
Limestone can also form through evaporation. Stalactites,
stalagmites, and other cave formations (often called
“speleothems”) are examples of limestone that formed through
evaporation. In a cave, droplets of water seeping down from above
enter the cave through fractures or other pore spaces in the cave
ceiling. There they might evaporate before falling to the cave floor.
When the water evaporates, any calcium carbonate that was
dissolved in the water will be deposited in the cave ceiling. Over
time, this evaporative process can result in an accumulation of
icicle-shaped calcium carbonate on the cave ceiling. These
deposits are known as stalactites. If the droplet falls to the floor and
evaporates there, a stalagmite could grow upwards from the cave
floor.
The limestone that makes up these cave formations is known as
“travertine” and is a chemical sedimentary rock. A rock known as
“tufa” is a limestone formed by evaporation at a hot spring, lake
shore, or other area.
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13.1.2 Uses of Limestone
Limestone has an enormous diversity of uses. Some limestones
are cut and used as decorative or dimension stones while some are
crushed and used as construction materials. Calcination of the
mineral calcite (CaCO3), which is what mainly comprises limestone,
yields lime (CaO) for commercial use. Lime is consumed in a
variety of industries. The Cement and the Iron and Steel Industries
are the major consumers of limestone.
a. Limestone Use in the Cement Industry
Cement, as a binding material, is a very important building
material. Almost every construction work requires cement. The
composition of cement, therefore, is a matter of interest for
engineers. For understanding the cement composition, one must
be familiar with the functions of the cement ingredients. By
altering the amount of an ingredient during cement production,
one can achieve a desired cement quality.
In general, limestone containing about 45% CaO and above is
usually preferred for the manufacture of cement. Magnesia
content in the stone should ideally be less than 3%, although as
high as 5% MgO is used by the industry. The proportion of Al2O3
: Fe2O3 : SiO2 should be 1:2:5. Magnesia, sulphur and
phosphorus are regarded as most undesirable impurities. The
presence of phosphorus and P2O5 more than 1% slows down the
setting time of Portland cement.
There are eight (8) major ingredients of cement: lime, silica,
alumina, magnesia, iron oxide, calcium sulphate, sulfur trioxide
and alkaline.
Lime is Calcium Oxide (CaO) or Calcium Hydroxide. The
proportion of lime is to be carefully maintained. Lime in excess
makes the cement to expand and disintegrate. On the other
hand, if lime is deficient, the strength of the cement decreases
and it causes cement to set quickly.
Silica is Silicon Dioxide (SiO2). Silica gives or imparts strength to
the cement due to the formation of dicalcium and tricalcium
silicates. If silica is present in excess quantity, the strength of the
cement increases but at the same time, its setting time is
prolonged.
Alumina is Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3). This is ingredient imparts
quick setting property to the cement. It acts as a flux and it lowers
the clinkering temperature. However, the high temperature is
essential for the formation of a suitable type of cement and
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hence the alumina should not be present in excess amount as it
weakens the cement.
Magnesia is Magnesium Oxide (MgO). This ingredient, if present
in small amounts, imparts hardness and color to the cement. A
high content of magnesia makes the cement unsound.
Iron Oxide is Fe2O3. This ingredient imparts color, hardness and
strength to the cement.
Calcium Sulfate is CaSO4. This ingredient is in the form of
gypsum and its function is to slow down or retard the setting
action of cement. Sulfur Trioxide is SO3. A very small amount of
Sulphur is useful in making sound cement. The SO3 content
should not be more than 2%. Otherwise, excess Sulfur Trioxide
causes cement to be unsound.
Alkali or alkaline is any of the soluble hydroxides of the alkali
metals, such as lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, and
cesium. Alkalis are strong bases that turn litmus paper from red
to blue, they react with acids to yield neutral salts, and they are
caustic and in concentrated form are corrosive to organic
tissues. Alkaline should not be present in excess of 1%. Excess
Alkaline matter causes efflorescence (loss of water).
Some common examples of alkali salts are:
Soda ash (Na2CO3) or sodium carbonate
Caustic soda (NaOH) or sodium hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) generic name of lye
Slaked lime (Ca(OH)2) or calcium hydroxide
Mg(OH)2 or magnesium hydroxide
b. Limestone Use in the Iron and Steel Industry
When limestone contains a certain portion of magnesium, it is
called dolomite or dolomitic limestone (CaCO3.MgCO3).
Dolomite theoretically contains 54.35% of CaCO3 and 45.65% of
MgCO3 (30.4% CaO; 21.9% MgO; and 47.7% CO2). However, in
nature, dolomite is not available in this exact proportion. Hence,
generally the rock containing 40-45% MgCO3 is usually called
dolomite. When MgCO3 is less than 40% but more than 20%,
then the limestone is called dolomitic limestone. The chemical
composition of limestone and dolomite varies greatly from region
to region as well as between different deposits in the same
region. Therefore, the end product from each natural deposit is
different. Typically, limestone and dolomite are composed of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3), magnesium carbonate (MgCO3),
silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3), iron (Fe), sulphur (S) and other
trace elements.
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Both limestone and dolomite are extensively used in an iron and
steel plant in various processes. Specification of limestone and
dolomite for iron making is less rigid. But for steel making,
limestone should have very low silica (SiO2) and alumina (Al2O3)
since these elements will need additional flux to neutralize them
which will increase slag volumes. Further additional haet will be
required for keeping fluid this amount of additional slag. Also
important is the consistency of chemical composition and size
fraction. Further limestone used for calcination should have good
decrepitation index.
In the Iron and Steel Industry, limestone is basically used as a
slag former. Dolomite is used as a slag former, slag modifier and
as a refractory material. The process of iron making is the
reduction of iron ore to produce iron. Iron ore normally contain
gangue materials such as silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3) along
with sulphur (S) and Phosphorus (P). Removal of these
impurities is done by combining the gangue materials with CaO
and/or MgO to form slag which consists of low melting point
complex compounds such as calcium silicate, calcium
aluminate, etc. CaO and MgO is charged along with other raw
materials in the form of limestone and dolomite or it is charged
through sinter where again fines of limestone and dolomite is
used .This limestone or dolomite is first decomposed into CaO
or CaO+MgO which then combine with gangue to form slag.
Further, lime from limestone reacts with sulfur present in the raw
material to form CaS which goes into slag.
During pre-treatment or hot metal in desulphurization plant lime
is an essential component of the desulphurizing compound.
During steel making, high basicity of the steel making slag is
being maintained with the help of lime. Lime is also used in
secondary steel making. In steel melting shop, fettling of the
lining as well as patching is done with dolomite based
compounds. Calcined dolomite is also used in converters to
maintained MgO levels in the steel making slags. It also acts as
a slag modifier in case of slag splashing. Burnt dolomite is also
used for making refractory bricks for the purpose of lining in steel
melting shop.
As a general guide, the limits of chemical composition tabulated
in Table 13-1 are set for limestone that are amenable to the
Cement and Iron and Steel Industries.
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Table 13-1. Limestone composition for Cement and Steel and Iron Industries.
Grade Ranges (%)
Compound

Common Name

Ideal Limits

Best

Better

Good

Fail

42% min

≥ 54.00

53.99 - 50.00

49.99 - 42.00

≤ 41.99

2% to 4% min

≤ 1.99

2.00 - 2.99

3.00 - 3.99

≥ 4.00

(For cement)

1% to 2% max

≤ 0.49

0.50 - 0.99

1.00 - 1.99

≥ 2.00

(For steel)

0.5% to 6% min

≥ 6.00

5.99 - 3.00

2.99 - 0.50

≥ 0.49

4% max

≤ 0.99

1.00 - 1.99

2.00 - 2.99

≥ 3.00

0% to 1% max

≤ 0.24

0.5 - 0.99

0.5 - 0.99

≥ 1.00

12% to 25% min

≤ 25.00

17.00 - 24.99

12.00 - 16.99

≥ 11.09

1% to 3% min

≤ 0.99

1.00 - 1.99

2.00 - 2.99

> 3.00

0.1% to 0.5.% min

≤ 0.10

0.11 - 0.30

0.31 - 0.49

> 0.50

% CaO

Lime

% Al2O3

Alumina

% Cr2O3
% Fe2O3

Chromium Oxide

% K2 O

Potassium Oxide

% MgO

Magnesia

% MnO

Manganese Oxide

% Na2O

Alkaline

% P2O5

Phosphate

% SiO2

Silica

% SO

Sulfur Trioxide

% TiO2

Titanium Oxide

% CaSO4

Calcium Sulfate

<1% max

Other used of limestone include a) as fluxing material in ferroalloys, pelletization plants, and foundries; b) for the production
of sponge for iron; c) as refining materials in the production of
sugar; d) as an additive in the glass industry; e) as a coating
material in the fertilizer industry; and f) in the cooking of range
and grass in the paper industry.
13.2 Type of Mineralization as Mapped
From the study of the drill logs of R. Zerda and the recently concluded
PHAC drilling program, it is discerned that the Ransang Limestone in the
area was formed in near-shallow marine environment, thus it has sections
with siliciclastic-dominated components (mud, silt and sand) deposited in a
reducing environment, and juxtaposed with organic, reefal limestone. This
depositional environment, in general, is known as “Marginal-Marine” or
“Transition Area”, extending from beach/tidal flat to neritic (continental shelf
and organic reef). Limestone deposited in the “Transition Area” is typically
cavernous. The cavity intersected in Drill Hole No. 1 from 37.80 to 45.30
meters of the Zerda drilling (a 7.5-meter wide void) below the collar is an
example of the cavern that could likely be present in other localities within
the limestone formation. Figure 13-1 is a schematic representation of the
environment of deposition of the Ransang limestone.
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Figure 13-1. Schematic representation of environment of deposition of the
Ransang limestone.
The Folk classification system places primary emphasis on the detailed
composition of grains and interstitial material in carbonate rocks. Based on
composition, there are three main components: allochems (grains), matrix
(mostly micrite), and cement (sparite). The Folk system uses two-part
names; the first refers to the grains and the second is the root. It is helpful
to have a petrographic microscope when using the Folk scheme, because
it is easier to determine the components present in each sample.
The Dunham scheme focuses on depositional textures. Each name is
based upon the texture of the grains that make up the limestone. The
classification system focuses on the depositional fabric of carbonate rocks.
Dunham divides the rocks into four main groups based on relative
proportions of coarser clastic particles. Unlike the Folk scheme, Dunham
deals with the original porosity of the rock. The Dunham scheme is more
useful for hand samples because it is based on texture, not the grains in
the sample.
In general, the chemical composition of the samples i.e., CaCO3, CaO,
SiO2, Fe2O3, Al2O3, is influenced by the relative contents of particles in the
siliciclastic rock. Hence, the use of any of these classification schemes
would provide an indication of the chemical composition of a particular
sample.
13.3 Geological Structures
There are no faulting and other structures that were observed and mapped
during the geological evaluation of the 1-km2 grid. Other workers interpret
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the steep-sided walls as manifestations of faulting. These workers believe
that the steep-sided walls are remnants of dissolution features such as
cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and caves. In some sections of the
drill holes where gouge was logged, it is believed that these are muddy
deposits of water that seasonally circulate or pass through the cavernous
limestone deposit, and are not necessarily gouge resulting from the grinding
along movements at surfaces/faces of faults.
13.4 Localization of the Deposit
The focus of the geologic works enabled by PHAC is within the Malanut
Range. Detailed surface sampling and drilling activities are confined within
a 1-km2 area in the southern part of MPSA 173-2001-IV. However,
reconnaissance level field mapping and sampling of the limestone
extended further westward of the Malanut Range.
The limestones encountered in the Malanut range are composed of
massive to laminated, buff to cream sparite, biosparite, micrite and sparse
biomicrite. They are observed to have either alternating or intertonguing
relationships of the various types of limestones. Some occasional calcite
veins with well-developed crystal faces are noted.
Dissolution features such as cavities, solution channels, sinkholes and
caves are noted especially further to the western part of the Malanut Range
where steep vertical limestone faces are prominent.
The contact of the limestone with the sedimentary units lies outside of the
tenement property in the south. However, the contact between them is
observed in some of the drill holes. In some instances, the calcareous
sediments form intervening sequences within the limestone units.
It is observed that the limestone form massive bodies in most instances.
Laminations and bedding are also noted in some localities where the
attitude of the beds are generally flat-lying to slightly dipping (<20°) towards
the north and northwest.
The clastic units are composed of calcareous siltstones, sandstones and
turbiditic sequence of alternating shale-sandstone units. Further to the east
of the tenement towards Barangays Isugod, Iwahig and Berong are
alternating shale-sandstone sequences.
Another important depositional feature that has been mapped is the
presence of voids on the surface. The accurate marking of these caves and
voids will definitely influence the estimation of the resource.
Figure 13-2 shows the interpreted dispersion of the sparite, biosparite,
micrite and biomicrite within the 1-km2 grid study area.
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Figure 13-2. Interpreted dispersion of sparite, micrite and their respective biocontaining counterparts.
From the figure, it may be discerned that the sparite-type is the more
dominant variety of limestone. The biosparite-type limestone is sporadic but
generally follows a somewhat northeasterly dispersion. The micrite-type
limestone is also sporadic and is disposed towards the east of the grid.
These patterns are believed to be indicative of paleo drainage patterns that
suggest a general draining towards the east of the area. In general, the
outcrop patterns could be considered continuous over a couple of hundred
meters.
13.5 Length, Width, Depth of Mineralization, and Continuity
The lateral extent of the naturally-occurring limestone outside the 1-km2 grid
study area has not been adequately tested. Reconnaissance work towards
the western to northwestern portions of the Malanut Range, however,
confirms the continuity of the Ransang Limestone in these grounds.
From the intercepts of the 10-hole drilling program, limestone has been
intercepted from all collars, and has persisted to depths ranging from 35.00
to 120.00 meters from collar. The thickest limestone intercept is 120.00
meters at EDH-009. Intertonguing of the sparite, micrite and the calcareous
clastic sediments have been observed in almost all holes drilled. The
individual thicknesses of the various limestone sections range from 4.0 to
5.0 to 6.0 meters thick in sections of EDH-004, EDH-005 and EDH-007,
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from 35.0 to 59.0, to 76.0, to 83.0, to 92.0 to 95.0 to 97.0, and to 115.0 and
120.0 meters in sections of EDH-001, EDH-002, EDH-003, EDH-004, EDH006, EDH-007, EDH-008, EDH-009 and EDH-010.

Figure 13-3. Reconnaissance geological work at Malanut Range.
Table 13-2. Tops and bottoms of limestones as intercepted in the drill holes.
Drill hole
EDH-001
EDH-002
EDH-003
EDH-004
EDH-005
EDH-006
EDH-007
EDH-008
EDH-009
EDH-010

Collar (masl)
337
339
360
347
300
341
317
274
297
321

Bottom (masl)
255.7
261.4
250
249
182.7
220.9
210.7
172
177
240

Bottom of
limestone
277.7
272.8
in limestone
262.8
189.45
225.8
222.3
181.9
in limestone
249.85

Top of shale/
sandstone
277.7
272.8
263.7-257.2
263.8
188.7
225.8
222.3
181.9
?
249.85
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13.6 Element Grade Levels and Patterns
Interpretations of some of the results of analysis of geochemical bedrock
samples collected from the grid are presented in Figures 13-4, 13-5, 13,6
and 13-7 particularly for CaO, Al2O3, Fe2O3 and SiO2, respectively.

Figure 13-4. Geochemical bedrock sampling results for CaO.
The analysis results for CaO ranging from 50.00% to 53.99% generally
cover most parts of the 1-km2 grid study area. The analysis results for CaO
that are ≥54.00% are sporadic and occur mostly in the western portion of
the grid. This CaO range is that which is amenable to the Iron Industry. The
volume of the occurrence of this range could be considered spotty and not
at all abundant. The analysis results for CaO that range from 42.00 to
49.00% correspond to the outline of the micrite body.
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Figure 13-5. Geochemical bedrock sampling results for Al2O3.

Figure 13-6. Geochemical bedrock sampling results for Fe2O3.
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The general dispersion patters of the results of favourable Al2O3 (≤0.90%)
and Fe2O3 (≤0.49%) are roughly coincident with one another. These
dispersion patterns also correspond to the biosparite body that abounds
from the southwest to the northwest corners of the 1-km2 grid.

Figure 13-7. Geochemical bedrock sampling results for SiO2.
The higher silica range (≥5.00%) generally corresponds to the outline of the
micrite, while the spotty, lower silica range (<5.00%) roughly corresponds
to the sparite outlines.
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14.0 EXPLORATION
14.1 Geological Work
14.1.1 Geological Data Generated from Mapping and Surface
Sampling
All geological data generated from the surface mapping and
geochemical bedrock sampling within and around the immediate
vicinity of the 1-km2 grid study area are stored in the Exploration
Dataset attached in the PMRC-CP Mineral Resource Report of J.
Diaz. The sampling and mapping exercises were done by the
geological team composed of Messrs. Nelson E. Degracia,
Ferdinand T. Jumawan, Alexer C. Mapa and Danilo Q. Barquio.
The core logging for lithology, geotechnical data gathering, core
cutting and sampling were conducted by the same team following
the 2017 Exploration Manual for PHAC Limestone Project which is
also attached to the PMRC resource report.
The geological mapping and core logging were done using the
nomenclature specified in Folk’s (1962) classification of limestones.
In this classification, the type of limestone is based on the
proportion of the components, if any, of lime mud matrix, sparite
cement and organic constituents.
In general, the limestones intercepted by the drill holes include
biomicrite, biosparite and a transition between the two and
calcareous sandstone/siltstone/shale. Calcite crystals are also
noted occurring within the cavities or as recrystallized portions of
massive limestones.
14.1.2 Geological Maps and Sections
Plan maps showing lithology, results of sampling, road networks,
etc. were prepared on various scales to show project- and districtwide features. The topographic information over this portion of
Palawan was derived from downloaded NASA Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) version 3 with a 1-arc second (~30m)
resolution data accessed via the USGS Global Data Explorer
(GDex) website.
Graphical correlations of limestone with grade assays are shown in
the Drilling Worksheets prepared by the undersigned (Appendix C).
These became the basis for the calculation of the mineral
resources.
14.1.3 Sample Location Map
The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval grid.
A total of 441 sampling points were staked but only 435 sites were
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sampled. Six (6) sites were not sampled as these points
corresponds to areas where no outcrops were present. The original
design of the surface sampling and drilling program over the study
area was previously shown in Figure 12-1. The plan was designed
with the end-task of estimating mineral resource in mind. A regular
interval is envisioned to provide less bias than an irregular-spaced
sampling program.
14.2 Surface Sampling
14.2.1 Outcrop Sampling
Surface sampling involves composite grab, chip or rock channel
sampling. Prior to actual sampling of rock, the surface is cleaned
by chipping away oxidized, weathered or altered surfaces. Fresh
and newly cut surfaces are included as part of the samples to be
collected.
Flagging tapes are used to mark sampling points in the field and
labelled with the Field ID/Sample No. and the date.
Two (2) to three (3) kilogram samples are taken from each sampling
points and submitted to Intertek for laboratory analysis. Samples
are logged on site and relogged at the core house taking note of
their physical attributes and identifying the limestone type.
The classification scheme employed is based on component and
matrix or cement compositions as proposed by Folk (1962) and
Dunham (1977). Figure 14-1 presents the limestone classification
scheme referred to in the field.
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Figure 14-1. Limestone classification scheme utilised in describing the limestone
deposits in Panitian (Folk, 1977; Tucker, 2003).
14.2.2 Trench Sampling, Test Pit Sampling
There was no trenching nor test pitting programs considered in the
PHAC exploration program.
14.3 Drilling and Sampling
14.3.1 Description of Drilling Program
A total of ten (10) holes were initially drilled in the Panitian
Limestone Project between December 2017 and March 2018. An
additional drilling of seven (7) holes will be done after the
assessment of the results of the initial drilling program. In the followup program, five (5) holes will be for limestone in-fill drilling, and
two (2) will be drilled for possible silica sources. Summarized in
Table 14-1 are some details of the Initial Drilling Program at
Panitian.
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Table 14-1. Details of initial drilling program.
Hole ID WGS84_mE WGS84_mN
EDH-001
614307
1012002
EDH-002
613908
1011997
EDH-003
614105
1012180
EDH-004
613895
1012224
EDH-005
614312
1012428
EDH-006
614105
1012589
EDH-007
613691
1012200
EDH-008
613911
1012422
EDH-009
613898
1012593
EDH-010
613718
1012573

Elev.
337
339
360
347
300
341
317
325
274
297

Bearing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dip
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Actual
Depth
81.3
77.6
110
98
117.3
120.1
106.3
102
120
81

Date Start
01-Dec-17
22-Dec-17
19-Dec-17
06-Jan-18
13-Jan-18
02-Feb-18
03-Feb-18
19-Feb-18
01-Mar-18
06-Mar-18

Date
Completed
08-Dec-17
25-Jan-18
29-Dec-17
10-Jan-18
19-Jan-18
08-Feb-18
08-Feb-18
25-Feb-18
07-Mar-18
11-Mar-18

After a quick log for lithology, all drill cores/trays were secured
properly, and brought to the company site office at Isumbo for
detailed core logging and geotechnical examination. Core splitting
was also done in this office, and split core properly stored at the
office site. The core logging was done by Nelson Degracia, while
geotechnical logging was done by Danilo Baguio and Alexer Mapa
under close supervision of Nelson Degracia. The logging of the drill
cores classified the limestones according to Folk’s (1962)
nomenclature where the type of limestone is based on the
proportion of the components, if any, of lime mud matrix, sparite
cement and organic constituents.
14.3.2 Drill Site Spacing, Depth of Drilling
The original drilling program was designed for a total of 21 holes in
3 phases of work to be drilled within the 1-km2 grid. After conducting
geological mapping and surface sampling, the number of holes to
be drilled was reduced, basically because it was deemed from the
mapping exercises that the continuity of the different calcareous
bodies would not vary so drastically over short distance.
The total actual meters drilled during the initial drilling phase is
1,013.60 meters against the projected 1,110.00 meters. While the
meterage was almost achieved in the initial drilling phase, the
redirection of some of the priorities resulted in the western and
northern borders of the grid not being drilled.
Depth of holes drilled ranged from 81.00 to 123.00 meters and were
spudded from elevations ranging from 274.00 to 360.00 masl. The
relative influence of each of the drill holes should cover 200.00
square meters.
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14.3.3 Description of Core Logging
Prior to sampling the core, pertinent geotechnical and geological
information are recorded in their appropriate log sheets. The core
is then transported from the site to the core shed in Isumbo. Core
recoveries, runs and RQDs are recorded at the drill site. Core
markings, cleaning, photography, geological logging and sample
interval markings are done at the core shed.
All rock and drill core information gathered are encoded into
worksheets to facilitate data storage, retrieval and processing.
Paper logs are at the field office for future reference. Captured
images from field surveys are core drilling and logging are saved in
a suitable storage media and copies are transmitted to PHAC for
back up.
14.3.4 Drill Sample Method and Interval
Sampling of the core is facilitated with the use of a core saw. The
core is cut in the middle along its axis with half of the core placed
in sample bags and the other half left in the core box for future
reference.
Sampling interval is ideally 2m although the sample length varies
depending on core log data such as lithology and/or presence of
cavities/core loss intervals. Each sample averages 4 kg in weight.
14.3.5 Drill Core Photographs
Photos of all the drill cores were taken, and stored in a suitable
storage media for future reference.
14.4 Exploration Geochemistry
14.4.1 Description of Rock Geochemical Survey
A systematic grid sampling and core drilling campaign was recently
concluded over a 1-km2 grid in the southeastern portion covered by
MPSA 173-2001-IV. The purpose is to characterize and quantify
the limestone deposit present in that portion of the Malanut Range.
The surface sampling program is designed at a 50m interval grid.
A total of 441 sampling points were staked by only 435 sites were
sampled. Six (6) sites were not sampled as these points correspond
to areas where no outcrops were present.
14.4.2 Description of Sampling and Analytical Methods Employed
Sample preparation in the field consists chiefly of breaking down
rocks to smaller pieces and replacing sample plastic bags that have
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been torn during transport from the site to the core shed in Aboabo. They are then properly labelled and placed in rice sacks.
Samples are transported initially via air freight and later on by sea
to Manila.
Similarly, core samples for a particular sampling interval are placed
in sample bags that are properly marked with Hole ID and sample
number series. The half-core samples are broken down into smaller
sizes for easy handling. Sampling of the cores is exclusively done
at the core shed in Isumbo. Similarly, samples are placed in
properly labelled rice sacks for transport.
14.4.3 Relation of Geochemical
Mineralization

Findings

to

Geology

and

Interpretations of some of the results of analysis of geochemical
bedrock samples collected from the grid are discussed in Section
13.0 “Mineralization”.
The analysis results for CaO ranging from 50.00% to 53.99%
generally cover most parts of the 1-km2 grid study area. The
analysis results for CaO that are ≥54.00% are sporadic and occur
mostly in the western portion of the grid. This CaO range is that
which is amenable to the Iron Industry. The volume of the
occurrence of this range could be considered spotty and not at all
abundant. The analysis results for CaO that range from 42.00 to
49.99% correspond to the outline of the micrite body.
The general dispersion patterns of the results of favourable Al2O3
(≤0.90%) and Fe2O3 (≤0.49%) are roughly coincident with one
another. These dispersion patterns also correspond to the
biosparite body that abounds from the southwest to the northwest
corners of the 1-km2 grid.
The higher silica range (≥5.00%) generally corresponds to the
outline of the micrite, while the spotty lower silica range (<5.00%)
roughly corresponds to the sparite outlines.
14.5 Applied Geophysics
There is no geophysical survey work that was conducted on the general
area by either the company or the authors of this report.
14.6 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security
14.6.1 Dispatch Method
Core samples for a particular sampling interval are placed in
sample bags that are properly marked with Hole ID and sample
number series. The half-core samples are broken down into smaller
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sizes for easy handling. Sampling of the core is exclusively done at
the core shed in Isumbo. Samples are placed in properly labelled
rice sacks for transport.
14.6.2 Sample Preparation and Assay Facility
Samples are submitted to and analyzed by Intertek. Sample
preparation at Intertek includes sorting and drying at 105°C all
submitted rock samples. The rocks are then crushed with 95%
passing through 10mm, riffle split and pulverized with 95% passing
through 75µm up to 1.5kg of the sample weight. Additional fees are
charged in excess of 1.5kg. Sample splits and pulps stored by
Intertek are retrieved by PHAC after completion of the analyses.
14.6.3 Analytical Method Used
The published methodology employed for the analysis of major and
trace element compounds in limestone or carbonate materials is
Lithium Borate Fusion followed by an XRF finish. The lithium borate
fusion in platinum crucible digests all major rock-forming minerals,
including many that resist acid digestion (Intertek, 2016). The
components analyzed and reported lower Detection Limits (DL) are
as follows: 0.01% for CaO, Al2O3, Fe2O3, TiO2, MnO, MgO, SiO2,
Cr2O3, K2O and 0.002% for P2O5 and SO3. The Over Limit
Detection value for the above components is 100%. Loss on
Ignition (LOI) was also determined. LOI measures the amount of
moisture or impurities/volatiles when samples are exposed to
1000°C.
The analytical method described above was applied for both rock
and drill core samples.
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15.0 QA/QC OF DATA USED
15.1 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
Premiere Horizon did not implement its own Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) protocol such as the insertion of its own Certified
Reference Materials (CRM) to include Standards and Blanks. Field
Duplicates are normally included in the sample stream as part of the
QA/QC. Reported here is the internal checks conducted by Intertek in the
course of their analyses.
Intertek conducts its own QAQC of its analyses by assaying laboratory
standards, second splits of the samples and doing repeat analyses as a
measure of instrument precision and accuracy for each sample batch
submitted and analyzed.
The accuracy of the analyses is gauged from analyzing reference materials
or standards of known values. The precision on the other hand is the
measure of the reproducibility of the results i.e., how repeated
measurements can produce the same results.
The same sets of CRMs were used for both surface and drill core samples.
The expected values of the standards used by Intertek are tabulated in
Table 15-1.
Table 15-1. Preferred values of Certified Reference Materials (CRMs)
utilized by Intertek as part of its internal laboratory QA/QC.
Component (wt%)
CaO
Al2O3
Cr2O3
Fe2O3
K 2O
MgO
MnO
Na2O
P2O5
SiO2
SO3
TiO2
Material
description

BCS-CRMS13
55.59
0.11
<0.01
0.03
0.02
0.18
<0.01
0.04
0.005
0.23
0.024
<0.01
Limestone

ECRM 752-1
55.4
0.12
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.15
0.01
0.02
0.005
0.7
0.018
<0.01

SRM 1881b
49.27
8.81
<0.01
3.37
0.72
2.74
0.11
0.79
0.051
29.05
2.72
0.3

NIST1889a
65.34
3.89
<0.01
1.94
0.61
0.81
0.23
0.2
0.11
20.66
2.69
0.23

Limestone

Portland
Cement

Portland
Cement
blended with
limestone
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The accuracy of the analyses is within acceptable limits deviating below the
reference values in the order of magnitude of the instrument’s detection
limits. Figure 15-1 shows the plots of the analyzed standards against its
recommended values (horizontal line) which show the results approach or
equal to the reference line. Values reported as less than the instrument’s
detection limits are replaced by ½ of the detection limit values.
SiO2 and to a certain extent CaO are generally lower compared to the
expected standard values particularly for BCS-CRM13 and ECRM 752-1.
Most of the other elements are equal to or near the preferred values.
There is some notable scatter for SO3 across all the CRMs and
underestimates the expected value on average by ~10%.
Repeat analyses of the same sample provide a measure of reproducibility
of the results. A binary plot of the original against its repeat analysis is
shown in Figure 15-2.
The correlation coefficients are positive and close to unity. However, there
is some notable scatter from the unity line for Na2O, TiO2, MnO, Cr2O3 and
to a certain extent SO3.
Analyses of the second splits similarly display positive correlations with
coefficient of correlation approaching unity for most of the element
compounds (Figure 15-3). There is some slight departure for SO3 and TiO2
from the unity line. Na2O and MnO show some notable deviation with Cr2O3
having the largest movement away from 1. The second splits may represent
sample heterogeneity as these are the same subsample of the material
used in the original analytical run. It may measure not only of repeatability
of results but also sample homogeneity.
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Figure 15-1. Analysis of CRMs by Intertek. Same standards were used for both rock
and core samples submitted. Filled blue circles are analyzed standards for surface
sample and filled red circles are rock sample batches.
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Figure 15-2. Binary plots of original vs repeat analyses. Unity line indicating one-toone correspondence is plotted for reference. Coefficients of correlation are >0.90.

Figure 15-3. Binary plots of originals vs splits analyses. Coefficients of correlation
are generally >0.90 except for Cr2O3 that is relatively scattered.
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Analyses of the second splits are positively correlated and are close to one.
Cr2O3 however displays the largest deviation. The Cr2O3 contents of the
samples are very low and may not be a critical component for whatever
purpose the limestone may be used.
15.2 Statement of the CP on the Quality of Sample Security, Preparation
and Analysis
Overall, the quality of sample handling, security and preparation show high
standards of performance. The performance of the analytical instrument
(precision and accuracy) used for the determination of the bulk composition
of the rocks are within acceptable limits. Both sample repeats indicate high
correspondence and plots closely to the unity line. Some compounds show
some deviation but are within acceptable range.
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16.0 DECLARED MINERAL RESOURCES
16.1 Mineral Resource Database used in the estimation of resources
All data utilized in this study have been collected by the geological team
formed precisely for the exercise of evaluating the limestone resource
potentials with the grounds covered by MPSAs 172-2001-IV and 173-2001IV. These include surface mapping and sampling data assay results and all
other pertinent, available drill data.
16.2 Integrity of Exploration and Mineral Resource Database
Data gathered and collected could be considered sufficient to conduct a
thorough study of the potentials at Panitian. Assay data available for the
study consisted of 435 surface samples and 415 drill core samples. There
is also adequate geotechnical data in the drill logs which aided in the
interpretation of the intrinsic character of the different limestone units.
Bigger-diameter cores (HQ- and NQ-sizes) were utilized in the drilling
program thus providing more surficial data available for core logging.
QA/QC information on the sampling at the project site is inadequate, but
the internal QA/QC procedures at the analytical laboratory could be
deemed acceptable.
An Exploration Manual for the Limestone Evaluation Project has been
specifically prepared to guide the exploration team in the conduct of
mapping, sampling and drilling procedures. Constant audit of the team and
their results was done by a senior, supervising geologist to ensure that the
work is being conducted according to the specified procedures.
16.3 Data Verification and Validation (limitations)
The sampling and mapping exercises were done by the geological team
composed of Messrs. Nelson E. Degracia, Ferdinand T. Jumawan, Alexer
C. Mapa and Danilo Q. Barquio. The core logging for lithology, geotechnical
data gathering, core cutting and sampling were conducted by Messrs.
Nelson E. Degracia, Alexer C. Mapa and Danilo Q. Barquio following the
2017 Exploration Manual for PHAC Limestone Project (Appendix F). Mr.
Ferdie T. Jumawan occasionally checked the core logs as compared with
the actual core stored in the field office to validate accuracy and adequacy
of data gathered, and ensure adherence of the field crew to the established
geological procedures.
16.4 Top Cuts and Cut-off grades used in the estimations
There was no attempt to cut off assays included in the database that was
prepared by the geological team.
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16.5 Mineral Resource estimation method used
Figure 16-1 shows the basis for the estimation of the tonnages to arrive at
the Mineral Resource Estimation. Limestone blocks of 100 x 100 meters or
200 x 200 meters were inputted with specific gravity factor of 2.5, and a
recovery factor which was derived from drill log information in order to factor
in the dissolution features contained in the lithology. Grades were weighaveraged from available drill hole sampling results. Intervals or blocks were
based on the grade intervals set for the Cement and Iron Industries.

Figure 16-1. Basis for estimation of the tonnages to arrive at the Mineral
Resource Estimation.
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16.6 Mineral Resource Categories Used
Measured – with drill hole data particularly from the recently concluded 10hole initial drilling program within the 1-km2 grid. Blocks of 100 x 100 meters
immediately around the drill hole are incorporated in the category.
Indicated – Volumes of limestone blocks intersected in the drill holes
beyond the 100 x 100 meters immediately around the drill hole, but not to
exceed 200 meters from the center of the drilled hole. There is enough
geological support and understanding that these is a reasonable degree of
expectation that these blocks contain the grades within the ranges
specified.
Inferred – Volumes of limestone exposures within a 200 x 200 meters grid
contained in the 1-km2 grid that have not been drilled. Assigned grades are
based on the surface sample results from the geochemical bedrock
sampling.
16.7 Mineral Resources Estimates
Based on the grade requirements of the Cement and Iron Industries, a
classification of the limestone resources according to the general grade
intervals in both industries had been designed in order to quantify the
volumes of limestone blocks that would satisfy the requirements of each
possible end-user (Cement and Iron Industries). The grade ranges are
presented in Table 16-1.
Table 16-1. General grade range interval for limestone resources.
CaO
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MgO
NaO
SiO2
SO3

Lime
Alumina
Iron
Magnesia
Alkaline
Silica
Sulfur Trioxide

≥54.00%
≤1.99%
≤0.49%

53.99-50.00%
2.00-2.99%
0.50-0.99%

49.00-42.00%
3.00-3.99%
1.00-1.99%

≤41.99%
≥4.00%
≥2.00%

≤0.24%
≥25.00%
≤0.99%

0.25-0.49%
17.00-24.99%
1.00-1.49%

0.5-0.99%
12.00-16.99%
1.50-1.99%

≥1.00%
≤11.99%
≥2.00%

A computation of the limestone resources was done using parameters and
assumptions given below:
1. The estimation of tonnages and grades are confined within the 1-km2
area.
2. A mapping of the grid and some areas beyond (towards the Malanut
Range) was done following and basing on the Folk’s classification
system.
3. Logging of the ten (10) drill holes were done, and summarized in
worksheets.
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4. From the drill worksheets, several sections along EW and NS lines were
prepared, and manual interpolation of the lithology and cut off grades
were done.
5. Cut off grades were based mainly on CaO content, and set at intervals
enumerated above, primarily to identify tonnages amenable to the
Cement and Iron Industries. The minimum acceptable %CaO
requirement for the Iron Industry is 54.00%, while the minimum
acceptable %CaO for the Cement Industry is 42.00%.
6. Contouring of lithology and grades are subjective. However, the very
nature of the limestone deposit itself (reefal and having been deposited
in an oxidizing near-shore environment with introduction of terrestrial
materials) suggest that the distribution of the “higher grade” CaCO3
would be uneven, and would even contain numerous impurities.
7. Intervals or blocks were grouped based on the grade intervals set for
the Cement and Iron Industries.
8. A specific gravity of 2.5 was inputted to arrive at the tonnages. Tonnage
estimates were “weigh-averaged” with the % core recovery. In theory,
the % core recovery factor represents the dissolution features in the
limestone body, and should introduce some factor of recoverability of
the volume.
After the inputs based on the above, the Measured Limestone Resources
found to be contained in the 1-km2 grid is 19,536,649 metric tons with a
grade of 49.67% CaO, and the Indicated Limestone Resources also
contained in the same grid is 56,157,052 metric tons with a grade of 49.60%
CaO. Table 16-2 shows the grade groups contained in the resource
categories.
Table 16-2. Grade groups contained in the resource categories.

Detailed tabulations of the tonnages and grades for the measured,
indicated and inferred resource categories are shown in Tables 16-3, 16-4
and 16-5.
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Table 16-3. Detailed tabulation of the tonnages and grades for Measured Resource.

Table 16-4. Detailed tabulation of the tonnages and grades for Indicated Resource.

Table 16-5. Detailed tabulation of tonnages and grades for Inferred Resource.
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16.8 Potential Shale Resource
In addition to the estimated limestone mineral resource, PHAC conducted
a two-day reconnaissance mapping within and the immediate vicinity of the
proposed shale quarry in Brgy. Pinaglabanan, Quezon from April 27 to 28.
The purpose of the activity is to determine the presence and distribution of
shale as well as select the location of the proposed exploratory drill holes
for the shale deposit.
Outcrops of alternating sandstone and shale were observed along Tagtuba
River and at the boundary of Brgy. Tabon and Brgy. Pinaglabanan, Quezon.
The sandstones are greenish grey, moderately weathered, moderately hard
to hard and laminated. Shales occur as greyish black, moderately
weathered and moderately hard to hard (Figure 16-2). Observed bedding
thickness for sandstone is less than a meter while it varies from less than a
meter to about a meter for shale. Outcrop beds trend generally northeast
and dip southeast.

Figure 16-2. Outcrop of greyish black shale.
The general topography profile of the shale quarry area is gently sloping
rolling terrain with crops of coconut trees, highland rice and some seasonal
vegetables.
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Assay results of samples collected from the area ranges from 55.16 to
64.49% SiO2. Note that there are two types of shale required for clinker
production: High-silica shale (>60% SiO2) and Low-silica shale (45-50%
SiO2).
Considering that exploration of the shale deposit is still on-going as of report
writing, potential shale resource was estimated to gain preliminary
information on the available shale in the area.
Using the delineated boundary of shale quarry of about 2,368,000 sq.m.
and assuming a thickness or quarry depth of 25m, a total of 59,200,000
cu.m. of shale is estimated to be within the proposed quarry area. Given a
specific gravity of 2.5 for shale, potential shale resource tonnage is
estimated to be at 148,000,000 metric tonnes.
Table 16-6. Potential shale resource estimates.
Proposed shale quarry
Assumed thickness
Assumed specific gravity
Estimated tonnage

2,368,000 sq.m.
25 m
2.5
148,000,000 metric tonnes
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17.0 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE MINING PROJECT
17.1 Description of Mineral Resources estimates used as basis for
conversion to Ore Reserves
PHAC contracted the services of CP Geologist Joel Diaz to estimate the
mineral resources of the tenement areas using available data gathered from
previous exploration and drilling program. Resource estimation was done
using Polygon Method manual computation and application of mining
factors were used for the conversion of the mineral resource into ore
reserve. Table 17-1 shows the mineral resources estimated by CP
Geologist Joel Diaz.
Table 17-1. Mineral resource estimated by CP Geologist Joel Diaz.
% CaO
Cut-off grade
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
TOTAL/AVERAGE
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average

Resource Classification
Measured
Premium

Indicated

Measured and
Indicated

Inferred

Metric Tonnes
1,706,700
7,563,200
9,955,100
311,600
19,536,600
5,120,100
20,231,000
29,861,500
944,400
56,157,000
6,826,800
27,794,200
39,816,600
1,256,000
75,693,600
38,775,400
23,344,100
551,800
62,671,300

% CaO
54.49
51.95
47.38
40.88
49.67
54.49
52.03
47.39
40.86
49.60
54.49
52.01
47.39
40.86
49.62
51.19
49.29
40.72
50.39

17.2 Type and Level of Feasibility Study
Based on the Philippine Mineral Reporting Code (PMRC), an “Ore Reserve”
is defined as the economically mineable part of a measured and/or
indicated mineral resource. It includes diluting material and allowances for
losses, which may occur when the material is mined. Appropriate
assessments to a minimum of a pre-feasibility study have been carried out,
including realistic consideration of mining, metallurgical, economic,
marketing, legal, environmental and social factors.
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This technical report was prepared in accordance with the concept of a
Preliminary Feasibility Study.
17.3 Brief Description of the Project
17.3.1 Planned mining and processing operations
Figure 17-1 illustrates a simplified flow chart of cement
manufacturing process from limestone quarrying to cement
processing.

Figure 17-1. Simplified cement manufacturing flow chart.
The planned mining and processing operation include six (6)
stages:
a. Raw Material Extraction
Road construction and stripping which involves clearing
of vegetation and removal of overburden or top soil.
Overburden will be loaded onto dump trucks and hauled
to designated waste dump area for future rehabilitation
use
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Formation of benches at the quarry area with maximum
height of 5 meters for selective mining
Drilling at 3m x 3m spacing with average 10m drill hole
depth and hole diameter of 32mm
Drilling pattern and parameters vary and depend on the
type and characteristics of the deposit
Controlled blasting for the hard limestone will require
explosives, detonators, ammonium nitrate and fuel oil
Extraction or loading of blasted materials
Hauling and dumping of raw materials to the crushing
plant using articulated dump trucks
b. Raw Material Preparation
Crushing will be at 800 tonnes per hour (tph) output
Primary crushing using Jaw Crusher with gape opening
of 1m to yield maximum size of 0.3m
Secondary crushing with opening of 0.3m to produce
10cm size
Milling/Blending through Vertical Raw Mill to blend the
crushed limestone, silica and shale. At this stage, the raw
materials are mixed to ensure the correct chemical
composition for clinker production. Final product at this
stage is fine powder called Raw Meal.
The raw meal will go to a Controlled Flow Silo after milling
c. Pre-heating and Calcining
The produced raw meal is pre-heated and then sent to the
kiln for further processing at the Controlled Flow Silo
Once inside the kiln, the raw meal is heated to around
1,500 to 1,700 °C. At this temperature, chemical reactions
take place to form cement clinker.
d. Cooling
The clinker is cooled and stored upon exiting the kiln
e. Cement Grinding
Cement grinding is through a Finish Mill wherein the
clinker is fed with the addition of gypsum to regulate how
the cement will set
Mixture is very finely ground to obtain pure cement
Different mineral materials called additives maybe added
alongside the gypsum. Used in varying proportions, these
additions which are of natural or industrial origin give the
cement specific properties such as reduced permeability,
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greater resistance to sulfates and aggressive
environments, improved workability or higher finishes
Type of cement is dependent on its application for
construction such bulk or premium cement, excel or
ordinary Portland cement, wall right or plastering cement.
These cement products have different curing time for its
application.
f. Cement Packing
Cement is stored in silos before being shipped in bulk or
in bags to the sites where it will be used.
17.3.2 Mining Method and capacity
The mining method that will be used for this project is Open Pit
Mining. The quarry operation starts with the clearing of vegetation
and stripping of overburden/topsoil of the identified location. After
all the vegetation are cleared and grubbed, the topsoil is removed
to expose the raw material and pave the way for its eventual
extraction.
The topsoil / overburden is stockpiled in a nearby area just outside
the boundary of the mineral deposit to be used later to back-fill and
restore the mined-out area. If distance to a natural hollow or natural
depression is quite far, the topsoil is hauled to a designated
temporary waste dump just outside the mineral deposit boundary
not too far from the active mining area to avoid additional overhead
cost, ideally the distance should be within 1.5 km.
Drilling of 6m blast holes would immediately follow the removal of
the thin top soil/overburden layer. Cuttings will be collected for
chemical analysis. Limestone quarry will be determined by blasting
the area with the use of explosive charges, remove the stone using
heavy machinery, secure the stone on the loaders and move the
materials using dump truck to storage.
After the blasting, loaders will load/transfer the limestone materials
into 10 wheeler dump truck. The DT will haul the cargo materials to
the crusher. DT will dump the limestone materials into the primary
crusher which will reduce the size of the ore into a smaller size.
During dumping of materials, water spraying should be maintained
to prevent dust pollution. Once the limestone rocks have been
crushed, it will be transferred to secondary crusher using a
conveyor belt for further reduction of size. Rocks that are high in
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and rocks that are low in calcium
carbonate are crushed separately. When done in crushing for
limestone rocks, it will be mixed depending on the ratio for the type
of cement making.
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The mine life of this activity will be up to 44 years based on in-situ
resource or ore reserves of 67.67 Million metric tons. The mine is
targeted to produce an equivalent of 1,536,000 metric tons of
limestone ore and 277,200 metric tons of shale per year.
17.3.3 Processing Method and capacity
This will involve the construction of Rotary Kiln plant with a daily
kiln capacity of 3,365 metric tons per day. While the finish kiln
capacity is 223 tons per hour with 90% efficiency.
The target production is capable to produce 1,500,000 metric tons
per year of cement containing 37,500,000 bags of 40 kg annually.
The product is 80% limestone concentrate material containing a
different ore classification from high, medium and low grade ore
with a combination of 8% high silica, 8% low silica and 4% iron
materials.
The technology for this kind of process to produce cement is mature
and reliable. This process also provides advantages most
specifically prominent energy-saving and less adverse
environmental impacts.
The main production schematic flow process will involve:
Unloading of limestone and shale raw materials separately
Crushing using primary crusher
Transferring of crushed ore using conveyor belt
Crushing using secondary crusher
Mixing
Pre-heating
Calcining
Airing/Cooling
Finish grinding/Milling
Packing
17.3.4 Ore to be mined/product to be produced
The ore to be mined-out are classified as high, medium and low
grade limestone with a combination of high and low silica ore from
different locations.
17.3.5 Prospective Markets or Buyers
The dominant end-use or market for cement will be focused mainly
for Palawan, Mindoro, Marinduque, Romblon, Negros Island,
Panay Island and Zamboanga.
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17.3.6 Estimated Mine Life
The estimated mine life of limestone deposits is 44 years shown in
Table 17-2 based on the mineral resources delineated from the
latest exploration data and applying the mining factors like dilution,
mining recovery, swelling factor and annual raw material
requirement to come up with the mining reserve and mine life.
Table 17-2. Limestone and Shale Mine Life.
Quarry
Mine
Limestone
Shale

Mineral Resource
Ore Reserve
75.69 Million MT
67.67 Million MT
148 Million MT (potential resource only)

Rate
(TPY)
1,536,000
277,200

Mine Life
(Years)
44
-

17.3.7 Total Project Cost/Financing
For the start-up operations, an initial capital investment of PhP
8,500,000,000 approximately has been estimated shown in Table
17-3.
Table 17-3. Capital Expenditure.
A.
1
2
B.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
C.
1
2
3
4
D.1
1
2

Resource to Reserves, Plant & Port Identification
Mapping, inventory and site determination
Drilling, sampling and testing of limestone reserves
Permits and Licenses
Declaration of Mining Project Feasibility
ECC - Regional for Construction
ECC - EMB Central for Operation
Importer's Clearance Certificate (ICC)
Account Management Office (AMO)
Land Conversion
Barangay Clearance
Port Permit to Build and Operate
License to Sell
Buildling Permit
BIR Registration
Occupancy Permit
Mineral Processing Permit
Technical Due Diligence
Soil Testing (Geotech Company)
Flood Study (Hydrologist)
Geohazard Study (Geologist)
Topographic Survey, Lot Plan & Vicinity Map (Geodetic Engr.)
Feasibility, Design, Plant Construction and Equipmenet Acquisition
Land
Design Conceptualization, Architectural, Design and Engineering

Budget
12,000,000
8,000,000
100,000
50,000
6,400,000
100,000
500,000
100,000
1,000,000
100,000
100,000
10,000,000
2,050,000
250,000
150,000
600,000
35,000,000
16,000,000
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
D.2
1
2
3
4
E.
1
2
3
4
F.
H.

Pre-feasibility Study
Feasibility, Planning, Construction & Pre-operating Supervision
Plant Construction (Civil Works)
Port and Barangay Road Improvement
Cement Terminals - 3 Locations (Iloilo, Bacolod, Bats.)
Cement Equipment (Kiln & Finish Mill), Mechanical, Electrical & Automation
Erection, Commissioning and Testing of Kiln and Finish Mill
Silos (Raw Material and Finish Cement)
Laboratory Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Power House (Generator Set 4MW + 13MW)
Cement Bag Design, Contracting/Initial Purchase
Quarry Exploration & Development; Capital Assets
Quarry Equipment
Exploration
Development
Environmental Protection Infra
Other Activities and Pre-Operating Staff
Pre Op Hiring of Production Mgr., QA Mgr. & other key staff
Vietnam trip to inspect equipment provider site/s
Thailand trip for Gypsum Plant inspection
Set-up of Manila & Puerto Princesa Satellite Office
Contingency Allowance
Working Capital Provision
TOTAL

500,000
7,700,000
1,500,000,000
500,000,000
300,000,000
4,050,000,000
228,000,000
265,000,000
54,000,000
75,000,000
60,000,000
30,000,000
453,000,000
100,000,000
200,000,000
60,000,000
55,000,000
200,000
100,000
4,000,000
200,000,000
265,000,000
8,500,000,000

17.3.8 Production Cost/Production Schedule
The total operating cost for this project is estimated amounting to
Php105.86 per bag of cement. The said production cost covers all
activities from quarrying up to cement packing all the way to
packaging. Cost is presented in Table 17-4.
Table 17-4. Production Cost.
Quarry
Additives
Fuel & Power
Packaging
Labor & Maintenance
Marketing, General & Admin
Total Operating Cost

Amount
₱18.62
₱15.84
₱48.60
₱11.22
₱6.32
₱5.25
₱105.86
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Based from the projected schedule of the activities, the production
for cement distribution will start in 2021 Q1 and will produce
1,536,000 tons of Limestone (of which 1,326,000 tons will be
consumed for Clinker production and 150,000 tons for Cement
production) and 277,000 tons of Shale (High-138,600 tons and
Low-138,600 tons Silica).
17.4 Marketing Aspects
17.4.1 World Supply and Demand Situation
Cement industry is one of the largest significant industrial sectors
in global viewpoint. According to the most recent available data,
the world cement production has approximated 4,100 million metric
tons in 2017.
China produces the most cement globally by a large margin, at an
estimated 2.4 billion metric tons in 2017, followed by India at 270
million metric tons in the same year. China currently produces over
half of the world’s cement. Global cement production is expected to
increase from 3.27 billion metric tons in 2010 to 4.83 billion metric
tons in 2030.
Demand is set to increase by 5-7% in the Philippines, fueled by
government infrastructure spending. The “Build, Build, Build”
program and foreign worker remittances are seen to be key drivers
for demand.
The Philippines, despite being the fastest growing major economy
in the ASEAN in the last five years, has significantly underinvested
in its infrastructure in the past, which is why the current government
has made infrastructure development its prime policy pledge. The
government’s infrastructure jumped by 18% for 2018, standing at a
robust PHP 1,019 billion. For the past few years the infrastructure
expenditure stood at just 2-3% of total GDP, while the current
government is targeting 7% over 2018 and 2019.
The Philippine cement market share is divided into three regions.
Luzon, the most populated region, accounted for 16.9 million metric
tons or 64% of the country’s demand in 2016. Visayas is the next
largest market, with 5.0 million metric tons or 19%. Mindanao has
the smallest share, which is 4.4 million metric tons or 17%.
Cement utilization fell to 80% at the end of 2017 from a high of 88%
in 2015 as supply has increased in the past two years. We expect
further capacity addition in 2018 and 2019 which will bring down
utilization rate to 77% by the end of 2019, before starting to recover
from 2020 as demand growth outpaces supply. The cement market
is projected to increase to 40.0 million metric tons by 2021.
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17.4.2 Prospective Markets or Buyers
a. Target Market
With the manufacturing plant being constructed in province of
Palawan, the company targets to tap the neighboring markets,
specifically Region IV-B (MiMaRoPa), Region VI (Western
Visayas), Region VIII (Eastern Visayas) and Region IX
(Zamboanga Peninsula).
Cement consumption in these geographical areas compose
6.1% of the total national market or 1.62 million metric tons in
2016. It is estimated to increase by 0.5 percentage points at the
end of 2021 to 2.6 million metric tons.
b. Competitors
There are four major cement producers in the Philippine industry
– Lafarge Holcim, Cemex, Republic and San Miguel Associated,
controlling 90% of national cement capacity (Table 17-5). Three
of them plan to expand capacity 2018-2019, total of 8.1 million
metric tons before supply flattens out from 2020.
In the target areas, the leading cement producer in 2016 was
Cemex with 42% of the total market share, followed by LafargeHolcim and imported sources at 18% and 13%, respectively.
Imports have hurt the country over the last few years as cement
selling prices have been much higher in the Philippines than in
any other ASEAN country, luring cement producers from other
countries.
Table 17-5. List of cement sources and target market in the Philippines.
Cement Source
Target Market

Cemex

LafargeHolcim

CRH

Taheiyo

Good
Found

Palawan

95,133

Mindoro

78,905

11,752

Marinduque

21,147

9,155

Negros Island

231,311

79,628

16,937

103,335

37,156

Panay Island

224,056

72,996

81,639

2,815

2,612

Romblon
Zamboanga
Total
% in the entire
target market

Mayon

Others

Imported

104,599

42,986

28,427

20,110
73,266
14,967

35,288

6,672

15,662

6,360

11,800

29,000

109,000

19,000

15,000

20,000

686,224

298,193

117,576

155,937

42%

18%

7%

10%

39,768
2%

14,967
1%

104,599
6%

203,450
13%
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Table 17-6. Projected required tonnage of cement by the time
PHAC operates.
Actual 2016
242,718
139,194
30,302
541,632
434,383
40,494
192,000
1,620,723

Trending 2017 Projected 2021
259,708
364,077
148,938
208,791
32,423
45,453
579,546
920,774
464,790
738,451
43,329
60,741
205,440
307,200
1,734,174
2,645,487

c. Distribution Channels
Prospective buyers include cement dealers, construction supply
retailers and infrastructure projects accounts (Figure 17-2).
Target customers will be subdivided into two segments:
Distribution – targeting individual housing and Developers and
Infrastructures – for mid and high rise residential buildings,
corporate offices, hospitals, malls, roads, power plants, transport
and other infrastructure projects.
The distribution segment will be driven by continued OFW
remittance growth and stronger dollar remittances and continued
government mass housing. The segment intends to expand to
exclusive key dealers, multi-brand dealers and retailers.
Route-to-market strategies include establishing exclusivity
relationship with key dealers and engaging the multi-brand
dealers and retailers to prioritize selling of the company’s
cement. Accordingly, the company can offer additional margin
to dealers and retailers in the form of sales volume credit notes
and other marketing rewards.
The developers and infrastructure segment will be driven by the
urban population growth which is projected to rise to 56.3% by
2030, BPO employees’ housing needs, overseas Filipino
remittances where over 50% of remittances are real estate
related and government initiative to increase infrastructure
spending.
This segment covers real estate developers, pre-cast, ready mix,
converters, bulk dealers and contractors.
For real estate developers, marketing activities may involve
concrete training programs for engineers and technological
assistance.
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Route-to-market activities for road and infrastructure accounts
include direct sell and engagement with contractors and
batching plants and selling to RMX players who offers already
made concrete to contractors.

Figure 17-2. Distribution channels for cement product.

17.4.3 Product Specifications
The product the company intends to sell is Type 1P or Portland
Pozzolan Cement, which is a kind of blended cement produced
from intergrinding ordinary portland cement clinker, gypsum and
pozzolanic materials separately and thoroughly blending them in
specific proportions. This type of cement is a general purpose
cement suitable for construction of buildings, pavements, precast
units and others.
The product will be primarily packaged in bags, with each bag
containing 40 kilograms of cement. The product will also be offered
in bulk as per customer requirement.
17.4.4 Price and Volume Forecasts
The initial average selling price in the first year of operations is
assumed at PHP 180, excluding VAT.
Sales volume is projected to be 1,500,000 tons of cement which is
equivalent to 37,500,000 bags (40 kg each) annually.
Combining these, the projected revenues for the first five years is
shown in Table 17-7.
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Table 17-7. Projected revenue for the first five years of operation.
Measure (Projected)
Average Selling Price (Php)
Volume (million bags)
Sales Revenue (Php million)

Year 1
180.00
37.50
6,750.00

Year 2
185.40
37.50
6,952.50

Year 3
190.96
37.50
7,161.08

Year 4
196.69
37.50
7,375.91

Year 5
202.59
37.50
7,597.18

For the purpose of Financial Analysis, the above increase in selling
price is not accounted for.
17.4.5 Sales Contract (Annex A)
17.5 Technical Aspects
17.5.1 Mining Plans
a. Mining method
The mining method that will be used for this project is “hillside
cut quarrying”, a type of open pit mining which is industryaccepted approach to limestone mining. The quarry operation
starts with the clearing of vegetation and stripping of
overburden/topsoil of the identified location. After all the
vegetation are cleared and grubbed, the topsoil is removed to
expose the raw material and pave the way for its eventual
extraction.
The topsoil / overburden is stockpiled in a nearby area just
outside the boundary of the mineral deposit to be used later to
back-fill and restore the mined-out area. If distance to a natural
hollow or natural depression is quite far, the topsoil is hauled to
a designated temporary waste dump just outside the mineral
deposit boundary about 1.5km far from the active mining area to
avoid additional overhead cost.
Drilling of 6m blast holes would immediately follow the removal
of the thin top soil/overburden layer. Cuttings will be collected for
chemical analysis. Limestone quarry will be determined by
blasting the area with the used of explosive charges called nonel
detonator, remove the stone using heavy machinery, secure the
stone on the loaders and move the materials using dump truck
to storage.
The annual cement production of this project is 1,500,000 metric
tons in 312 operating days for a daily production of 4,808 metric
tons per day.
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After the blasting, loaders will load and haul the limestone
materials using 10 wheeler dump truck to the primary crusher to
reduce the size into around 30 cm. Water spraying of haul roads
and crusher area should be maintained to prevent dust pollution.
After primary crushing, it will be conveyed for secondary
crushing for further size reduction to less than 3cm. Batch
crushing by material classification will be implemented to effect
efficient blending in clinker production.
Utilizing overhead tripper machine, different clinker raw
materials are stockpiled in proper proportion to constitute the raw
meal.
Raw meal will then be transferred into a grinding machine called
a Roller mill. Depending on the mineral composition of the
crushed limestone, shale with high silica (SiO2 >60%) or low
silica (SiO2 45%-50%) and iron (Fe2O3 40%-45%) materials are
blended and grinded uniformly to produce a dry rock powder
called raw meal. The powder will then go to pre-heater which has
an initial temperature of 80 degrees at the entrance, within 40
seconds, it will get 10 times hotter. The process of bonding the
minerals together begins so that the later harden when hydrated
with water. The pre-heater is equipped with water sprayers
called a flush castiner that, within 5 seconds, removes 95% of
carbon dioxide from the powder through a chemical reaction.
This isolate the lime which is the most important element in
cement.
From there, the raw meal powder moves into the Rotary Kiln, a
huge cylindrical furnace. It is set at an angle so the powder will
move from top to bottom at a distance of 49 meters. The kiln
rotates about 2 turns in a minute to ensure that the materials will
travel through at the right speed. The burner gas flame at the
bottom reaches a scorching heat of 1,600 to 1,700 degree
Celsius. As the powder approach and the temperature reach the
1,500 degrees mark and fusses the powder into pieces about the
size of marbles called clinker. As the clinker leaves the kiln, large
fans cooled it down to between 60 and 80 degrees Celsius. It’s
important to cool the clinker quickly in order to have quality
cement. From here the clinker go to storage area.
The last stage or process for cement making is the finish grinding
where gypsum is mixed with clinker. Gypsum delays the cement
setting time so that it will work up to 2 hours before hardening.
These mills are called the ball mills as it contain metal balls,
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about 150 metric tons, as the mill rotates the ball will crush and
grind the clinker and gypsum into a fine powder.

b. Mine Design/Mining Parameters/Geotechnical Parameters
Mining design was discussed in item 17.5.1.a Mining Method
section. However, for Mining and Geotechnical Parameters, it is
presented in Table 17-8 and it is being used for the study.
Table 17-8. Mining and Geotechnical Parameters.
Mining Factors
1. Mining method
2. Access ramps
3. Bench formation (bench height)
4. Drilling
5. Mining recovery factor
6. Mining dilution factor
7. Average Moisture
8. Minimum mining width
9. In-pit road
10. Ex-pit road
11. Cut-off grade
a. Limestone
b. Shale
12. Mineral Resource
a. Limestone
b. Shale (Potential)
13. Ore Reserve
a. Limestone
b. Shale
14. Swell factor
a. Limestone
b. Shale
15. Production rate per year
a. Limestone
b. Shale
16. Equipment Capacities
a. Payloaders/Excavator
b. Dump trucks
17. Haul Distances
a. Ore
b. Waste
18. Specific Gravity
a. Limestone
b. Shale
19. Bench Height

Assumption
Open pit
10% maximum
Maximum of 5 meters
3m x 3m spacing; 10m DH depth;
32mm diameter
90%
none
<15%
3.0 - 5.0 km
3.0 - 5.0 km
CaO ≥ 42%
SiO2 ≥ 45%
75,693,600 MT at 49.67% CaO
148,000,000 MT (55.16 – 64.49% SiO2)
67,668,816 MT at 50.00% CaO
1.46
1.59
1,536,000 MT
277,200 tonnes per year
1.0 - 2.0 cu.m. bucket
18 - 23 tonners
0.5-1.5 km
0.5-1.5 km
1.72 loose bulk density
1.57 loose bulk density
5 meters
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20. Equipment Availability
21. Equipment Utilization
22. Cycle Time
a. Limestone
b. Shale
23. Travel Speeds
24. Maximum road gradient
25. Excavator/Payloader productivity
26. Hauler productivity
27. Length of haul road
a. To crusher
-Limestone
-Shale
b. To plant
28. Cost of equipment
a. To crusher
b. To plant

80%
90%
30 mins and 150 mins (Crusher-Plant)
60 mines (Pit-Crusher) and 150 mins
20 kph
10%
90%
90%

1 km
7 km
23 km
Php 1,507,700,000
Php 4,687,000,000

c. Mining Recovery, Dilution and Losses
There will be no dilution due to the rock type nature of the
deposit, unlike the soil type lateritic nickel ore. The powdery
component of the limestone are commonly the impurities that are
lost during handling. This is based on the undersigned’s
quarrying experience of similar type of deposit in Bataraza,
Palawan.
d. Planned Capacity/Production Schedule/Estimated Life of
Mine
The annual limestone and shale productions of the quarry will be
1,536,000 metric tons and 277,200 metric tons, respectively, to
produce 1,050,000 metric tons of clinker.
On a daily basis at 312 working days per year, the mine will
produce 3,365 tonnes of clinker and 4,808 tonnes of cement.
The limestone reserved from the explored area is estimated to
last for 44 years after applying the mining modifying factors, such
as, dilution and volume recovery factors, and mining cut-off
grade of 50% CaO.
e. Working Schedule
For Quarrying activity there will be a long shift per day with a total
of 12 hours every day having an operational of 312 days per
year. However, for the plant mill, the working activity will be 24/7
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(twenty- four hours for the whole week) and a maintenance every
quarter.
f. List of Mining Equipment and Auxiliary Machinery/Mine
Infrastructure
Table 17-9. Mining and Auxiliary Fleet.
Mining Equipment
Dump Truck
Truck excavator
Crawler Tractor
Wheel Loader
Road Compactor
Road Grader
Sub-total
Auxiliary Equipment
Official Vehicle
Service Truck
Water Truck
Fuel Truck
Lube Truck
Self-loading Truck
Service Bus
Power Generator Set
SUV
Motorcycle
Emergency Medical Service
Portable Welding Machine
Tower Light
Fire Truck
Sub-total

No. of Units
96
15
4
3
7
3
128
No. of Units
20
7
10
2
2
1
2
6
1
2
1
5
4
1
64

g. Mine Development Plans and Schedule
Table 17-10. Mine Development Schedule.
Item
Envi Structures
Construction/Repair
Quarrying
Cement Production
Environmental Activity

Project Schedule (for the whole mine life)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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17.5.2 Processing Plans
a. Metallurgical Test Works Results
There were no metallurgical test works available as of report
writing. However, this will be done during the detailed feasibility
study of the project.
b. Metallurgical Process Flowsheet/Process Plant Design
The main production schematic flow will involve:
Unloading of limestone raw materials separately
Crushing using primary crusher
Transferring of crushed ore using conveyor belt
Crushing using secondary crusher
Mixing
Grinding
Pre-heating
Calcining
Airing/ Cooling
Finish grinding/Milling
Packing
This process provides advantages most specifically for energysaving and less adverse environmental impacts.
c. Material Balance
For the material balance, it is designed to have a 67% Clinker
composition for cement production, while for clinker production,
it is required to have 80% limestone composition. Table 17-12
and Table 17-13 summarizes the production inputs of cement
and clinker.
d. Plant Capacity/Production Schedule
Based from the production schedule, Clinker inputs will produce
higher than the required budget of daily volume for cement
making. The kiln capacity can produce 3,365 metric tons per day
while the finish mill capacity is 223 metric tons per hour with 90%
efficiency.
The plant is capable to produce 1,500,000 metric tons per year
of cement containing 37,500,000 bags of 40 kg annually.
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Table 17-11. Production Schedule.
Cement Production Inputs
Clinker
Gypsum (Purity >90%)
Pozzolana (Pal >75%)
Limestone (CaO 50%)
TOTAL
Clinker Production Inputs
Limestone (CaO 50%)
High-Silica (SiO2 >60%)
Low-Silica (45%-50%)
Iron (Fe2O3 >45%)
TOTAL

Annual Volume
1,050,000
60,000
240,000
150,000
1,500,000
Annual Volume
1,386,000
138,600
138,600
69,300
1,732,500

Daily Volume
3,365
192
769
481
4,807
Daily Volume
4,442
444
444
222
5,552

e. Plant Working Schedule
The plant will be operational 24/7 and will have its maintenance
every quarter.
f. Product Specification
The specifications of each activity for production inputs of cement
and clinker were presented previously in Material Balance.
Table 17-12. Cement Specification.
Cement Production Inputs
Clinker
Gypsum (Purity >90%)
Pozzolana (Pal>75%)
Limestone (CaO 50%)
Total

% Composition
70%
4%
16%
10%
100%

Table 17-13. Clinker Specification.
Clinker Production Inputs
Limestone (CaO>50%)
High-Silica (SiO2>60%)
Low-Silica (45%-50%)
Iron (Fe2O3>45%)
Total

% Composition
80%
8%
8%
4%
100%

g. Tailings Specification
There will be no mine tailings for this project.
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h. Tailings Dam Siting
There will be no need for a Tailings Dam for this project
considering that there will be no mine tailings for this project.
i. List of Mill Machineries and Auxiliary Equipment
Table 17-14. List of mill machineries and auxiliary equipment.
A. MILL MACHINERIES
Raw Material Preparation Main Equipment
Jaw Crusher
Impact Crusher
Overland Belt Conveyor 1, 2, 3
Chain Drive Main Motor 1, 2
Induced Draft Fan
Main Drive Roller Mill 1, 2
Burning
Bag House Fan
Bag House Reverse Air Fan
ILC Fan
SLC Fan
Kiln Main Drive
Clinker Cooler EP Fan
Cement Mill
Main Drive Polycon Fixed and Movable
Sepol Fan
Main Drive Assay Ball Mill 1, 2
B. MILL AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
BH Hopper Feeder
Fan Dust Collector (New Pan Conveyor)
Cond. Tower Screw
Pan Conveyor 1
Mixing Duct Screw
Bucket Elevator Clinker
BH Inlet Dist Trap Feeder
BE Aux Drive Clinker
Clinker Dust Chain
Fan Dust Collector
Kiln Coal Vibrator
Rotary Feeder
Kiln Pfister Blower
Silo Discharge Equipment 1
Kiln Pfister Blower Spare
Weightfeeder Clinker
Kiln BFO Pump
Weightfeeder
Kiln BFO Pump Spare
Belt Conveyor
Kiln Main Burner Primary Fan
Bucket Elevator Polycom
Kiln Main Burner Primary Fan Spare
Aux Drive Bucket Elevator Polycom
BFO Common Pump
Fain Airslide
ILC Coal Vibrator
Fan Dust Collector
SLC Coal Vibrator
Hydraulic System 1
ILC Pfister Feeder
Screw Conveyor
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SLC Pfister Feeder
ILC Pfister Blower
SLC Pfister Blower
SLC Pfister Blower Spare
ILC BFO Pump
ILC BFO Pump Spare
SLC Diesel Pump
SLC Diesel Pump Spare
ILC Primary Air Fan
SLC Primary Air Fan
SLC Primary Air Fan Spare
Belt Conveyor Gypsum
Belt Conveyor Additive (horizontal)
Impact Crusher (Tertiary)
Hydraulic Sytem (Tertiary)
Fan Dust Collector (Tertiary)
Vibrating Screen
Apron Feeder
Rotary Feeder

Main Drive Polycom
Lube Equipment
Heat Exchanger
Weightfeeder Overflow bin
Water Pump
Bucket Elevator Discharge
Multi-cyclone Separator
Fan Air Slide 1 Sepol
Fan Blow-in
Fan Blow-in Discharge End
Fan EP
Fan Dust Collector
Damper Fan Dust Collector
Rotary Feeder Metal Trap
Rotary Feeder (DC 3)
Fan Sepol
Damper Fan Sepol
Fan Dust Collector 5
Lube Equipment

j. Mill Plant Layout (Annex B)
17.5.3 Mine Support Services
a. Power Source/Power Generation Plant
The area is energized by Palawan Electric Cooperative
(PALECO) for residential, commercial and industrial power user.
Industrial power requirement for the project will be by
construction of is by installation of about ten (10) kilometer or
more of a third power line from the cooperative to the mine area
to be able to supply three-phase electric power line to run big
electric motors.
Power will be sourced out from the 20-megawatt power plant that
will be constructed for the usage of the cement plant. This will
provide for the surface mine pit lighting needs and for
administration buildings, laboratory and motorpool power
requirement. It is estimated that the power requirement for the
plant will reach around 10 megawatts annually.
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b. Mechanical Shop
PHAC Mechanical Shop will cover two (2) hectares to provide a
larger space to accommodate the total numbers of equipment for
repairs and maintenance.
c. Assay Laboratory
PHAC will include a fully equipped in-house laboratory with
sample preparation facility. Sample preparation equipment will
include electric oven, crusher and pulverizer. Analytical
equipment shall be X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Spectrometry.
d. Industrial Water Supply
Water requirement shall come from the rivers of Ibat-Ong,
Panitian and Labog.
e. Availability of Alternative Sources of Mine Support Services
This will include ore stockyard for the limestone and shale.
PHAC will secure an advance seven (7) days production
tonnage for CaO and SiO2 to serve as a stockpile in the area.
Therefore, a 2-hectare size of stockyard will be constructed and
shall serve as stockpile area.
17.5.4 Environmental Protection and Management Plan
Part of Palawan is considered as one of the protected areas in the
Philippines due to its wonderful nature found herein. Therefore, it is
indeed crucial to tap the natures without considering the
environment on how it will be protected and managed from the
extraction of raw materials.
In this project the detailed study is already illustrated with the
potential impacts to its host and neighboring environment.
Preparation for the mitigation and /or management measures to
minimize and control the impacts to acceptable and / or allowable
limits are already formulated and the implementation of budget is
executed.
a. Environmental Impacts
In order to extract the limestone and shale raw materials, topsoil
has to be stripped and pave way for extraction. Alteration of the
original land profile is visible once the mineral deposit will be
extracted. Benches, roads, drainage ways, and stockpiles alter
the original feature of the land.
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These activities will affect the operation, however some activities
like overburden waste stock piles will only cause insignificant or
minor impact in regards to overburden piles because the
quarrying will not open very large areas at one time and this will
be progressively rehabilitated after the mineral ore are mined.
PHAC is promulgating the environmental management policies
which includes the compliance of government regulatory
requirements. The company is responsible for monitoring of the
following:
Air Quality
Drinking Water Quality
Population Mitigation
Public Health
Marine Flora and Fauna
Marine Waster Quality
Noise Levels
Surface/Fresh Quality
Tailings impoundment
Terrestrial Environment
b. Environmental Mitigating Measures
PHAC identified the control strategies to be implemented by the
company to mitigate the identified adverse impacts of the
operations shown in Table 17-15.
Table 17-15. Environmental Mitigating Measures.
Activity
Progressive
Rehabilitation

Mitigating Measures
All the land that were disturbed due to construction, development and
mining will be progressively rehabilitated to return to its physical aspect to a
state acceptable to the regulators and post-mining land user.

Diversion banks

A drainage diversion channel will be provided along the mine site and mill
site to divert the flow of drainage towards the siltation pond to mitigate
flashflood.
The company will provide additional infrastructure for the disposal of the
domestic sewage wastes to prevent any contamination or pollution to the
rivers and creeks.
Dust from excavation, loading, unloading and truck movement will vary
depending on the level of activity involved, prevailing wind conditions and
season. Dust emission is expected to be short term and insignificant and will
mainly affect workers in and near the area of disturbance. PHAC will
implement water sprinkling along portions of its haul road located near
residential/built-up areas to control dust coming from mining activities. Haul
and access roads in the mining area and in the barangay proper will be
sprayed regularly with water using water trucks to minimize dust suspension.

Domestic Sewage
Disposal
Dust Suppression
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Motor Pool Oil Trap

Neutralize Laboratory
Chemicals

An oil trap will be constructed in a motorpool repair facilities to guarantee
that oil and grease will not be flushing out directly to the nearby river or
creek.
Neutralization of used chemicals will be applied for this project before
discharging it to the drainage system towards the siltation pond to eliminate
any adverse chemical effect in the water system.

Recycling of Process
Water

One of the projects of PHAC is to recycle the water back to the system to
minimize the usage.

Solid Waste Disposal

Solid wastes consisting of earth spoils and vegetation spoils are generated
from clearing, grubbing and excavation. Additional wastes come from
construction supplies such as cement bags, discarded wood frames, etc. and
from employed workers. The garbage will be disposed by putting them in
garbage pits in a mined out area. Once it is filled up, it will be covered by
waste material.
Construction of drainage with a series of canals at the mine site and mill
plant where waste water will course through. The design of these canals will
directly flow down to the siltation ponds at the main drainage exit where silt
particles are separated to ensure clear water overflow to the nearby creek or
river.

Drainage canal and
siltation pond

c. Environmental Infrastructures
Table 17-16. Environmental Infrastructures.
Envi Infrastructures
Plant Support Services
Facilities

Activity
The company will provide plant support facilities for the oil and chemical
wastes to mitigate the contamination of toxic chemicals into topsoil and
rivers.

Construction of Sound
Barriers

PHAC will ensure the safety of its employees by providing sound barriers
using an ear protection for individual employees working directly to affected
areas with high level of noise and by constructing a soundproof room of a
noisy equipment.

Dust Suppression

Installation of dust control facilities will be implemented to reduce the
suspended particulates in the air by using water spraying and by increasing
the number of trees in the area.

Water Supply Facilities

Water supply is also one of the major factors that will be affected in the
operation. Therefore, construction of settling and treatment ponds is
necessary to prevent contamination of the rivers and creeks.

d. Mine Closure Plan
The criteria for mine closure plan will be applied to test the
performance of the closure measures and evaluate the success
of the cumulative impacts of a mine post closure. Completion
criteria identify indicators of a successful performance of the
closure and decommissioning activities. Criteria that will be used
are summarized in Table 17-17.
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Table 17-17. Mine Closure Criteria.
Description of
Area/Structures
Mine Pit

Processing Plant

Stockyard

Mine Camp
Haul Road

Waste Dump

Settling
Ponds/Collector
Sumps
Causeway

Closure Criteria/Performance Standards
Area backfilled and slope stabilized; soil erosion is comparable to adjacent unmined area
Area re-vegetated; density and diversity considered
Proper turn-over to barangay before final relinquishment
Restoring the ecological balance of the area affected by the plant operations
Stabilize the land surface affected by the plant
Proper turn-over to the barangay before final relinquishment
Area stabilized, slope stable, soil erosion controlled
Area re-vegetated; density and diversity considered
Proper turn-over to barangay before final relinquishment
Campsite buildings are secured and properly turned over to the barangay
Area stabilized, slope stable, soil erosion controlled
Area re-vegetated; density and diversity considered
Turn over to barangay before final relinquishment
Area stabilized, slope stable, soil erosion controlled
Area re-vegetated; density and diversity considered
Turn over to barangay before final relinquishment
Dismantling of dike type settling ponds
Other settling ponds and collecting sumps backfilled and stabilized and revegetated
Properly turned over to the barangay

It also necessary to address the environmental and social
impacts of the closure of the quarrying operations, the
decommissioning plan was conceptualizing to conform to the
following objectives:
To comply with existing Mining Law and other existing
environmental laws, rules and regulations.
To improve effective development strategies for better
opportunities after closure like Eco-tourism, Nature Park,
Camps, etc.
To address the negative public image of any mining
operation through social and ecological responsibility.
To continue and sustain all community development,
health and safety project for the well-being of the
impacted Barangays after cessation of operations.
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17.5.5 Mine Safety and Health Plan
The Safety and Health Program of Premiere Horizon Alliance
Corporation (PHAC) aims to identify and evaluate safety, health
and environmental hazards associated with quarrying in order to
prevent accidents and occupational-related diseases that PHAC
personnel may be exposed to arising from the workplace.
The company shall comply with all the rules and regulations of the
“MINE SAFTEY RULES AND REGULATIONS” under MAO-MRD61 series of 1991. PHAC will be submitted “Safety and Health
program” before the start of the calendar year that will embody the
following:
Management and employee training
Good Housekeeping
Health control and services
Provision for PPE.
Systems of monitoring and reporting
Emergency Response program
17.6 Financial Aspects
17.6.1 Total Project Cost Estimates and Assumptions
Investments totaling to PhP 8.5 Billion is allotted for the project
Table 17-18. This amounts to approximately US$170 Million at a
foreign exchange rate of US$ 1 to PhP 50.
Table 17-18. Total Project Cost.
Engineering Study
Exploration/Development
Pre-Operating Overhead
Capital Equipment & Machinery
Environment Facilities
Working Capital
Contingency
TOTAL

Amount (PhP)
Php
39,250,000
300,000,000
115,750,000
7,520,000,000
60,000,000
265,000,000
200,000,000
Php
8,500,000,000

a. Engineering Study Cost
The total estimated cost of Engineering Study is PhP39 Million
which shall cover mapping, soil testing, geo-hazard study,
topography survey, architectural design, civil work engineering
and feasibility studies.
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b. Exploration/Development Cost
The proponent shall allot PhP100 Million for performing
additional drilling to explore areas outside of the initial 1-km2
area to block additional resource. Another PhP200 Million is
allotted for the cost to develop the areas.
c. Pre-Operating Overhead
At its Pre Operating Stage, the Project is expected to spend an
estimated amount of PhP116 Million on Pre Operating Overhead
including about PhP26 Million to be spent on acquiring permits
and licenses.
d. Capital Property and Machinery
Total expenditure on Capital Property and Machinery is
estimated at PhP7.5 Billion including the purchase of land on
which the plant is to be constructed, purchase of kiln, mills, silos,
laboratory equipment, heavy equipment, power house
construction, port and road construction, and civil works for the
plant.
Table 17- 19. Capital Property and Machinery.
Capital Property & Machinery
Cement Manufacturing Equipment
Plant Construction (Civil Works)
Port and Barangay Road Improvement
Quarry Equipment
Cement Terminals
Silos (Raw Material and Finish Cement)
Erection, Commissioning and Testing of Kiln and Finish Mill
Heavy Equipment
Power House (Generator Set 4MW + 13MW)
Laboratory Equipment
Land
TOTAL

Budget
4,050,000,000
1,500,000,000
500,000,000
453,000,000
300,000,000
265,000,000
228,000,000
75,000,000
60,000,000
54,000,000
35,000,000
7,520,000,000

e. Allied Mine Facilities and Infrastructures
Cost for the allied mine facilities and infrastructures, including
general services, mechanical, electrical and office equipment as
well as storage facilities for explosives cap and dynamites and
ANFO is included in the Development Cost Budget (refer to item
B).
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f. Environmental Equipment and Facilities
Environmental facilities including construction of site drainage,
settling ponds and nurseries are budgeted at PhP60 Million.
Other environmental facilities are included in the annual EPEP
cost. Equipment for use in environment maintenance is included
in the capital equipment budget.
g. Interest During Construction
This study assumes that the project will borrow 60% of the total
investment cost or PhP5.1 Billion. This loan will incur 6% interest
per annum over the two-year construction period. Such interest
during the construction period will form part of the cost of the
assets that it pertains to. Interest incurred on the loan after the
project has started operating will be charged to the periodic profit
or loss.
h. Working Capital
Working Capital calculation includes 15 days average of
Receivables, 45 days average of Inventories, net of 30 days
average of Payables.
15 days average life of Receivables considers both Cash
Revenues and Revenues on Credit. Thus the calculation of the
15-day average Receivable balance is Total Annual Revenue x
15/365
45 days balance of Inventory considers the order/lead time of
purchases; safety stock levels and other factors. This is the
average balance for all types of Inventories including Raw
Materials, Fuel, Work-in-Progress, Finished Goods, Spare Parts
and Production Supplies. This average is also applies to items
purchased locally, imported items and manufactured items.
The 30-day average balance of Payables assumes that the
Project will take advantage of the suppliers’ payment terms and
stretch the payment to maximize the use of Working Capital.
The average balance therefore will be calculated as Total Annual
Purchase of Inventory Items x 30 / 365.
Initial Working Capital requirement is estimated at PhP265
Million.
i. Contingencies
Budget for contingency is set at PhP200 Million and is included
in the Total Initial Investment.
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17.6.2 List of Capital Equipment and Works
Table 17-20. List of Capital Equipment and Works.
Capital Equipment
Dump Truck
Track Excavator
Crawler Tractor
Wheel Loader
Road Compactor
Road Grader

Works
Used for transporting loose material
Used to extract/load and receive the material
Used to prepare the area/pit. It also helps to maintain the main road
Used to help expedite loading due to bigger bucket capacity
Used to compact the road
Used to maintain the grade of the road

17.6.3 Financial Plans/Sources of Funds
The Project is to be funded through a public offering of equity which
will raise funds both for the Initial Capital outlay and the Working
Capital requirements of the Project at its start-up phase.
17.6.4 Production Cost Estimates and Assumptions
a. Mining Cost
Mining Cost is estimated at PhP349.46 per ton of limestone and
shale produced from the Quarry or PhP643 Million per year
based on full production level. This amount includes cost of
clearing, drilling, blasting, excavation, crushing, and transport to
the plant site. This amount excludes cost of SDMP, EPEP,
Royalties and Excise Taxes. This amount also excludes Quarry
Overhead.
b. Milling Cost
Milling Cost is estimated at PhP63.50 per bag of cement. This
amount cost of purchased raw mix and cement additives like iron
concentrate, gypsum and pozzolana, cost of power and cost of
fuel, which is primarily coal and bunker oil.
This amount excludes the cost of quarrying limestone and shale
from blasting to transporting the materials to the raw mill site.
This amount also excludes PhP237.2 Million per year of fixed
cost related to labor and maintenance of plant facilities.
c. Marketing Cost
An estimated PhP75.0 Million per year is to be spent on
Marketing Activities to capture the market share and boost
revenues from the sale of cement which is the final product of
the Project.
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This amount excludes Packaging Cost estimated at PhP12.17
per bag including packaging materials and overhead.
Logistics Cost to bring the product to the customers is estimated
at PhP26.50 per bag including hauling and port handling
expenses. This cost however is excluded from the reportable
cost of the Project since the assumed pricing basis is pick up at
plant. Therefore, any logistical cost to be incurred will be an
adjustment to the selling price to the specific customer.
d. Mine (Quarry) Overhead Cost
An estimate of PhP50.0 Million per year is to be spent on Quarry
Overhead including maintenance, engineering, geology, survey
and other activities to support the Quarry.
e. Environmental Cost
Environmental Cost is computed at 3% of the Direct Mining Cost
of the Quarry.
f. Community Development Cost
Community Development Cost or Social Development and
Management Program (SDMP) Cost will be computed at 1.5%
of the Quarry’s Total Operating Cost.
g. Excise Tax
Excise Tax on the extracted minerals will be computed at 2% of
the total cost of quarrying including reasonable margin.
h. Head Office Overhead Cost
General and administrative overhead cost is estimated at
PhP122 Million per year including cost of management and all
other indirect support services such as human resources,
finance, procurement, and information technology.
i. Royalty
The Project will be paying royalties to Indigenous People located
in the area at 1% of the total cost of quarrying including
reasonable margin.
17.6.5 Government Financial Incentives
The Project, at this stage, is yet to apply for Financial Incentives
from the Philippine Government.
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17.6.6 Basis of Revenue Calculation
a. Selling Price
Product pricing will be done on a case-to-case basis for each
order. There is an additional mark-up for the cost of packaged
cement. In order to make an estimate of sales revenue, it is
assumed that the average sales prices realized by existing
cement manufacturers are taken for reference with a small
reduction to facilitate entry into the market due to lack of brand
awareness. Accordingly, the average selling price for each bag
of cement is assumed to be at PhP180, excluding VAT.
b. Exchange Rate
The Project is expected to use foreign currency in its dealings
for imports of raw materials, fuels, production supplies, spare
parts and plant equipment from different countries. The Project
expects to use US Dollar in these dealings. US Dollar to
Philippine Peso exchange rate is assumed to be US$1.00 is to
PhP50.00 over the period under evaluation. No hedge facility is
expected to be put in place in relation to the foreign exchange
rate.
c. Smelters/Freight/Treatment Charges
Cement can be distributed through two types of freight and
handling – pick-up and delivered. Products that are directly
picked up by the customer in the plant do not entail cost for the
company. On the other hand, when the cement is delivered to
the customer’s premises, hauling cost is initially shouldered by
the company and reimbursed by the customer in the form of
additional charge in the selling price. The company treats the
freight to customer payment to the hauler as an expense netted
out to the invoice price to get the average selling price.
d. Bonuses and Penalties
Bonuses can be credited to the customer in the form of volume
credit notes. If the customer withdraws a certain volume of
cement over a certain period, a volume rebate may be computed
on a per bag basis. This forms part of sales discounts and
allowances and netted out against the invoice price to get the net
sales revenue.
For purposes of the pre-feasibility study, the rebates is assumed
already deducted from the computed average selling price.
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17.6.7 Pro-forma Financial Statements
a. Balance Sheet (Annex C)
b. Profit and Loss (Annex D)
c. Cash Flow (Annex E)
17.6.8 Financial Analyses
a. Break even Analysis
The following volume in bags of cement must be reached in
order to cover:
Table 17-21. Break even analysis.
Coverage
Break Even Point
Operating Cash Cost
5,063,689 bags
Operating Cash and Non-Cash Cost
14,437,975 bags
Operating Cost + Interest
18,008,020 bags
Operating + Full Financing Cost
29,908,172 bags
The projected annual volume is 37,500,000 bags.
b. Sensitivity Analysis
The following table summarizes the effects of changes in Sales
Price, Sales Volume, Variable Cost and Fixed Cost on Net
Income:
Table 17-22. Sensitivity Analysis.
Factor
+/- Change
Income Effect
Sales Price
Php1.00
PhP26,250,000
Sales Volume
1.0%
22,499,714
Variable Cost
1.0%
24,750,286
Fixed Cash Cost
1.0%
3,038,175
c. Profitability Analyses
Return on Investment (ROI)
Based on the projected net income of the project and the
estimated capital investment, the ROI starts from 13.76% on the
first year of operations at full interest burden and progresses to
16.28% starting on sixth year, after payment of the loan.
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Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Project IRR is calculated from the initial capital investment
amount of PhP8.5 Billion and a ten-year stretch of the project
operating cash flow projected at PhP2.19 Billion per year. The
estimated project IRR is 22.29%.
Net Present Value (NPV)
10-year NPV is calculated using three different discount rates:
Table 17-23. 10-Year NPV at different discount rates.
Discount Rate
NPV (PhP)
6.0% PhP 7.17 Billion
9.0% PhP 5.08 Billion
12.0% PhP 3.44 Billion
Payback Period
Non discounted Payback Period is 3.89 years. Payback period
discounted at 6.0% and 12.0% are 4.56 years and 5.89 years,
respectively.
17.7 Economic Aspects
17.7.1 Employment/management
a. Number, nationality, Position and Annual payroll
The initial workforce of PHAC mine site is shown in Table 17-24.
Majority of the workers will be hired from the host and
neighboring communities as dump truck drivers, backhoe
operator, other auxiliary fleet operator, community relation
officers, administrative support staff, cooks, cleaners, etc.
For positions that are not available in the communities like
engineers, nurses, doctors, accountants-these will be hired
outside based from the qualification of PHAC accordingly.
PHAC will offer scholarships and training courses to deserving
residents and locals to upgrade their skills enable them to qualify
for employment.
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Table 17-24. Employee Salary.
Total Annual Cost of Salaried Employees
Salary
Position
Number
13TH month
(estimate)
Resident Manager
1
100,000/month
100,000
Mine Superintendent
1
750,000/month
75,000
Mine Supervisor
4
50,000/month
50,000
Liaison Officer
1
30,000/month
30,000
Secretary to the RM
1
15,000/month
15,000
Chief Mine Engineer
1
50,000/month
50,000
Mine Planning Engr.
1
40,000/month
40,000
Civil Engineer
1
38,000/month
38,000
Mechanical Engineer
1
38,000/month
38,000
Geodetic Engineer
1
38,000/month
38,000
Mine Surveyor
1
35,000/month
35,000
Construction Foreman
1
30,000/month
30,000
Road Foreman
1
30,000/month
30,000
Admin Manager
1
50,000/month
50,000
Personnel Officer
1
35,000/month
35,000
Personnel Clerk / Encoder
2
14,000/month
14,000
Mine Accountant
1
38,000/month
38,000
Cashier
1
22,000/month
22,000
Bookkeeper
1
20,000/month
20,000
Site Purchasing Officer
1
22,000/month
22,000
Warehouse supervisor
1
22,000/month
22,000
Safety Engineer/Supt.
1
40,000/month
40,000
Company Nurse
1
16,000/month
16,000
ComRel Officer
1
30,000/month
30,000
SDMP Coordinator
1
22,000/month
22,000
Mine Envi Officer
1
30,000/month
30,000
Refo In-charge
1
22,000/month
22,000
Chief Chemist
1
35,000/month
35,000
Chemist
1
25,000/month
25,000
Chief Geologist
1
50,000/month
50,000
Geologist
1
40,000/month
40,000
Drill Foreman
1
35,000/month
35,000
Motorpool Superintendent
1
50,000/month
50,000
Mechanical Supervisor
1
40,000/month
40,000
Chief Mechanic
1
40,000/month
40,000
Electrical Supervisor
1
40,000/month
40,000
Shipping Supervisor
1
40,000/month
40,000
Draft Surveyor
1
30,000/month
30,000
Shiploading Foreman
1
30,000/month
30,000
Chief Security
1
25,000/month
25,000
Cook
2
10,000/month
10,000
& Mess Girls
3
5,000/month
5,000
Php

Annual
Payroll (Php)
1,300,000
975,000
2,600,000
390,000
195,000
650,000
520,000
494,000
494,000
494,000
455,000
390,000
390,000
650,000
455,000
364,000
494,000
286,000
260,000
286,000
286,000
520,000
208,000
390,000
286,000
390,000
286,000
455,000
325,000
650,000
520,000
455,000
650,000
520,000
520,000
520,000
520,000
390,000
390,000
325,000
260,000
195,000
20,761,000
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b. List of Key personnel and their qualification
Vice President for Operation – shall direct to the overall work
flow of the company with the mandate of the Mining Act.
Resident Mine Manager – ensures that all department are in line
with its corresponding work obligations.
Mine Engineering and Geology Manager – ensures the resource
and reserve will be implemented accordingly.
Mine Operations Manager-ensures that the mine plans will be
delivered in the site.
Production Manager – shall head the overall production of the
mill.
External Affairs Manager-ensures
Mechanical Manager – ensures that all mining equipment and
auxiliary fleet shall have its preventive and corrective
maintenance.
Administration Manager- ensures the all facilities are in
accordance with the welfare of its employees.
c. Personnel Policies re pay scale
The company will comply with labor standards of the Department
of Labor and Employment (DOLE) especially on pay scales and
work environment. Pay scale will comply with the minimum
standards and will be implemented for the rank and file.
For the junior and senior staff management, pay scales and
incentives will depend on the qualifications and position applied
for.
Expatriates personnel pay scale will be treated as consultants
and will conform to the standard required based on the country
of nationality.
d. Table of Organization (Annex F)
e. Availability of Technical and Skilled Labor
Host and neighboring communities will be prioritized to be
employed in the project. The locals will undergo interviews and
exams based on their qualification. However, for hiring technical
applicants that are not available in the project area like
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engineers, nurses, doctors, accountants, PHAC will look for
alternative way of hiring these positions outside the area based
from the qualifications needed.
f. Township/Housing
PHAC will provide accommodation for all the staff that are
outside the area. The locals will have a regular service for its pick
up back and forth.
17.7.2 Community Development Plan
The company shall allocate an annual amount equivalent to the
10% exploration cost for its Community Development Costs.
The following strategies will be adopted to implement the Social
development program:
Give priority to the residents of the impact areas for both
direct and indirect employment;
Provide basic social services such as water facilities, road
construction and maintenance;
Provide access and use of medical and recreational
facilities;
Provide training to qualified host community residents.
These training programs may include Equipment operation,
driving and others
17.7.3 Socio-Economic Contributions
Socio-economic contribution is vital to the project area wherein the
host and neighboring communities are typically at ease to a rural
way of living. Once the project will enter in the area, employment
will enable the residents to improve their lives through the economic
and social benefits that will guarantee their reception by means of:
Provide long term employment
Preference of local workers for employment
Salaries, wages, allowances and fringe benefits will be in
accordance to provision of the law.
Providing subsidized medical centers for its employees and
also for its host and neighboring communities.
Provide more funds for its SDMP projects especially on
community infrastructure projects and education.
Enforce safety regulations within the sphere of responsibility
to protect and preserve health of residents and workers.
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In addition, the municipalities will have an additional income by
means of the allocation for social development, environmental,
mine safety and health, taxes and fees.
17.8 Project Schedule
17.8.1 EPCM Contract
There will be no general EPCM contractor that shall be engaged for
the project. If the project decides to engage one for some reason
such as after a detailed feasibility study, in-house staff and early
hire of the project operation will still handle a substantial portion of
the EPCM services. This will translate to potential savings for the
project.
17.8.2 Construction Schedule
One of the activities that are scheduled for this project is the
construction of the facilities which includes feasibility, design, plant
construction and equipment acquisition that is shown in Table 1725.
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Table 17-25. Construction schedule.
Year 1
Q1

1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15

16

Q2

Q3

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Land Plotting/
Finalization
Design &
Engineering,
Architectural Plan &
Supervision
Site Development
by an Architectural
Firm
Pre-Feasibility
Study
Feasibility,
Planning,
Construction & Preoperating
Supervision
Port Study
Selection of
Contractors & Plant
Construction
Port Construction
and Barangay
Road Improvement
Cement Terminals 2 locations
Purchase of
Cement Equipment,
Adjunct Equipment
& Delivery
Erection,
Commissioning and
testing of Kiln and
Finish Mill
Contracting of Silos
(Raw Mat & Finish
Cement) & Erection
Selection and
Purchase of
Laboratory
Equipment
Selection and
Purchase of Heavy
Equipment
Selection of Main
Gen Set Provider,
Installation &
Testing
Finalization of
Cement Bag
Design, Initial
Purchase
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18.0 ORE RESERVES ESTIMATES
18.1 Database Used
The database used for this project are based from the three studies
conducted by different groups. The first study was studied by Mines and
Geosciences Bureau (DENR) dated November 1992 wherein the whole
area of 2,750
has contain a tonnage of 925M tons of limestone suitable for cement raw
material. The mineable reserves estimated for this exploration activity has
463 Million tons of ore with a total estimated mine life of 173 years.
The second activity was done in October 1995 by Kilborn Engineering,
through this study, the group estimated a different tonnage which resulted
to total estimated reserve of 450 Million tons of limestone and 60 M tons of
shale-sandstone. The limestone grade deposit is ranging from 44%48.59%.
18.2 Integrity of Database
The integrity of database was examined by the undersigned through a
thorough validation by visiting the project site and conducting another
drilling activity to check the volume and assay grade of the deposit. These
includes the verification of database by examining the core log, coordinate
location, collar elevation, topo/maps/plans and geologic interpretation,
assay procedure, etc.
18.3 Data Verification and Validation (limitations)
Discarding of core samples is a standard operating procedure, therefore,
the team was not able to validate discarded samples.
18.4 Ore Reserve Estimation Method Used
The ore reserve estimates is directly derived from the validated mineral
resource with combination of market information.
The Ore Reserve was calculated from the Mineral Resource derived by
applying the appropriate cut-off grades (COG) on the Mineral Resource
tabulation of tonnage and grades. This methodology considered the
following assumptions:
18.4.1 Elevated grade and reduced tonnage of ore reserve was due to the
raised cut-off grade to meet plant feed requirement of 50% CaO for
maximum clinker production efficiency.
18.4.2 There is not much dilution because of the rock type nature of the
deposit (unlike the soil type lateritic nickel ore) and core sampling
was done every two (2) meters. The powdery component of the
limestone is commonly the impurities which are lost during handling.
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18.4.3 Computation of resource tonnage considered occupancy factor
based on core recovery in each segment which means void spaces
were excluded.
These assumptions were based on the quarrying experience of the
undersigned of similar type of deposit in Bataraza, Palawan.
This resulted to an Ore Reserve for PHAC of 67.67 Million metric tonnes at
50% CaO (Table 18-1). This approach has converted 89% of the original
mineral resource tonnage to ore reserve and raised the %CaO to meet the
plant feed requirement.
Table 18-1. Ore Reserves calculated from the Mineral Resource.
% CaO Cut-off
grade
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
Sub-total/Average
Premium
≥ 54.00
High
50.00 - 53.99
Medium
42.00 - 49.99
Low
≤ 42.00
TOTAL/AVERAGE

Resource Classification
Proved
Premium

Probable

Proved and
Probable

Metric Tonnes
1,706,700
7,563,200
8,561,400
17,831,300
5,120,100
20,231,000
24,486,400
49,837,500
6,826,800
27,794,200
33,047,800
67,668,800

% CaO
54.49
51.95
47.38
50.00
54.49
52.03
47.39
50.00
54.49
52.01
47.39
50.00

The potential additional mineral resources after further exploration of the
tenements were not considered in the financial run. This upside will be
available for future consideration.
18.5 Ore Reserve Estimations
18.5.1 Ore Specific Gravity/Density
In-situ density of limestone is estimated to be at 2.5. The average
loose density is 1.72 with swell factor at 1.46.
18.5.2 Mining Plans/Mining Recovery/Dilution Factor/Mining Losses
(Annex G)
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18.5.3 Relevant Production Costs Considered
(Please refer to Section 17.6.4 of this technical report)
18.5.4 Basis of Revenue Calculation
(Please refer to Section 17.6.6 of this technical report)
18.5.5 Cut-off Grade Determination
Cut-off grade was determined directly from plant feed specification,
in particular 50% CaO.
18.6 Ore Reserve Classification Used
Table 18-2. Ore classification.
Materials
Limestone
Silica

Ore Class
High
Average
High
Low

Grade
CaO >55.8%
CaO >51.5%
SiO2 >60%
SiO2 <60%

18.7 Ore Reserves Estimates
Only the Measured and Indicated Resources were used to derive the
Proven and Probable Ore Reserves. As of June 2018, the ore reserve is
estimated at 67.67 Million MT with an average grade of 50% CaO.
Table 18-3. Ore reserves summary.
Resource Classification
Proved
Probable
Total/Average

Metric Tonnes
17,831,300
49,837,500
67,668,800

% CaO
50.00
50.00
50.00
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19.0 INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The undersigned Competent Person for mining has reviewed the information
relating to the project, from the exploration reports of PHAC Geology Team to
the Mineral Resource Report prepared by CP Geologist Joel Diaz. Based on the
review, the undersigned accepts the resource estimates of the CP Geologist to
be in accordance with the PMRC guidelines and therefore qualified to be used
for ore reserves computation and project valuation at concept level.
The volume of information was found to be adequate and of good quality as it
was done by qualified persons and adheres to PMRC guidelines. In doing the
concept level technical assessment and valuation of the limestone deposit and
the cement project, the undersigned reviewed and accepted the information from
the CP Geologist and studied the market and parameters needed to operate a
limestone quarry and a cement plant.
The undersigned CP for mining identified areas of “uncertainties” that may seem
to be project risks if not resolved but, however, do not necessarily diminish the
validity of this report. On the contrary, identification of these risks enhances the
potential of the project. Resolution of these matters will further improve the level
of information of the project to bring it to a Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) or
Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) level.
These “uncertainties” include:
1. Better delineation of the spatial limits of different grades of limestone ore at
depth
2. Mineral resource estimation of the shale deposit prepared and certified by
the CP Geologist
3. Actual survey and geotechnical characterization of the crusher and cement
plant location
In summary, the project is on concept level. Project information in terms of
volume and quality is adequate and prepared in accordance to current industry
standards and to PMRC guidelines. The mineral resource was used to determine
the Ore Reserves within the 1-km2 area that was initially explored.
Resource Classification
Proved
Probable
Total/Average

Metric Tonnes
17,831,300
49,837,500
67,668,800

% CaO
50.00
50.00
50.00

The limestone deposit within the two (2) MPSAs is huge and of high purity quality
which is suitable for cement production. It contains a considerable reserve of
premium quality limestone with >54% CaO suitable for steel industry that could
be selectively mined and sold after proper size reduction.
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The estimated Project capital expenditure for developing the limestone quarry
and putting up the cement plant is PhP 8.5 B (US$ 170M at 50PhP=1USD ForEx
rate). The ten-year NPV at 12.0% discount rate is PhP 3.44 B (net of project
investment) and the payback period discounted at 12.0% is 5.89 years.
Production, Economic and Financial Highlights
Quarry
Mine
Limestone
Shale

Mineral Resource
Ore Reserve
75.69 Million MT
67.67 Million MT
148 Million MT (potential resource only)

CAPEX
IRR
NPV @ 6% (net of CAPEX)
Total Production Cost
10-year Mine Life Revenue
Average all-in cost/bag of cement
Average selling price/bag of cement

Rate
(TPY)
1,550,000
285,000

PhP
8.5 Billion
22.29%
7.17 Billion
297 Billion
166 Billion
127
180

Mine Life
(Years)
44
-

US$
170 Million
22.29%
143.4 Million
5.94 Million
3.32 Million
2.54
3.60
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20.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
To strengthen the current study and bring it to Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) and
Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) level, and eventually develop the mine and
start production, the following are hereby recommended:
1. Topographic survey of the proposed limestone and shale quarry for more
accurate re-estimation of the Resource and Reserve on PFS and DFS level
as well as for design of in-pit infrastructures
2. Geotechnical study of the property which is required for pit design and other
civil works
3. Additional drilling to block additional limestone resource
4. Exploration drilling to estimate shale mineral resource
5. Full metallurgical testing of the limestone ore for detailed cement plant
design
In addition, the blocked premium grade limestone ore reserve with >54% CaO
should be selectively mined and stockpiled for direct shipment, after proper size
reduction, to steel plants to generate additional revenue.
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ANNEX A
Sample Sales Contract
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ANNEX B
Mill Plant Layout
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ANNEX C
Balance Sheet
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ANNEX D
Profit and Loss Statement
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ANNEX E
Cash Flow Statement
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ANNEX F
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ANNEX G
General Location Map
10-Year Mine Plan
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